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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

TWENTY-FOURTH SESSION, 1893-94.

First Meeting, "jth November, 1893.

P. LE PAGE RENOUF, Esq., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-^0^^-^-

The President referred to the severe loss the Society had

recently sufifered by the death of Dr. C. Leemans and

Professor E. L. Lushington, D.C.L., LL.D., etc.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From Sir H. H. Howorth, K.C.M.G., etc. :—Inscriptiones Palaeo-

persicae Achaemenidarum, etc. By Dr. Cajetanus Kossowiez.

Petropoli. 8vo. 1872.

From the Author:—Alfred B. Moldenke. Babylonian Contract

Tablets in the Metropolitan Museum of Art [New York, U.S.A.].

8vo. New York. 1893.

From the Author :—Charles E. Moldenke, A.M., Ph.D. The
Tale of the Two Brothers, a Fairy Tale of Ancient Egypt, with

hieroglyphic transcription and translation. New York. Svo.

1893.

[No. CXVII.] I B ,
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From the Author :—Rev. C. A. de Cara, S.J. Degli Hittim o
Hethei e delle loro migrazioni. {^Continuation) Chap. Ill, IV.

8vo. 1893.

From the Author :—Prof. C. P. Tiele. Geschiedenis van den

Godsdienst in de Oudheid tot op Alexander den Groote. Erste

Deel. Amsterdam. 8vo. 1893.

From the Author :—Robert Brown, Junr., F.S.A. The Celestial

Equator of Aratos. 8vo. London. 1893.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, 5th December, 1893:

—

Charles E. AUnutt, 159, Evering Road, Stoke Newington, N.

William Edwin Blundell, 83, Stapleton Hall Road, Stroud Green,,

N.

W. St. Chad Boscawen, 29, Albert Square, Clapham Road, S.W.

Gerald Friedlander, 109, Elgin Avenue, W.

Arthur Josephs, Broxbourne, Herts.

Henry Keeble, 10, Coleman Street, E.C.

Rev. F. C. Norton, Ditchling Vicarage, Sussex.

E. S. M. Perowne, 50, Cambridge Gardens, North Kensington.

J. Albert Thompson, i, Catherine Street, Liverpool.

A Paper was read by P. le Page Renouf {President)

y

" Where was Tarshish .'

"

Remarks were added by Rev. C. J. Ball, Geo, Thorpe,

F.S.A., Rev. A. Lowy, Jos. Offord, Rev. R. Gwynne, and

the President.

A Paper was read by Theo. G. Pinches, " The Discoveries

of the American Expedition at Niffer."

Remarks were added by Rev. R, Gwynne, H. Rassam,

Thos. Tyler, and T. G. Pinches.

Thanks were returned for these communications.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER LXIV.

Chapter 7c>hereby one cometh forth by day from the Netherivorld.

I am Yesterday, To-day, and To-morrow, for I am born again and

again ; mine is the unseen Force, (i) which createth the gods and

giveth food to those in the Tuat (2) at the West of Heaven ; I am the

Eastern Rudder, (3) the Lord of Two Faces, who seeth by his own
light ; the Lord of Resurrections, who cometh forth from the dusk

and whose birth is from the House of Death.

Ye two divine Hawks (4) upon your gables, who are giving

attentive heed to the matter
;
ye who accompany the bier to the

tomb, and who conduct the ship of Ra, advancing onwards from the

highest place of the Ark in heaven—the Lord of the Shrine (5)

which standeth in the centre of the Earth
;

He is I, and I am He. (6)

Mine is the radiance in which Ptah floateth over his firma-

ment. (7)

Oh Ra, who smileth cheerfully, and whose heart is delighted

with the perfect order of this day as thou enterest into Heaven and

comest forth in the East : the Ancients and those who are gone

before acclaim thee.

Let thy paths be made pleasant for me ; let thy ways be made

wide for me to traverse the earth and the expanse of Heaven.

Shine thou upon me, oh gracious Power
; (8) as I draw nigh to

the divine words which my ears shall hear in the Tuat ; let no pollu-

tion of my mother be upon me ; deliver me, protect me from him

who closeth his eyes at twilight and bringeth to an end in darkness.

I am the Overflower, and Kam-ura (9) is my name : I bring to

its fulness (10) the Force which is hidden within me.

3 B 2
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Oh thou Great One, who art Shoreless, (11) and callest upon

the Powers of the South, at the moment when the god is carried

forth, saying :

—

"Behold the Lord of his Flood; see, the Shoulder is fastened

(12) upon his neck and the Haunch upon the head of the West"

offerings which the two goddesses of the West (13) present to me
when the weeping bursteth forth from me at what I witness, as I am
borne round on the Tenait in Abydos, (14) and the bolts made fast

•on the gateways above your images are in the reach of thine hand

and from within thee.

Thy face is as that of a hound whose nostril sniffeth at the covert

to which my feet convey me.

Anubis is my bearer, for he who lulleth me to rest (16) is the

god in Lion form.

Do thou save me !

I am He who cometh forth as one who breaketh through the

door ; and everlasting is the Daylight which his will hath created.

" I know the deep waters " is my name.

I satisfy the desires of the Glorified, who are by millions and

hundreds of thousands . . . .* I am the guardian of their interests,

actively working at the hours of the day and adjusting the arms of

Sahu ; twelve in circling round, uniting hands, each of them with

another. But the sixth of them in the Tuat is the ' Hour of the

overthrow of the Sebau,' which cometh here in triumph ; the same

which maketh way into the Tuat ; the same which is yoked with

Shu.

I shine forth as the Lord of Life and the glorious order of this

day : the blood which purifieth and the vigorous sword-strokes by

which the Earth is made one.

I sever the horns (17) from those who unite in resistance to me
;

the hidden ones who rise up in opposition against me ; those who go

upon their bellies.

I come as the ambassador of the Lord of lords to avenge the

cause of Osiris in this place. Let not f the Eye consume its tears.

I am the Guide of the house of Him who dwelleth in his

treasures.

* The text is too corrupt here for any plausible translation,

t Not is omitted in many copies.

4
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I am come from Sechem to Heliopolis to inform the Bennu of

the matters of the Tuat.

Oh goddess Aucherit, who concealest that is within thee, but

raisest up forms, like Chepera, grant that I may come forth and see

the orb of the sun, and walk forth in the presence of the great god,

who is Shu and abideth for eternity.

I travel on high, I tread upon the firmament, I raise a flame

with the daylight which mine eye hath made, and I fly forward

towards the splendours of the Glorified in presence of Ra daily,

giving life to every man who treadeth on the lands (18) which are

upon the earth.

Oh thou who leapest forth, conductor of the Shades and

Glorified ones from the Earth, let the fair path to the Tuat be

granted to me, which is made in behalf of those who are in faint

condition and for the restoration of those who are in pain.

Who art thou, who devourest in Amenta ?

I am He who presideth in Restau. " He who entereth in his

own name, and cometh forth in quest ; the Lord of the Eternity of

the Earth " is my name.

She who hath conceived hath set down her burden ; which

turneth round before descendi?ig ; the door is shit at the wall zuhich

is reversed . . .*

His Eye hath been given to Horus and his face brighteneth at

the dawning of the day.

I am not exhausted : I become the Lion god and the palm

flowers of Shu are upon me.

I am not one who drowneth.

Blessed are they who see (19) the Bourne : (20) beautiful is the

god of the motionless heart who causeth the stay of the Overflowing

Behold ! there cometh forth the Lord of Life, Osiris thy support^

who abideth day after day.

I embrace the Sycomore, (21) I am united to the Sycomore.

I part the two deities of morning that I may come to hold the

Eye, (22) and cause it to rest in its place.

I am come to see Ra at his setting, and I unite with the breeze

at his coming forth : my two hands are pure for adoring him.

* The copies of this paragraph are as discordant as they are unintelligible*

It is idle to guess at the meaning until a better text can be discovered.

5
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May I be restored ! May I be restored !

I fly up to heaven and I alight upon the earth ; and mine eye

turneth back there towards the traces of my footsteps.

I am the offspring of Yesterday; the tunnels (23) of the earth

have given me birth, and I am revealed at my appointed time.

May I be under shelter from the warlike handed god who

cometh behind me, may my flesh be sound and may my glories be

a protection to the limbs of one who waiteth for the purpose of

taking counsel. May the Cycle of the gods listen to what I say.

To be said on comhig forth by day ; that otie may ?iot be kept back

on the path of the Tuat, 7vhether on entering or o?i coining forth ; for

taking all the forms which one desireth ; and the soul of the person

die tiot a second time.

If then this chapter be kjiown the person is made triumphant upon

earth [and in the JVetherworld] and he performeth all things luhich

are done by the living.

This chapter 7oas discovered on a plinth of the god of the Hennu

Bark (23) by a master builder of the ivall in the time of King Septa,

the Victorious. (24)

This composition is a secret ; not to be seen or looked at.

Recite the chapter when sanctifed and pure ; not approaching

women, not eating goafsflesh orfish.

Notes.

This is one of the most important as it is one of the most ancient

chapters. The text of it was already doubtful at the time of the

Xlth dynasty. It had been handed down in two recensions, both

of which were inscribed on the coffin of Queen Mentuhotep, the

discovery of one of these being attributed to the time of King Septa

of the 1st dynasty, and that of the second to the time of Menkaura,

the king of the third pyramid. These two recensions are also found

in the papyrus of Nebseni. The MSS. present innumerable various

readings, few of which are of the slightest value. These have been

collected, as far as they could be discovered, in the French and

some other Museums in 1876, in a very admirable work upon the

chapter, by M. Paul Guieysse,* who has translated and commented

upon it and and all the variations of it known to him at the time.

* Etudes Egyptologiques ; sixieme livraison.

6
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Since then the papyrus of Nebseni has been pubUshed, and M.

Naville has given all the variants found in the few existing papyri of

the best period. I have notes of the readings of the papyri in the

British Museum, and also those of a cast (now in the British

Museum) taken from a block in serpentine, belonging to the

Museum of the Hermitage in St. Petersburg.

With such light as could be derived from these extremely diver-

gent authorities I have done my best (taking as the basis of my
translation the texts in the papyrus of Nebseni and the rubric in which

the discovery is ascribed to the time of king Septa) towards ex-

hibiting the chapter in as intelligible a form as seems to me possible.

Some passages as yet defy translation in consequence of the cor-

ruption of the text.

Some years before his untimely death M. de Rouge read his

translation of this chapter before the Academic des Sciences. It is

much to be lamented that this has never been published. I have,

in addition to the versions of other scholars, a copy of one by

Mr. Goodwin, with whom I read this and other chapters nearly

thirty years ago. But this kind of literature is not one of those in

which his marvellous sagacity showed to advantage.

In reading this and almost every other chapter of the Book of

the Dead, it is absolutely necessary to bear in mind that different

divine names do not necessarily imply different personalities.

A name expresses but one attribute of a person or thing, and one

person having several attributes may have several names. It is not

implied in this chapter that the Sun is the Nile or the Inundation,

but that the same invisible force which is manifested in the solar

phenomena is that which produces the inundation ; He is the

Inundator. But he has many other names and titles.

In this chapter, as in others before it, the speaker at one time

talks in terms identifying him with some divinity, and at another as

a simple mortal petitioning some favour.

X I -2^
I. ^ D i^^tj ' **^^ or, at a later period

signifies one whose force is concealed or unseen. It is a theological

term, frequent at all periods of the Egyptian religion, and implies

that the deity is not to be confounded with its external manifestation.

The Sun that we see hides as truly as it reveals the Sun-god ; who,

as this chapter shows, has other manifestations.

7
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2. Those in the Tuat ^ ''^^ ^^ St\ 1 called in the Pyramid

Texts ''K ^ V\ > Pepi I, i8<. The more recent texts read

I
"^ ''^ I

" the gods of the West."

3. Cy: Pepi I, 174.

4. Two divine Hawks upon your gables. They are mentioned
/V\^-/vAA

in the Pyramid Texts* as
J J

M.MkOOV^, Teta, 183.

They represent the two divisions, North and South, of the kingdom

of Horus. Cf. Rochemonteix, Edfu, p. 55 and many other such

passages as that found there.

5. The Shrine which standeih in the centre of the Earth. This

Shrine is also mentioned in the ' Book of Hades.' Cf. Bonomi,

Sarc. 4c.

6. He is /, atid I ajn He. Cf. the Pyramid Text—" Oh Ra . . . .

Teta is thou, and thou art Teta . . . . , thou risest as Teta, and Teta

riseth in thee, etc.," Teta, 337.

7. Ptah floateth over his firinajnent. The meaning of the verb is

shown in early texts by the determinative, as in the parallel passage

of the 17th chapter.

8. Oh gracious Power, (^^^ —
. The adjective is also

written ®^C\ .:—fW- The usual determinative aawva has its origin

in the hieratic form of—, see Prisse Papyrus.

9. Kam-urd i:zzi V\ -^^/wwa, 'The great Extender," a name

applied to Osiris, as the Nile. "Thy two sisters, Isis and Nephthys,

come to thee, and they convey to thee Kaj}iit urit [the great Extent]

in thy name oi Kam-urd [the great Extender]." Teta, 274.

10. / bring to its fulness, etc. The yearly inundation is the

mature result of the innate force belonging to the god ; the euefjyq/uac

of his Lvep^ci'ac. This translation remains the same whether the

reading be ^^^ or [^.

11. Shoreless, -"^ "^^s^ ^^^ . <^^ or >

—

1 , implies an enclosed

space, a basin or channel with fixed limits. The inundation has no

* Here as in the name of r—^ Tmu, the long sign is written first though

read last.
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determinate banks. Its course is from south to north, hence the

reference to the deities of the South.

12. Shoulder and Haunch. The usual sacrificial joints. This

passage was at an early date added to the paragraph which opens

the chapter.

1 3. The two goddesses ofthe IFest, -\ -

:--i-.It is said of Ra at Edfu .
" He setteth in

the West." The deities in question are Isis and Nephthys, who are

also the deities of the East or Sunrise under the name of [1— V^

^-^-(lo; Unas, 461.

In the passage of the Pyramid Texts just referred to it is stated

that these *' divinities in Ununait open their arms to the god as he

stands up erect on the eastern side of the firmament."

Ununait is the place of rising, springing up.

14. The Tenait in Abydos. This feast has already been men-

tioned in Chapter I. It was one of those commemorative and

representative of the death of Osiris, of his mutilation, mummifica-

tion and burial. Prescriptions for carrying it out are found in the

great text at Denderah, published by Dximichen and Mariette, and

translated by Brugsch, and Loret, and (in part) by Diimichen.

Tenait is also the name of certain days of the month, and (Teta,

229) of the fifth hour of the day.

15. The bolts made fast 071 the gaie^'ays. The Pyramid Texts on

behalf of the deceased invoke the .4^^ (1 c—^^ V\ v\ /w^

I*
"^^^^^^ VF c^ odd'

'^^^ ^^^'^ which closes the gateway of

Heaven,' with a prayer that it may open to him (Teta, 235, compare

line 200).

16. He who lulleth me, I v\ ^ ^ Vo^
. The word is

here in the dual, as corresponding to the double lion. Cf

important variant ^ V\ ^ is found at Edfu (Rochemonteix, p. 78).

17. I sever the horns. Cf Psalm Ixxv, 11.

9
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18. The lafids. The Egyptian word varies in the texts. The

most authorized reading I ,^ is used in different senses : one of

which (and perhaps the original one) is /;//, put on ; ponere, locare,

induere, figere, addere. Here it would seem from the context to

mean locality, post, spot of earth. And I am inclined to identify

I in this place with the well-known \>, or , as an equiva-
I \> 111 \> sss
lent if not as a phonetic variant.

19. Blessed are tJiey luho see T ^^W^^^i^ written T

V\ ^--^ ^ ^^" ^^^^ Pyramid Texts (Unas, 584, Teta, 42,

Pepi I, iSi and 199), where it is in parallelism with v\

20. The Bourne, (jM. On the goddess
[J \| ^ , yl/cvza//,

</! Teta 2S8, Pepi I, 70, 154, 163.

21. The Syconiore of Dawn repeatedly mentioned in the Book of

the Dead. The Pyramid Texts also (Pepi I, 174) speak of the tall

Sycomore of Sut in the Eastern Sky on which the gods congregate

and sit, in expectation of the arrival of the Glorified one.

21. To hold the Eye, m f | Y> A V\ ^^^. Later texts,

like the Turin copy, have x f|^^^- The two verbs here (like

1 1

J
®

f I
which is also found as a variant) are synonymous in the

sense oi embracing, holding,^ enclosing, fastening, staying, propping.

According to the ancient myth Sut deprived Horus of his Eye,

which was recovered by Thoth, and by him restored to its owner.

The following passage from an inscription at Edfu (Rochemonteix,

p. 25) is in strict accordance with the oldest mythological texts.

a .<2:;

"Asten, who restored theiPS
Eye of Horus to its Lord, who preserved the Eye {ut'at) from

suffering harm, who made fast the Eye {nutrit) in its place, and who

* Cf. the expressions O as, Teta, 2K^, 262, and
CD

M 1 H '^ "o^ ^ mere grJe, but a Jiold, or /;ecp.

J
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pacified Horus with his Eye." The different synonyms designating

the Eye are important as showing that the word ^^ A ^^\ ^^ is

here used in the sense of the daily hght of the sun.

The other part of the same text as Edfu gives additional variants.

•and^?'^.^<c:^
fj

^'^^n. Here the

Eye is called ¥ , Vr ^^- , and . But in other

places the Uf'af stands for a less frequent moment of the solar pro-

trress. In the Pyramid Texts for instance ® fff CN. |v\ M

" holder of the Southern Eye of Horus" might perhaps designate the

Summer Solstice. And a later text connects the Eye with the

opening of the year.

The priestly title f^^/j 'holder of the Eye,' is like all such

titles, that of the divinity whom the priest personates. The god

-himself is hieroglyphically represented by the sign ^%^ of an ape

holding the Eye.

22. The tunnels^ ^^ ^
OOL, ^^s^ -=i, Teta, 291 ;

'^ J:^3 E K^l , Horhotep, 213. See my note Proc.

Soc. Bibl. Arch., 1873, p. 385.

The Coptic ^KOpI, which is generally supposed to be a serpent,

is more probably an earth-worm, like 33^

The Pyramid Texts have another word which I understand of

the tunnels through which the Sun, Moon, and Stars pass from

West to East, n 1) \d=^^^ , as opposed to -If „ „ r*y , the paths

of the upper world. Anubis is called j)
")^ b=!-/ (Pepi I,

80), and these passages are (1 - - ^ "^ M ®^^ "v Y X
(^''''•' 73),

*' between the two divine forms " (a lion at each end). Cf. Teta, 319,

where it is said of the Stars f "^ f ^ ])
^i!=^ 1 c-=^ *^^ A I

II
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m
SJ y ^ \\ pyy o <:::i:> |1 that at their triumphant course
N N N J^ _2:^ '^ o <:::2> /vwwv

through the tunnels the bones of the Akeru gods quake.

23. The god of the Hennu Bark, -Vr- V\ 8 vj ^^> he who

resides in the Q vX ^"d ^^^P referred to in chapter I. The god

of this ship is commonly named Sekaru in the texts, but Hennu is

also one of the names of Horus. On the connection between the

two names see Teta, line 270.

24. King Septa
[ ^^ ]

of the 1st dynasty, who has been

identified with the Usaphais of Manetho.

The other account of the discovery of the chapter is thus de-

scribed in the rubric of the second recension.

Th/s chapter was discovered at Hermopolis 2(pon a slab of alabaster,

inscribed in blue, under the feet of this god [Osiris], at the time ofKing

Menkard, the victorious, by the royal prince Hortataf, when he was

journeying for the purpose of inspecti?ig the temples .... * and he

carried off the slab in the royal chariot, when he saw what was on it.

The rubric farther prescribes that a scarab of hard stone en-

circled and purified with gold t should be placed upon the place of

the heart of the deceased, and that the ' words of power ' contained

in the 30th chapter, " Heart mine of my mother," etc., should be

repeated. The gold leaf or plate has been found on some scarabs,

but has disappeared from nearly all.

The 'Ritual of Parma,' which speaks of two metals,
\
W\ ' '

o h¥v^ 000
smu, and silver (the latter for the rim), directs that the scarab should

be put at the throat of the deceased. According to this authority it

was the 30th chapter, not the 64th, which was discovered by Prince

Hortataf in his inspectorial tour.

* There is no certainty about the text of the next few words,

t I understand by this that the gold is intended to keep the scarab free from

defilement.

Aq^Sx^
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A SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE TO GIBII^GAMISH.*

By Prof. Dr. Fritz Hommei..

In addition to my remarks on the old fire-hero Gibil-gamish, as

a synonym of Gishdubarra-Nimrod, I now add the following new
proofs of the assertions stated in my last article.

In Plate 15, No. 26 of his admirable work,! Prof. Hilprecht gives

a small inscription of only eight short lines, which he describes,

p. 49, as follows :

c. 2250 B.C.J Cream coloured soapstone tablet, reverse broken

off, 4-85 X 4 X o"8. Presumably neighbourhood of Babylon. Inscr.,

8 lines. C.B.M. 103.

The text runs thus : which I transcribe in New-
Assyrian characters :

^ w -^
^=^:gOga[iIB
in ^ an> gM
^ :̂Sk. '<U h If

l^CtzJ ^ Ogn>
[i t^ t^'mm-i]

^ q^§^«i
(^:*>2>dri>3«lf

tt] -.^r <iii n£TrMmw

V<vry<vTy^r<T-lHlI^cTT

m j^ ^^t] ^^ ^rr^ y?

* Comp. these Proceedings, May, 1S93.

t The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, Series A
vol. i, Philadelphia, 1893.

J This would be, according to Hilprecht's chronology (Hammurabi, 2277-
2222 B.C.) contemporaneous with Hammurabi, or, in other words, the middle of

dynasty A. He was led to this approximate date, as it seems, only from palreo-

graphical reasons.

13
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that is, in Roman transliteration :

Anu-ma (Sumerian j]^
»-»-y = Semitic -7Ha)

ab-ba iimman (Sum. ki-siiluku-gar = Semit. timrnanii)

Unug{-ki) -^cz-^/ (-^/ being postposition of genitive), the whole

line to be read in Semitic sha Unuk)

mar (Sum. diir) Bel-si-tni-a (or Nab-si-mi-a)

diir (Sum. bad) Unug {-ki-) ga (i.e., Unuk)

nm-ghn-gim.ma labar-ra (Sem. ipshitu labirUi)

S.P. Gi-bil-ga-mis-gi (Sera, sha Gibil-gamis)

kibi 7ii-in-g1-a (Sem. a7ia aszi-su utlr).

or in English : Ann-ma (perhaps also Hii-ma), ruler of the hosts (or

people) of Erech, son of Bel-shijnia (or Nab-shinua), (who) the wall

of Erech, the old building (or construction) of Gibil-gamish, has

restored (lit. has brought again to his place).

In this text, in the first place it is worthy of remark, that our old

Gibil-gamis is regarded as the founder of the wall of Erech, the .same

town whose mythical king was Gish-dubarra in the epic ; and being

at the same time the best confirmation of the identification of Gish-

dubar with Gilgamish (Aelian's Gilgamos) in Mr. Pinches' tablet.

But the most interesting point is, that even in so early a time (about

2000 B.C.), this old legend is alluded to in an old Babylonian

historical inscription.

Secondly, we gain from this inscription the important fact, that

the founder of the so-called second dynasty of Babel, the king

"•-y tT *-*-\ {Anu-ma-ilii) of the list, was really only a prince of

Erech, and further, that the ^^^ ^yy (
Urii-ku, also to be read Ura-

azagga, or Sis-ku, Sis-azag) of the list, is only another ideographical

form of writing Unug, Uruk, Erech. For I think it beyond all

doubt that the name Anii-7na-ilu of the list is only a fuller form for

Anu-nia of our text. Now I am more confirmed than ever, that the

dynasty of Anu-ma-ilu .... Gulkisar (comp. for him the chrono-

logical date, Hilprecht, pi. 30, No. 83, obverse, line 6 ff., "from Gul-

ki-sar, king of the sea-land, to Nabu-kudurri-ussur I, King of Babel,

was 696 years "), etc., is contemporaneous with the dynasty of Suniu-

abi JIanunu-rabi, etc. In this case, the approximate date

of our text would ho. circa 2080 instead of 2250, the inscription being

thus perhaps two centuries older than Hammurabi (who reigned

then about 1900-1845 B.C.).

14
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As a mere conjecture of mine, I give, in conclusion, the opinion,

that the well known name Amnanu of the inscriptions of the old

kings of Erech, originated from a contraction of Umina7i-Unu{k), and

signified the hordes belonging to the dominion of Uruk (Erech),

which inhabited the sea coast (comp. Gul-kisar, king of sea-land !)

of Southern Babylonia. In this case, the princes of the so-called

second dynasty possessed in the beginning Erech and the sea coast;

but, Erech being conquered by Izi-Aku (Rim-Sin) and Hammurabi,

they were afterwards confined to the sea coast alone ; so it would be

clear that Gulksar was called no more King of Erech, but only King

of the Sea coast. Another question arises, are we still justified in

identifying the town Uru-azag-ga of the Gudea inscriptions >-J:y| ^i[]^

^TTT^ with ^i^^ ^Y^ of the list? I think it not impossible that

Uru-azagga was a synonym of Um-ku, but at the moment there is no

proof of it ; the mention of ^<^« f ^J^ in the inscriptions of the

old kings of Sirgulla besides Uru-azag-ga (but not in the same

phrases) would not speak absolutely against it.

15
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STEL^ FROM WADY HALFA.

By W. E. Crum.

Some of the material results of Captain Lyons's excavations in

Southern Egypt have reached Oxford. Four sandstone stelae, all

found in the northern Brick Temple at Haifa,* are now in the

Ashmolean Museum, the keeper of which, Mr. Arthur J. Evans, has

kindly enabled me to publish them here. The identification of

Haifa with Bowu is further confirmed by these stelae, three of which

show the name
j ^ fQ r^^"^ , 1 fO ^^"^

, Bwkn, Bhn.

I. 17 X 15 in. Above is the disk, with wings and uraei.

Below it :

—

u

o

\

^
1P

/WVVNA

O

ra

Wt'^

f:

The last sign in line 5 may be 4 q ; it is not © , r^^^:^ , or i

—

r .

The third section of the stele shows the king, Usrtsn /, wearing the

helmet xP^^ ^^^ embracing a deity of somewhat indistinct features.

The head-dress,—the tall double feathers with urseus in front,—is

clear. The face is perhaps intended for that of the local Horus.

Behind the king stands an attendant, holding in his right hand the

tall fan or standard, while over his shoulder are slung his master's

sandals. The stele has been broken off below the hips of these

figures. A part of the disk's feathers, the king's helmet, part of the

fan and the face of the god are painted black (or dark blue?) ; the

rest of the fan and the hieroglyphics are yellow.

II. 12^ X 8^ in. Above is the winged disk; immediately below

it were eight horizontal lines of text. But of these only the final

* Vide Champollion, Not. Descr., I, 30, plan, at E and F; also the

Athenceiim, 19th August, 1893.

16
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signs in each now remain, and even they are, for the most part,

quite unclear. The inscription began with a "proscynema" to

"[Osiris,] lord of Busiris and Horus, lord of Boon" The work is

very rough, and recalls that of certain semi-hieratic stelae of the

Middle Kingdom, though the form of the winged disk belongs

rather to later periods.*

III. 36 X 19^ in. This stele is of fine stone and good work-

manship. At the top, upon the right, is the ut'a ; on the left is one

wing of the disk <:=^^
, with dependent urtei, between which is the

name of Thothmosis IV, r^"-"^^O 1
; the disk itself, immediately

above, serving as the sign Q • The one-winged disk and ut'a eye

seem characteristic of the stela; of this reign. t The central register

is occupied by a well wrought picture, in relief, of a goddess, seated

upon the throne r^ , and holding the emblem ¥ , and the lotus-

headed sceptre. Her hair falls in long straight locks, is adorned

with a wreath of white blossoms (?) and surmounted by the horned

disk. Behind her head is a large scorpion. Before her stands the

table of offerings, while beyond it is a space formerly filled, it seems,

by a standing male figure, since erased. Between these two figures

and above the table is the following text :

—

\3

I I I
i
^

\
{sk)

The word (1 appears to have been replaced, after an earlier
1 /vwsA^

erasure. The background of this scene is painted red, the coiffure

of the goddess black. The lower portion of the stele bears four

horizontal lines :—

> o
_£^ I v\>^^M

/V\/VW\ /VNA/W\ ^ 4
* £.g., Abydos, II, 47 ; Karnak, XI.

t Vide Cat. d'Abydos, p. 383 ; but occasional examples are found also later

on, e.g., Rec, XII, 17 (19th or 20th Dynasty).

17 C
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) a -<2>- ^^'^'^^ ^

[i'S93-

r-,--^ I' ]

oc:>:

I CIS:

n juimj,

r\ until r\ I n 1 II .

I

In line 4, both [1 and (I ^wsa/v have been erased, but the

latter was subsequently renewed. I am not clear as to the meaning

oijuh-ab n Kas r dadas. A possible translation is " Delighting [the

King] as regards Ethiopia beyond what she produces," i.e., more

even than the products of Ethiopia delight him. Or it may be, " The

delight of Ethiopia beyond her products," which would imply that

the prince was more esteemed in P^thiopia than the native riches

which the country produced.* The royal prince, in whose name

the stele is inscribed, is presumably the Amenophis of Lepsius,

Denkmliler, III, 69 a,-\ whom one would naturally take to be the

future Amenophis III.

IV. A plain winged disk surmounts the following legends :
—

{.sic)

uik A^'^/»A^

iT.^HV^irwm,
III mil 1 ct: I

Even with the help of a squeezing, the signs terminating each of the

horizontal lines are very indistinct. Below ^v,^ may be \;> ; ^-^^ is

quite uncertain. "The northern boundary of the territory (?) of the

chief-priest (? of Horus)." But what follows? Is it the dimensions

* A somewhat similar phrase is that of Louvre C. 24
°^

t Vide also Brugsch and Jjouriant, Livre dcs Rois, No. 345.

18
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of the territory? " Cultivable land, of 5 square arura* (in extent),

situated in the district of Pr-ht'aP I presume sah to be connected with

[1 [§ I^1^ ^iiFf ^i3^ " neighbours,"! or with [^ [1^1 3J^^. I

It happens that another boundary-stone of this reign has been

preserved.§ It was procured at Luxor, and shows, like the above

stele from Haifa and an older boundary-stone at Semne,|| a blank

space below the inscription.

It may be noted too that another stele from the same reign IT

recounts the twice repeated gift of land to the temple of Abydos.

* Vide Griffith, in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., June, 1S92, 410 if.

t Brugsch, Worterbuch, Sup., 1094.

X Chabas, Voyage, &c., pi. 7, 2.

§ Mariette. Man. div., 47 a.

II Lepsius, Deitkmdlcr, II, 136, i.

IT Louvre, C. 53.
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THE MOERIS PAPYRI.

Bv Cope Whitehouse.

In 1870 Marietta Bey published in fac-simile, under the auspices

of His Highness Ismail Pasha, nine papyri in the Museum of

Boulaq. It commenced with two fragments known as " the Moeris

papyrus." In 1872 M. Maspero published a translation of these

papyri in \\\q. Revue critiqtie dliistoire et de Litterature (No. 12, 23

Mars). He styled them :
" Les fragments d'un traite de geographic

religieuse rempli de notions curieuses sur I'une des provinces les

moins connues de I'Egypte, le Fayum." These papyri are in hiero-

glyphics, carefully drawn. A singular fact is the numbering of the

various subdivisions in very small demotic figures. Some hieratic

characters outside the text are of the type of the Roman epoch.

Therefore M. Maspero was led to think that the date of this copy

could not be earlier than the first century b.c. ; and inclined to the

opinion that it might even be of the first century a.d.

When Dr. Brugsch was preparing his geographical dictionary, he

embodied in it texts from a papyrus which he termed the Labyrinth

Papyrus. He had access to a tracing belonging to Dr. Eisenlohr

copied from the original in Alexandria, but it did not purport to be

a fac-simile. The papyrus had been acquired in 1859 by Mr. Hood.

In 1884 Dr. Eisenlohr wrote to Dr. Pleijte : "Je I'ai copie d'apres

la copie que Mr. A. C. Harris en a fait dans ses livres de notice, que

sa fille avait mis dans mes mains. Le papyrus se trouvait en posses-

sion d'un Anglais, nomme Hood. Je me suis addresse a sa Veuve

pour I'original, mais elle ne I'avait plus ou nc Ic trouvait pas."

(Pleijte, p. 2).

In 1884, Dr. Pleijte published his treatise: Over drie Hand-

schrijten op Papyrus bekend oiider de titels van Papyrus du Lac

Moeris, du Fayoum, et du Labyrinth. The Director of the Royal

Museum of Antiquities in Leyden republished the Boulaq edition,

but in black and white, and a fac-simile of Dr. Eisenlohr's tracing.

In 1885 I visited Mrs. Hood, at Lincoln. She informed me
that a copy of a papyrus purchased by Mr. Hood, at Thebes, in

20
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1859, had been made by Miss Harris; that the original had been

mounted with the aid of Sir Gardiner Wilkinson, and was at

Nettleham Hall in Lincolnshire. She did not recognize the tracing

of Dr. Eisenlohr as a copy of that papyrus. On examination, how-

ever, it proved to be the original, with numerous texts and vignettes

omitted. Five hieroglyphic inscriptions, completing the part called

the papyrus of the Fayoum, were communicated by me to the

Leeman's Volume.

My examination of the so-called "Labyrinth papyrus" enabled

me to show that it is, in fact, a fragment of what was once a con-

tinuous volume. It is 67 inches long. It ends with a ragged edge,

where it was torn from the piece in the Gizeh Museum. The

sterns of the two boats with three inscriptions, and a double vertical

line, terminate this portion. (See Plate III.)

The Fayoum section therefore may be completed by adding, at

the right, to the boat on the canal of the South, a stern with a hawk

as a figure-head, similar to that on the prow, facing the same way,

and a post with a steering oar, each surmounted by a hawk's head.

Above the stern ornament are two vertical lines :

The boat of the North, similarly provided with a stern post and

rudder, has the figure-head of the ram, but also repeats the sphinx

and palm leaf. Immediately behind the figure of Sevek, extending

from the middle of the papyrus to his shoulder is :

It is a piece of singular good fortune that Mr. Hood also

acquired and preserved a fragment which contains the end of the

Moeris papyrus. Its greatest width is about three inches. On the

left it has been trimmed with a knife. The ragged edge on the

right contains a thick curved line which belongs to the basin num-

bered by Dr. Pleijte XIV. The corners I-IV and XIV are filled

with a terminal ornament, 2*3 inches long and i"4 inches high,

formed by a vertical line and the inner horizontal line of the papyrus,

with a re-entrant curve in the shape of a consol. Lines r? have three

21
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leaves, three geese, a fish with the head and half the body of a

second. Lines b also contain a fish and part of a second, three

geese, and three plants. " De andere regel begint met een afge-

broken woord PI. i. II. b." (p. 30). | #^ ||p ^^5 ^ \\ com-

plete this word and line. The space may have contained a hiero-

glyph. A vertical line of hieroglyphs is followed by a single black

line and about half an inch of blank papyrus.* Plate III.

By adding to the Harris copy of the " Labyrinth papyrus " as

published by Dr. Pleijte a throne for each god, except the serpent,

and a single sub-section IIb, with the following text, the outer

circle is complete. The ends are given on Plates I and II.

>l
I l(^e ^7^ o O

I 1 c

o I

n

^^r^

It will be observed that the sub-divisions are numbered through-

out. I incline to the opinion that in the Roman period a translator,

guided by precisely the same motives as those that actuated Dr.

Pleijte, thus identified the sections which he discussed. It is

important to note this fact, because there are two blanks in the

Fayoum section, which have been attributed to the incomplete

condition of this copy. Should we assume that the copyist had

neglected to complete the figure 13 in Plate III? I think not.

If it be taken to refer to the perennial canal of the Fayoum, the

Bahr Jlisuf, it would rightly be represented by only the upper

portion. The lower part of a man standing in its bed would be

hidden by the stream. So also, the canal of the South is represented

as a blank. Should we not find here an allusion to its constant

flow, while the lotus, springing up in the canal of the North, points

to some important difference in the functions they discharged?

If this emblematic and conventional map is of tlie first century,

and docs relate to the Fayoum, its great canal, and famous Labyrinth,

The entire papyrus should be published in fac-similc. Mr. Hood very

kindly allowed me to take a tracing, but has not yet felt willing to accept ni

offer to have it jihotographed at my own expense.
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then a comparison with the map of Egypt from the Ptolemaic Atlas,

published in these Proceedings, Dec, 1892, cannot fail to be

instructive.*

Reserving for another occasion a detailed discussion of the points

which present themselves, it is sufficient to say that the four canals,

described in the vertical line, Plate III, would be in working order,

if a lake, as a storage-reservoir, should be formed in the Wadi

Raiyan.t The Civitas Nili would also reappear upon the map.

The entire roll, therefore, may be described as composed of:

I. The Moeris-Labyrinth title-page, published in fac-simile by

M. Mariette and Dr. Pleijte, stolen from the Museum of Boulaq,

and now in the possession of Dr. Reinisch.

II. Three unpublished fragments, belonging to Mr. Hood, of a

total length of about 7 inches ; and, probably, certain other fragments

in the possession of Lord Amherst of Hackney.

III. The " Labyrinth " Section, commencing with Plate I,

the text IIb, and the end, Plate II, to be added to the Harris-

Eisenlohr tracing of Pleijte's edition. Twelve vignettes and texts in

the oval will be published in a future number of these Proceedings.

IV. The Canals of the North and South, and the Fayoum
branch of the Bahr J usuf These are " the two entrances " of

Strabo, and "the canal which Meris cut, 40 stadia in length,"

(Diodorus I, IV.)

V. The Fayoum; and the Temple-Dam at Ha-Uar-t
J
^

! 6=5,

'

Hauara, Avapif (see Pierret, p, 341, and Brugsch, D.G, I, 86-90,

278-280, for hieroglyphs; but for the identification Fayoum-Avaris-

Goshen, my paper. Proceedings, 1885, p. 116).

VI. " Papyrus No. 2," of Boulaq, published by M. Mariette and

by Dr. Pleijte, as completed on Plate III; and the vertical line:

" These are the two canals of the North ; these are the two canals

of the South, which water the Nome of ta Se."

* In " The Geography of Ptolemy elucidated," Mr. T. G. Rylands has

solved, with infinite labour, great skill, and fertility of suggestion, a problem of

extreme difHculty. The errors of observation however which distort Scotland,

have no parallel here. The Original Greek map of Egypt adopted by the Latin

translator not only depicts a part of the world where the low latitudes are more
nearly a plane surface, but each place in the Nile valley had been visited by

CI. Ptolemy himself.

t See Parliamentary Report, "Egypt," 1893.
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The next Meeting of the Society will be held at 37,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Tuesday, 5th

December, 1893, at 8 p.m., when the following Paper will

be read :

—

Rev. Dr. Gaster.—The Hebrew Text of one of the Testa-

ments of the Twelve Patriarchs.
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Great Temple of Bubastis. 1892. Beni-Hassan. Parti. 1893.
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The following Candidates were submitted for election,

having been nominated at the last Meeting, 7th November,

and elected Members of the Society :

—

Charles E. Allnutt, 159, Evering Road, Stoke Newington, N.

William Edwin Blundell, 83, Stapleton Hall Road, Stroud Green,

N.

W. St. Clad Boscawen, 29, Albert Square, Clapham Road, S.W.

Gerald Friedlander, 109, Elgin Avenue, W.
Arthur Josephs, Broxbourne, Herts.

Henry Keeble, 10, Coleman Street, E.C.

Rev. F. C. Norton, Dichling Vicarage, Sussex.

E. S. M. Perowne, 50, Cambridge Gardens, North Kensington.

J. Albert Thompson, i, Catherine Street, Liverpool.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, 9th January, 1894:

—

Major P. H. Hewitt, 25, x\rgyll Road, Kensington, W.
Ludwig Mond, The Poplars, 20, Avenue Road, St. John's Wood,

N.W.

S. A. Strong, St. John's Road, Putney Hill.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Library of the Athenaeum, Liverpool, G. T. Shaw, Librarian.

A Paper was read by the Rev. Dr. Caster, The Hebrew
Text of one of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.

Remarks were added by the Rev. James Marshall, Rev. J.

Sutton Moxly, Rev. Dr. Friedlander, Thomas Tylor, and
Dr. Gaster.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER LXV.

Chapter whereby one conieth forth by day andprevaileth over the

adversaries.

Oh thou who shinest forth from the Moon, thou who givest hght

from the Moon, let me come forth at large amid thy train, let me be

revealed as one of those in glory. Let the Tuat be opened for me.

Here am I : let me come forth upon this day, and be glorified. Let

the glorified ones grant to me that I live and that mine adversaries

be brought to me in bonds before the divine Circle ; may the Genius

of my mother be propitiated thereby, as I rise up upon my feet with

a sceptre of gold in my hand, and lop oif the limbs. May I rise up,

a Babe [from between] the knees of Sothis, when they close

together, (i)

Notes.

The first part of this chapter is nearly identical with Chapter 2.

No copy of it is found in the papyri of the older period. In place

of it M. Naville has published a chapter bearing the same title, and

which is found in five ancient papyri. These texts however are

extremely discordant and corrupt, and in the more difficult, and to

us more interesting, passages must have been quite unintelligible to

the copyists. The second word, for instance, of line 8 is ri in Ca,

the corresponding word is . . hiti in Ta, tdi'm Fb, raii in la and htiin

Aa. A discrepancy not less violent is encountered after the next

three words. The oldest extant form of the chapter is that of Aa,

the papyrus of Nebseni ; it is also the shortest, and the other forms

appear to me to exhibit signs of interpolation. But M. Naville was

quite right in taking the text of Ca as his basis for the collation of

the texts.
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I. This whole passage, as it stands, in the MSS. is extremely

obscure, and I can only make sense of it by conjecturing that a

])reposition has been omitted by the copyists.

The knees of a goddess are frequently mentioned in connection

with the birth of a divinity. Here the Babe is mentioned {cf. opening

of Chapter 42), and the closing of the knees. The word a7ih, 'live,'

has for its primitive meaning ' rise up,' and it is in this sense that

I translate it here.

CHAPTER LXVI.

Chapter whereby one cometh forth by day.

I know that I have been conceived by Sechitand that I am born

of Neith.

I am Horus, who proceedeth from the Eye of Horus ; I am Uat'it,

and I come forth like the Hawk which soareth aloft and resteth upon

the brow of Ra at the prow of his Bark in Heaven.

CHAPTER LXVn.

Chapter whereby the doors of the Tuat are opejied and one comcth

forth by day.

Let the doors be opened of the caverns of Nu, and let the feet

be loosened of those who are in glory.

Let the caverns of Shu be opened, that he may come forth at

large, and that I may issue from my funereal pit to my seat which is

at the prow of the Bark of Ra ; let me issue without disaster to my

seat which is at the prow of the Bark of Ra, the all-radiant one, as

he riscth up from his lair.

CHAPTER LXVni.

Chapter whereby one cometh forth by day.

Let the two doors of Heaven be opened to me: let the two

doors of Earth Ijc opened to me : let the bolts of Seb open to me,

and let the First Mansion be opened to me, that he may behold me
who hath kept guard over me : and let him unloose me who hath

wound his arms around me and hath fastened his arms upon me
into the earth.
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Let the Re-hunit (i) be opened to me, let me pass into the

Re-hunit ; let the Re-hunit be given to me, that I may come forth

by day whithersoever my heart desireth.

Let me have possession of my heart, let me have possession of

my Whole heart ; let me have possession of my mouth, let me have

possession of my legs, let me have possession of my arms, let me

have possession of my limbs absolutely ; let me have possession of

my funereal meals, let me have possession of air, let me have

possession of water, let me have possession of the stream, let me
have possession of the river, let me have possession of the banks.

Let me have possession of all things soever which were ritually

offered for me in the Netherworld. Let me have possession of the

table which was made for me upon earth—the solicitations (2) which

were uttered for me "that he may feed upon the bread of Seb."

That which I execrate, I eat it not. Let me feed upon the bread

of the red corn of the Nile in a pure place, let me sip beer of the

red corn of the Nile in a pure place ; let me sit under the branches

of the palm trees [in Heliopolisj in the train of Hathor, when the

solar orb broadeneth (3), as she proceedeth to Heliopolis with the

writings of the divine words of the Book of Thoth.

Let me have possession of my heart, let me have possession of

my Whole heart ; let me have possession of my arms, let me have

possession of my legs, let me have possession of my funereal meals,

let me have possession of air, let me have possession of water, let me

have possession of the stream, let me have possession of the river,

let me have possession of the barks.

Let me have possession of all things soever which were ritually

offered for me in the Netherworld. Let me have possession of the

table which was made for me upon earth.

Let me be raised up on the left and on the right ; let me be

raised up on the right and on the left.

Let me sit down and let me stand up, and strain for the breeze

[with] my tongue and mouth like a skilled pilot. (4)

If this scripture is known, he will come forth by day and he will

travel over the earth in the midst of the livings untJifuredfor ever.

Notes.

Copies of this chapter are found on the coiifins of Mentuhotep

and Sebak-aa at Berlin, and have been published by Lepsius in his
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AelUsie Texte, pi. 8, 21, 22, and 34. They are unfortunately in

very mutilated condition, and my translation follows the text of the

Theban papyri.

1. The Re-hunit in this place is clearly not an Egyptian locality,

but a passage between the Netherworld and heaven or earth.

2. Solicitations,
fl "^ ftl P ^(1

a'^^if^, ambitio, and in a bad

sense atnbages.

3. This passage explains what is meant in Chapter 28 by the god

of the Broad Face. One of the papyri (/a) adds the well known epithet

of the setting sun ^ ^ ^
'old.'

It is Hathor who proceeds to Heliopolis, as the feminine suffix

which is used in the oldest texts, proves.

4. M. Lefebure (Papyrus de Soutimbs, p. 3, note 8) understands

the passage as meaning '' I seek the direction of the wind in order to

avoid it." But I am inclined to recognize a superstition still current

among sailors, the "whistling for a breeze."

The oldest copies and the more recent ones have different

readings, and though the words uha hemu occur repeatedly in the

I'yramid Texts, the second word is not written ®^. ^
as in the Theban papyri, but © ^^,^^ y\ /^

.

Y >

CHAPTER LXIX.

Otherivise said

:

I am a Flaming One, and brother to a Flaming One.

I am Osiris, brother to Isis. He who avengeth me is my son

ilorus, in company with his mother, upon mine adversaries; adver-

saries who have done to me all wicked and evil things.

Chains have been put upon their arms and hands and feet in

consequence of the evil things which they have done to me.

I am Osiris, the eldest of the great cycle of the gods (i) and heir

of his father Seb.

I am Osiris, the Lord of the heads of life
;
powerful before and

behind ; his phallus extendeth to the limits of the human race.*

I am Sahu, who assigneth the bounds as he saileth round the

starry throng of Heaven, the body of my mother Nut, who conceived

me at her will and brought me forth at her desire.

* Cf. note on the Ass of Chapter 40.
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I am Anubis on the day of the Rending asunder.

I am the Bull in the Field ; I, even I, Osiris, who shut up his

father and his mother on the day when the great slaughter took

place. My father is Seb and my mother is Nut.

I am Horus, the eldest of Ra as he riseth.

I am Anubis on the day of Rending asunder : I am Osiris.

great One, who enterest and speakest to him who presenteth

the tablets and guardeth the door of Osiris, (2) grant that I may
come in and be glorified, let me be appraised, and let me be made
vigorous, that I may come and avenge myself.

Let me sit at the cradle (3) of Osiris, and put an end to my
suffering and pain ; let me be made strong and vigorous at the

cradle of Osiris, so that I may be born with him and renewed.

Said twice.

Let me seize that Thigh (4) which is under the place of Osiris,

with which I may open the mouth of the gods and sit by him, like

Thoth the Scribe, sound of heart, (5) with thousands of loaves, beer,

beef, and fowl upon the table of my father, and the flesh of oxen

and birds of various kinds, (6) which I offer to Horus, which I

present to Thoth, and which I sacrifice to the Lord of Heaven.

CHAPTER LXX.

Another Chapter.

1 have come to an end (7) for the Lord of Heaven. I am written

down as sound of heart, and I rest at the table of my father Osiris,

King of Tattu, and my heart is stirred by his country. I breathe

the eastern breeze by its hair (8) ; I grasp the north wind by its

side lock ; I grasp the south wind by the skin as I make the circuit

of heaven on its four sides ; I seize the east wind by the skin, and I

give the breezes to the faithful dead amid those who eat bread.

If this scripture is knoivn upon earth he will come forth by day,

he will walk upon earth amid the living : his name will be uninjured

for ever.

Notes to Chapters LXIX and LXX.

These last two chapters are always found together, and always

appended to the ancient Chapter 68. This is the case not only in

the papyri, but in tombs hke that of Bakenrenef.
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1. The later texts say " the eldest of the five gods."

2. W/io presenteth the tablets and giiardeth the door of Osiris.

See picture of Thoth in the Psychostasia.

3. Where Osiris renews his birth.

4. The Thigh. The iron instrument so called used in the

ceremony of ' Opening the mouth ' of the deceased.

5. Sound of heart implies that the conscience of the deceased

has been recognized as blameless.

6. Oxen and birds of various kinds. These kinds are named in

the text, but we have no corresponding European names.

7. I have come to an end. The first two words of this chapter

are evidently copied from the end of the last, but instead of menhu,

' sacrificial slaughter,' the notion of mend or mejii ' coming to an

end,' has been substituted. Later texts read " I do not come to an

end."

8. Its hair. All this paragraph sounds very strangely, and

translators are tempted to understand that the hair, side-lock, and

skin of the deceased are acted upon by the winds.* But the

feminine suffix shows that the converse is the case. The speaker

catches the air and distributes it, as we are afterwards told, to the

faithful departed.

* But we " catch Time by the forelock," and so did the Greeks.
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THE HEBREW TEXT OF ONE OF THE TESTAMENTS

OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS.

By Rev. Dr. M. Caster.

A careful study of the old apocryphal literature has proved

beyond doubt that it was of purely Jewish origin, and was written

in Hebrew, or in the Aramaic dialect spoken at that time in

Palestine.

I speak of that literature which arose in the two centuries before

and one century after Christ. Now preserved in translations, or

entirely lost, that literature underwent in the course of time a

considerable change. The less its authority was recognised, the

more easier it was the prey of different sects, which shaped and

changed and distorted it through omissions and interpolations, in

order to suit the views of the then ruling or disputing sects.

This class of literature is popular literature. It is no man's land.

Whoever chooses takes possession of it, and utilises it the best he

likes. Yet the original cannot be entirely obliterated ; it betrays

itself by peculiarities of language, by references to other works, by

contradictions where the hand of the interpolator was not skilful

enough.

By the aid of these points, the fact has now been established

beyond doubt that the Book of Enoch, the Book of Jubilees, and

many other similar writings, were originally composed in Hebrew.

The original seems to have disappeared, and only translations have

come down to us, which are just as often mutilations of the original.

It would lead me far beyond the scope of the present in-

vestigation were I attempting to show that not one single Hebrew

original has been lost. They have only undergone a certain trans-

formation, carried on on a fixed plan. Not that there was any

premeditation in the way how those texts were treated ; circum-

stances, acting automatically, have had an uniform result. All

those prophetic portions that bore upon actuality and foretold
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the fulfilment of certain events which were belied by the future,

dropped out, and were soon lost. They discredited themselves, and

the people discarded them. On the other hand, all that which was of

a legendary, historical character, or of a poetical and visionary, were

preserved. They still exist, and I trust to be able to finish, one

day, my book, " On the Hebrew Fragments of the Apocryphal

Literature."

One of those ancient books which shared the same fate with the

Books of Enoch and Jubilees, is now that known under the title

of, "The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs." From the first

publication by Grabe down to Sinker, who published the Greek

text with critical notes and introduction, many were the opinions

concerning the date of the composition and the probable author.

Sinker summarises those opinions,* and I can do no better than

reproduce them here in a more concise form.

" Grabe, the first who treated at length of the Testa??ients, thought

that the writing in question was the work of a Jew shortly before the

Christian era, and to account for the presence of passages which no

Jew could possibly have written, he had recourse to the theory of

interpolation. This opinion, however, has found but little favour,

and critics have generally agreed to the conclusions of Nitzsch,

who definitely attributed the work to a Judaeo-Christian writer,

although admitting a grave objection to this hypothesis to exist

in the language used with reference to St. Paul and the Gentile

Christians."

" A new theory was first advanced with a view of obviating th

objection by Ritschl (1850), who, for the reason above alluded to,

maintained the author to have been a Christian of Pauline ten-

dencies. In the following year this theory was attacked by Kayser,

who upheld the old View, and got rid of the difficulty arising from

the liberal views of the writer by supposing interpolations, more
especially in the famous passage alluding to St. Paul."

" Shortly after appeared the essay of Vorstman, which advocated

Ritschl's view, and attacked Kayser's arguments seriatim; maintain-

ing strongly the authenticitly of the supposed interpolation, as

affording one of the strongest arguments for the Pauline origin of

the document. Strangely enough, within a month of the publication

of Vorstman's essay, a second edition of Ritschl's work appeared,

* K. Sinker, " Testamcnta XII Patriarcharum ;
" Cambridge, 1S69, p. 18 ff.
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yielding a curious instance of the various effects of the same

arguments on different minds; for, influenced by Kayser's essay,

Ritschl held now the Judseo-Christian origin of the book (in fact

specifying so far as to maintain the author to have been a Nazarene),

and thought that Kayser had succeeded in rendering probable his

views as to the interpolation."

" Kayser maintains that the author of this writing was an Essene-

Ebionite, and brings forward some reasons for his view."

Sinker's conclusion is, " that the idea of the book, its form, its

Christology, its ethics, display unmistakably a Jewish hand. The

evidence which has gone to prove the Judseo-Christian authorship

of the Testaments points also, not indeed with certainty, but with

a fair degree of likelihood, to the sect whom Jerome knew as

the Nazarenes (the half orthodox Ebionites whom Irenaeus dis-

tinguishes from those wholly heretical), rather than to those of whom
he speaks under the title of Ebionites."*

Thus far about the origin of the writing. Concerning now the

language, Dillman, otherwise so cautious in his remarks, when

speaking of our writing, says :
" Since the publication of Nitzsch's

study, all are agreed that the Book is 7iot a translation, but was

originally written in Greek."t

Much more decided and outspoken is Mr. Sinker on the

question of the language in which the book was originally written.

" Not only is it of Judaeo-Christian origin, but also, as to the

question of the language, little need be said. The Testaments, in

their present form, were no doubt written in the Hellenistic Greek

in which we now possess them, presenting, as they do, none of the

peculiar tnarks which characterise a version. Whether there were a

Hebrew work on which the present was modelled, a supposition by

no means improbable in itself, we cannot tell, nor is it a matter of

much importance." And further on :
" Everything points to the

conclusion that the work in its present form is no mere translation,

though thoroughly imbued with the Hebrew tone of thought, and

no doubt written by one conversant with the Hebrew of his day."J

We shall presently see how we stand about the language, and

whether it is a matter of much importance or not.

* L.c, p. 26-27.

t Herzog, Real Encyclop:edie, s.v. Pseudo-opigraphen, XIP, p. 362.

X L.c, p. 31.
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Sinker, and all those who agree with his conclusions, must

assume that the book, as we possess it now, is all of one piece, that

there are no interpolations ; in fact, that the text has not been

touched up and remodelled.

This assumption, however, has been deeply shaken by Schnapp,

who in his essay * takes again up the line of argument used first by

Grabe, and then by Kayser. Taking especially the Testaments of

Levi dind/udah, Schnapp proves clearly that this book had the same

fate as nearly all the writings of that period ; that besides an original

text written by a Jew, there are many interpolations made by

Christian compilers, many of which were introduced into the text

very clumsily.

The Armenian version, examined since by Conybeare,! proves

unmistakably that many a passage has been interpolated into the

text which we possess. Only by eliminating some such passages

which interrupt the text in an arbitrary manner, the true meaning

can be found. Glaring contradictions can only be explained by the

same theory.

We must, however, go a few steps beyond those reached by

Schnapp and Conybeare. We must inquire into the sources of

that writing, into the whole character and tendency of the Testa-

ments, obscured through those strange elements introduced into

them.

The book is not only imbued with the Hebrew tone of thought,

but thoroughly conversant with Hebrew Aggadah, with the whole

Hebrew legendary lore. Nay, more : The whole writing formed

evidently originally a portion of the Book of Jubilees. The

similarity in tone and contents has been pointed out by Dillman,

and explained by the borrowing theory. It is, at least, singular,

however, that the Book of Enoch should be quoted, and the other

not even mentioned, though it stood in a more close relation to the

latter than to the former.

My conviction is, that it formed originally part of the Book of

Jubilees, and therefore it is not referred to as being one and the

same. In the Book of Jubilees we have almost identical testaments

of Abraham, Rebecca and Isaac. There was no necessity to invent

one for Jacob, considering that his is given in the Bible.

* " Die Testamente der Zwolf Patriarchcn ; " Halle, 1884.

t Jewish Quarterly Review, 1893, j). 375 ff.
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Chapter Ix of Levi's Testament refers distinctly to chapter xxxi

of the Book of Jubilees.

The similarity is far greater still, if we go into minute details,

one of which—the age of the Patriarchs— I shall mention later on.

Having once established the primitive unity of the XII Testa-

ments with the Book of Jubilees, we are enabled to look for other

parallels in Hebrew literature, especially in those writings which

betray a certain closeness in their contents with that of the Book of

Jubilees.

As first in rank and importance I mention the book called

" Sepher ha-Yashar," or " Sepher Toledoth Adam," "The Book of

the Generations of Adam."

In that work of mine, to which I have alluded above, I trace the

Book of Jubilees step by step in that Book Yashar. If my theory

be correct, then the XII Testaments ought also to be found in that

Book. It suffices to say, then, that a great number of legendary

instances of the XII Testaments find indeed their exact parallels in

that very book of Yashar ; such as the names of the wives of the

twelve sons, or the number of years each one of them lived, the

dates in which they were born, and the order in which they died.

(Book of Jubilees, ch. xxviii, S. ha-Yashar, f. 89^-90/^, and ii6d-ii-]a,

fol. i2ia, ed. Pr., ch. Ixi, v. i ff.). Nearly half of the Testament of

Judah, the battle with the Emorites, finds its counterpart in the

Yashar, ch. xxxvii to xxxix, with the same names of kings and places

as in the Testaments of Judah. I intend devoting to this chapter

a separate study, and compare all the Hebrew versions. This

Testament rightly interpreted will, in my opinion, give us a clue to

the date of the composition, and also to the probable author of

these writings.

Coincidences of such a nature which extend to minute dates

and names are not the result of chance. One must have borrowed

from the other, or both have borrowed from one common source,

viz., the Aggadic Midrash.

That such is really the case is shown by the fact that we find

numerous parallels in the ancient Hebrew writings. Some of them

are identical with those which I have pointed out to be common
to the Testaments and to the Book of Yashar. We find, for instance,

the ages of the Patriarchs given also in the Midrasch Tadshe,*

* Ed. Jellinek, Beth-hamidrash, III, p. 171.
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further in the commentary of Bahya (1291) to Exodus. This

chronology is to be found also in the very much older Seder 01am

Zutta, and can be traced very far back to the Hellenistic writer,

Demetrius, quoted by Alexander Polyhistor.*

Bahya mentions also the wars of the children of Jacob with the

Emorite kings ;t and a long list of parallels is given by Zunz and

Jellinek.+

A fragment of Levi's Apocalyptic vision, and his selection for

the priesthood, has been preserved to us by R. Salomo Itzhaki

(d. 1 105) in his commentary to Gen. xxix, 34; I translate here the

short passage :
" There is an Aggadic Midrash in Deuteronomy

major, that God sent the angel Gabriel and brought Levi up

to Him, and He gave him a name, and the twenty-four gifts of the

priesthood ; and because He accompanied him with gifts, therefore

was he called Levi (companion)." Compare Testament Levi, ch. i-v

and ch. viii. The selection of Levi for the priesthood is explained

in the Book of Jubilees (ch. xxxii, v. 3),^ by a peculiar counting, in

consequence of which Levi was the Tenth, whom he had promised to

offer to the Lord. "And in those days Rachel became pregnant

with her son Benjamin, and Jacob counted his sons from him on

upwards, and the portion of the Lord fell upon Levi, and his father

clothed him with the garments of the priesthood, and filled his hands."

An absolutely identical calculation we find in the Palestinian Targum
to Gen. xxxii, 25 ; in the chapters of R. Eliezer, ch. xxxvii, in the

Midrash Tanhuma ad loc.,\\ and in fragments of the Jelamdenu

published by JeUinek.U

In the Testament of Reuben we find, ch. vi, the following mean-

ingless sentence :
" For to Levi the Lord gave the sovereignty,

and to Judah and to me also with them, and to Dan and Joseph

that we should be for rulers." A statement which is utterly

irreconcilable with the clear words of the Bible, wherein Reuben is

deprived of his sovereignty.

In connection with this passage stands another no less hopelessly

*
J. Freudenthal, " Hellenistische Studien ;" Breslau, 1874, p. 51-53.

t Ed. Venice, 1544,/. 48 a.

+ Zunz, "Gottesdienstliche Vorlraege,"p. 153, and Jellinek, Bet ha-Midrash,

III, ]). ix-x ; xiii-xiv.

§ Cf. Ronsch, "Das Buch d. Jubilaeen," p. 298, 300, etc.

I! Cf. Zunz, "Literaturgeschichtc d. .Synagogalen I^ossie," p. 24.

II L.c, vi, p. 80, Of/ Leviticus, xxvii, 32.
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corrupt in the Testament of Levi (ch. viii) :
" And they said to me,

Levi, thy seed shall be divided into three branches, for a sign of the

glory of the Lord who is to come, and he that hath been faithful

shall be first ; no portion shall be greater than his. The second

shall be in the priesthood.* The third—a new name shall be called

over him, because he shall arise as king from Judah."

These two passages become perfectly clear in the light of the

Hebrew Midrash, (Palestinian Targum to Genesis xlix, 3, Genesis

Rabba, ch. xcviii, and Midrash Aggadat Bereshit, ch. Ixxxii):

"Because Reuben had committed that sin (with Bilhah), the three

crowns (which were to adorn him) were taken from him and given

to his brothers. The crown of the firstborn was given to Joseph

(as he got two portions) ; that of priesthood to Levi, and that of

sovereignty to Judah."

With but slight alteration we can emend the text of the Testa-

ments, and they will then give a good sense.

In like manner I could add numberless parallels from the

Hebrew literature to the most essential portions of the XH
Testaments. After these remarks and proofs there can be no doubt

as to the sources of the XII Testaments, and as to their primitive

unity with the Book of Jubilees.

It is no less easy to show that far from being written originally

in Greek, the Testaments, as we possess them, are an incorrect and

faulty translation from the Hebrew.

In order to prove this statement, I point out a iew of such

mistaken translations. The translator must have been only in-

differently acquainted with Hebrew, in order to commit such

blunders as the following : Simeon, ch. vi, "and save by Him Adam;"

Ka'( Tw^wu ev avru) lov Aca/Li, which must have read in Hebrew

Dlb^ ''il h^ y^11}V^ ni^n h^ , "and he will save all the children

of ma;/," or Levi, ch. iii : "the ignorances of the righteous," Ta?9

a'^voiaL'i Tu)u htKxiicv, must have read in Hebrew, Q'^pl^Jn m^liyj
"the sins or the transgressions of the righteous." Levi, ch. viii:

"for by their month shall the holy place be guarded," in the

original stood undoubtedly DH'^QTi^, the usual biblical expression

for " according to the command," or " by order of." Levi, ch. ii

:

"And Korah was born in my thirty-first year, towards the east."

The last words have absolutely no sense. In Hebrew stood

* Tlie Slavonic translation has here, " learning."
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probably Q1lr:P or D"7P 1^, which means before, or D"TpP, yfrj-/*

which the translator took for the more usual 0*71^ |tp, towards or

from the east. Ibid: " And Jochebed was born in my sixty-fourth

year, in Egypt, for I was renowfied \hen in the midst of my brethren."

This sentence can only be understood if we translate it back into

Hebrew, for then the play upon the word IIID, and the connection

between being reno^vned Sind /ochebed hecon\e clear, whilst they are

totally lost in the Greek.

Similar instances of mistranslations and of allusions which can

only be understood properly if translated into Hebrew, can be easily

multiplied. I omit them, as we have a much more decisive proof

for the Hebrew original, viz., the discovery of an actual Hebrew text

of the Testament of Naphtali.

In the light of this text, we shall be able to gauge much better

the true tone and tendency of our writing. In the Hebrew text we

have undoubtedly the original version of the Testament, free from

any interpolation. It is in perfect concord with the character of

those ancient pseudo-epigraphical writings.

We find now, what we expected, viz., that those Testaments are

strictly circumscribed in their contents. Each Patriarch speaks

from his own experience in life, and what there is missing in the

biblical recital is supplemented from secondary legendary sources.

The most important event in the life of the greater number of

the twelve Patriarchs is their selling of Joseph into slavery. Upon
this very theme, and upon their relation to Joseph, expatiate indeed

most of them in their Testaments, some extolling Joseph, some dis-

paraging him ; some praise his virtues, his consistency, others lay

all the blame of the future on Joseph. Judah then speaks of his

valour and his mighty deeds, told in the tale of his battles with the

Emorites ; Levi of his consecration to the Priesthood; Joseph of his

own chastity; each one embellishing his narrative with legendary

matter.

It is obvious that if this writing was to appeal to the people, and
be considered by them as a genuine writing bequeathed from

antiquity, it must be in accordance with Holy Writ, and with current

oral tradition.

For this very reason one cannot admit the possibility that our

Hebrew text might be a translation from the Greek. Even if we
should not press the fact that there are blunders and mistransla-
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tions—one or two more, and very glaring, will be found in this very

Testament of Naphtali—and the dependence of the Testament on

Hebrew legendary Midrash ; there remains still one very grave

objection, which is insurmountable, viz. : that it would be a simple

stultification to present the Jewish people with a book whose

reputed author is one of the Patriarchs or Moses, and that book

was to be in Greek ! Abraham or Moses writing in Greek ! Why,
the thought alone would drive the Jews away from touching the

book, still less to believe in its authenticity.

If it was to be accepted as genuine, it must have been written in

the sacred tongue of the Bible, otherwise it would have been rejected

a limi}ie.

I am surprised that so simple an argument has not yet

dawned upon any of the numerous students of the pseudoepi-

graphical literature. For, either the authors of these writings had

a tendency, and were desirous, of influencing the masses, or the

whole was a mere play of some idle spirits. The latter alternative

is out of the question, and the first could never have been ac-

complished if the authors would have gone the very way which they

had to avoid. A writing which pretends to be the work of one of

the Patriarchs, must have been composed in the language of that

Patriarch, and not in one loathed, or at least disliked, by the

descendants of those Patriarchs. Hebrew is therefore the original

language of these Testaments, and the Testament which I have

discovered is the real genuine original of the Greek.

The Testament of Naphtali, which I publish now here, is em-

bodied in the great chronicle of Jerahmeel, a MS. of the XHIth
century, of which I have a complete copy. The original is in

Oxford, MS. No.

In the same library there is another copy (B) of the XVIth
century, greatly inferior to A as far as the accuracy of the text

is concerned.

By far the best recension is presented by a MS. of the Xllth

century, now in Paris (P), a copy of which I got on the 25th January,.

1889, A fourth MS. is in Parma,* 563 De Russi, but this has been

inaccessible to me. In 1890 a Testament was printed in Jerusalem

(J), by S. A. Wertheimer, which seems to be identical with P.

Of these various MS. I have prepared the present edition,

* V. Buber, Midrash Shemuel ; Krakau, 1823, p. 35, No. 27, and note 21,
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taking as basis A, and giving the various readings in footnotes. I

have introduced the better readings into the Testament, giving the

original corrupted ones in the notes. The translation follows the

corrected text.

In comparing this with the Greek version, we are struck by the

great disparity between the two. In the Hebrew version, whole

chapters of the Greek are missing, whilst in the Greek, the whole of

the Hebrew is condensed into four and a half chapters, the contents

transposed and mangled almost beyond recognition. The Greek

counterpart of the Hebrew makes no sense and has no meaning at

all ; whilst the Hebrew is rounded off, and complete and perfectly

clear.

It is evident that the Greek translator has illtreated his original,

and has thus thoroughly changed the tendency of the Testament.

One of the most curious mistakes of translation occurs also in this

Testament (ch. vi) : "And, behold, there came a ship sailing by,

full of salted (things, fish ?) (/tciTTo? to/j/x'^")-" The translator read

the Hebrew text badly : instead of n7f2i ikb'^ he read TlyT^ t^^D

or n^^^, and translated the word Tapixo^ instead oi sailor.

It turns out afterwards that the ship was filled with all the goods

of the world. Another hand has added then in the Greek the

correct translation, " without sailors and pilot."

No less curious and significant is another similar mistake, ch. ii

:

" the calamus for health," KoXafiov 7rpo9 vyeiau. Sinker himself

cannot make out what calamus means. It is a bad translation of the

Hebrew Tl^p , which means \\yQ. windpipe. The translator mistook it

for '^'^ ^ reed. Hence the "calamus."

The Testament is modelled after the two dreams of Joseph, with

characteristic modifications. Instead of giving Joseph preeminence,

he is portrayed here as the chief cause of the ulterior schism and

ruin. The future of Israel is foretold by the prophetic dreams of

Naphtali. The riding of Joseph on tlie bull is undoubtedly based

upon a legendary interpretation of Deuteronomy xxxiii, 1-7.

According to a later legend, Joshua rode upon a bull at the

conquest of Canaan.

The historical allusions are perfectly transparent. In Hebrew

literature we find also parallels to the 70 angels presiding over the

fate of the 70 nations.

Very interesting are then the parallels to the last chapter
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{Hebrew, Greek, ch. iii) about the functions of the various organs in

the body. I have mentioned above the curious mistranslation of

the "windpipe. We find a similar description of the organs of

the human body in the Talmud (Tractate Berachoth, f. 6ia-l>). The
same passage occurs in the En Ya'akob Berachot, No. 134, but with

a slight variation in the order of the organs, the number of which is

twelve in these two passages. In a somewhat different order and

diminished number we find the same passage in the famous Sepher

Yetzira (ch. v, § 2, ed. Ritangelus), in the Othioth de R. Akiba,

in two recensions ;
* the last comes nearest to our text in the Testa-

ment. Last, not least, it occurs again in the Cuzari of R. Jehuda

ha-Levi (ch. iv, § 25),! who quotes it from the Sepher Yetzira.

The number of organs mentioned in the "Othioth" is that of

seven. This seems to be the original number. It stands un-

doubtedly in connection with the passage of the seven spirits of error

enumerated in Testament Reuben, ch. ii and iii, which passage is

based on it. We find there, for instance (ch. iii), "the spirit of

fighting in the liver and the gall," which is explained by the peculiar

characteristic of the angry liver and soothing gall in the Testament

of Naphtali. Twice seven organs in the human body are enumerated

in the Midrash Tadshe.J Again we find seven forms of sin and

temptation in the Tana dele Eliahu Zutta, ch. xvi ; seven gradations

of sin in the Tractate Derech Eretz Zutta, ch. vi, and seven things

that cause affliction in the Talmudic Tractate Arachin, f. 17^.

Wherever we touch in the XII Testaments, we find that we

are on Hebrew ground. It can therefore no longer be any doubt

about the original language in which they were written, nor could

any one say any more that, " to know whether there was a Hebrew
work on which the present was modelled, is not a matter of much
importance;" nor can one doubt the original unity with the Book of

Jubilees with the Testament of Naphtali.

* Ed. Jellinek, /.c, III, p. 35, si/d. lit. 3, and p. 42-43, s. littera 'Q,

t Ed. Buxtorff, p. 307 ff. ; ed. Hirschfeld, p. 273 ff., and p. xlii, No. 53.

X Ed. Jellinek, I.e., p. 168-169.
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This is the Wilt, (Testament) of Naphtali, Son of Jacob.

When Naphtali grew old and came to an old age, and had

completed his years of strength, and fulfilled the duty of the earth-

horn man, he began to command his children, and he said unto

them :
" My children, come and draw near and receive the command

of your father." They answered and said: " Lo, we hearken to

fulfil all that thou will command us." And he said unto them :

•' I do not command you concerning my silver, nor concerning my

gold, nor all my substance that I leave unto you here under the

sun, nor do I command you any difficult thing which you may not

be able to accomplish, but I speak to you about a very easy

matter, which you can easily fulfil."

His sons answered and said a second time, "Speak, father,

for we listen."

Then he said unto them :
" I leave you no command save

concerning the fear of God : Him ye shall serve, to Him ye shall

cling."

They said unto him :
" What need hath He of our service ?

"

And he answered :
" It is not that God hath need of any creature,

but that all the creatures need him. He hath also not created the

world for naught, but that His creatures should fear Him, and that

none should do to his neighbour what he doth not like for himself.'

They said then :
" Our father ! hast thou, forsooth, seen us de-

parting from thy ways, or from the ways of our fathers, either to the

right or to the left ?
"

And he answered :
" God and 1 are witnesses that it is even as

ye say ; but I dread only the future to come, that ye may not

err after the gods of strange nations ; that ye should not go in the

ways of the peoples of the lands, and that you should not join the

children of Joseph, oniy the children of Levi and the children of

Judah shall you join."

They said to him :
" What dost thou see that thou commandest

us concerning it ?
"

He answered :
" Because I see that in the future the children

of Joseph will depart from the Lord, the God of their fathers, and

induce the children of Israel to sin, and will cause them to be

banished from the good land into another that is not ours, as we
have been exiled through him to the bondage of Egypt. I will

also tell you the vision I have seen. When I was pasturing the
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flock I saw my twelve brothers feeding with me in the field

;

and lo, our father came and said to us: 'My children, go (run)

and lay hold here before me everyone on anything that he can get.'

And we answered and said :
' What shall we take possession of, as

we do not see anything else but the sun, the moon, and the stars ?

'

And he said :
' Take hold of them.' When Levi heard it, he took

a staff (rod) in his hands, and jumped upon the sun and rode on it.

When Judah saw it, he did in like wise; he also took a rod and jumped

upon the moon and rode on it. So also every one of the nine tribes

rode upon his star and his planet in the heavens
;
Joseph alone

remained upon the earth.

"Jacob, our father, said to him : 'My son ! why hast thou not

done as thy brothers?' He answered: 'What is for the woman-
born in heaven, as in the end he must needs stand upon the earth?"

" Whilst Joseph was speaking, behold there stood near by him

a mighty bull with wings like the wings of a stork, and his horns

were like unto the horns of the Reem. And Jacob said to him :

' Get up, my son Joseph, and ride upon him.'

"And Joseph got up and mounted upon the bull. And Jacob left

us. For about four hours Joseph gloried in the bull, now he walked

and ran, anon he flew up with him, till he came near to Judah, and

with the staff he had in his hands he began to beat his brother Judah.
" Judah said to him : ' My brother, why dost thou beat me ?

'

"He answered :
' Because thou boldest in thy hands twelve rods,

and I have only one
;
give them unto me, and then there will be

peace.'

" But Judah refused to give them to him, and Joseph beat him

till he had taken from him ten against his will, and had left only two

with him. Joseph then said to his ten brothers : 'Wherefore run ye

after Judah and Levi? Depart from them at once.' When the

brothers of Joseph heard his words, they departed from Judah and

Levi like one man, and followed Joseph, and there remained with

Judah only Benjamin and Levi. When Levi beheld this, he

descended from the sun full of anger (sadness).

" And Joseph said unto Benjamin :
' Benjamin, my brother ! Art

thou not my brother? Come thou also with me.' But Benjamin

refused to go with Joseph.

" When the day drew to an end, there arose a mighty storm, which

separated Joseph from his brothers, so that no two were left

together.
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"When I beheld this vision, I related it unto my father Jacob,

and he said unto' me :
' My son, it is only a dream, which will not

come to pass (will neither ascend nor descend), for it hath not been

repeated.

" There did not pass, however, a long time after that, before I saw

another vision. We were standing all together with our father

facob, at the shore of the Great Sea. And, behold, there was a ship

sailing in the middle of the sea without a sailor and a man (pilot).

Our father said to us :
' Do ye see, what I am seeing ?

' We
answered ' We see it.'

" He then said to us :
' Look what I am doing and do the same.'

He took off his clothes, threw himself into the sea, and we all

followed him. The first were Levi and Judah and they jumped in

(to the ship), and Jacob with them. In that ship there was all the

goodness of the world. Jacob said :
' Look at the mast and see

what is written on it ; for there is no ship on which the name of the

master should not be written on the mast.'

" Levi and Judah looked up, and they saw there was written :

' This ship belongs to the son of Berachel (the one whom God had

blessed) ! and all the good therein.' When Jacob heard that, he

rejoiced very much, bowed down and thanked God, and said : 'Not

enough that Thou hast blessed me on earth, Thou hast blessed me on

the sea too !
' He then said :

' My children, be men, and what

ever each one of you will seize, that shall be his share.'

" Thereupon Levi ascended the big mast and sat upon it ; the

second after him to ascend the other mast was Judah, and he sat

upon it. My other brothers then took each his oar, and Jacob

our father grasped the two rudders to steer the ship by them.

Joseph alone was left, and Jacob said unto him :
' My son Joseph,

take thou also thine oar.' But Joseph refused. When my father saw

that Joseph refused to take his oar, he said unto him :
' Come here,

my son, and grasp one of the rudders which I hold in my hands,

and steer the ship, whilst thy brothers row with the oars until you

reach land. And he taught each one of us, and he said to us :

* Thus ye shall steer the ship, and ye will not be afraid of the waves

of the sea, nor of the blast of the wind, when it shall rise against you.'

" When he had made an end of speaking, he disappeared from

us. Joseph grasped both the rudders, one with the right hand and

one with the left, and my other brothers were rowing, and the shij)

sailed on and floated over the waters. Levi and Judah sat upon
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the mast to look out for the way (course) the ship was to take. As

long as Joseph and Judah were of one mind, so that when Judah

showed to Joseph which was the right way, Joseph accordingly

directed thither the ship, the ship sailed on peaceably without

hindrance.

" After a awhile, however, a quarrel arose between Joseph and

Judah, and Joseph did not steer any longer the ship according to

the words of his father, and to the teaching of Judah ; and the ship

w^ent wrong, and the waves of the sea dashed it on a rock, so that

the ship foundered.

" Levi and Judah then descended from the mast to save their

lives, and every one of the brothers went to the shore to save them-

selves. Behold, there came our father, Jacob, and found us scattered

(distressed), one here and the other there. He said to us :
' What

is the matter with you, my sons ? Have you not steered the ship

as it ought to be steered, and as I had taught you ?
'

" We answered :
' By the life of thy servants, we did not depart

from anything that thou hast commanded us, but Joseph transgressed

the word (sinned in the affair), for he did not keep the ship right

according to thy command, and as he was told (taught) by Judah

and Levi, for he was jealous of them.'

" And he (Jacob) said unto us : 'Show me the place (of the ship).'

And he saw, and only the tops of the masts were visible. But lo,

the ship floated on the surface of the water. My father whistled,

and we gathered round him. He again threw himself into the sea

as before, and he healed (repaired) it, and he entered the ship ; and

he reproved Joseph and said :
' My son, thou shalt no more deceive

and be jealous of thy brothers, for they were nearly lost through thee.'

" When I had told this vision to my father he clapped his hands

and he sighed, and his eyes shed tears. I waited for awhile, but

he did not answer. So I took the hand of my father to embrace

it, and to kiss it, and I said to him :
' Oh servant of the Lord !

Why do thine eyes shed tears ?
' He answered, ' My son ! the

repetition of thy vision hath made my heart sink within me, and

my body is shaken with tremor by reason of my son Joseph, for

I loved him above you all ; and for the wickedness of my son

Joseph you will be sent into captivity, and you will be scattered

among the nations. For thy first and second visions are both but

one. I therefore command you not to unite (combine) with the

sons of Joseph, but only with Levi and Judah.
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" I further tell you that my lot will be in the best of the middle

of the land, and ye shall eat and be satisfied with the choice of its

products. But I warn you not to kick in your fatness and not to

rebel and not to oppose the will of God, who satisfies you with the

best of His earth ; and not to forget the Lord your God, the God
of your fathers ; who was chosen by our father Abraham when the

nations of the earth were divided in the time of Phaleg.

" At that time, the Lord, blessed be He, came down from His

high heavens, and brought down with Him seventy ministering

angels, Michael the first among them. He commanded them to

teach the seventy descendants of Noah seventy languages.

" The angels descended immediately and fulfilled the command
of their Creator.

" The holy language, the Hebrew, remained only in the house of

Sem and Eber, and in the house of our father Abraham, who is one

of their descendants.

" On that day the angel Michael took a message from the Lord,

and said to the seventy nations, to each nation separately :
' You

know the rebellion you undertook and the treacherous confederacy

into which you entered against the Lord of heaven and earth, now
choose to-day whom you will worship and who shall be your Protector

in heaven.'

" Nimrod the wicked answered :
' I do not know any one greater

than that (these) who taught me and my nation the languages of

Kush!' In like manner answered also Put, and Mizraim, and Tubal,

and Javan, and Meseh, and Tiras ; and every nation chose its own
angel, and none of them mentioned the name of the Lord, blessed

be He.
" But when Michael said unto our father Abraham :

' Abram,

whom dost thou choose and whom wilt thou worship?' Abram
answered :

' I choose and I will worship only Him who said, and

the world was created. Who has created me in the womb of my
mother, body within body, Who has given unto me spirit and soul.

Him I choose and to Him will I cling, I and my seed after me, all

the days of the world.'

"Then He divided the nations and apportioned to every nation its

lot and share ; and from that time all the nations separated them-

selves from the Lord, blessed be He; only Abraham and his house

remained with his Creator to worship Him ; and after him Isaac and
Jacob and myself.
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" I therefore conjure you not to err and not to worship any other

Ood than that one chosen by your fathers.

" For ye shall know, there is no other God like unto Him, and no

other who can do like His works in heaven and on earth, and there

is none to do such wondrous and mighty deeds like unto Him.

" A portion only of His power you can see in the creation of man,

how many remarkable wonders are there not in him. He created

him perfect from head to foot ; to listen with the ears, to see with

the eyes, to understand with his brains, to smell with his nose, to

bring forth the voice with his windpipe, to eat and drink with his

gullet, to speak with his tongue, to pronounce with his mouth, to do

work with his hands, to think with his heart, to laugh with his spleen,

to be angry with his liver, to digest with his belly (stomach), to walk

with his feet, to breathe with his lungs, to be counselled by his

kidneys, and none of his members changes its function, but every-

one remains at its own.

" It is therefore proper for man to bear in mind all these things,

Who hath created him and Who it is that hath wrought him out of a

drop in the womb of the woman, and who it is that bringeth him out

into the light of the world, and who hath given him the sight of

eyes and the walking of the feet, and who standeth him upright

and hath given him intelligence for doing good deeds, and hath

breathed into him a living soul and the Spirit of purity. Blessed

is the man who does not defile the divine spirit which hath been put

and breathed into him, and blessed is he who returns it as pure as

it was on the day when it was entrusted to (him by his) Creator."

These, the words of Naphtali, the son of Israel, which he (com-

mended) to his sons ; they are sweeter than honey to the palate.

Note.—The Hebrew text will be issued in the next number of

the Proceedings.
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A DETAIL OF GEOGRAPHY IN THE INSCRIPTION OF
HERKHUF.

By F. L. Griffith, F.S.A.

The great inscription of the Vlth dynasty, copied by Schiaparelh"

from the front of the tomb of Herkhuf at Aswan, has already attracted

considerable attention ; the only other inscription of the ancient

Empire to be compared with it in importance is that of Una.

Schiaparelli fully recognised its great value, and a few months after

its discovery gave it to the world in the memoirs of the Reale

Accademia del Lincei for 1892. The publication was quickly fol-

lowed by new translations from the pens of Maspero and Erman in

the Revue Critique and the Zeitschrift der Deutschen MorgetiUind-

ischeti Geseilschaft. Erman contributed a revision of a portion of

the text, made with the help of a photograph, to the XXXth volume

of the Zeitschrift fi'ir aegyptische Sprache, and Maspero dealt with

two passages in the Recueil de travaux, Vol. XIV,
Taken in connection with the inscription of Una, much light is

thrown by it on the dealings with Nubia in the early period of

Egyptian history. It appears that an officer was sent by the king

from time to time on a " mission to Amam," to explore and trade

with the negroes of the west bank of the Nile in Nubia. According

to Professor Erman the photograph shows a nome-sign as the starting

point of Herkhuf's third expedition to Amam : Erman gives this

sign as V (approximately), and when we consider the circum-

stances we can hardly be wrong in identifying it with the nome-sign

^ Y__ which was borne by a district divided at a later period into

the two nomes of Lycopolis and Cusae,* There are, in fact, three

"^^^
^ ^ nonic of Ileracleopolis would suit the sign even better, but on

geographical grounds seems less likely.
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main ways of reaching the south : one is by boat up the Nile, the

second is by land along the river, the third is by the Oases. The

river passage was too difficult in the Vlth dynasty to be customarily

used. In his second expedition (evidently by land) Herkhuf states

that he went by way of Elephantine "^ -^ <f.'^<^ T JiV ^^^^
' ^" ^^^

third he "started from Asy<it(?) ^^ ^\ V ," by way of
/WNAAA

"the Oasis" 9'-^5^'%^|'^ ^
(^'-^-i the Great Oasis), and

finding that the king of Amam was pursuing the Libyans in the far

West, followed after him, etc. Herkhuf evidently had a good reason

for choosing the western route.

Thus in the name ukaf we have at length the long-sought origin

of the word Oasis, ^L, OTA.P,, Oxffi^, "Avuffi^. It is strange that

it is not found again until it appears in Coptic, after an interval of

more than 2,000 years. In Egyptian u/iaf would perhaps mean a

"caldron," or it might be connected with a root meaning to "cut

down " and to " quarry."

In another portion of his inscription Herkhuf is said to have

brought a dwarf dancer ^^^==== '^^O^ ri) ri) r/)
"^''^^'^'^ the land

of the Spirits." This recalls the /naKcipwv vTjao^ of Herodotus, "the

island of the blessed " which, according to the old historian,* was

the Greek rendering of the native name of an oasis, distant seven

days journey through the desert from Thebes. The one name is

almost the translation of the other, /natcdfjwv being an excellent ren-

dering of aakhu; and when we remember Herkhuf's expedition to the

west, there can be little doubt that he brought his dancer from some

tribe in the Libyan desert, if not from the Great Oasis itself.

The friendly relations with the negroes of the South indicated in

these inscriptions of the Vlth dynasty is very marked. Una's army

is largely recruited from them : their kings meet the king of Egypt

at the first cataract and " smell the ground in homage to him " (see

the graffiti copied by Professor Sayce on the spot, Rec. de trav., XV,

p. 147) : Herkhuf curries favour with them, and his services obtain

recognition from the negro rulers as well as from Pharaoh. The
" four tribes " of Uauat, Amam, Arthet and Sethu (Meza ?) seem to

be hinted at again in the inscription of Ameny at Beni-hasan (Xllth

* HdL, Bk. iii, cap. 26.
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dynasty), but there we hear of the "vile Kush," and Usertesen III

loads the negroes with contempt as cowards when he fixes their

boundary at Semneh.

It is to be hoped that the coming year may bring a final revision

of the copy of Herkhuf's inscription. With the men and means

now at the command of Egyptology, there seems no cause for delay

where a matter of first-rate importance is concerned. Never has a

more creditable piece of work been done than the prompt publica-

tion of this wonderful text by its discoverer, but his effort should be

followed up by a careful collation of the copy with the original.
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THE ROYAL TITLES

I have, for many years past, taught that these titles indicate the

sovereignty claimed by Egyptian kings over East and West, just as

assert their claim over South and North.
Q iTl

The following passage from the splendid (but, alas ! posthumous)

work of M. de Rochemonteix on Edfu, p. 34, seems to me to settle

the question.

,r^x^M=£giT^iiTS|iiiN?ci ©III C=]z] I

"^

" Horus of Behutit, king of the Two Worlds, ruler of the whole

Earth, bearing the _^^ on his front ; rising in the East as Tinu ....

, and setting in the West as Uat'if, jX ."

The lacuna now existing after II' should most probably be filled

up by Ji = 7iefer ; Tmu-nefer being the rising Sun, of whom

in this title is the ideogram, as bL is that of Uat'it.

There was a Uat'it of the East as well as of the West (the

morning and evening Greys), and, as the same text informs us,

through the gift of these Uraei the king became ' seized ' of the Two

^\'orlds as Lord of the East and Lord of the West,

These titles, as a neighbouring text shows, belong not only to

Horus but to Hathor, and they do not refer any more than those of

I and y^s^^ to political divisions of Egypt, but to the whole

universe.

P. LE Page Renouf.
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The Anniversary Meeting of the Society will be held at

37, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Tuesday, 9th

January, 1894, at 8 p.m., when the following Paper will be

read :

—

Rev. Dr. A. Lowy.—Tarshish and Navigation among the Jews.
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THE FOLLO^WING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

Members having duplicate copies, will confer a favour by presenting than to the

Society.

Alker, E., Die Chronologic der Bucher der Konige und Paralipomen5n im

Einklang mit der Chronologie der Aegypter, Assyrer, Babylonier und Meder.

Amelineau, Histoire du Patriarche Copte Isaac.

Contes de I'Egypte Chretienne.

La Morale Egyptienne quinze siecles avant notre ere.

Amiaud, La Legende Syriaque de Saint Alexis, I'homme de Dieu.

A., AND L. Mechineau, Tableau Compare des Ecritures Babyloniennes

et Assyriennes.

Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer. 2 parts.

Baethgen, Beitrage zur Semitischen Religiongeshichte. Der Gott Israels und

die Gotter der Heiden.

Blass, a. F., Eudoxi ars Astronomica qualis in Charta Aeg}'ptiaca superest.

BOTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847-1850.

Brugsch-Bey, Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler. Vols.

I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copies sur lieux et publics par

H. Brugsch et J. Dlimichen, (4 vols., and the text by Dlimichen

of vols. 3 and 4.

)

Budinger, M., De Colonarium quarundam Phoeniciarum primordiis cum
Hebraeorum exodo conjunctis.

Burckhardt, Eastern Travels.

Cassel, Paulus, Zophnet Paneach Aegyptische Deutungen.

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. Series I, III. 1862-1873

DuMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., 1st series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1886.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

Earle's Philology of the English Tongue.

Ebers, G., Papyrus Ebers. Die Masse und das Kapitel iiber die Augen
krankheiten.

Erman, Papyrus Weslcar.

Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Gayet, E. , Steles de la XII dynastie au Musee du Louvre.

Golenischeff, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Vingt-quatre Tablettes Cappadociennes de la Collection de.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

Hess, Der Gnostische Papyrus von London.

Hommel, Dr., Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens. 1892.

Jastrow, M., a Fragment of the Babylonian "Dibbarra" Epic.

Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier.
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Jekkmias, Tyrus his ziir Zeit Nubukadnczar's (Jcschichllichc Skizzc mit beson-

derer Berucksichtigung der Keilschriftlichen Quellen.

Joachim, II., Papyros Ebers, das Alteste Buch iiber Heilkunde.

Johns HorKiNS University. Contributions to Assyriology and Comparative

Semitic Philology.

Krehs, I'., I)e Chnemothis nomarchi inscrii^lionc Aegyptiaca commentatio.

Lkdkrkr, Die Biblische Zcitrechining vom Auszuge aus Aegypten V:)is zum

Beginne der Babylonische Gefan^enschaft mit Berichsichtignung der Re-

resultate der Assyriologic und der Aegyptologie.

Lrdrain, Lcs Monuments figyptiens de la Bibliotheque Nationale.

LEFftBURE, Le Mythe Osirien. 2"'= partie. "Osiris."

Legrain, G., Le Livre des Transformations. Papyrus demotiquc du Louvre.

Lehmann, Samassumukin Konig von liabylonien 668 vehr, p. xiv, 173.

47 plates.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 18S0.

Lyon, D. G. An Assyrian Manual.

Maruchi, Monumenta Papyracea Aegyptia.

MuLLER, D. II., Epigraphische Dcnkmiiler aus Arabien.

NooRDTZiG, Israel's verblijf in Egypte bezicn int licht der Egyptische out-

dekkingen.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1869. 3 vols., folio.

Pognon, Les Inscriptions Babyloniennes du Wadi Brissa.

Rawlinson, Canon, 6th Ancient Monarchy.

ROBIOU, Croyances de I'figypte k I'epoque des Pyramides.

Recherches sur le Calendrier en figypte et sur le chronologic des Lagides.

Sainte Marie, Mission a Carthage.

Sarzkc, Decouvcrtes en Chaldcc.

SciiaeI'TER, Commentationes de papyro medicinali Lipsiensi.

Sciioxnv, Charta papyracea graecc scripta Musei Borgiani Velitris.

Schroeder, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Strauss and Torney, Der Altagyptishe Gotterglaulie.

Virey, p., Quelques Observations sur I'Episode d'Aristee, a propos d'un

Monument Egyptien.

VissER, I., Hebrecuwsche Archaeologie. Utrecht, 1891.

Waltiier, J., Les Decouvertes de Ninive et de Babylone au point de vue

biblique. Lausanne, 1890.

Wilcken, M., Actensliicke aus der Kiinigl. Bank zu Thebcn.

Wiltzke, De Biblische Simson der Agyptischc IIorus-Ra.

WiNCKi.ER, Hugo, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna. Vols. I and 11.

WiNCKi.ER, Textbuch-Keilinschriftliches zum Alien Testament.

Weissleach, F. II., Die Achaemeniden Inschriften Zwciter Art.

Wesseley, C, Die Pariser Papyri des Fundes von El Fajum.

Zeitsch. der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesellsch., Vol. I, 1847; Vols. IV to XII,
1850 to 1858, inclusive ; Vol. XX to Vol, XXXII, 1866 to 1878.

ZiMMERN, H., Die Assyriologic als Hiilfswisscnschaft Air das Studium des Allen

Testaments,
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In 8 Parts. Price 53. each. With full Illustrations of the Vignettes.

Parts cannot be sold separately.

Ube Eo^ptian HBooh of the H)eab,
r.ElNG A

Complete Translation, Commentary, and Notes,

By p. LE page RENOUF, Esq. {President);

CONTAINING ALSO

^ Series of ^Slates of t|)c Figncttcs of tlje iJiffcrcnt OTfjapters.

The first LXIIIr, Chapters have already been issued in the Proceedings.

The request having been made by a number of friends that this

translation, &:c., should be issued in a different form, so as to be a

separate book, and Mr. Renouf having kindly consented, it. is proposed

to issue a limited number of copies upon large paper, in numbers, at 5^-.

each. Members desirous of obtaining copies should at once communicate

with the Secretary.

XTbe JSronse ©rnaments of tbe

lp)alace (Bates from Balawat.
[SHALMANKSEK II. T-!.C. 859-825.]

Parts I, II, III, and IV have now been issued to Subscribers.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus the price for

each part is now raised to ^i io.f. ; to Members of the Society (the original

price) £\ \s.
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P. LE PAGE RENOUF, Esq., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-#oe<^^-

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Author:—Rev. C. A. De Cara, S.J. Degli Hittim o

Hethei e delle loro migrazioni. Chap. vi. 1893. 8vo.

From the Translator:—Rev. A. W. Greenup, M.A., M.R.A.S.

The Targum on the Book of Lamentations. Sheffield, 1893.

8vo.

From the Author :—Dr. Grant-Bey, M.A., M.D., LL.D. An
Introduction to Ancient Egyptian History. Aberdeen Philo-

sophical Society. Trans., Vol. Ill, 1S93. 8vo.

From the Author :—West-Azie in het licht der jongste ontdekking.

Leiden. 8vo. Address delivered at the 318th Anniversary of

the University of Leiden, 8th February, 1893, by the Rector-

Magnificus, C. P. Tiele.
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The following Candidates were submitted for election,

having been nonninated at the last Meeting, 5th December

1893, and elected Members of the Society:

—

Major P. H. Hewitt, 25, Argyll Road, Kensington, W,

Ludwig Mond, The Poplars, 20, Avenue Road, St. John's AVood,

N.W.

S. A. Strong, St. John's Road, Putney Hill.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Library of the Athenaeum, Liverpool, G. T. Shaw, Li7>rarian.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, 6th February, 1894:

—

Rev. Colin Arthur Fitzgerald Campbell, Hartlebury.

Dr. M. Friedlander, Principal of the Jews' College, Tavistock

House, Tavistock Square, W.C,

William Izod, The Hawthorns, Church Road, Edgbaston.

Rev. W. E. Oliver, LL.D., The Vicarage, Ealing.

Prince Boris Schakhorskay, 3, Fourschtadstkaia, St, Petersburg.

J. Herbert Walker, 55, Fitzroy Road, Regents Park, N.W.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

Bibliotheque Universitaire de Lyon, Palais Saint Pierre, Lyon.

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.

The following have been elected Honorary Members of

the Society :

—

Prof. Guidi, Rome.

Prof Sachau, Berlin.

A Paper was read by the Rev. Dr. A. Lowy, Tarshish,

and Navigation among the Jews.

Remarks were added by Mr. Marcus Adler, Mr. H.

Rassam, Rev. Walter W. Crump, Rev. James Marshall,

Mr. Jos. Offord, Rev. T. H. Sutton Moxly, and the President,

who expressed his intention of sending a summary of his

paper read at the November meeting, to be printed in the

next number of the Proceedings.

Thanks were returned for this communication.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1893.

The Society has again suffered severe loss by the death of several of

its honoured and distinguished Members. In my last Report I pointed

out that although the number on the Roll of Members had been fairly

maintained, it required some effort on the part oi each individual Member
to increase the number of Members on the list. I am happy to be able

to state that this effort has been to some extent made, and I can only

hope that the efforts of the Members will be continued. It cannot be

pointed out too olten that it is only by such assistance that the Council

can ever be enabled to extend the operations of the Society ; that tliis

assistance also brings advantages to each individual Member, as if

generally given it would enable the Council to enlarge the Proceedi/a^s,

and place more material in their hands.

The Twenty-Third Session commenced on the ist of November, 189:",

and was completed in June, 1893, two parts of the Proceedings for the

succeeding Session being included in the year. During this period a

large number of papers have been submitted to the Society, which have

equalled those received during former years.

The Society is certainly to be congratulated on the number of

interesting papers submitted. Classing them, as in former years, under

subjects, I am glad to commence with one of a series of papers the value

of which has never been surpassed in any of our publications. At the

January Meeting the President continued his Translation and Commen-
tary of the Book of the Dead. Various chapters will be found in the

Proceedings for February, March, April, May, June, November, and

December, in which Chapter LXX was reached. To the President we
have also been indebted for other shorter articles : (June)—The gods

Akar and Seb, in which is explained for the first time an interesting point

in Egyptian mythology ; and a note on the name of Pharaoh. In the

January number also appeared a communication from Dr. Wiedemann,
on Cobalt in ancient Egypt. PROFESSOR E. LEF:fiBURE, in the same

part, commences a series of articles, the first of which is entitled Etude

sur Abydos ; continued in the June number. In February A. C. Bryant,

B.A., and F. W. Read brought forward some interesting particulars of

Khuenaten and his form of worship.

Two very valuable papers have been issued (March and June) from

the pen of Brugsch- Pasha, entitled la lumifere zodiacale et sa representa-

tion sur les monuments dgyptiens.
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To Professor Dr. Karl Piehl we have been indebted for the

additions to his Notes de Philologie Egyptienne, continued in the

June number. In a paper printed in May, F. L. Griffith, F.S.A.,

continued his former communications by dealing with the Egyptian

Weights and Measures, and in the December number he discussed a

detail of Geography in the Inscription of Herkhuf. In the May number

F Max Mui.ler, under the title of the Story of the Peasant, pointed

out the class distinctions existing in Egypt.

The June number, which contains many interesting papers besides

those already mentioned, brings the volume to a close. E. Towry
Whyte, M.A., in his paper on Pectorals, has brought together a quantity

of information on the subject, and the Society is also indebted to him for

the care and trouble he expended on the drawings reproduced in the

plates illustrating his paper. A. L. Lewis contributed a note on the

Pharaoh of the Exodus. G. Willoughby Frazer, F.S.A. gave a

series of plates of inscriptions, with descriptions, entitled El Kab and

Gebelin. The Rev. C. M. Cobern pointed out a peculiarly sacred

posture avoided in ancestor worship, and Dr. M. Spiegelberg gave a

list of the Viziers of the New Empire. In November W. E. Crum
described some ste';e from Wady Haifa, preserved at Oxford. In the

same number F. Cope Whitehouse brought forward those portions of

the Moeris Papyrus which have not before been published, and the

Society is indebted to him for the plates illustrating his paper.

Of communications dealing with Babylonian and Assyrian antiquities,

the first to be mentioned are (January) those by Professor Dr. Fritz

HOMMEL, Gisgalla-ki, Babylon ; Ki-nu-nir-ki, Borsippa ; and a note on

various corresponding signs in the languages of Egypt and Assyria.

In May will be found other identifications by the same author, Gish-

dubarra, Gibil-gamish, Nimrod ; a supplementary note appearing in

November, and in March a paper on the Ten Patriarchs of Berosus.

The Rev. A. J. Delattre, S.J., continued his translations of the

interesting Lettres de Tell-el-Amarna, of which other sections appeared

in May and June. In March the Hon. Miss Plunket discussed

questions connected with the signs of the Zodiac.

Robert Brown, Jun., F.S.A., in the same number, carried forward

his studies in a paper entitled Euphratean Stellar Researches, continued

in the June number. Theo. G. Pinches (June) translated a tablet of

some interest, a Babylonian decree that a certain rite should be per-

formed, and W. Francis Ainsworth, F.S.A., discussed the Achmethas

or Ecbatanas of Western Asia. The Rev. A. LowY (March) contributed

some notes on the Tower of Babel.

Of subjects occupying the border land may be mentioned the paper

by the Rev. C. J. Ball, on the origin of the Phoenician Alphabet. On
the subject of Hebrew writing, the Rev. G. Margoliouth contributed

an examination of the Superlinear Punctuation, its origin, the different
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stages of development, and its relation to other Semitic systems of

Punctuation, and in December Dr. Gaster read a paper entitled The
Hebrew Text of one of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, in

which he translated and explained a manuscript he had recently dis-

covered of very considerable value and interest.

The papers printed in the second part of Vol. IX of the Transadiofis

are also of considerable value. The following is a list classed in

subjects :—The Rev. Henry George Tomkins : The Topography of

Syria, with special reference to the Karnak lists of Thothmes III, and
the Karnak lists of Thothmes III, relating to Northern and Southern

Syria. The President : The Myth of Osiris Unnefer, and a descrip-

tion of some Religious Texts of the Early Egyptian period, preserved in

the Hieratic papyri in the British Museum. F. G. Hilton Prick,

F.S.A. : Notes upon some Egyptian Antiquities in his collection.

E. A. W. Budge, Litt. D., F.S.A. : The Fragments of a Coptic

version of an encomium on Elijah the Tishbite. Professor E.

Amelineau : The Sahidic Translation of the Book of Job. WiLLIA.M

SliMPSON, R.I., M.R.A.S. : The Tower of Babel and the Birs Nimroud.

The Series of Transactions is now complete. In the Reports of

former years I have mentioned that at some future time an Index

volume to the whole series would be issued ; as it will involve very

considerable labour, at tlie present time I am unable to mention any
time for its completion.

This final part of the Transactions ]\!iS\. issued to the Members, it must
be remembered, is an extra publication, and has been printed by the

Council at the request of a number of Members. It has been a very

costly volume to print, as will have been seen from the circular already

issued with the last Part of the Proceedings. The funds of the Society

cannot fairly be expected to bear the heavy cost of its printing,

and therefore, as the Members have received an extra amount of pub-

lications, it is of course only to be supposed that they will do what is in

their power towards defraying the extra expense. Several amounts have

already been subscribed, and I can only hope that it will not be necessary

for me to refer to this subject again in the future, but that the whole of

the amount will be in the hands of the Council during the present

year.

The Large Paper edition of Mr. Renouf's translation, with notes, of

the Book of the Dead, of which only 250 copies have been printed, I am
happy to be able to report has received most satisfactory support ; only

very few copies are now unsubscribed for. Parts I and II have already

been issued. Part III is in type , and it will be ready for delivery in a few

months.

To the President the Society has also been indebted during the past

year for a series of lectures upon the Language and Literature of Ancient

Egypt. I am happy to say that Mr. Renouf has kindly consented to
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deliver another series of lectures commencing in April or May next.

There will also be a series of lectures by Mr. PiNCHES upon the Lan-

guage and Literature of Assyria and Babylonia. These will commence

on January the loth, and be continued each week until the 21st of March.

They will be held e\ery Wednesday at half-past four, in the rooms of

the Society, and like those of the President will be free. The Archaic

Classes, which have been for so long a period in abeyance, are thus

revived, and it is the hope of the Council that they will be continued in

the future.

The possibility of holding these lectures has arisen from the Society

now being in possession of its own house, with a room sufficiently large

to accommodate students. During the past year several circulars were

issued calling on the Members to assist in the very desirable object of

placing the Society's Libraiy and effects in the new house, in a proper

manner, without drawing upon the ordinary funds. This to some extent

has been attained, for out of the whole number of Members, not one

hundred have sent in their subscriptions, and had it not been for the

generous assistance given by some, considerable difficulty would have

arisen. The Society has passed through what was perhaps the most

difficult period since its foundation, and it is to be hoped that the

Members will help in carrying it forward with even more success than

before. I would ask them to further its interests, which are naturally

their own, by every means in their power. There is yet more which

requires to be done in order to render the Library thoroughly useful

to the Members, and I can only hope that in the next Annual Report,

when reference is made to this subject, it may be stated that the Society

has paid for its publications, furnished its Library as it ought to be done

and has a Roll of Members equal to any emergency.

The books in the Library, with the kind assistance of Mr. F. L.

Griffith, have been placed fairly in order, and it has been possible

to arrange them in subjects. A portion of the catalogue is already made,

in the composition of which I again received the assistance of Mr. Grif-

fith, and I hope that no great time will elapse before I am able to make

a manuscript catalogue of the whole of the books in the Library.

During the past year, besides the Journals received in exchange in

former years, the list of exchanges has been considerably extended. The
Society has received from many authors and kind friends a number of

books bearing on the subjects for the elucidation of which the Society

was founded. These presentations are acknowledged in each number of

the P?-ocecdi?j^i^s, and I can only hope that ever)' Member who issues a

book or pamphlet, will remember that by placing a copy in our Library

he at once makes it available to a large number of students who
otherwise might not have access to it. There being no funds at the

disposal of the Council for the purchase of books during 1893, it has not

been possible for them to make any purchases or do any binding. It is
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to the Members who possess duphcate copies of books that we must look

for the extension of the Library.

The audited Statement annexed shows that the funds available for

the year 1893 have been ^840 11^. 3<^., and the expenditure in the

like period ^699 i6s. 7.d. The balance carried forward from 1892 was

;^38 bs. od.j and that from the year just completed ^140 \^s. id. Having
already referred to the great expense of printing our publications, it

surely ought to be unnecessary for me to point out the necessity for the

Members liberally contributing towards the requirements which I have

endeavoured to explain above.

W. Harry Rylands,

Secretary.

The thanks of the Society were voted to the President, the

Secretary, and Officers of the Society for their efforts in behalf of

the Society. The best thanks being due to the Secretary for the

manner in which he supervised the affairs of the Society, and the

time and trouble he freely gave to further its interests.

It was then proposed by Mr. Christy, and seconded by Mr. J.

Offord and carried, that the Secretary's Report, with the statement

of receipts and expenditure annexed to it, be received and accepted.
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The following Officers and Council for the current year

were elected :

—

COUNCIL, 1894.

President.

P. LE PAGE RENOUF.

Vice-Presidents.

The Most Rev. His Grace The Lord Archbishop of Canterbury.
The Most Rev. His Grace The Lord Archbishop of York.
The Right Hon. Lord Amherst of Hackney.
The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P., D.C.L., &c.

The Right Hon. Lord Halsbury.

The Right Hon. Sir A. H. Layard, G.C.B., &c.

F. D. Mocatta, F.S.A., &c.

Walter Morrison, M.P.

Sir Charles T. Newton, K.C.B., D.C.L., &c.

Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart., D.C.L., M.D., &c.

Rev. George Rawlinson, D.D., Canon of Canterbury.

Sir Henry C. Rawlinson, Bart., G.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c.

Very Rev. Robert Payne Smith, Dean of Canterbury.

CounciL

Rev. Charles James Ball,

Rev. C. a. de Cara.

Arthur Gates.

Thomas Christy, F.L.S.

W. Golenischeff.

Charles Harrison, F.S.A.

Gray Hill.

Rev. Albert Lowy, LL.D.

Rev. James Marshall.
Claude G. Montefiore.

Alexander Peckover, F.S.A,

Prof. Dr. Karl Piehl.

J. Pollard.

E. Burnett Tylor, LL.D., F.R.S.

E. TowRY Whyte, M. a,

Honorary Treasurer.

Bernard T. Bosanquet.

Secretary.

W. Harry Rylands, F.S.A.

Hon. Secretary for Foreign Correspondence.

Rev. R. Gwynne, B.A.

Honorary Librarian,

William Simpson, F.R.G.S.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER LXXI.

Chapter whereby one cometh forth by day. ( 1

)

Divine Hawk, who comest forth in Heaven, Lord of

Mehurit. (2)

Make thou me sound, (3) even as thou hast made thyself sound,

who revealest thyself, (4) who disrobest thyself, and presentest thyself

to the Earth.

May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

1 am the Hawk in the Tabernacle and I pierce through [that

which is upon] the Vail. (6)

Here is Horus, the Son of Isis : Horus the Son of Isis.

Make thou me sound, even as thou hast made thyself sound,

who revealest thyself, who disrobest thyself, and presentest thyself to

the Earth.

May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

I am the Hawk in the Southern Heaven, and Thoth in the

Northern Heaven, who appease the Flame when raging and who
convey Law to the god who loveth it.

Here is Thoth : Thoth.

Make thou me sound, even as thou hast made thyself sound,

who revealest thyself, who disrobest thyself, and presentest thyself to

the Earth.

May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

I am Unbu of En-areref, the Flower of the Abode of Invocation.

Here is Osiris : Osiris.

Make thou me sound, even as thou hast made thyself sound,

who revealest thyself, who disrobest thyself, and presentest thyself to

the Earth.
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May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

O thou who art upon thy two legs [or who art terrible upon thy

two legs], at thine own hour, owner of the Two Twin Souls, and who

livest in Two Twin Souls.

Make thou me sound, even as thou hast made thyself sound,

who revealest thyself, who disrobest thyself, and presentest thyself to

the Earth.

May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

thou who circlest round within thine Egg, Lord of Mehurit.

Make thou me sound, even as thou hast made thyself sound,

who revealest thyself, who disrobest thyself, and presentest thyself to

the Earth.

May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

Sebak standeth erect, surrounded by his high places, and Neith

standeth erect in the midst of her alluvial grounds, in order to reveal

themselves, to disrobe themselves and to present themselves to the

Earth.

May his will towards me be done by the Lord of the One Face.

Oh ye Seven Divine Masters, (7) who are the arms of the Balance

on the Night wherein the Eye is fixed
;
ye who strike off the heads

and cleave the necks, who seize the hearts and drag forth the whole

hearts, and accomplish the slaughter in the Tank of Flame : ye

whom I know and whose names I know, know you me as I know

your names.

1 advance to you, advance ye to me : live in me and let me live

in you. Convey to me the Symbol of Life which is in your hands,

and the Sceptre which ye grasp. (8)

Award to me the life of yearly speech through countless years of

life in addition to my years of life ; countless months in addition to

the months of my life ; countless days in addition to the days of my
life ; and countless nights in addition to the nights of my life, that I

may come forth and beam upon my own images with breath for my
nostrils, and eyes which see, amid those who are at the Horizon, on

that day when brute Force (9) is brought to a reckoning.

If this Chapter is known there is weli-being on earth with Rd
and a fair abode with Osiris, atid the persoti is glorified in the

Netherworld. There are granted to him the sacred cakes and the

cornitig forth into the presence,*^ in the course of each day, undeviatingly,

for times infinite.

* Namely, "of the great god." This ellipse is very frequent.
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Notes.

1. The title as here translated is taken from the oldest known

MS., that of Nebseni. l>ut the Papyrus Pc, which is of the same

period, has " Chapier for entering after gotfig forth by day, and for

making transformations in allforms" and this title or a very similar

one is found on other papyri. The most recent form is that in the

Turin copy

—

Chapter for coming forth by day and repelling brnte

Force, so that the person may fiot be seized in the Netherworld, but

that hi% soul may be made soutid in the Ta-t'eserit.

2. Lord of APehurit ^I'Loxd of Heaven, that is the Sun-god. The

invocation is repeated a little farther on, "O thou who circlest within

thine Egg, Lord of Mehurit." The god is also said to be the owner

of " the Two Twin Souls," namely Ra and Osiris.

3. The verb is here in the second person, not in the first. This

is shown by those texts which give the name of the person, instead

of the pronominal suffix, as the object of the verb.

4. Thyself= Here, in all but the later copies, the pronoun of the

third person is used, in accordance with a well known Egyptian

idiom.

5. Lord of the One Face=: i.wvoTrpoffwwo'i in opposition to ttoXv-

TriwffwTTov, which is an epithet of the Sky, on account of its many

changes of aspect. The Moon too has a variety of phases, whereas

the Sun is eminently the " Lord of One Face." From another point

of view the god, at the beginning cf chapter 64, is called the "Lord

of Two Faces," the bright and the dark. The Pyramid Texts have

the parallel conception of the Two Eyes of Horus, one white and

one black, j^^ j^^-- ^^. Y (Unas 37).

6. This passage receives illustration from the great inscription of

Pianchi, who at Heliopolis paid a visit to the great Tabernacle

I I ^ cr^:
I

of the Sun-god, the doors of which he opened and

afterwards sealed up with the royal seal. Before going up the steps

to it he had to lift the Fail i I crsa Im ) "^ Curtains which con-

cealed it, and perform sprinklings and offer incense and flowers.

Two important words (of which the first has the interesting variant

Q \ and the second is written 11' ^^ ^^^^ oldest texts) are

thus made clear.
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The god is said, according to the different readings, to pierce

" through the Vail " or " through what is upon the Vail."

It will be remembered that the Hebrew Holy of Holies was

separated from the Sanctuary by a curtain upon which the figures of

Cherubim were woven, that before the curtain of the Holy of Holies

stood the altar upon which incense was offered each morn and

evening, and that in sin-offerings the priest sprinkled blood seven

times before the Vail of the Sanctuary.

7. The Seven Divine Masters, Vb> £\A 1 or \ \s. [I ' ^1,*^^ Jl^\ k _^ i I 21/

1

were the offspring of Mehurit, and assumed the form of Hawks, f

They were the inventors and patrons of all the arts and sciences,

and they assisted Thoth in composition and in the measurement of

the earth. See references in Brugsch's article, Zeits., 1872, p. 6.

They are, I believe, to be identified, like the Seven Rishis of the

later Sanskrit literature, with the seven stars of the Great Bear. In

this conception the Polar star is represented by Thoth.

8. The Syjnbel of Life and the Sceptre, the -r* and 1

.

9. Brute Force 'T^ ^^\ , see chapter 57, note 5.
( _M^ III

CHAPTER LXII.

Chapter whereby one co?neth forth by day and passeth through the

Ammehit. (i)

Hail to you, ye Lords of Rule, (2) devoid of Wrong, who are

living for ever, and whose secular period is Eternity. (3) I make my
way towards you. Let me be glorified through my attributes ; let

me prevail through my Words of Power, and let me be rated

according to my merit.

Deliver me from the Crocodile (4) of this Land of Rule.

Let me have a mouth wherewith I may speak, and let my
oblations be placed before you ; because I know you, and I know
your names : and I know the name of that great god to whose

nostrils ye present delicacies : Tekmu is his name. And whether

he maketh his way from the Eastern Horizon of Heaven, or

* In the Prissi Papyrus this word is to be understood of a scholar or sage,

whose word is of authority.

t They have human heads on the Louvre Sarcophagus D. 7.
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alighteth at the Western Horizon of Heaven, let his departure be

my departure, and his progress be my progress.

Let me not be stopped at the Meskat ; let not the Sebau have

mastery over me ; let me not be repulsed at your gates, let not

your doors be closed against me; for I have bread (5) in Pu and

beer in Tepu. And let me join my two hands together (6) in the

divine dwelling which my father Tmu hath given me, who hath

established for me an abode above the earth wherein is wheat and

barley of untold quantity, which the son of my own body offereth

to me there as oblations upon my festivals.

Grant me the funereal gifts, beef, fowl, bindings, incense, oil,

and all things good and pure upon which a deity subsists, regularly

and eternally, in all the forms I please.

Let me come down or go up to Sechit-aarru and arrive in

Sechit-hotep.

I am the god in Lion form.

If this book is learnt upon earth, or executed in wj'iting upon the

coffin, he will come forth by day in all the forms lie pleaseth, tenth

entrance into his house without repulse. And then shall be giveti to

him bread and beer andflesh-meat iipon the table of Osiris. He will

come forth to Sechit-aarru, and there shall be give?i to him wheat and

barley there, for he willflourisli as though he were upofi earth, and he

zvill do all that pleaseth him, like those gods who are the?-e: un-

deviatingly, for times infinite.

Notes.

This chapter is often found not only in papyri but upon coffins,

in accordance with the rubric at the end. The earliest copy is on

the coffin of Queen Mentuhotep. A very fine copy is on the ala-

baster sarcophagus of Seti I, and our museums are rich in funereal

monuments inscribed with this ancient text. A very similar text is

found at the end of chapter 99.

I. Ammehit is the name given in chapter 149 to the sixth abode

in Amenta, but here and in other places it is simply one of the

names of the Netherworld. In the inscriptions, for instance, of the

tomb of Queen Tita,* " passing through the two folding doors of the

Ammehit" is in parallelism with "going in and out of the divine

Netherworld."

* lirugsch, Rec, II, pi. 63. The whole tomb has now been published by

^I. Bencdite in the Alemoircs dc la Mission Anlicologique au Caire, tome 5.
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2. Lords oj Rule. This is the reading in most documents, but

there are others which have an equal claim to authority. The in-

vocation is sometimes made to the LJ " those who are possessed
I I I I II

^

of a /^rt," that is the " spirits made perfect," those who have already

passed through the requisite trials, besides the gods who have never

passed through the stage of mortality, all of whom are possessed

of a ka.

The invocation, according to another reading, which is that of

chapter 99, is addressed to the T ^^ I
LJ " those who are

beautiful or perfect of kar Here the papyri add lo7-ds of rule, and

the invocation, whatever the reading may be, is always addressed to

those who have in their power the laws which regulate the universe.

3. Whose secular period is Eternity. Q \J T
j,^
T hentii is the

period of 120 years (see Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., XIV, 264) which

was their ulwv, acvuin, corresponding in idea, not in actual time, to

our century. The secular period of the gods is eternity.

4. The Crocodile. Are we to understand this of the crocodile-

headed monster pictured in the represensations of the Psychostasia ?

These pictures are not known to us from as early a date as the

chapter itself, but they may have existed. Perhaps, however, this

passage may have suggested them.

5. Bread. The Egyptian word ^^ ta, like its homonym > ... .,

vca^iQ's, %ovi\t\\\v[\g pierced ox perforated. The sacrificial cake T\vT\

in Leviticus viii, 26 has the same meaning and, like ^"^/D a pipe, is

connected with ^^H, perforavit, confodit, aperuif, profanavit. See

Froc. Soc. Bibl. Arch.., i893) P- 386.

p. 1| ta, a door or gate, and some other homonyms evidently

come under the same conception ; cf. porta and weij)w.

CHAPTER LXXni
is identical with Cha])ter IX.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

Chapter whereby the legs are set in motion upon earth.

Do what thou hast to do, O Sekaru {twice) ; as The god who is

in his own house, and as The god who standeth on his legs in the

Netherworld.
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I shine above the Leg (i) as I come forth in Heaven, but I lie

helpless with corpselike face.

Oh I faint, I faint, as I advance ; I faint, I faint before the teeth

of those whose mouth raveneth in the Netherworld.

Note.

I. The Leg. In this place, as in chapter 98 and other texts, a

constellation in the northern sky is meant, which many years ago I

identified with Cassiopeia.

This constellation, according to chapter 98, is in the Northern

sky and in the Great Stream ^^. , by which I understand

the " Milky Way." This position is also in accordance with the

ancient text on the Coffin of Amamu, pi. XXVI, line 22. The Leg

is as close to the Pole as the Great Bear (called the Thigh in

Egyptian Astronomy) but in the opposite direction, and in con-

sequence of this position it never sets below the horizon. Hence in

the Pyramid Texts (Pepi I, 411 and Merenra 589) it is called

"vN^^^^^^ ^ ® ^\. ^ ^*
., . .

• ^^^ ^^^^' according

to these texts, as in the Book of the Dead (see chapter 86), purifi-

cation was obtained.

The god ^ ^ "^jF ^^v 2^^^ (also named among the 42

judges) whose face looks backwards, and who is said to be gate

keeper of Osiris, must be a star {e.g. 7 Cepheus) in the immediate

neighbourhood of the Polar Star which represented Osiris. On the

ancient coffins of Amamu and Sit-Bastit there is a chapter* for

assuming the form of a Vulture {^—^ v\ Z^ , in which the speaker

says "I am the Vulture god who is on the ^<:rr>^ ."

I suspect that in the formula ^
J
S ^ c^

' ?% ^^_f ^'
'

said of Osiris on the stelai of the twelfth dynasty, the constellation

in heaven and not a place at Abydos was meant.

• It was afterwards incorporated with chapter 149.
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CHAPTER LXXV.

Chapter whereby one cometh to Heliopolis and receiveth a seat there.

I have come out of the Tuat : I am come from the ends of the

Earth, lighting up the Tank, whither the desires of them who bring

salutation guide me. I pass through the noble dwellings of those

who are coffined. I open the dwelling of Remrem, I reach the

house of Achsesef. (i) I am led on to the noble mysteries, and I

enter into the house of Kemkem.
[The Tet amulet (2) layeth its two hands upon me and assigneth

me to its sister, and the custody of its mother, Kehkehit, who

setteth me upon the Eastern path of Heaven upon which Ra ariseth

and mounteth on high each day.

May I too arise, and be led on, and assume the mummied form

as a god, and let them set me upon that noble path] whereon Thoth

travelleth when he appeaseth the two Combatants (3) as he goeth

to Pu and advanceth to Tepu,

Notes.

1. These gods are not often mentioned. But we are told in

the inscriptions of Rech-ma-ra {Missio?i Arch, du Caire, V, 127)

that Achsesef is master of the (
Ij Ijl )

great hall of the Prince

of those in Amenta. Cf. Todt., 142, 13 and 21.

2. The Tet amulet, ||, has a chapter of its own, chapter 156.

Divinity was supposed to reside in this and the other religious

symbols, which are often represented in pictures with hands and

feet.

The part of this chapter which is within brackets is ancient, but

is omitted in late copies.

3. The tivo Combatants. Sut and Horus.
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CHAPTER LXXVI.

Chapter whereby allforms are assumed which one pleaseth.

I have made my way into the Royal Palace, and it was the

Bird-Fly (i) who brought me hither.

Hail to thee, who fliest up to Heaven, to give light to the stars

and protect the White Crown which falleth to me.

Stable art thon, O mighty god, for ever, Make thou for me a

path upon which I may pursue my course.

Note.

I. The Bird-Fly, (1 J ^^ "^sT
"^=

' ^" ^^^^ ^°^' ^^^ ^^^^'

Soc. Bibl. Afch., 1892, p. 396 and following, and also 1893, p. 135 and

following. In the papyrus of Nebseni the name has for determina-

tive an insect, which M. Lefebure has identified with the mantis.

This deity, according to ancient texts, was the Tiller of the Rudder

of the Neshemit ship of Osiris.
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HAT-NUB
f^n^^-QJ

G. WiLLOUGHBY FrASER, F.S.A.

§ I. The alabaster quarries of the ancient kingdom are known to

us by name from the inscription of Una, an official, who born under

the reign of Teta, grew up to hold important offices under the kings

Pepi and Mer-n-ra, and they are also mentioned in the tomb of the

" Colossus on the sledge " at Der el Nakleh opposite Rhodah.

The monumental stela of Una was found at Abydos, and is now

in the Ghizeh Museum (Salle 3, No. 49). Una tells us that he was

sent by Mer-n-ra to bring a great block of alabaster, and further he

enters into details telling us that he cut it out in 17 days, and whilst

this work was going on, he appears to have prepared a boat tor its

transport, which he says was made of accacia {S/iiidz), and gives

its dimensions as 60 cubits in length and 30 in breadth, which

reduced to English measures gives us a very large boat, 104 feet

long and 52 feet broad (taking the cubit at 2o'8 inches).

That it was a boat, not a raft, we gather from the important scene

found by Monsieur Naville this year at Der el Bahari, where the

transport of Hatshepsu's obelisks is depicted, large boats being

clearly shown.

Una mentions that this work took place in the third month of

the inundation, and he was evidently pressed for time, for when he

got his boat and block to the port opposite the pyramid of Mer-n-ra

at Saqqarah, the inundation had so far fallen that he was unable to

get his boats across the basin between the Nile and the western

desert. Unfortunately he does not say how he got over this

difficulty, so we must leave him there.

The second mention of Hat -nub is at a later date.

In the time of Tehuti-hotep, who lived in the Xllth dynasty, and

was buried at Der el Nakleh, we see represented a large statue drawn

by groups of men, and an inscription, now unfortunately destroyed,

told how a great statue 14 cubits, or nearly 24 ft. 3 in. high, was

brought back from Hat-nub amidst the general rejoicing of the
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j)eople of the province of Unt (the hare nome). We are left in the

dark as to whose statue it was. Baedeker, for some reason I do not

follow, says it was that of Kai the son of Tehuti-hotep ; but Kai was

X\\^ father of Tehuti-hotep, and it does not appear to be stated in

the inscription that the statue represented him. It was more likely

to represent one of the Usertesen or Amenemhat kings.

The inscription specially mentions the road by which the statue

was brought as remarkable, and we shall see the reason of this later

on.

§ II. Now having exhausted our references, it only remains to say

that the actual position of the quarry was unknown, but it was

generally and apparently wrongly supposed to be the alabaster

quarries which lie in the eastern hills near Asyiit.

Towards the end of December, 1891, the Arabs near Tell el

Amarna took Mr. P. E. Newbury, then in the service of the Egypt

Exploration Fund, to what they appear to have thought was the

fomb of Khu-n-aten, for which he was searching. Instead of a tomb,

it turned out to be the largest of the alabaster quarries, and here

Mr. Newbury stayed a short while, and noted the names of several

kings inscribed on the walls of the entrance passage and on the

fiiUen masses of rock at the foot of the passage inside.

Greatly interested by the description he gave us, Mr. Blackden

and myself went there immediately, and stayed some while.

We found besides the cartouches seen by Mr. Newbury, some

new ones, and a quantity of hieratic graffiti, and it was from these

latter that Mr. Blackden made the important discovery that we had

stumbled on the original Hat-nub of Una. Leaving the great quarry,

we made a sketch map and explored the surrounding hills, and

found a number of uninscribed alabaster workings, and one small

(juarry containing a number of stelae and graffiti, chiefly of the

Xllth dynasty.

We were unable to spend more time, so the copying had to be

left till later, and it is with the results of our third expedition that I

wish to deal.

This last was undertaken in order to accurately copy as much as

was visible, and so we camped in the great quarry and worked from

sunrise to sunset for eight days.

As we were about five hours distant from the cultivation, it w^as

necessary to send back a camel every night for water, and if our

provisions had not run short we should not have come back so soon.
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Our first proceeding was to secure the hieratic, and the method

employed was as follows : The general surface was too rough to

allow of their being traced entirely, so che position of the signs was

indicated on a narrow strip of tracing paper, and the complete line

or part of a line was then carefully filled in by hand. By this means

we were able to secure all the more important hieratic graffiti.

The cartouches in the entrance passage were then traced or

copied ; some of them were squeezed, though scarcity of water pre-

vented us doing this in every case. The net result was a collection

of hieratic graffiti, seventeen in number, and the cartouches of

Chufu, Meri-ra (Pepi), Nefer-ka-ra (Pepi), Mer-n-ra, and a new

king, Hor-sam-chnum (?), belonging perhaps to the IXth or Xth

dynasty.

§ III. Before entering upon the inscriptions, it may be as well

to describe the place where they were found.

The great quarry is an immense circular pit, like an English

chalk-pit ; it is over 100 feet deep and 40 or 50 yards in diameter.

There is only one entrance, a sloping cutting with perpendicular

sides entering the northern side.

This cutting is now encumbered with rubbish to a considerable

depth, and the quarry itself is very much filled up; a large part of

the latter must have been roofed in, but the rock ceiling has with one

small exception fallen in everywhere. And it is evident that it fell

in even when work was still going on there, as there is an Xlth or

Xllth dynasty inscription on one fallen mass, and a dated Vlih

dynasty inscription on another. Hence the fall appears to have

taken place between the IVth and Vlth dynasty times. The bottom

of the pit is covered, so that it is impossible to say how deep the

works were originally carried without a good deal of excavation.

The main collection of graffiti are on the western side, and have

been protected by the overhanging wall of rock above them.

Those of the Vlth dynasty are now only eighteen inches or so

above ground, and there are probably others buried; the Xllth

dynasty ones are higher up the wall, showing that in the intermediate

period the level of the ground was raised by successive falls of debris.

The eastern side of the quarry is the deepest and clearest, and

near the bottom is the dated Xllth dynasty inscription No. 4, so

that perhaps this was the latest part worked.

The southern side is covered up to half the height by a great

slope of debris. The centre is filled with huge fallen masses, some
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of which near the entrance cutting are inscribed, and the mass of

rul)bish slopes from the cutting down to the centre and eastern sides.

Coming out of the quarry we find the workmen's houses, built of

boulders, and a few cairns, probably graves. The ground is strewn

with fragments of pottery ; the majority of these fragments are in

rough red pottery, a good deal weathered, the forms of which, where

the pieces can be put together (as occurs in the case of jars broken

outside or left inside the ruined workmen's houses) are similar to the

Xllth dynasty shapes, as we know them from the work at Kehun,

and the drawings in tombs.

But in the main camp above mentioned there are many pieces of

bowls in a fine dark red glaze, the shape and material being the

same as those w^hich Professor Petrie found at Medum, and which

appear also to have been found by Rhind at the Ghizeh pyramids.

It is much more difficult to restore the forms of this earlier

pottery, as the quarry has of course been worked up to the Xllth

dynasty, when the works seem to have stopped, for there is little or

no XVIIIth dynasty pottery, and only a few ribbed pieces of late

Roman or Coptic, probably left there by salt diggers. I should

imagine that the hard glazed red bowls were common from the

earliest times till the decadence and fall of the Vlth dynasty, new

styles coming in in the Xlth and Xllth dynasties, lasting into the

early XVIIth dynasty, when they in their turn gave way to the forms

commonly known as XVIIIth dynasty, which are met with till the

end of the XlXth and beginning of the XXth, etc., etc. Of course?

in dating by pottery, a hard and fast rule is only applicable in very

exceptional cases. Examples of forms thought to belong exclusively

to one period may and do turn up in a totally different one, and are

difficult to deal with on this account. The main camp seems to

have been on the western side on the very edge of the pit, not a nice

position for a dark night ; from it the ground slopes up to the west

over a level plain, with scattered houses and curious constructions

built of boulders with little paths worn up to them, (?) ovens.

The plain ends at the foot of a long low hill of remarkable form
;

on either end of the summit are cairns of stones, similar to those

called in Scotland and Switzerland "Stone men," and from them
is visible the great cairn which marks the position of the smaller

Xllth dynasty quarry, which is separated from the hill by a broad
flat valley and the slopes of the hills on either side.

Descending the slope and crossing the valley we climb up a
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narrow pass with several small alabaster workings, which are how-

ever uninscribed, and finally reach a sort of basin in the hills with

an outlet on its western side leading into the great Darb-el-Amarani,

the principal pass in the hills here.

The Xllth dynasty quarry is situated in the S.W. corner of this

basin, and will be described a little further on.

The quarries are connected with the Nile Valley by two carefully

chosen roads ; the main one passes the great quarry 50 yards or so

to the east, and goes on a little further into the desert, where it dis-

appears ; its junction with the cutting is not clearly defined.

These roads, and especially what we may call the lower one, are

excellently engineered, the contours are followed as far as possible

to give easy gradients, and where the neck of a valley is crossed the

road is carefully banked up with boulders; the largest embankment

is 15 feet high or more, and is built with a proper batter on the face;

it is pardy destroyed now by the rains, but looks as if it had been

enlarged at some time or other, as there are two finished batters, one

within the other.

The Bedouin know these roads, and call them the " Darb-el-agl,"

or the pass of the wheel, to this day.

The main road winds along for three hours' journey till it reaches

the edge of the Tell-el-Amarna plain, and a great slope, now much

ruined, led down from the hills to the plain ; the road crosses the

plain in the direction of Hadj Kandel, which perhaps marks the site

of the ancient river port.

The roads certainly merit the praise bestowed on them in the

inscription of Tehuti-hotep before mentioned.

§ IV, Let us now return to the small quarry. It is entered by

a long low opening, the roof gradually rising in height, till it forms a

kind of dome. Here the whole area was roofed, the work being

entirely subterranean, but a large part in the centre of the roof has

fallen in, and brought with it such a mass of debris that it and the oc-

casional rains have filled up the interior almost half its original depth.

The stelse are all round the walls, and number over 28. They

are nearly all painted or written in black ink, but there is one well

cut one on the eastern wall representing Usertasen III seated before

a table of offerings, and his four dogs. He is called the " Royal

son," not king, so it must be a monument made before he was called

to share his father's throne. The tablet was cut for or by a man
named Ameni, whose title is not very clear.
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On the western wall the most important is a carefully painted

stela dated in the 20th year of Amenemhat II, but here the name of

the writer is destroyed.

On what may be called the architrave of the entrance doorway

there are eight figures or inscriptions, which beginning on the left or

southern end are (i) a dog, {2) a hawk, (3) the name of Teta with a

man standing behind it, (4) obliterated, (5) name reading Teta again,

(6) king's head in the war helmet, (7) a quarry mark (?), (8) the name

of Teta and a figure standing and two lines of very weathered in-

scription, from which I made out that it was cut by a superintendent

of the transports, whose name is unfortunately illegible. All these

outside inscriptions are cut. The name of Teta does not occur in a

cartouche, but may pej-haps refer to the Vlth dynasty king, which

would bring back the date of the quarry considerably.

On the other hand the only dated inscription is of the Xllth

dynasty, and the style of the others is the same as those which we

believe to be either Xlth or Xllth dynasty in the "Great" quarry.

In point of size this quarry is much smaller than the "Great"

quarry, but it is now so filled up that it is difficult to estimate the

original size. Doubtless we see in it what the latter was originally

like before the roof fell in.

The pottery fragments scattered about inside and out consist

chiefly of rough red dishes and jars, the shapes of which are

identical or similar with the forms which Professor Petrie found in

the Xllth dynasty town of Kehun, in the Fayum. There are

however a limited number of white faced fragments similar to those

common on the plain of Tell-el-Amarna, and a very few bits of late

Roman or Coptic pottery.

§ V Now let us turn back to the Great quarry, and glance at

the inscriptions ; and first we will take the kings' names and inscrip-

tions dated in kings' reigns. The first name occurs at the top of the

great cutting in the western wall ; it consists of the cartouche of

Meri-ra, with his banner name of Meri-taui ; he was the first of the

kings bearing the name of Pepi, and according to Wiedemann, the

second king of the Vlth dynasty. This inscription is undated.

Below it is a cartouche of an unknown king, which seems to be

Hor-sam-chnum, with a line of weathered inscription in which only

the signs
[|[[j x^«^ and 1 \^ 1 sh are visible, perhaps part of the title

of "chief gardener." This king I am inclined to place in the IXth

or Xth dynasty (cf. Lwre des Rois, 113, 117, 122).
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Next we come to a large well cut cartouche of Khufu, with his

banner name, which has been destroyed; the whole is much defaced.

Further on, on the same wall, is the name of Nefer-ka-ra, and his

banner name Neter Kau; this is Pepi II, who is credited with a reign

of 100 years by Africanus, and came 4th in the list of monarchs of

the Vlth dynasty. The last stela in the cutting has a banner name
of Anx-x^-u, and the cartouche shows only the ra and part of an n

at the bottom, but this is sufficient to identify it with Mer-n-ra, Wiede
mann gives this king a further name of Hor-em-saf or Ment-em-saf.

A line below the stela contains the date, but is so destroyed that

only " day 5 " can be made out ; this is a pity, as mentions of this

king are very rare.

A complete line on the stela gives the title, " Great lord of

Behedu, the good god lord of the two lands."

This king appears to have reigned between the two Pepi's.

Entering the quarry, the next stela is a well cut one, on a fallen

mass of rock near the centre ; it is dated in the 25th year of

Meri-ra (Pepi I) ; it was cut by or for a noble of the Unt nome, whose

name seems to have been Anx-ses, and his father's name x'xvl.

On the same block just beyond the last mentioned inscription

some one has scratched thirteen lines, which seem to have no

connection with it.

The writer says, " I am (one) loved of his {sic) lord, praised of

his town, I am the superintendent of the great affairs , devoted

to the officer. I am the superintendent in its entirety (over all) in

the place (?) of quarrying {^) ," and which Mr. Blackden has

pointed out to me, that these rough scrawls look as if they had been

made by some one, perhaps a prisoner, caricaturing the ordinarv

strings of titles, and in the last line it certainly looks as if he haa

said he was " the chief of wickedness or of the wicked !

"

All the rock to the north of these inscriptions is covered with

little figures of men standing or sitting, with two or three short

inscriptions very difficult to make out ; one more legible than the

others appears to record Tehutihtfs son Sebekhip, but his title is not

clear
;
probably these figures represent various chiefs or gangers of

workmen who were sent there to look after the men.

Near this is another cartouche of Meri-ra (Pepi I), and on the

left hand side of it, but separated from it by a line cut in the stone,

are the titles of a Xllth dynasty official, Tehuti Nex^'s son Tehuti

Next
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We find that he was " a prince, wielder of thrones (?), chief of the

priests, great one of five, great chief of Unt." Now these titles are

very high ones, and are borne complete at Der-el-Nakleh only by

Tehutihtp, the owner of the tomb commonly called "the Colossus on

the sledge tomb." He was a " great one of five," but the other

people buried there, as far as I can recollect, were not. Sep and Aha

Next have all the other titles, and also I think Tehuti Next the son

of NeJiera.

At Der-el-Nakleh we have several people named Tehuti Next, and

at Sheik Said we have a man named Tehuti Next whose mother was

Teta ; he repairs an older tomb of the Vlth dynasty. Unfortunately

we cannot identify the exact man, though he was probably one of

the people buried at one of these two places.

Leaving the fallen blocks, let us turn to the north wall of the

quarry. Close to the eastern side of the entrance we came upon the

cartouche of Nefer-ka-ra (Pepi II) three times repeated in inscriptions,

but only one of them is clear. It is written in hieratic in red ink on

a smooth surface a few inches above the present ground level, and

it was in this inscription we first found the name of Hat-nub ; the

date is unfortunately defective, but we can make out two tens in the

years ; it seems to have been written by a man named Khumhtp, who

was sent to the quarry, but the object is not clear. A little further

on is an inscription dated in the 14th year of Pepi II, whose banner

name only is given. The writer here seems to have gone to Hat-

nub accompanied by the officer of the road and the chief of Unt to

cut out four tables of offerings, but for whom, and what his name
was we are not certain. Going east we come to an inscription to the

right of the above. It is undated, but it contains the cartouche of

Seneferu, the last king of the Ilird dynasty ; it is unfortunately in

poor condition, and the meaning not clear, but it seems to have been

written by the style by some one in the Vlth dynasty. Next we

have to go down the slope of debris to nearly the bottom of the

quarry, where on the east wall an inscription in large red letters tells

us that Amenemhat son of Nehera was sent in the 30th year of x^P^^-

ka-ra (Usertasen I) on the day of the Sed festival, to get alabaster

for the king, and further on he mentions a statue which was ap-

parently his object. We learn also that his mother's name was Sat-

udz-hotep, and his grandfather's Kai.

The Sed festival mentioned in the first line of the inscription is

known to us even as early as Pepi, but I do not recollect mentions
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of it in the Xllth dynasty. We hear of it, however, under Amen-
hotep III, Rameses III, and Osorkon II, as has been lately pointed

out by Monsieur Naville {Egypt Exploratmi Fund Mefnoir, X, p. 6,

pi. VI). The above brings us to the end of the inscriptions dated

in kings' reigns. Such inscriptions are as a rule less common than

mere names, and hence it is not surprising to find that the greater

number of graffiti bear no such date, but in this particular case we
have nearly all the remaining inscriptions dated in the reign of the

nomarch, and this appears to me to be an important exception, as it

tends to emphasize the feudal nature of the government at the time,

and also throws further light on the long wars which we read were

waged by Amenemhat the 1st against the nobles and petty princes

before he was acknowledged king of the entire two lands.

Here it may make matters clearer to give a list of inscriptions in

this group arranged by dates.

No.

Vlth year of Nehera ...

Vllth ,, Nehera, born of Kama

,

Vlllth „ Nehera ,, Kema

,

Vth „ Kai

Vlth „ Kai

(?) „ Kai

IVth „ Aha-next

XXth „ Aha-next

The remaining graffiti in this group are not dated in any way,

they are

—

No. I. Tehuti-nex't, born of Tehuti-hotep.

2. Short inscription mentioning Thoth, lord of Chmenu

(Ashmouneen).

5A. Short inscription mentioning Hat-nub ; name uncertain.

1 3 A. Tehuti-next and his son ; merely names.

It would occupy too much space to enter largely into particulars

of the above, but a few remarks may be useful.

Generally speaking the style of the inscriptions seems to be a

kind of self-glorification, such as we see in the long doorway inscrip-

tion in the tomb of Ameni at Beni Hasan. The writer says he "was

sent to Hak-nub to get alabaster for the house of the king ;

" he

mentions that he was "beloved of his town," and that he was "its

defence in the day of battle;" that he "protected the widow," and

did " not oppress the miserable (poor)."
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And often the inscription ends by referring to a statue which it is

stated the writer cut out, and which reached "its house" in safety.

These events happened, the scribe informs us, "in the days of

Nehera, the son of Kema," or in the days of some other nomarch.

It is difficult to show the connection between the nomarchs

mentioned at Hat Nub and those buried at Der-el-Bersheh, but

it seems Hkely that the Nehera, son of Kema, of the grafifiti, and

the Nehera, son of Kema, who was buried at El Bersheh, were one

and the same person. If this be true, it follows that the Kai of the

graffiti was probably the Kai, father of Tehutihtp, whom we find

mentioned at the tomb of the latter : Tehutihtp himself, we know,

brought a great colossus from Hat-Nub, If these identifications

are true, it is probable that the mass of the graffiti are Xlth dynasty,

or slightly anterior to the Xllth dynasty.

It is impossible to enter further into details about these inscrip-

tions here, but they certainly seem worth working out properly.

Before bringing these notes to a close, I must mention that below

the Xllth dynasty inscriptions described above there are several

written in very large characters which by the cartouches seem to be

much earlier. They are more weathered than the Xllth graffiti

above, but one contains the cartouche of Teta of the Vlth dynasty,

and near it is a larger cartouche of Teta with his banner name beside

it, which I believe to have been previously unknown; in the example

we have here, it reads Se-hotep-taui.

This brings us to the end of the principal graffiti, there are

doubtless others, and if the great entrance passage were cleared we

should probably find other stelae and kings' names ; but owing to

the distance from the river this work would entail considerable

expense, and is not likely to be done at present.

Note.

Since writing the article on Gebelen and el-Kab, j ublished in the

last Proceedings (Vol. XV, Pt. 8), Monsieur Brugsch has kindly

shown me a piece of a statue found at Gebelen, apparently part of

the shoulder of a statue of a king bearing the cartouches of the

Hyksos king User-n-ra, Kian who was first made known to us by

Monsieur Naville's excavations at Bubastis. This seems further to

support the theory I then advanced, namely, that the Hyksos actually

held Gebelen and El-Kab, at any rate for some time.
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THE HEBREW TEXT OF ONE OF THE TESTAMENTS

OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS.

Dear Mr. Rylands,

I venture to offer a few remarks on the Greek of the Testaments

of the Xn Patriarchs ; first acknowledging the important service

which Dr. Gaster has rendered to BibHcal Archaeology. It is a

great gain to have proved, what was before inferred, that the Testa-

ments have been interpolated and adapted by a Christian writer.

This fact, coupled with the very acute and penetrating observa-

tions which preface Dr. Caster's paper, is an invaluable guide to the

understanding of the not inconsiderable body of Judaeo-Christian

literature.

In addition to the mistakes which Dr. Gaster has so ingeniously

detected, the occasional parallelisms and the frequent use of ' all

—

not ' for ' not any,' and such like, betray the translator's hand. To
this may be added a certain stiffness in places, and some phrases

which are unintelligible as they stand, but give the impression that

there is a meaning behind them.

The style of the Testaments is ver)' similar to that of the Gospels.

Points of resemblance which may be specified are the vocabulary,

the absence of rhetorical colour, the paucity of conjunctions and

particles, the frequent insertion of the unemphatic pronoun murou,

&c., and the occurrence of eV in an instrumental sense.

The book presents a very curious contrast. The writer is a

man of ability, and has a command of the language which he

employs. He is at home in the use of compounds ; he sometimes

arrests attention by a bold and happy innovation. For instance,

e<9 iivcpu vTTOKpivo/iiei'o^, applied to the appearance of the Godhead

in the form of man, is a masterly expression, and, as far as I know,

quite unique. 'EXevOtpwrij't is also a successful variation of the

terms ordinarily used to denote Saviour and Redeemer. On the

other hand, uncouth forms of words are found, and also some

solecisms in grammar. This contrast is still more strongly ex-
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hibited in the Book of Revelation. In many parts, as for instance

in the Woes on Babylon, the language is as pure as it is rich and

noble, while the extraordinary defiance of grammatical rule in some

few passages has been all along the perplexity of commentators.

The Septuagint also, in parts, presents the same phenomenon of a

grasp of language combined with a most anarchichal syntax. An
explanation may perhaps be found in the following passage, taken

from Mr. E. M. Geldart's book on the Modern Greek Language :

—

" The phraseology of the Septuagint is modern to an extent which

is quite marvellous when compared with that of contemporary

writers, and only explicable by the assumption that the writers are

using the common vernacular, which had already become in its

spirit and essence much what modern 'reek now is."

In justice to the argument and the author, the whole section,

or rather the whole book, should be read.

The linguistic argument, therefore, points to the same conclusion

as that at which Dr. Gaster has arrived from other considerations,

namely, that this class of literature is popular literature. The
visions of the Patriarchs, like the visions of our own Piers Plowman,

being intended for the commonalty, would naturally be written in

the vulgar tongue, so far as the theme permitted.

The Koran seems to have had a reverse history. Mr. Palgrave

states that the language of the Koran is that spoken at the present

day in Djebel Shomer and Upper and Central Nejed ; the isolation

of those countries having apparently kept their speech unchanged

since the time of Mahomet. In this case, therefore, a vernacular

dialect has become the standard of literary Arabic.

One or two words may be discussed which are of general use in

all this class of literature, including the A<cax'/- Of these cnyvxia,

double-mindedness, is very noticeable. It has a wide range of

meaning, which includes both moral insincerity and cowardice, and

also doubtfulness in prayer. In this, as in so many cases, Christianity

deals with the thought of the time. The double-minded man is

censured by St. James. A/Yr<»\/« in its first meaning is condemned in

the person of him who would serve two masters, or who puts his

hand to the plough and looks back. "Whatsoever ye shall ask in

prayer believing, ye shall receive," and " Let a man ask in faith,

nothing wavering," are commands answering to the second meaning.

It may be remarked that faith is commended as a theological virtue

in this apocryphal literature as well as in the Christian Scriptures.
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The prevalence of the word ciyl/^vxi't* is a history in itself. It

implies the recurrence of periods of persecution, when men's sincerity

was tried by fear of suffering and death. Jew as well as Christian

encountered this ordeal ; and the Testament of Benjamin holds out

the ' crown, of glory ' as the reward of constancy.

The way, 0^09, the right way, contrasted more or less in detail

with the wrong, is another common place of frequent occurrence.

The admirable allegory of Cebes had popularized the same figure in

the Grecian world. ' The broad and narrow way ' will suggest itself

to every reader of the New Testament, who will also see a new
significance and a more pointed reference in the declaration " I am
the IVaj, the Truth, and the Life."

Another idea not quite so often repeated, namely, that the order,

T(i^i<i, of creation is a pattern of the obedience and self control which

should reign in man's moral nature, is again a link between East and

West. It is well known that the Stoics and Eclectics of the day

regarded this moral imitation as a main part of their fundamental

principle of living according to nature. The Testament of Nephthali

speaks of God as having made all things fair in order, which order is

specially traced in the structure of the human body. St. Clement, a

simple minded man, rises almost to sublimity in a highly elaborated

description of the manifold harmonies of creation. St. Paul, in

declaring " God is not a God of disorder," appeals to an axiom

familiar to and accepted by his hearers.

The idea is to be traced back to the Sacred Book of the Izaniens,

and indeed to the Vedas : as appears by the following quotation

from Dr. L. H. Mill's article on Zoroaster in the current number of

the Nineteenth Ce7itury Review. " Asha, the Vedic Rita, is the

divine Order, the symmetry and perfection in the ritual and the

soul, and at the same time a poetically personified archangel."

The writer of the Greek version of the Testaments seems to have

been familiar with some, if not all, of the books of the New Testa-

ment. The correspondeaces of matter and wording are too frequent

and too close to be explained by the consideration that writers

dealing with similar subjects would use similar language. The proof

of this assertion would be long and tedious. One or two corres-

pondences shall be selected, which are interesting in themselves.

" He that is washed (XeXov/u.evo'i) needeth not save to wash

{vi-\lraadai) his feet." Levi (Test. 9) represents the angel as giving

him this command :
" Before thou enterest the Holy Place, bathe
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(\uvov), in sacrificing wash {i-t-moo), in finishing the sacrifice wash

The evil spirit is mentioned under the names Saxai-rtv, ^id(3o\o<!,

and Be\((ii>, the last being called the spirit of the air, corresponding

to the " prince of the power of the air."

Joseph adds to the Biblical account, that the Egyptian woman

heard him singing hymns to the Lord in the house of darkness ; as

Paul and Silas were overheard also singing hymns by the prisoners

at Philippi. This incident is in harmony with the practice of pious

men of the period. According to Philo, when the Alexandrian Jews

had a breathing time from persecution after the seizure of Flaccus

their governour, they consumed the whole night in hymns and sacred

songs.

The second dream of Nephthali recalls the walking on the sea,

the stilling the storm, and the shipwreck of St. Paul. There is the

?hip and the boat, the sfiuall {\iu\a\y), the driving before the wind

(L^cp6^ic9(i), the filling of the ship, the escape on boards (iwl aavi'atv),

the sudden calm, and the immediate arrival of the ship at the

shore—which last incident is mentioned only by St. John in the

Gospels. The discovery of the Hebrew text proves that the dream

is an interpolation. Probably there is in it a mixture of borrowed

incidents, exemplifying the poverty of invention which Dr. Caster

has so acutely noted as characteristic of this class of literature.

The ring of these words of the Epistle to the Hebrews, " They

were stoned, they were sawn asunder, were tempted {eXidaaOijaav,

tTTpiadr^aav^ iTretpaaGtjaav)" fastens itself On the memory of the

reader. It seems echoed in the word 4(jiv\xKta6)jv, i-rvTmaOt]!' {sic)

cuvKTT]pi'ffOiji', occurring in a somewhat similar context of the Testa-

ment of Joseph.

These selected coincidences, the designation of the Messiah

as the Lamb of God—the Lamb without blemish—as coming as a

man and eating and drinking with men ; of the Holy Spirit as

witnessing and accusing ; the expressions, " By doing good he

overcomes the evil man," "I kept (fTvi'ni'i/Jorv) these words in my
heart," with many others, imply a famiUarity with the text of the New
Testament, and not merely a general acquaintance with the history

and doctrines of Christianity.

Very truly yours,

J. Mar-SHall.
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THE GOD SET OF RAMESSU II AND AN

EGYPTO-SYRIAN DEITY.

By F. L. Griffith.

On Plate XI of Ncbesheh and Defemieh^ published by the Egypt

Exploration Fund, are given copies of the inscriptions engraved

upon a closely-draped crouching statue in black granite, which

was found in the larger temple at Tell Nebesheh. The statue

represents a royal charioteer named Merenptah, and upon the

lap between the hands is the cartouche of Ramessu II, apparently

as a deceased king. The date of the monument is therefore in

the XlXth dynasty. On the front of the garment had been

sculptured figures of two deities facing each other, with short

inscriptions above ; of these two deities, the upper part of one

is erased, together with the inscription, the other is the local

goddess Uazyt (Buto) of Amt. The copies used in the publication

were made from squeezes taken while the statue still lay in the

trench, and the erased figure was indistinct in them ; the only

noticeable peculiarity was an appearance of ties on the edge of

his garment.

Before the last sheets of the memoir on Nebesheh were

returned to the printer, the statue arrived at the British Museum,

and was placed in the portico : the original, when examined, showed

a trace of sculpture, which seemed to me to be part of a figure of

a child, behind the feet of the erased deity. This suggestion I

noted in the Errata on p. 112, but a second inspection in a better

light, before the statue was despatched to its final destination at

Boston, showed that the line was the end of a rope that could be

indistinctly traced to the top of the head-dress of the deity.

A very similar figure with the enormous pigtail (?) or rope (?)

pendent from a tall head-dress occurs on the famous stela of

400 years found by Mariette in the Temple of San, and known by

his copy published in the Revue Archeologique for 1865, Plate IV,
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and p. 169.* The figure in this case appears to have been in

perfect condition, and the inscription gave the name 'kJ

a 1 L , " Set of Ramessu II ;
" and again J^ ^ ^

" Set son of Nut." The latter shows that the " Set of Ramessu II
"

was identified with the ancient

Egyptian deity Set.

Tanis is only 12 miles from

Nebesheh, and both of the monu-

ments are of one age : there can

therefore be no doubt that the figure

at tlie former place represented Set.

The sacerdotal titles of the vizier who

adores him on the stela of 400 years

are " high priest of the Mendesian

god, chief priest of Set and lector of

Uazyt Upt-taui," while at Nebesheh

the erased Set faces Uazyt, who is

likewise named Upt-taui on another

monument from the ancient Amt.

There are two other figures of

allied types which deserve being

prominently brought before the notice

of Egyptologists.

(i.) In the year 1889 the Rev. W.

Macgregor, of Tamworth, obtained at

Zagazig a small plaque of glazed

steatite, which he kindly allowed me
to copy. The top was rounded, and on one side is the name of

Rameses II ; the other side is imperfect.

Each face is engraved with a scene enclosed within a narrow

border. On one face is a ram-headed sphinx reclining upon a

sculptured base, and wearing a head-dress consisting of the horns,

disk, and feathers [^ with two uraei. The inscription, blundered

and indi.stinct, gives the name of this ram as tj
^^aaa. I ~1 K3^

* Laiizone, Dizicnario, p. 1144, and PI. CCCLXXXI. The figure of the god

from this slela is sliuvvn in tlic annexed woodcut, copied from the Ktv. Arch., I.e.
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" Amen-Ra, king of the gods, lord of (some locality (?)
)" This crio-

sphinx is therefore the rare Reheni of Amen, known on monuments

of Amenhotep III, and the original of Jupiter Ammon.
On the other face is a wonderful deity, winged, and piercing

a serpent with a large spear. His features are those of Bes, his

head-dress is conical, reeded, and perhaps actually made of a

bunch of reeds tied together, while from the top of it hangs a

thick rope to the knee. Unhappily, the name of the strange god is

hopelessly mutilated by a fracture of the stone. The figure reminds

one of some representations of Sept, the god of the East, but

STEATITE PLAQUE IN THE COLLECTION OF REV. WILLIAM MACGREGOR.

its head-dress and its association with the name of Rameses suggest

that it was a form of Set w-ith some of the attributes of Horus.*

2. A few weeks ago Mr. A. W. Franks obtained from Beirut a

statuette of bronze plated with silver, said to have been found on

" low hills in which the Lebanon range terminates near T^xo." It is

remarkable both in type and workmanship. It represents a deity

* On the other hand, it is very closely allied to "Amen, slayer of his enemies,"

at Liverpool, (liirch, in Wilk. Anc. Eg-, Vol. Ill, 13 ; Lanzone, Dizioiia>io,

p. 42, and PL xxi, 3. The latter seems to be the best figure.)
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standing, and is 4I inches high without the feet. (See plate, shghtly

reduced.) The figure wears a conical head dress with a flower-

shaped termination tied below the tip. The arms are curiously

posed, much like those of the Syro-Egyptian deities holding spear

or battle-axe and shield which are figured in Miiller's Asien und

Eiiropa^ p. 311 ff., but with the left arm too straight and too low to

correspond satisfactorily. The attitude of the god on Mr. Macgregor's

plaque seems to explain the action of the figure : both hands are

closed as if grasping an object; the raised right hand probably held

a spear, while the other gripped the serpent as it rose to repulse its

assailant.

The workmanship is rude, the eyes have been inlaid, but are

now empty. The silver covering has been applied in a primitive

fashion, being simply plates bent round and pegged down along

convenient lines, wnth silver rivets let into the bronze. The plating

has covered the whole figure, but there is not much of it remaining

at the present time ; the rivets are sunk in grooves, one of which

runs down the back of the head, one on each shoulder, one above

and one below the right upper arm, and others along the back of

the right lower arm and the w'hole of the left arm, on each side of

the body and waist-cloth, and down the back of each leg. The lines

of rivets where the plates have become detached are well shown in

the photographs, for which we are indebted to a good friend of

the Society, Mr. Walter L. Nash. The rude and primitive workman-

ship as displayed in this statuette, coming from a centre of handi-

craft like Phoenicia, are surely in favour of a very early date for the

specimen.

A Relic of Pharaoh Necho from Phcenicia.

A stone fragment with hieroglyphs, worthless enough in itself,

was offered to Mr. Franks at the same time as the figure, and
" thrown in " with some other purchases. It however possesses

considerable interest as being evidently a relic of Necho's brief

occupation of Syria, between his great invasion of the country in

608 li.c, and his total overthrow by Nebuchadnezzar in or about

605. It is a fragment of a thin tablet of basalt, on which is part of

a royal figure holding staff and mace. In front of this is a scrap of

a cartouche with the legs of a bird V^ remaining. On the back is

a very shallow inscription containing the name of the temple of
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\M. \, 3. sure sign of Saite epoch. ThereOsiris at or near Sais W
can be no question but that the cartouche should be restored

, the regular forms of theI
I

A/VAAAA 5^ ^ for rr
LI

u
name of Necho. It is said to have been found at Sidon.

Both of the objects obtained by Mr. Franks will be presented

to the British Museum.
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The next Meeting of the Society will be held at 37, Great

Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Tuesday, 6th February,

1894, at 8 p.m., when the following Papers will be read :

—

Dr. Gladstone, F.R.S., Ancient Metals from Tell-el-Hesy.

P, le P. Renouf {President), On an Important Point of

Egyptian Theology.

ERRATA. Vol. XVL

Page 39, line 9 from bottom, to read QI^^H 7!D or Dlhi "^^l ^13 i^''1I?^"'V

39, line 4 from 1)ottom, read QT^'tQ ^tV
,

40, line I, for QlpTl^ read DIpP .

41, line 4 from bottom, for De Russi read De Rossi.

41, Note, for Shemuel read Samuel, and for 1823 read 1893.

43, last line, read nnhy of tlie Book of Jubilees with the XII Testaments.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY,

Members having duplicate copies, will cottfer a favour by presenting them to the

Society.

Alker, E. , Die Chronologic der Bucher der Konige und Paralipomenon im

Einklang mit der Chronologie der Aegypter, Assyrer, JBabylonier und Meder.

Amelineau, Histoire du Patriarche Copte Isaac.

Contes de I'Egypte Chretienne.

La Morale Egyptienne quinze siecles avant notre ere.

Amiaud, La Legende Syriaque de vSaint Alexis, I'homme de Dieu.

A., AND L. Mechineau, Tableau Compare des licritures Babyloniennes

et Assyriennes.

Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer. 2 parts.

Baethgen, Beitrage zur Semitischen Religiongeshichte. Der Gott Israels und

der Gotter der Heiden.

Blass, a. F., Eudoxi ars Astronomica qualis in Charta Aegyptiaca superest.

Botta, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847-1850.

Brugsch-Bey, Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler. Vols.

I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egj'ptiens, copies sur lieux et publics par

H. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and the text by Diimichen

of vols. 3 and 4.)

BuDiNGER, M., De Colomarium quarundam Phoeniciarum primordiis cum
Hebraeorum exodo conjunctis.

BuRCKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Cassel, Paulus, Zophnet Paneach Aegyptische Deutungen.

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. Series I, III. 1862-1873.

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., 1st series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1886.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

Earle's Philology of the English Tongue.

Ebers, G., Papyrus Ebers. Die Masse und das Kapitel Uber die Augen
krankheiten.

ErMAN, Papyrus Westcar.

Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Gayet, E., Steles de la XII dynastic au Musee du Louvre.

Golenischeff, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Vingt-quatre Tablettes Cappadociennes de la Collection de.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familicngesetze.

Hess, Der Gnostische Papyrus von London.

Hommel, Dr., Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens. 1S92.

Jastrow, M., a Fragment of the Babylonian " Dibbarra " Epic.

Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier.
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Jeremias, Tyrus bis zur Zeit Nulnikadnezar's Geschichlliche Skizze mit beson-

derer Berucksichtigung der Keilschriftlichen Quellen.

Joachim, H., Papyros Ebers, das Alteste Buch iiber Heilkunde.

Johns Hopkins University. Contributions to Assyriolngy and Comparative

Semitic Philology.

Krebs, F., De Chnemothis nomarchi inscriptione Aegyptiaca commentatio.

Lederer, Die Biblische Zeitrechnung vom Auszuge aus Aegypten bis zum

Beginne der Babylonische Gefangenschaft mit Berichsichtignung der Re-

resultate der Assyriologie und der Aegyptologie.

Ledrain, Les Monuments Egyptiens de la Bibliotheque Nationale.

Lefebure, Le Mythe Osirien. 2™^ partie. "Osiris."

Legrain, G. , Le Livre des Transformations. Papyrus demotique du Louvre.

LeHiMANX, Samassumukin Konig von Babylonien 668 vehr, p. xiv, 173.

47 plates.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c. , 1880.

Lyon, D. G., An Assyrian Manual.

Maruchi, Monumenta Papyracea Aeg}'ptia.

MilLLER, D. H., Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien.

NoORDTZiG, Israel's verblijf in Egypte bezien int licht der Egyptische out-

dekkingen.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1869. 3 vols., folio.

PoGNON, Les Inscriptions Babyloniennes du Wadi Brissa.

Rawlinson, Canon, 6th Ancient Monarchy.

ROBiou, Croyances de I'Egj'pte a I'epoque des Pyramides.

Recherches sur le Calendrier en Egypte et sur le chronologie des Lagides.

Sainte Marie, Mission a Carthage.

Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chaldee.

Schaeffer, Commentationes de papyro medicinali Lipsiensi.

ScHOUW, Charta papyracea graece scripta Musei Borgiam Velitris.

SCHROEDER, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Strauss and Torney, Der Altagyptishe Gotterglaube.

ViREY, P., Quelques Observations sur I'Episode d'Aristee, a propos d'un

Monument Egyptien.

VisSER, I., Hebreeuwsche Archaelogie. Utrecht, 1891.

Walther, J., Les Decouvertes de Ninive et de Babylone au point de vue

biblique. Lausanne, 1890.

WiLCKEN, M., Actenstiicke aus der Konigl. Bank zu Theben.

WiLTZKE, De Biblische Simson der Agyptische Horus-Ra.

WlNCKLER, Hugo, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna. Vols. I and 11.

WlNCKLER, Textbuch-Keilinschriftliches zum Alten Testament.

Weisbeach, F. H., Die Achaemeniden Inschriften Zweiter Art.

Wesseley, C, Die Pariser Papyri des Fundes von El Fajum.

Zeitsch. der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesell.sch., Vol. I, 1847 ; Vols. IV to XIT,

1850 to 1858, inclusive; Vol. XX to Vol. XXXII, 1866 to 1S78.

ZiMMERN, H., Die Assyriologie als Hiilfswissenschaft fUr das Stadium des Allen

Testaments.
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Zhc Eo^pttan 1Boo\{ of the S)eab,
BEING A

Complete Translation, Commentary, and Notes,

By p. LE page RENOUF, Esq. {President);

CONTAINING ALSO
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The first LXIIIb Chapters have already been issued in the Proceedings.
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The following Presents were announced, and thanks
ordered to be returned to the Donors:

—

From the Author :—Papyrus Ebers. Die Maasse und das Kapitel

iiber die Augenkrankheiten. Von Georg Ebers. 8vo. Leipzic,

From the Author :—Original Notes on the Book of Proverbs,

mostly from Eastern Writings. By the Rev. S. C. Malan, DD.,
3 vols. 8vo. London, 1889.

From :—Catalogue of the Museum of Antiquities of

the Sydney University, compiled by the Curator, Mr. Edward
Reeve. Sydney, 1S60-70. 8vo.
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From the Author : Die identitat der altesten Babylonischen

und Aegyptischen Gottergenealogie und der Babylonische

ursprung der Aegyptischen Kultur. Von Professor Dr. Fritz

Hommel.

From the Author :—DegU Hittim o Hethei e delle loro migrazioni.

By Rev. C A. de Cara, SJ. Cap. VII (Civilta Catholica.

Serie XV. Vol. IX). 1894.

The following Candidates were submitted for election,

having been nominated at the last Meeting, 9th January,

1894, and elected Members of the Society:

—

Rev. Arthur Fitzgerald Campbell, Hartlebury.

Dr. M. Friedlander, Principal of the Jews' College, Tavistock

House, Tavistock Square, W.C.

William Izod, The Hawthorns, Church Road, Edgbaston.

Rev. W. E. Oliver, LL.D., The Vicarage, Ealing.

Prince Boris Schakhorskay, 3, Fourschtadstkaia, St. Petersburg.

J. Herbert Walker, 55, Fitzroy Road, Regent's Park, N.W.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, 6th March, 1894:

—

Miss Rosalind F. E. Paget, 5, Montague Street, W.C.

Miss Scull, 2, Langland Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.

A Paper was read by Dr. Gladstone, F.R.S., Ancient Metals

from Tell-el-Hesy, etc.

Remarks were added by George Thorpe, F.S.A.

;

H. Rassam, Walter Morrison {Vice-Pt'esident), Rev. Dr.

Lowy, J. Offord, junr., Dr Gaster, Dr. Gladstone, and the

President.

A Paper was read by P. le Page Renouf {President), on

An Important Point of Egyptian Theology.

Remarks were added by the Rev. Dr. Lowy, Rev. James
Marshall, and Dr. Gaster.

Thanks were returned for these communications.
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ANCIENT METALS FROM TELL-EL-HESY.

By J. H. Gladstone, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Through the kindness of Mr. Bliss I have lately had the oppor-

tunity of examining a series of metal implements from various parts

of Tell-el-Hesy, the mound in Southern Palestine which is supposed

to cover the site of the city of Lachish. According to the Bible

account this was a city of the Amorites which was taken by the

Israelites on their conquest of Canaan, and became one of the

cities of Judah. We read of its being afterwards rebuilt as a fortified

city by Rehoboam ; and at the time of Hezekiah we find it taken

and occupied by Sennacherib, king of Assyria. We possess an

account of this campaign against Lachish in the cuneiform inscrip-

tions and mural pictures that narrate the history of that monarch.

In the time of Nebuchadnezzar it was still a fenced city ; and it

was one of the towns inhabited by the Jews on their return from the

Captivity. Lachish is also mentioned in the correspondence of the

king Khu-n-Aten, found at Tell-el-Amarna, one tablet of which has

been unearthed in Tell-el-Hesy itself. As the date of Khu-n-Aten's

reign is about B.C. 1450, a period somewhat earlier than the first

Biblical record of Lachish, we have a series of dates fairly fixed.

Professor Flinders Petrie, who was its first explorer, was also able to

determine its approximate chronology by means of the character of

the pottery found there.

The mound itself has been cut down to the level of the valley by

Mr. Bliss, who finds it to consist of the ruins of a series of Amorite

towns one above another, overlaid by a stratum of ashes and sand,

and then the ruins of the Israelite towns. Very far down in the

series, at a period which, according to Bliss, was earlier than 1500 B.C.,

were found some copper tools. A portion of one of the adzes was

broken off and given me for examination, with the following results.

Copper Adze. The metal presented outside a little corrosion,

with indications of oxide and subchloride. The interior was ex-

tremely red in colour, and very hard, but brittle. Its specific
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gravity, as determined on two portions, was 6'67 or 6'46; that of

pure copper being as much as S'g. On microscopical examination

the metal was evidently very irregular in composition, and on treat-

ment with nitrate of silver it was found to be rich in suboxide of

copper, with small nodules apparently consisting wholly of that

substance. This accounts for its colour, and its light specific

gravity. On analysis the following percentage composition was

obtained :

—

Copper

Oxygen

Lead...

Iron ...

Antimony or tin, chlorine, &c.

94*9

27
•68

•77

95

which is equivalent to

—

Metallic copper

Suboxide of copper

Other substances

73*6

24*0

2-4

lOO'O

Copper Knife. A portion of a thin knife or spatula from the

same place was also examined. It consists of a thin layer of copper

bordered on each side first by a layer of red cuprous oxide, then by

green oxychloride, and outside dark red cuprous oxide mixed with

other mineral substances. When cleaned as far as possible from

these coatings, the interior was found to contain 97 per cent, of

copper, with about 0T5 per cent, of iron. There was no tin; but

there were feeble traces of antimony and lead, and ample indications

of cuprous oxide.

Bronze Nails. Higher up in the mound were found a number
of pointed objects, most probably nails, and dating between 1400

and 1 100 B.C. They were corroded right through, and mostly of a

light green colour. They had originally been bronze, and the pro-

portion of the metals in one of the pieces analysed was :

—

Copper ... 45-8

Tin ... io"3

Iron ... I '2
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It does not follow that the metals were originally in these relative

proportions, as the objects were so corroded that a good deal of the

copper may have been dissolved away. So high a proportion of tin

is very improbable.

Later Bronze. A specimen of this, belonging to the Israelitish

period, and supposed to date somewhere between iioo and 800 B.C.,

was also much oxidised ; it gave the following proportions of copper

and tin, viz., copper 63'4, and Tin 7 "5. There was no lead or

bismuth. There was a little chlorine. These relative proportions,

in round numbers 9 to i, are about what is usually found in ancient

bronze. As we ascend through the Israelitish period, the bronze

objects gradually disappear, and are replaced by iron ones.

Lead. An object which seemed to be made out of a piece of

thick lead wire, and of about the same age as the supposed nails

gave, on analysis, 98 '46 per cent, of lead, with traces of antimony

and iron. No clear indication of silver could be obtained.

Silver. Of about the same period was a wire, bent somewhat

into the form of a bangle, which consisted principally of silver. It

had a coating of chloride of silver, no doubt produced from the

chlorides of the soil. A piece cut off gave the following analysis :

—

Silver ...
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middle of the sixth century B.C. Prof. Roberts-Austen also found

no silver in a httle leaden figure of Aphrodite from the third city of

Troy, which he examined for Schliemann.

The presence of gold in the silver ornament is probably due to

the existence of that metal in the original ore.

But the most suggestive point is the j)resence of such a very

large quantity of suboxide of copper in the very ancient copper

adze and knife. There can be little doubt that the hardness of the

metal is due to this admixture ; but there arise several interesting

questions as to when and how this admixture took place. Is the

presence of this suboxide due to long exposure to the action of the

air? Were the adze and knife fashioned first in ordinary copper,

and afterwards subjected to a process of oxidation to render them

hard enough for cutting tools ? Mr. Bliss tells me that the building

in which they were found had been burnt ; but it is evident they i

must have been hardened before this circumstance took place in

order to be of much use. The trace of antimony or tin must be

regarded as an accidental impurity, and is certainly not sufficient to

account for the hardness.

Impressed with this observation, I re-examined the very ancient

specimen of Egyptian bronze from Mastaba 17, Meydum, and the

copper from the well of Rahotep (mentioned in the J^roc. Soc. Bibl.

Arch, for March, 1892), and found in them a decided admixture of

suboxide of copper, though far less than in these Amorite specimens.

It seems probable that these ancient workers in copper had found

I hat, by promoting the formation of suboxide during its manufacture,

they obtained harder and more serviceable tools. On examining

in a similar way some of the copper from Kahun, and of the bronze

from Gorub {Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., March, 1890), I also found

indications of suboxide, but perhaps not more than would generally

be given by ordinary specimens of metallic copper of modern date.

I have had also an opportunity of examining a piece of a copper

knife or sickle which formed part of the valuable collection of

metal implements found by Mr. Loftus at Tell-el-Sifr in Chaldaea.

It was placed at my disposal by Mr. John Spiller, who was the first

to determine that these implements were not bronze, but copper.

The piece consisted of a thin outer layer of a greenish colour, which

was some compound of copper. Under it was a dark red layer

which was mostly cuprous oxide ; and the original metal in the

interior. This was a rather dark coloured and comparatively soft
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metal, nearly free from cuprous oxide. It contained no tin ; but a

microscopical quantity of some very insoluble substance which gave

the reaction of gold, mixed apparently with some other metal which

formed an insoluble oxide. An analysis yielded :

—

Copper

Iron ...

Sulphur

Oxygen and other constituents

07
0"2

There is evidently much still to learn about the composition and

hardening of these copper tools which preceded the age of bronze.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER LXXVII.

Chapter whereby one assianeth theform of the Golden Hawk, (i)

I raise myself up : I raise myself up as the Golden Hawk, which
Cometh out from its Egg ; and I fly and I hover as a Hawk of four

cubits across the back. My two wings are of the green gem of the

South. (2)

I come forth from the cabin of the Sektit Bark and I raise

myself up from the Eastern Hill.

I stoop upon the Atit Bark, that I may come and raise to me
those who are in their circles, and who bow down before me.

I raise myself and gather myself together as the beautiful Golden
Hawk with the head of a Heron, to listen to whose utterances Ra
Cometh every day, and I sit down in the midst of all the great gods
of Heaven.

The fields lie before me ; the produce is before me ; I eat of it,

I wax radiant upon it, I am saturated with it to the satisfaction of

my heart.

Nepra hath given to me my throat, and I am in possession of all

that pertaineth to my person. (3)

Notes.

I. This IS the first of a series of chapters relative to the "Trans-
formations," the subject of which is treated in the Introduction. It

is sufficient here to repeat that the Egyptian ' Transformations ' have
nothing in common with Metempsychosis, as understood in the

Greek or Indian religions. The change of form in the Egyptian
idea depended upon the will of the person ; it was not a penance
for sin, but a means of glorification. And all the forms assumed in

the Book of the Dead by the deceased are well known forms of the

Sun-god.
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2. Green gem of the South \ ^=^ . This has generally been

understood as representing the green feldspar of which many ob-

jects in our museums are made. But Diimichen {Zeitschr., 1872)

has shown that the |
' of the East ' is a synonym of Mdfkait,

emerald, and M. Naville has referred to Pliny, who {Hist. Nat.,

XXXVII, 17) speaks of the Egyptian emeralds 'qui eruuntur circa

Copton oppidum Thebaidis in collibus, ex cautibus.' The same

author quotes Juba in reference to Ethiopic gems as being 'alacriter

virides, sed non facile puri aut concolores.'

3. Nepra is one of the names of Osiris, considered as giver of

corn. By Throat is here meant the organ or power of swallowing,

deglutition.

CHAPTER LXXVIII.

Chapter whereby one assumeth tJie form of the Sacred Hazvk. (
i

)

Oh Horus ! come thou to Tattu, make clear to me the paths,

and help me to make the round of my dwelling places.

Look thou upon me and exalt me, impart to me Terror, and

rouse in me Might, so that the gods of the Tuat may fear me, that

their battlements war in my behalf there ; and that he may not assail

and slay me in the house of darkness, who enwrappeth the dead
;

the god who hideth his name ; or that the like be done by them.

Oh ye gods who give ear to the words
;
ye foremost ones, ye who

are in the train of Osiris ; hush ye up, gods, that which a god

speaketh with a god who is giving ear to a case of Divine Law !

And that which I have said to him say thou, Osiris.

Grant to me that change of existence which hath issued from thy

mouth on my behalf, that I may see thine own attributes and survey

thy Powers. (2)

Grant that I may come forth and have the mastery of my two feet,

and that I may be there like the Inviolate One on high ; that the

gods of the Tuat may fear me and their battlements war on my
behalf.

Grant that I may run together with thy Runners, but remain

firm upon my pedestal like the Lord of Life; let me be united with

Isis the Mighty ; may they protect me against slaughter, from him

who looked upon death.
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Let me advance to the goal (3) of Heaven. I claim words from

Seb, and I pray for sustenance from the Inviolate one on high, so

that the gods of the Tuat may fear me, and that their battlements

may war on my behalf, when they see thy supplies for me.

I am one of those Bright ones in Glory : may my attributes be

fashioned like the attributes of him who cometh forth to Tattu ; may
I be invested (4) with the Soul of him who telleth thee what con-

cerneth me.

Oh impart to me Terror and rouse in me Might that the gods of

the Tuat may fear me and their battlements war on my behalf.

I am the Bright one in Glory, whom Tmu himself hath called

into being, and my origin is from the apple of his eye, (5) who

hath made and glorified and honoured those who are to be with

him. For he is the Unique in Heaven, whom they extol as he

cometh forth from the Horizon, and the gods and glorified ones

who are with him fear him.

I am one of the worms which the eye of the Lord of Oneness

hath brought into being.

Verily, before Isis was, who gave birth to Horus, I grew up and

waxed old, and was honoured beyond those in Glory, who were with

me.

And I arose as the Sacred Hawk, whom Horus had invested

with his own Soul for the seizin of his inheritance from Osiris at

the Tuat.

And the god in Lion form, who presideth over those who are at

the House of the Nemmes (6) which is in its caverns, said to me :

—

" Go back to the confines of Heaven, for thou art invested with

the attributes of Horus : for thee the Nemmes is not, but free

utterance is thine, even to the confines of Heaven."

And I took possession of the inheritance of Horus from Osiris

at the Tuat, and Horus repeated to me that which his father Osiris

had said to him in the early time, on the Burial Day of Osiris.

" The Nemmes hath been given to me by the god in Lion form,

that thou mayest advance and go upon the path of Heaven, so that

those who are on the confines of the Horizon may see thee and that

the gods of the Tuat may fear thee, and that their battlements may

war on thy behalf." [Ahut. (7)]

At the divine words all they who are at the funereal shrine of

the Lord of Oneness bend low.

Oh thou who art raised above thy coffin and bereft of the
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Nemmes, the god in Lion form hath reached the Nemmes to me,

and wings are given to me.

He hath given me strength through his back, through his back,

and through his most powerful might, that I fall not upon Shu. (8)

I propitiate my fair brother, the Master of the two Uraei.

I, even I, am he who knoweth the paths of Heaven ; its breezes

are upon me, the raging Bull stoppeth me not as I advance whither-

soever there lieth a wreck in the Field of Eternity, and I pilot

myself towards the darkness and the suffering of the deceased ones

of Osiris.

I come daily through the house of the god in Lion form, and I

pass forth from it to the house of Isis the Mighty, that I may see

glorious, mysterious and hidden matters, even as she hath caused

me to see the divine offspring of the Great One.

[N.B. The remainder of this chapter, with the notes, will be

issued in the next number of the Proceedings?^
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WHERE WAS TARSHISH?

By p. le Page Renouf.

I.

The identification of Tarshish with Tartessus in Spain is so

universally taken for granted, not only by the most accomplished

Biblical scholars but by writers of secular history, like Grote and

Duncker, that it would argue a great want of modesty to call it in

question were not the arguments in its behalf well known to be

devoid of positively demonstrative force. The utmost that must be

claimed for them is that they lend probability or plausibility to what

is in fact a very modern conjecture.

The identification in question was entirely unknown to the earlier

interpreters of Scripture. The Septuagint version understands

Carthage to be meant in certain places where Tarshish is alluded to,

and the same sense is adopted by the Vulgate in Ezekiel xxvii, 12.

Josephus understands Tarsus in Cilicia, and is followed by some

later Jewish and Christian authorities. But Tarshish is translated

Sea in the Septuagint, Isaiah ii, 16, in the Targums, and in several

places of the Vulgate. And St. Jerome remarks :
—

" Hebraei putant

lingua propria mare Tarsi's appellari."

Eusebius stands alone in identifying Onpaei^ with Spain, and this

conjecture was caught up and modified in the seventeenth century

by the learned French scholar Samuel Bochart, and has since

flourished under the authority of great names. If however an

Egyptian inscription of Thothmes III, or an Assyrian one of Sargon

or Sennacherib, were to mention Tarshish as being on the Phoenician

or Syrian coast, the Tartessian hypothesis would at once be dismissed

and the arguments in support of it recognised as destitute of value.

The truth is that in the days of Bochart and down to the days of

even Winer, Gesenius and Grote, the most learned scholars had no

conception of the amount of historical and geographical information

which was hidden from them, and has only been gradually discovered

to the world during the last forty or fifty years. They seem, un-
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consciously to themselves, to assume that the explanation of what

they did not know was to be found in what they already knew. It

is impossible for us now to use books which in our younger days

were the most justly entitled to the praise of learning and insight,

without being forced to sift the rich materials which they contain

and separate them from the combinations into which they have been

cast.

The strongest point in the hypothesis of Bochart is that by

changing the first tl? into the letter t we obtain identity of sound

between Tarshish and Tartessos. In this etymological equation he

has certainly been more fortunate than in many others as, for

instance, in his derivation of Phoenician from B'ni Anak ' Sons of

Anak.' But identity of name is by itself a matter of little im-

portance. We have but to look at a geographical index in order to

be convinced of the small worth of such coincidences. The

Egyptian Abydos and Thebes have nothing in common with the

Mysian Abydos, and the Thebes of Boeotia. The Camerina of

Babylonia has no etymological connection with the Sicilian

Camerina. The Iberians of the Caucasus were not related to

the Iberians of Spain. The African Ludim of Gen. x, 13, are

distinct from the l,ud of v. 22. Combinations such as that of

Arpakshad and Arraphachitis are now definitely given up by all who

have any pretention to scholarship. And nothing is more certain,

on the other hand, than that the same country is known in different

languages under widely different names. As Germany, Allemagne,

and Deutschland are but different names of the same country at the

present day, so were Hellas and Graecia in the Roman period, but

the Egyptians would not have recognized their country under the

names given to it by Greeks, Hebrews, or Assyrians. The name of

Canaan as denoting the country so called in Scripture is entirely

unknown to Assyrians and Babylonians, who speak of it under other

names.

Now what besides the name is there to show that Tartessos is

Tarshish ? Is there a particle of historical evidence that intercourse

ever existed between Tyre and Tartessus ? Is there a single record

of a Tartessian ship sailing either upon the Mediterranean, or on

the Red Sea ? What, in fact, do we know of Tartessos to induce

one to believe that a locality beyond the Straits of Gibraltar naturally

presented itself within the range of vision of the Hebrew writers?

Is there any certainty that Tartessus ever existed?
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Nothing, indeed, or hardly anything, authentic is known about

Tartessus. The early references to it are mixed up with poetry and

fable. Stesichorus speaks of it as a river near to the cavern where

Geryones was born, and Anacreon alludes to the 150 years of King

Arganthonius, of whom Herodotus has also spoken (I, 163-165).

There is a most serious chronological difficulty in the story as told

by Herodotus, but if there be any truth at all in it Arganthonius, the

King of Tartessus, was a native Iberian prince and not a Phoenician.

The Phocean navigators who were so hospitably treated by him,

never seem to have come across any Phoenicians in the country.

Another story is told by Herodotus, in connexion with the foundation

of Cyrene, respecting the Samian merchant Colaeus, who was carried

off by contrary winds through the pillars of Herakles as far as

Tartessus, where he sold the cargo he had brought from Egypt at a

price so exorbitant that in gratitude for hjs good fortune he dedicated

to Here of Samos a magnificent bronze vase which cost six talents

and represented the tithe of his gains. Now this story, whatever may

be its truth, is quite inconsistent with the hypothesis of the Phoenician

origin or government of Tartessus. Herodotus never appears to have

suspected such a connection, and Grote writes entirely without

authority when he says that Colaeus found himself " an unexpected

visitor among the Phenicians and Iberians of Tartessus," and that

" the secret of Fhenician commerce at Tartessus first became known

to the Greeks."

If Tartessus ever really existed elsewhere than in the realms of

imagination, like the isle of Calypso, or the gardens of the Hesperides,

its site was certainly unknown at the time of Strabo, though it was

then identified on grounds of probability with the neighbourhood of

the Guadalquivir. Late writers, like Valerius Maximus, Pliny, and

Arrian, confound Tartessus and Gades. There is no doubt that

Gades was Phoenician, and bore a Semitic name. It was moreover

so ancient a Phoenician settlement, and so effectual a block in the

way to Tartessus as to render incredible all the stories of navigation

to that spot. Whatever commerce came from the west of Spain

must have proceeded from Gades, not from Tartessus, and after the

growth of Carthage must have passed to that emporium rather than

directly to Tyre.

The chief characteristic which has been pointed out as common
to Tartessus and to Tarshish is the great metallic wealth ascribed

to each of them, and above all the possession of tin. Now it is
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asserted that tin can only be looked for either directly in Spain, or

as brought by Phoenician ships from Britain.

The entire force of this argument must now be considered as

overthrown by recent discoveries, which almost dispense me from

the necessity of pointing out the fact that the great metallic wealth

of Spain, and of the Turdetanian region in particular, about which

Strabo is eloquent, was first made known to his countrymen, and

developed by the great Hamilcar Barcas, who laid the foundation

of the Carthaginian empire in Spain. This was not till after the

first Punic war, and therefore long after the times of Isaiah and

Ezekiel.

The discoveries to which I allude are partly archaeological and

partly philological, and each is of irresistible weight in its own de-

partment.

The Bronze and the Tin which are so often mentioned in the

Homeric poems are not inconsistent with the hypothesis that the

tin which is necessary for the manufacture of bronze may have been

procured by Phoenician commerce from the west of Europe, though

it was not necessary even in Europe to go as far as Spain.

But the implements in bronze and tin which have been discovered

in Mycenae cannot be disposed of so easily. They are witnesses,

like the gold and silver which were found along with them, to the

splendour of a civilization which had passed away, perhaps before

a single Phoenician ship had reached the western coast of the

Mediterranean.

We may probably never know even the approximate dates of

these prehistoric antiquities. But the bronze weapons of Thothmes

III are from the earlier years of the i8th dynasty, and those of

King Kames are a little anterior to the dynasty. If the bronze

cylinder bearing the name of Pepi I was made for that sovereign,

or for his family, we have Egyptian bronze works of art from the

6th dynasty.

The same result meets us in Mesopotamia. The well-known

bronze gates of Balawat speak for themselves, but they are modern

in comparison with the bronze works of art dating from the early

Babylonian empire. There are fine specimens of this art both in

Paris and in London. Whence came the tin which entered into

the composition of all this bronze ?

The Greek for tin is Kaaai-repo^, which has found its way into

many other languages, as in the case of the Arabic kasdir. But the
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word, to all appearance, is neither Indo-European nor Semitic, and

as the Accadian has a word of the same meaning very like it,

id-kasdurii, it is much more likely that it came to the Greeks from

Babel through Phoenicia than that it came into Accadian from

Greek.

And the metal itself may have come from the mines of

Paropamisos.*

I am not aware of the existence of any other direct argument in

favour of Tartessus beyond those I have mentioned, viz. : (i) the

similarity of name,! (2) the commerce of certain metals, notably of

tin ; others will find their place later on ; and at the present day it is

difficult to exaggerate the weakness of these arguments. They are

supplemented, of course, by the consideration that this hypothesis

does not contradict the sacred writings, but helps towards their

interpretation.

I hold, on the contrary, that the sacred Scriptures point in

another direction, and that the Tartessian hypothesis has only led to

falsify translations of the Bible and given rise to the most forced

interpretations of the sacred text.

* O. Schrader, Prehistoric Antiquities, p. 192, 193, 214 and following.

It would be too long here to discuss possible objections, but I have carefully

studied the matter from the Assyriological point of view, and believe that

Schrader's position is thoroughly sound.

t This is sometimes put forward in the form, Turdali or Titrdelani =
Tartessus = Tarshish. Some writers who see the weakness of Tartessus proper,

imagine that the part is put for the whole, hence Tarshish = Tartessus = Spain.

\_To be continued in next number?^
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, 1^ i"i?2^i . ipn-rn in TTinrn ini^ ^"^ n«*i^ hv «^«

''«in ih .onS "iro^ .irrniii^S 7^!? «in n^i

^n« .1^ p-'Tj i?:!^i:i^ nm ''i^^« mm h^h y^i^

«Wi V2D^Q ''i«-i^irr ^-rn «S« i?2^iir^ 1!^^ inn «^

.1^ 11^2^^ .iu^dA ''mj"i «^\rr nr2 ini^i^ xrr^« "'"n)i?v''

'n3^nin« ^ni-[^i "y^n^-r^ litr^i^Qii? ijm^i ai^n . 12^1^^

DD^"ii-rni2? nni '^::«i ^"-i -r;^ . ph "i^« . ^«Dir?i p^""

1 ^m nnstr nn^n ib mb^c p. = '^ -^ p_ ^j^,^

=• p. J. add DJ » "1301 o., nnyi p.

^ "pi^vi o. •' yoL"^ p.

^ D''p'?N o. 8 minan "py n'pi o. p., niMvn "ps ^y n^i j.

3 O. p. J. add D3^. 1" D3nX mvn P. J.

" O. om. '2 o. adds 1*? nONI
" O. om. 1^ D'-ynVJ' O. P. [.

15 13ms P. J.
^^ D3nx nivD o.

17 O. om. 18 p. J. add "pS

19 •lx-l^^t^• nx ^3 in'piy ns o. -" nv'Si^ j.

-1 nV"l^ p. J.
22 -]^2jc; p_ J_
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i^nn nW "i"nS mTn:i^n hv ""nN^^ ^nt^ «in p
nrji^n ^^"1:1 '^p^n:l i^^n s^^i ^2: '-'^n -h-hi^ nn«

cyi ^1^ ^:n 3i^ ^\nS-i^ .p^dv ^:n :? i^rnn^i^n «^^

1^ -^r^^:-! n:^: .ipSni n^i" n^« ini^ ^:: '^^^:c^

m^m x!?r2U?n «^b^ D''t^i^ i:« "p« n:n oicn: n^i

^S'T^i IT! i^i^r^ 'xncn^i p ^^h ''v^t2'^^ '\n^2^^2n^

Xi>:;^^ niiT m«"^::-i .rhv n::^^! nxr^i xrr^^n ''^:ir

v^:i7 n^^"-"! n'\^n h:: '-"YDp^i i^i^i^ '"Dcm p «"in n:^

^h)72^ "qdis h:^ iDn cn?2 in« ^r: . D'riiir^n '•-''7:3 a:n

' XI2? O. p. J., arid K"D /.^. , marginal gloss in A.

2 o. om. ' mpinn p. j.

-• pTO. ^' nnv'? p. J., liTni^"? o.

'• '•p'px o., 'Tiba p. ;. - j. adds ononx

» im o., n'' p. J., m a. « nny^n o.

'" p. J. om. " P. J. om.

'•- ':2 o. P. J.
'=' iNn P. J.

» 'iih2 '':zh VJ'Dni o. p. '-^ o. om.

" p. J. add DHDi. n'?"icx ^' yrx'D p., j/ijdkoi o.

'^ Dsni p. 1' ny o.

2' :rDni o. -' ]*spi p.

" O. cm., p. J. have WL'Tl ^.t p j ^dd 133C'

-^ x"? o. J., 1^ P. -•' mb^'? J. P.
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'\h^ ^h'2i^ "i^iv mn:! "fn« -iTii> n:rT p riDi"" '-^niD

'•i^ps pmn:i v:ipi nn^onn "^3:^3 d-'Sii:i d^t:^

. v^iT iD-Ti '"^n ^DV Dip . npir-" iS -^rj^^i . d^?2^«^

. i^n^D 7^n li''!^ npi?^i . •iiir'n hv ij-^^t ?idv op^i

^n-'i IT1 "-^trh^ 'Din r^ov i5t:rvi .ni'):^'^ *^!^h^

^n« .nnin^ 1^ i?:^^^i .i^nt^ niirr' n« ninn^

. 1^ Diin^ n-iini ]i^^^i . di^^ n^m '-i^ D:n nn:ir

i^h") innii^i «^u? '^n i:n^ ^"^12:11? iir pidv "in^^ni

'^^ ''^DV ph 1^^^ '%pr2 'n D« ^3 niin^ "ti -^^iir::

''1^ ^a,>>2 iiD PiDV ^c^ '^vn^^ ii?n\r?ni .^in« ^2h^

Dv "im: b^^i . p]DV ^-^n^ nj^^ . in^ ur^«n mirci

pnijvn "i"^^ p "^1^ ni«in ,^^h^ p'^n ^n^n n-nn*'

.i^nb^ pn^nS '"P1DV 1^ -^r^^^ .ti>?2trrn ^i?D '^imi

Qvn ni:Dnn ^n^i . vnt^ ^dv -' dv rchh x^iy^i:! )«!2^"i

1 nma p. J.
2

j_ o„^

3 TI'l:' p. J.
• p. J. om. and have ^JHt^,

' D:n p. J., D3n a. « q. adds ^^^

7 Q'ljEJt p_^ wrong. » TJ^y i'?
Jfl P- J-

nnnni o. p. j. "• ^oje* p. J., d^dj tj\s o., Q^^jt;' a.
" h^ n^n J.

'2 p_ j_ o,^_

"
J. om. 1^ ^^nx^ o.

1* p. J. om. J6 p,-,.|p,,S P., 'H""! A.
1' P. J. add nmn '« p. ;. om.
'8 p. om. 20 p J (j^_

21 O. om. -- O. om.
23 nnx p. T. 24 -insni o.
2^ rns j''m p. J.

26 p_ j_ ^^id Q3
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inib^ -'^^«i n'in ptnn '\m^^-\3 ^n^i .in"^ n^ixiy

n^i?^ '«^"i '«in D'hn ^:i .^h -^^^^ .^2^ npir^S

ci^ ]>ir2'\v '^':h^2 ir^n^ .-^n^ pm "fiir ^•':i^^^-'t

i:S -^^^i^ .'C?^^ "«^m 'rhr2 «^n a^ i^n iiD^n

"1:^:31 ,n^^n ^72'2:^ ^^cm vm n^ li'ii^ npi?*"

npi""! n^in^ Tispi nS'^nn n"nn^T ^^h inipi . v^n«

p^^t!^ .v^:i> mn^ n^ jiinn ^« «i it^^nn .i^'-ni^ -ip^^

^V::nD''"i .pinn ^ir nin:: ''rh:^2 at? p«ur ni-icD

^«::ii ]ih n^^i^r\ "'"i^ nnD n:m i^^^^i nnn^"i '^iS'

«i^-T ^^ --^VN^ .n'n'n^ n^^nn n'r:i>n"i riTp ]n:i nn^

.v^ir ni!?''T nntr ^"njin j-^inn ^r ^^h ^h^i Tn

1

J. adds nx - -|?D1X1 P. J., n-iDixi O., & X"D
•' 'n 'n r. j. om. ^ ah o. v.

' nsnx'i o., and x"D '• o'pn o. p. J.

' p. adds rbMi ^ nb?0 p., kX'PD a., O. om.

'•' i6) o. '" p. J. 0111.

" ij^'pni o. '- •):j2V J.

'> nmn p. j.
'•• n'psn o., nbm v., rbvn a.

'' I'PSnDn O. '0 P.O. and X"D add pin h]}

1' x-'H hii2-\2 p*? p. J., ;'n nx .x"D i^v'^x o., "px isinn"? a.

'» y"iDi"3 o. p. J.
'' irnx p. J., "pDX A., nx o.

^ 10X1 O. 21
J o„,_

-- i-Qinn o. p. J., o. adds inpi
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)-nn^ "fi^Drr ^:urn pinn hv niin^ d:i yep i^ •'i^ir^i

.i3^n« 1^ -\^« .111^ ^Dv -^^XTii .jnn ni'^cDn

n::^ .1::^ ^^^^i nn^i -rnt^ h^h 'i:-io''^i .n:r>i^n

^:3 .n^''i«n ^^n "f^-r nr« m«-^^ "pninn '2.hv

"n:3^m ^n^-'CDrT '' pidv nia^' DtirS mt^ "f-if ir«^ pidvS

rh^2 nv'iiy ^^h^ ,h^'^:,72 ''ih^. m^xr^n nr^on

• pnnn p. j.
- 2 nvp ~inx o.

3 p. J. add nx , -^'^'h o. p. J.
» iic'oi n''2 tj'^t:' pti-'jiapn p 's* o.

* Dsyjn p. J., D3y^:int:' iv mDTL*'Dn ijyD'' o.

6 muDoi o. ' miv'? p. J.

« i:nxD p. J.
'' "'Jca p. j.

'" vnx o. 1' pinn 'py p. j., ]>:-\nn o.

'2 O. adds nX , p. J. om. 13 n3"'3Db J.

1^ HD'pn p. J.
15

^tp^
di'p'l:*'? o.

1" O. adds nX 17 "IDX X"X3 O.

!*
?ii'p''X2i o. '9 nnni o., nia''m r. j.
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.''^n D^h nr2 .12S n72« .n^n -in«i n:n -in«

h272 ^lino «^ •':} ^inir urn: ^n .iS ""ir^^^i .n^h

•^tir^t t^'T'xrr -^n-Q 'i^u-'D ?iDV ^nb^ .i:n^"i!r -itir^

.an^ it^:pn ^1^1 min^ nrr^in nurt^^i ^''Vio n''^:«n

pnur"^i .n^r^n ^:q ^ir nc!r "n:m p«-^: D^::-nnn

"n^^nn:: nr^^n ^'ic''i .'):^2 v^« '"irjnpn2i '^'^ib^

^D^r^ h^ . i^ n?2b«^i pidv^ ravi . n:''2Dn nb^ «d-^''"i

iirii liT -'^n^^i .ni^r^i v:^y '"n:Atn: re^^^i vcd

np*^>:^i npin^ "^n^i t Dicn^^i .-^n-r "^^ -^tDi^ t^^i

'^^^« ^'-|i:ii; -d^t T\72h ^"^ n:iv ^^ .^h nit2is!i

G'iintrni ^n^^ ^c: "p^nn ^h m:tL>^n hv ^::n .^^

^i^i D::^i:]r2 vnnn« "^i^^^zr .^:n ^dv hv ^'^Tii^i:!

•p o. 2 pninn p., pinn j.

^ "piS* o. " ijmx x^'oi o.

s
I". J. ndd nx « i:-inxi o.

' "inD O. p. J., iriD A. ** nj?0 I'. J.

' i^-nn p. J.
1" ''j'lx-in o.

" XM1 p. J.
12 ij^nx

1:' "ijvapnji p. J., 'apji a. " nbnnnD o., n^nna p. j.

'•' bnr\ p. J.
i« i^ns* j.

'' naxjK' o., nnN3, x"d i'. j.
'» -jn- p. j.

'3 nx o. -» n^jVim o., i3^t im p., iJ^r *m j.

-' inxi o., ^nxi A. p. J.
22 n^tp^ q.

'-'* o. 1'.
J. add myr^n 2-1 -|j;^xi o.

' '2^ "ps: -p Di'pnn niyj'n o.
2r, ,^>^^ D?oinL*'^i p. j.
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.mv)i«n pn^ ptcn^i "'bi:! an« ^D^'^ ^2:1 nntrn

.t^in -Tn« ptn .\'^^ ']^h^D ^:\r*m pt^i^-^ "fivrn^rr

*n*'3-rir ^'•-rn^n lirnir^m iSri^^m "pb^n -^inD ii^"^^n

''n-Miy "ir^^r^ '"'y T^im 'i?:5't^>2 ^^ii^r^ '^'pn -f^'*

Vsn^ hzh ni?oi« 'vh n^«i 'n'n'pn ^::q^z2 ^^p^s ^b^rj^n

n^^i Q^n^ n^>^^ "i^^n n« ani^T Dn« . nmir •'icn

a::!^^^^ ••ni mnvn "in n^^ avn aD^ i^nn nni^i

n^Q ^"1-1:1 ^^
i"^«

'«:^^ .^*2«"i irt?-^n ii-^^i n:v . ai^nn

' jn'-X' O. p. J., and X"D ^ ^jq q. P. J., A. oin.

3 n^'p-nj, N"D -^ an-'D O. and X"D

^ U''Y^V P.J. ^ D^THTD O.
' iDvan 6. J.

» n-i»n o.
« 10 bxi p. J.

" pc'nsn p. J.

12 ij-'ax Dmnx o. 13 ni'psn p. j.

1^ P.J. om. IS 'n'3 p'n

16 iny p. J. wrong 1' nx'n o. p. J.

IS |t^•s-ln o. 19 p. J. om.

20 p. addsTriSI 21 'n't p. om.

22 p. J. om. 23 ^i^^^.tp p.^ tiv^*3 J., 1^0V3 -lL"«3 O.

--' O. adds 'T]'V
-5 n-13 O. P. J., and N"D ^g chj^j;* q.
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nnrin .irn:: pti?S nrtrr -"cd ^n^ii^^i '^h '172^'7M}

rfm ^?2^^t> '^72^ ^h^ ^'111 '^r^^i -inin ^^2^h5

712. ^•'i^'^'i n^i:i ^"inn n^"i:i ""^q« '"^lir?^! '^2-^!^*'^ dWh

'^ai? ii<5\r?: -nn^ nn^n^ n^n ^n^i^ '°'pn^ nn-i«

^:« ^n ph ,'"2pT^ pm^ 'nnnt^i nny^ it^^in

p«\!? iy-rn viT ^13
^'. Dr'^nint< in iinntr ini«^ b^^N

a^niri ^-'vuTi^r^ni inir:)D ntri?^ "i^*^^ ''^ ]^«i iniriD

i:^nm .vniiinrin n^i^yh ^^'h^^ ^^^ "^72 ]^«i y^t^ni

• in ur^' ni^^^Q ^t^^^Q r\722 '' DTh^n n^nn^ "-*mm "n^jpD

^.i^'^n*' i"':'':i^^i ••^^i^^tr?^ v:^t^?2 .v^:i^ "r:^^ iu.>«nr5 '-"'i^in

' 10"'?:^ p. J., '^^b'^y A. 2 Qi^ni A.

•» ns^Da p. J.
4 nnx p.

^
J. om, fi

J. adds imX
7 >JN Dn-|3X O. « ''3X1 O.

^ ""O p. J.
'" 'nr^fD o.

" p. J. add xinn I- mix p. j.

•=' |v'?y J'. J., }n>^y?o o. i-* ^^23ni p.

•'" ihan o. p. J.
"> 'no o.

•' -in3*L:> p. i« p. J. add iiJTinx

'•' ''JX1 pnv'i Dn-i3xi o. 2" n^I;''2£^•D p. j.

-' i2mnx I". J. -'2 ,>t..yj2i ini03 HKTL*' ^» pxi ini»D nL"y^*' xin ^ni o.
-' nxDO nxT o. VL"y?33 ni'-yii^' •'O p. j.

^-i in3 ]>.j., inn a. "-^ Dnx o. ^r, p_ j o,„_

27 yo-jM 'o v"?:") ny i'. j., vjtiwSo yr^'j"" n::' a. ^s ^i^'v^ d^2^ o.

ii6
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i^int^n .iiu?n^ii^ni . inr^^TD ntt^i^^ nn^^n .^"ir^:!'' 34*]

v^:}"(ii .n:mt5 nnipi ,n^v:j^ i-i^^n::!"! \pn^^

]^«"i \'^^V2 vnv^:]t2"i .ir>D2^ nt^m ^n«m ,^h^n

••^ '-'"i^-'t^ "^:Dn 11^ ^ir Q-)^^ a-i«^ '"n«: '"[^•'dS

p'^^^ .n^^n Dipr^i D^ni^ \'hv2:i 'h ]Tn^ i313d ^i?i

^irrhi LDii«5 nu^h^i '\in«n n-^nt2 ni-n a-i^n n?:iu?3 in

n«i"Q^ n"iint3 ^^n^^'i^n*^ ct^ i^^t^t^i .ii^pn ^'nnsii

^^-lU?"* p ^^nc: m-T n:n li^ : in mpcin -^tr^ '" dv2

I

"' i^'^n p"in^t2 ncin V2n^ n^^in iiir«

:ipi?'' '']2 ^hn^: n^n i^p^ho

' p. om.

•' pnv^ J.

' nxnni p. j.

'' i^^f^h) o.

" b2 p. j.

'•' nti'inD p. j.

'5 niJ<i J.

• rnn o., inn j.

'' O. om.

-1 nnp?i o.

-^ nva o. -' i3n o.

VyDm O.

in''3i o. p.

in^*p1 J., wiong.

riy^ r. J.

ni<-|J O ; p. J. add )h

rha o.

J. 011;.

lyK'DI O.

ins» o. p. J., inso A.

' Rest is missing in P. and J.

n:)2'i^" o.

' -\2 o.
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A SEMITIC LOAN-WORD IN EGYPTIAN.

By W. Max Muller.

Mr. Griffith has found a new Egyptian word -wwva /j^i^ ^^rid com-

pared it with the root pi^n {Pror. Soc. Bibl. Arch., 93, 310). The

comparison is very successful, only I should give a modified ex-

planation.

The original meaning of the root c__ii:>- "to turn (oneself)" is,

in the northern Semitic languages, specialized to " to turn oneself

a7Vay from something^'' and in Hebrew is furthermore narrowed to

"to turn away from a standard, a law," i.e., [i] from God and

morality (in general), [2] from truth (in particular)." Thus fj^H

means "to become or be corrupt, perverted^'' (Jer. xxiii, 11, etc.),

Hiphil : "to corrupt, pervert a person formerly good" (Dan. xi, 32),

"to pollute a thing formerly clean " (Jer. iii, i, etc.). While examin-

ing the Biblical passages with the Concordance, I observe that

the second meaning of the root is more recent. The adjective

" perverted " has, especially in all earlier passages, the general

meaning "impious, wicked," which the LXX aptly renders aac^i]^,

Traixii'of.io'i, and Fuerst (Concordance) ought to have seen that the

later sense "hypocrite, simulator" (given sub e) does not fit; com-

|Wre even Psalm xxxv, 16, Prov. xi, g. But some passages in the

book of Job with its peculiar style (6th century) show this aramaizing

limitation of sense (xv, 34; xxxiv, 30; possibly also xxxvi, i^); the

TXX here renders twice v7roKi)irip, and post-Christian Hebrew
knows only the sense '' iinvardly corrupted, false, hypocrite" for

f]2n. Aj)plied to things this would be "false" in opposition to

" genuine."

This must be the sense of the word hup where it occurs on the

Egyptian weights. The lighter standards (^ or * of the full weight)

are legitimate, as the official inscription shows, but nevertheless their

inferiority to the old-fashioned, sacred, full weight is expressed.

Most likely, at the time when the new standards were first intro-

duced, thry met with opposition from the go\-eriiment or the public

J18
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and so obtained the designation "the false weight." This designa-

tion seems to have been maintained even after that opposition had

ceased.

The root ^^Tl is preserved in the Coptic cyXoq "turpis, ob-

scoenus" (Peyron, 291). Now Coptic pronunciation frequently

changes It and X before some hp-sounds but not, as far as I know,

before '^. Therefore, I prefer to see here a confusion of the roots

^{f(> d!^) "to change" {//la/o sensti, as in Syriac) and //-^ ((^j.rs-)

" to pervert " caused by their similar meaning and similar sound (at

least in the western dialects not distinguishing between h and h).

Such a confusion is assumed in the Syriac dictionaries sub ^alLw
All these reasons lead to the conclusion that OjXoCJ as well as

hnh is a loan-word from the Aramaic or an aramaizing dialect.

Both the passages for the commercial expression hnp date from the

6th century, when the Aramaic influence prevailed throughout Syria,

and especially the position of Aramaic as the language of commerce

had been already established for several centuries. CijXoCJ once

may have been identical with //;//, but betrays the more vulgar

pronunciation. As for its vowels the verb hlaph and not the adjec-

tive underlies the form. Observe with hnp the sign ^^-^ which,

like Demotic ^ (preserved in the old Coptic of Akhmim), expresses

a special sound fluctuant between j' and softer //, and is intended to

represent the Palestinian // (n) which Coptic usually changes to cy.

I hope Semitists can accept my explanation of the word hnp,

although there is a gap in the argument, since the application of ?]^n

to things is still to be discovered in later Hebrew. However, we

know but little of the Semitic jargon spoken in the commercial cities

especially in those of Lower Egypt. The scraps preserved in Coptic

give evidence that in later times it contained elements taken from

various Semitic dialects and that the Egyptians made a kind of

"pigeon-Semitic" of it, not much superior to the Chinese "pigeon-

English." These mutilations seem to have prevented most Egyptolo-

gists from seeing the enormous number of Semitic words in Coptic.

An exhaustive examination of the Coptic dictionary by Semitists

would yield very interesting results.
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The next Meeting of the Society will be held at i,"], Great

Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., on Tuesday, 6th March,

1894, at 8 p.m., when the following Paper will be read :

—

Rev. C. J. Ball, ALA., (Oxun.) :—More Glimpses of Babylonian

Religion.

-^^^:^-

ERRATA.

Page 14, line 8, 7^;- nin-gim-gim.ma, narf nin-gim-gim-ina.

,, 9.

., J, II,

Page 15, line 8,

,, 10,

,, S.P., readT>.V.

,, aszi-§u, r<?a^ asri-su.

,, Hu-ma, read IlCi-ma.

,, Ura, read Uru.

,, Izi-Aku, rt-ari^ Iri-Aku.

,, Gulksar, r^at/ Gulkisar.
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P. LE PAGE RENOUF, Esq., President

IN THE CHAIR.

-^o^-eo^-

The President announced with great regret the loss

the Society had recently suffered by the decease of one

of its Honorary MerTibers, Professor Johannes Dumichen,

of Strasburg, so distinguished as an Egyptologist.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Minister of the Interior of the Netherlands :

—

Aegyptische Monumenten van het Nederlandsche Museum
van Oudheden te Leyden. 3 vols, in 4, folio.

From the Author :—Prof. E. Sachau [Hon. Member). Orien

talische Philologie (mit ausschluss der Indischen). " Die

Deutschen Universitaten." 8vo. 1894.
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From the Author :—M. B. Nikolsky. L'inscription cuneiforme

de Kolany-Kirlany (Alutschalu) et antres inscriptions inedites

de I'Armenie Russe. 8vo. Moscow, 1893.

From the Secretary of State for India in Council :—Sacred

Books of the East, Vol. XLI. The Satapatha-Brahmana.

Part III. Svo. Oxford, 1894.

From the Author :—Rev. C A. de Cara, S.J. Le Necropoli

Pelasgiche d' Italia e le origini Italiche. (Civilta Cattolica.

Serie XV. Vol. IX.) 1894.

From Thos. Hunter Boyd. Travels in Upper and Lower Egypt,

by Vivant Denon. Translated by Arthur Aikin. 3 vols., Svo.

Plates. London, 1803.

The following Candidates were submitted for election,

havnng been nominated at the last Meeting, 6th February.

1894, and elected members of the Society :

—

Miss Scull, 2, Langland Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.

Miss Rosalind F. E. Paget, 5, Montague Street, W.C.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, ist May, 1894:

—

Ambrose Bury, Rockfells House, Harcourt Street, Dublin.

Mortimer Rooke, 5, Eccleston Houses, St. George's Road.

Alan Henderson Gardiner, 25, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Miss Frances Anna Hughes, Bryn-y-Menai, Bangor.

Miss Caroline Churchill, Trenant, Wilbury Road, Hove.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Lyceum Library, Liverpool.

A Paper was read by the Rev. C. J. Ball, "Israel and
Babylon," which will be issued in the next Part of the Pro-

ceedings.

Remarks were added by the Rev. James Marshall, Miss

Ingram, the Rev. Dr. Lowy, Thomas Tyler, and the Rev.

C. J. Ball.

Thanks were returned for this communication.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER I.XXNIII—{continuation).

I am invested with the soul of Horus, so that I see what is in it,

.and when I speak hard by the Doors of Shu they respond to the

moment. (9)

It is I who have charge of the seisin of the inheritance of Horus

from Osiris at the Tuat.

It is I, even I, who am Horus in Glory. I am master of his

•diadem, I am master of his Light, and I advance to the Goal of

Heaven. Horus is on his seat, Horus is upon his throne.

My face is that of the Sacred Hawk, my back that of the Sacred

Hawk : I am equipped as his master.

I come forth to Tattu, that I may see Osiris.

I incline myself before him, I incline myself to Nut : they behold

me, and the gods behold me ; the Eye of Horus and the Flame

which is in the Two Eyes. I'hey stretch out their arms to me.

And I stand erect and prevail in opposition to evil.

They open to me the bright paths ; they open to me the bright

paths ; they see my attributes, they listen to my words.

Hail to you, ye gods of the Tuat, ye of repellent face and

aggressive front, who tow along the Stars which set, and make the

bright paths of the Hematit (10) for the Lord of the Soul Most

Mighty : Horus hath ordained that ye should lift up your faces and

look upon me.

And I display myself as the Sacred Hawk whom Horus hath

invested with his soul for taking the possession of his inheritance

from Osiris at the Tuat.

I set aside the long-haired gods and passed on through those

who had charge of their dens in my sight : I made my way and

passed on and reached those who presided over their caverns, and

those who had charge of the House of Osiris ; and I speak to them,
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and make them recognize the god of Mighty Terrors, who is armed

with horns against Sutu. I make them recognize who it is that hath

seized for himself the divine provisions and hath equipped himself

with the powers of Tmu.

A gracious pass grant they to me, the gods of the Tuat, as many

as there are who preside over their caverns and have charge of the

House of Osiris.

Behold me, I am come to you and have carried off and put

together my forms . . . .(n)

I make bright the paths which are in the Horizon and the

Hematit in Heaven. I make firm the battlements on behalf of

Osiris, and I make the paths bright in his behalf

I have done according to the command that I should come forth

to Tattu to see Osiris, and tell him of the fortunes of that great Son

of his whom he loveth, and who hath pierced the heart of Sutu. I

have seen the death.

Yea, I tell them the divine plans which Horus carried out in the

absence of his father Osiris.

O Lord of the Soul Most Mighty, behold me ; I come, raise

thou me up that I may see the Tuat.

May all the paths which are in Heaven and upon earth be open

to me, and let there be no repulse for me.

Thou art exalted upon thy throne, Osiris ; thine hearing is

good, Osiris ; thy back is strong, Osiris ; thy head, Osiris, is firmly

fastened, thy throat is made fast, thine heart is glad, thou art

confident in the strength and courage of those around thee. Thou
art established in strength as the Bull of Amenta.

Thy son Horus is seated upon thy throne, and all that liveth

is subject to him. Endless generations are at his service, endless

generations are in fear of him ; the cycle of the gods is in fear of

him, the cycle of the gods is at his service. So saith Tmu, the Sole

Force of the gods ; not to be altered is that which he hath spoken.

Horus is the offering and the altar of offering ; tw^ofold of aspect ;

it is Horus who hath reconstituted his father and restored him.

Horus is the father, Horus is the mother, Horus is the brother,

Horus is the kinsman. Horus proceedeth from the essence of his

father and the corruption which befell him.

He ruleth over Egypt, and the gods are in his service. He hath

carried off endless generations, and given life to endless generations

with his Eye ; the sole one of its Lord, the Inviolate one.
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Notes.

This chapter is seldom found in the complete shape which it has

in the Turin Todtenbuch. The shortest copy of it is that in the

tomb of Horhotep {Miss. Arch. Fr., p. 158) ; it has but a few lines
;

but they are very important, as giving the earliest form of the formula

'Q£^ 'WWW <^3::> 1—

j

^ [I UTi [I ^^\ ^ which is an invocation

to the battlements. The common reading, which adds the pro-

nominal suffix '"-'"'^ both to the verb and to its subject, is
III ^ '

ungrammatical. The papyri Aii, Fg, and Ij, rightly omit the suffix

after the verb, in the early part of the chapter.

The coffin of Amamu has a chapter of the same title, but with

quite a different text.

1. Sacred Hawk. Between this and the Golden Haivk of the

last chapter the vignettes make no distinction but that of colour,

which is indicative of age rather than of kind. The typical Egyptian

Hawk may be identified with the Falco Lanarius, or with the

Peregrinus, but naturalists tell us that " the Lanier of Buffon is the

perfect state of the male Peregrinus," and that "the Lanner of

Pennant is a young fem.ale Peregrine."

2. Thy poivers, "^^ baiu.

3. The goal 9 vj P- or x /w^w l>^\ , a word we have already

met in chapter 72 {see Note 3), and which occurs later on in the

present chapter. It is apparently connected with the verb of motion,

ft ^ J\ , and seems here to correspond to the Greek (3a\/3ice9, or the

Latin carceres, the two posts which were at once the starting point

and the goal

" signum unde reverti.

"Scirent, et longos ubi circumflectere cursus."*

4. Invested fi ^ Q , which is connected with S 1 1 .

The determinative Q is the symbol of investiture, which is also

expressed by the sign ^::r9 . A mummied person is called Sdhic,

in virtue of his investiture.

* Aeneid, V. 130.
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5. Apple of the eye, literally poinf, thorn ;
-^s^

1 A -cs^- .

/\"AAAA —•^1 L-i C^ I

6. The Nejiimes F R. i/0> is the royal head-dress in the form

of a wig. This chapter is the only one in the Book of the Dead in

which it is referred to, but other religious texts mention it. It is

one of the objects provided for the deceased in the pictures of

ancient coffins. (See Aelteste Texte, p. 35.)

7. [Aahat.] In this plan different MSS. introduce one or more

words followed by the sign j], determinative of divinity. But the

whole text which follows is extremely unsatisfactory. The prudent

scribe who copied Fg has the words " I am the great god," and with

them ends the chapter.

8. Fall iipoji Shu, or before Shu, who represents Daylight.

9. The passage is obscure through the absence of the right

determinative 'iiiMJ after
"^"^^^

*>^^ . The portals of Shu, the

gates of Morning, answer the summons of the god who comes as

Horus. ^2- ^^^ ^^^ sense of obviain ire, ocmrrere.

10. Hematit 9 ^ cr^ , a place near the Horizon, not
K C^ d

mentioned in the Book of the Dead except in this chapter. It has

disappeared in the later recensions.

11. Here follow one or two divine names unknown to the

copyists, and by them written at random.

CHAPTER LXXIX.

Chapter whereby one assumeth theform of the Chief god of the

Divine Cycle.

Hail to thee, Tmu, Lord of Heaven, who givest motion to all

things which come into being ; thou who comest forth from the

Earth and createst whatsoever is begotten : Lord of the things

which are ; who givest birth to the gods
;
great god, self-produced

;

Lord of Life, who givest vigour to the men now living :

Hail to you, ye Lords of pure things, ye whose abodes are

hidden :

Hail to you, ye Lords of Eternity, ye whose attributes are con-

cealed, and the place where ye reside is unknown.
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Hail to you, ye gods who are in the divine circuit and the

Kabhu
;
ye gods who are in Amenta and ye, O Divine Cycle which

is in Heaven :

Let me come to you, let me be purified and strengthened, let

me be enriched and gifted with power, let me have possession and

glory.

I bring in offering to you perfume, incense and natron. Stop ye

the outpourings of your hearts against me. I am come to put a

stop to all the wrong things which are in your hearts, and to do

away with the false charges which have been made to you.

But I bring in offering to you well-being.* I lift up in offering

to you Maat.

I know you and I know your names, and I know your attributes,

though it be not known what by you may be brought to pass.

I come before you and make my appearance as that god in the

form of a man who liveth like a god, and I stand out before you in

the form of that god who is raised high upon his pedestal, to whom
the gods come with acclamation, and the female deities with jubila-

tion, when they see him.

I come before you and make my appearance on the seat of Ra,

and I sit upon my seat which is on the Horizon, and receive the

offerings upon their altars. I drink the sacred liquor each evening,

in the form of the Lord of all creatures, and I am exalted like that

venerable god the Lord of the Great House, whom the gods rejoice

at seeing at his beautiful comings forth from the womb of Nut, to

whom Nut each day giveth birth.

CHAPTER LXXX.

Chapter whereby one assumeth the form of the god who giveth

Light to the Darkness.

It is I who complete the vesture of Nu, the Light which shineth

before him, lighting up the darkness. I unite with the two brother-

gods who are upon me through the mighty Words of Power of my
mouth. I raise up the fallen one who cometh after me. I fall

along with him in the vale of Abydos when I go to rest.

* Perhaps rather ^/orj', splendour, I ^^r >> i> which impHes something to

be seen,
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I have seized upon Hu from the place in which I found him.

And I have Ufted off the darkness through my power. I have

rescued the Eye from its ecHpse against the coming of the Fifteenth

day, and balanced Sutu in the mansions above, against the Great

one who is with him.

I have equipped Thoth [with light] in the house of the Moon.

I seize upon the Crown. Maat is upon me, and the Emerald

and the Crystal of her months.

This field of mine is of Azure in the festival thereof.

I lighten up the darkness and overthrow the devouring

monsters, (i)

Those who are in their own darkness worship me, and they rise

up to me, covering their faces, who mourn and are prostrate : look

ye therefore upon me,

I am the Craftsman (2) of Nu, but I come not up in order that

you should hear of this.

I am the Craftsman of Nu, who lighteneth the darkness, and I

have come to dissipate the darkness, and that light should be.

Notes.

1, Devouring monsters. ^\ \M\>

2. The later recensions have ^ or ^
^- ^ ^\ luife. The older

papyri omit the feminine ending, which is inconsistent with the rest

of the chapter. I understand c^ C? ^ , in the sense of artist,

craftsman.

CHAPTER LXXXI.

Chapter whereby one assiimeth the form of the Lotus.

I am the pure Lotus which cometh forth from the glory which is

at the nostril of Ra, and I make my journey and pursue it for Horus,

the great god beloved.

I am the pure Lotus which cometh forth in the field.

Note.

This little chapter is not without its special difficulty. Are we to

read p[] ^vv 00 ^^ ^ word implying motion, with J\ as its
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Chapter LXXIX.
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determinative, or as implying invocation, with QA as its determinative ?

The copyists differed and some of them changed the word into

I so that there should be no ambiguity. But this

does not clear up the words which immediately follow ; hence J^a

has suppressed them, whilst other copyists have given themselves no

trouble as to the sense of what they wrote.

CHAPTER LXXXII.

Chapter whereby one assumeth the form of Ptah, eateth bread,

drinketh beer, and sitteth in the midst of the great gods.

I fly like the Hawk, I cackle like the Smen-goose, I alight on the

right side of the Aat, on the feast of the Great One.

I execrate, I execrate : I eat it not. Dirt is what I execrate :

I eat it not. That which my Genius execrateth let it not enter

into me.

Let me therefore live upon that which is put before them ; the

gods and the glorified ones. Let me live and enjoy the bread

and * Let me then eat them in the presence of the gods and

glorified ones. Let me enjoy and eat them under the foliage of the

date trees of Hathor, my sovereign. Let the oblations be made, of

bread and beer in Tattu, and bendings of the head in Annu. Let

my vesture be girt upon me by Tait. Let me sit whereever it

pleaseth me.

My head is that of Ra and I am summed up as Tmu : Four

times the arm's length of Ra : four times the width of the world, (i)

I have come forth with the tongue of Ptah and the throat of

Hathor that I may record the words of my father Tmu with my
mouth, which draweth to itself the Spouse of Seb, and the proclama-

tion of whose lips inspireth fear.

I repeat the acclamations at my success on being declared the

heir of the Lord of Earth, Seb, from whom I issue.

Seb purifieth me, and giveth me his Theophanies. (2) The

dwellers in Annu bow their heads to me. I am their Master. I am
their Bull. More powerful am I than the I^ord of Time ; I am the

author and the master of endless years.

* The word seems to have been unintelligible to the copyists, who differ

widely from each other as to its orthography.
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Notes.

I. Not in length but in periphery. The (1
j

impHes a quadrano:ular figure, and so do ^f^u^ ^ . Of this

quadrangle, North, South, East, and West, are not cardinal points or

angles, but sides.

2. Theophames, v\ . This is the true meaning of the^ Q Jl III
"^

word, whether in reference to the Sun rising in the sky or to the

king upon his throne.
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u
(i.) M. LEFEBURE AND THE HH AT ABYDOS.

(2.) THE TITLE |^^^
By W. E. Crum.

After reading, in the Froceedirigs, Vol. XV, p. 433 ff., M.

Lefebure's very interesting explanation of certain passages in the

Book of the Dead and of those funeral rites to which he holds them

to refer, I wrote to him drawing his attention to a text of the XHth
dynasty which seems to deal with the same ceremonies. This text

is found upon a fine stele, published by Diimichen,* the original

being in the Glyptothek at Munich,! where I made a copy of it.

The following is my copy of the lines here in question, with

Diimichen's variants :

—

^ w

7^
'U3

Kalende7'i7isc]iriftcn, 43. t No. 27.

X Can this be connected with the title Lcyden, V. 4, 2,
"9' n s
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pT^*(-)^^T^¥T;;:-k9-

iv^m'A (22)

^J)
()^(23)P VP0[D.,]

A^_o

^m^

" When I voyaged northward to pay my respects to the honorable

court (///. that court) of his majesty, the officials that were in the

king's abode and the abiders in the judgment-hall beheld my intro-

duction at the king's abode, I doing as one that enters and speaks

* Cf. Sharpe, I, 79, 6, where nfaaut seems to mean "exercise offices."

t Hmst, instead of the n usual here,

X Dumichen's reading is no doubt correct ; mine is untranslatal)le.

§ Seems the oldest form of the word; v. Ppaa II, 976. Is M. Lefebure

justified in identifying it, so early, with the equally ancient word

For these phrases v. /^ec. X, 145.

T LeydenY. 4, 13, /j
** The right reading, PI

\>

Cf. ? Sin/, pi. 6, 275,
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not (?). An ox was slaughtered with (= in addition to) my provi-

sions. When (?) I arose (///. raised feet) to go forth, I was praised

at court and beloved in the palace. I had offices assigned to me at

court, namely (those of) Overseer of the prophets and Chief amixnt-

priest in Abydos. Each of my posts was distinguished beyond

(those of) my fathers that were before. His majesty allowed me to

slaughter oxen in the temple of Osiris x;z// anintiu, in Abydos of the

Thinite nome ; and I went forth over the hides there, owing to the

greatness (of the favour) with which his majesty favoured me,

beyond every noble that had been there since its origin (z>., the

temple's)
;
(my) statues having been placed in the temple, in the

service of the "Great God"; (his majesty?) establishing for them

meat-offerings (?) and endowing their bread-offerings in writing."

We may infer, therefore, that the skins used in this Abydos rite

were those of the oxen previously sacrificed.

M. Lefebure writes ;
" La question serait de savoir si, d'apres le

contexte, la stele parle d'un sacrifice fait pendant la vie ou apres la

mort du personnage. Si c'est de son vivant, il a ete son propre

ll „ , ou approcha7it* Cette ceremonie se compliquait certaine-

ment d'un sacrifice humain, reel ou fictif. Dans le tombeau de

Mentuherkhepeshf, les deux etrangers a immoler sont enveloppes et

couches a terre, ce k quoi fait sans doute allusion une statue du

Louvre (A. 65,) ^^^^t^'^ ^^^\^\^ '< j'ai dispose

I'enveloppe de I'impie (mis) sous les pieds." A Philre, Osiris n'est

pas d^capit^ dans Tanen

:

w n ^:z^ "czps ¥^

Q I >LJ- (Benedite, PhilcE I, 41,) tandis que Sineh a des ^^^^ (1(1

<2 /^ ^ a I'entree de sa tombe {Pap. de Berlm I, 1. 195)."

It certainly would appear that the sacrifice had taken place, with

the rest of the incidents related, during the speaker's life. Yet the

statements of such inscriptions might easily mislead us, at first

sight, upon these points. The other stele, for example, which the

same person dedicated and which is now in Leyden,t employs many
expressions that would be held to refer to one already dead,

—

* M. Lefebure refers to the description of these rites in Mhiis. de la Mission

V, 439 ff (Tomb of Mntti hr x s/-)

t V.
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records of offices exercised and honours obtained and those declara-

tions of piety and charity which recall the Book of the Dead, ch. 25,

—did we not know, from the date upon the Munich stele, that the

dedicator of both lived some years longer.*

The stele at Munich has other features of interest. The opening

"proscynema" is followed by a form of the offering-list not to be

found, so far as I know, except during the earlier years of the Middle

kingdom.! Then comes the usual festival-calendar and, after it (and

again in 1. 15,) a blank space from which the name and titles of the

dedicator have been carefully erased, as on his other stele, at

Leyden
; \ though there the erasures are not such as to make the

signs illegible.

It may be useful to give here the more important variants

between Diimichen's copy and mine (distinguished as D. and C).

There are besides, many smaller divergencies, scarcely worth noting

;

such, for instance, as those in the curious list of divinities (II. 7, 8,)

which can be controlled from the two similar lists at Paris § and
(=^

Turin,|iorD. nJi^C.^^J-j; D. ^ <V\ , C. '^ Jf ; D

C. , c\:c. More noteworthy are :

—

L. 6 ; D. 'w^AA^
J
C. AAAAAA . Thc phrasc Omit nb(t) rnpt 5 hru^

" (on) each of the five extra days," can be best paralleled in Sharpe

1,25.11

* The date at Leyden is Usrtsn I, year 44 = Amnmhat II, year 2 ; that at

Munich is indistinct, but cannot be earlier than Amnmhat II, year 6 and is pro-

bably at least year 13. Erman {Aegypten, 234,) takes the Leyden date to be that

of the dedicator's death. If that be so, the date at Munich must rather indicate

the time at which the stele was erected as a posthumous memorial. But in that

case, we might expect the formula,
[J
/www ^^ ' T" ^^^

&c., or the like.

t The other examples ; Piehl, 82, A. Sharpe, I, 25, Louvre, C. 14, AbydoSy

II, 53A.

X Erman, 1.1. Whether from design or accident, the other recurrences of the

name and titles, in each of the inscriptions, have remained undamaged.

9 Louvre, C. 15.

11
A.Z -81 18 = Rcc. Ill, 115. For D. ^^ ^ , I read ^ ^ , and

IT Cf. M. Miiller, Kcc. IX, 174. I do not see that any other translation is

here possible.
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L. 7 ; D. n? 1 1 I , C. n? 11 () I . The last is more probable

and recurs, with doubled 1 , Louvre, C 15.

— D.
I
±^, C. ^ ^pi . Cf. Mon. dw., 50 b, ^ I

I
,

Sharpen, 36,^||^^y^^_,i?...XIV,2i,|||_^^.

The sign is undoubtedly an; v. Sharpe II, 83, (collated with the

original;) M . The variation between wd and da may perhaps be

compared to that in the titles sf^ir udti and smr da,

Sba and sh7i are found parallel Smt, pi. 6, 264, anuk sba n indtuif,

ssviu uru rf; but this does not help us much. Perhaps " initiated

in the mysteries."

The next expression, mad sfi m hi nOr, " exact, accurate in sacri-

fice in the temple," recalls the words of the lines translated above.
/SAAA/\A

L. 14; D. g ^-^Q__cg ^^,C. Q A_a--^. D.

probably right ; he agrees with two* of the four remaining texts of

this formula.

— ; D.^ 5 ^'^
, C.^ 5 ^Z^ ,

probably for ^:3^

(v. Sharpe I, 78, [ \ I ) ; or for CUD (v. Louvre, C. 3, II 1=1).

I had intended here to suggest that the word mska, visk might be

an element in the still (so far as I know) unread title [n \a\ Du^'

so frequent in the Old and not unknown in the Middle Kingdom.

* Cct- (fAbydos, 602, Sharpe I, 78. The others are Louvre, C. 3, and

Sharpe II, 86.
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But the observation of the variants
| ^ X^N^ '*

[I H^

t pointed indubitably to the word knmt\a\ in Ppaa I, 776 :

I ^5>^ /WW\A _Oitf ^ 1 1 /VVVA/V\ 00°

where the duphcate, Mrnra, 772, has [1
"^"^ (perhaps the

result of a misread hieratic group.) The parallelism with ad^iw (the

determinative is strange), and the occurrence of ^^ above

the picture of one of three apes, Diimichen, Temp. i7is., I, 21,

suggests that we have here the name of a peculiar species of ape.

One of the 42 Assessors of Osiris is likewise named | ^^^^

I^(var.^).t

To discern the primary meaning of the root kmn is not quite

easy. The phrase Ppaa I, 408 = Mrnra 584 ;
|

j
|
"v^ Q I '^\^

woven-raiment," and the fact that the bearer of the title in question

is sometimes§ dressed in a skin, while the priestly title [n ci \\ j

seems, later on, to imply that costume always, make

kmn, "to bear a hide," "to be covered, clothed," not improbable.

However, there is no proof that these two titles are identical

;

* i^^r. XIII, 72, K./.H., 304.

t L.D. II, 88 a. The variants are collected by Prof. Lushington, Transac

tions, VII, 366.

J Naville, T.B. II, 303.

§ Alastaha 167, 2i8, 249. But this proves little; a skin'forms part of the

ceremonial dress of several offices, e.g., that of the | ^s . Cf. too the ancient

title ^Jg^ J ^ 'f]
-ind the use of the words J f] [qJ ^"dg^^ ^ {c-g-, P. I,

169, ib. 193 = r. II, 91S.).
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indeed the examples n| ^v\ ^ © * from the Old, and m '\\

^, . . . . vitfnxt (nom. prop.)! from the Middle Kingdom,

show that this too is an ancient and so presumably independent,

word. In all cases the sign
[j]
remains difficult. It cannot but be

a separate word, of which knintd, .... 7iiff, are the attributes or

dependent genetives.

What is the connection of our kiiin with Harris I, 41, a 7,

, "a certain stone or clay " ? + The his-

tory of the roots anin Ul and ab J. shows how these words for "skin,"

"hide " could come to mean also the colours which the skin or hide

displayed ; and it is likewise possible that the mineral knm was of a

hue which resembled that of the hide knmt.

P.S.—Since writing the above, M. Lefebure has sent me the

following quotation from the new Edfou (p. 78, pi. 17):

—

c^ c^W , o ^^37 ^-^ 1 111

" Je te presente les veaux de toutes couleurs : je les amene au

mystere de ta Mesek-t, ton ciel d'en bas, revere, aux portes inconnues,

entenebre et eternise pour les rebelles." " C'est ainsi, du moins,"

says M. Lefebure, "que je comprends la phrase."

* Mastaba 181.

t Rec. Ill, 121. In both these instances the name is obviously that of a god;

the same, no doubt, as he who appears, hawk-headed, Abjdos II. 54. 55,

^ T and whose "mysterious vigour" is spoken of (1.1.).

Abydos I, 31 b, &c., \^ w. c^ ^\ again is the title of a priest. This double

application—to god and priest—may perhaps be compared to that of ^^ ^^">
Abydos II, 25, 3, L.D. II, 135 h, 11.

X IVorterbtich, Sitp., 1279.
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WHERE WAS TARSHISH?

II.

P. Le Page Renoup'.

Tarshish is always mentioned in connection with ships or

commerce.

"Thou breakest the ships of Tarshish with an east wind," says

the Psalmist (xlviii, 7) ; who is not King David, but a waiter familiar

with the works of the Prophets, even of those who lived during the

exile. The words just quoted are a direct reference to Ezekiel

xxvii, 26 :
" The East wind hath broken thee [Tyre] in the midst of

the seas." The Psalmist identifies Tyre and Tarshish. But he is

not the earliest authority for this identification, which cannot be

more strongly expressed than in the " Burden of Tyre," in Isaiah

xxiii.* This prophecy is perfectly intelligible and clear if by

Tarshish we understand Phoenicia ; it is absolutely without sense if

Tartessus is thought of.

" Howl ye ships of Tarshish ; f for it is laid waste. . . .

" Be still, ye inhabitants of the isle . . .

" Pass ye over to Tarshish ; howl ye inhabitants of the isle.

*' Pass through thy land as a river, O daughter of Tarshish, there

is no more strength.

" Howl ye ships of Tarshish, for your strength is laid waste."

The Phoenician ships are here called upon to wail for the ruin of

Tyre, which was their strefigth, and now is laid waste. The

inhabitants of the is/e, that is of the insular Tyre, are told to pass

over to Tarshish, the Phoenician coast. Tyre, as the daughter of

Tarshish is told to " pass through her land as a river," because there

is no more strength. " Pass ye over to Tarshish," Hli^'^li^'^n IHi^
and " Pass through thy land," '^!i"^t^ "^"^IVj ^"^^ exactly equivalent

* For the present argument it matters not wliether the prophecy belongs to

Isaiah or to a somewhat later contemporary.

+ Naves maris in the Vulgate.
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expressions, addressed to the population of the island of Tyre, the

strength of which was laid waste.

If we are to believe the fabulous stories told by the Greeks,

Tartessus was not indeed a colony of the Phoenicians but an

El Dorado, whence boundless wealth of gold and silver might be

acquired by them at a trifling cost. But why under these circum-

stances should the fortunes of Tartessus be identified with those of

Tyre ? Why should the ships of Tartessus be told to howl because

''their strength is laid waste?" In what sense could Tyre be called

the strength of Tartessus ? Tartessus (according to the hypothesis)

was rather the strength of Tyre, as furnishing the sinews of war.

The ruin of Tyre could not affect the fortunes of Tartessus. I cannot

understand how a sensible and profound writer like Ewald could fail

to see that the siege of Tyre, however successfully conducted by

Shalmaneser, could never produce such an effect as to compel the

population of Tartessus to overflow its land in flight, even as the

Nile overflows Egypt.* For so he understands v. 10. But the

"daughter ofTarshish" is not Tartessus, but Tyre.

The phophecy of Ezekiel (ch. xxvii) admits the same explanation.

Tarshish is Phoenicia, and as the " merchant " of Tyre includes all

the kingdoms and cities of its coasts.

The " Ships of Tarshish " here and everywhere else are simply

Phoenician ships. Such were those of King Solomon (i Kings x, 22)

and those of Jehoshaphat {ib. xxii, 48). The Hebrew kings bought

or hired ships made by the Phoenicians. That ships of Tartessus

should be built on the Elanitic gulph, or that ships should be built

there for the purpose of going to Tartessus are absurdities too gross

to be admitted, but in order to avoid them one has had recourse to

the gratuitous supposition that because the ships going to Tartessus

must have been great ships, therefore all great ships were called by

the Hebrews " Ships of Tartessus," though they never came from or

were meant to go in that direction. Before appealing to the analogy

of our ' East Indiamen,' it would have been desirable to procure the

authority of Semitic usage. When the true sense of Tarshish is

understood the supposition in question is at once seen to be needless

and idle and extravagant.

It can hardly be necessary to speak of Tarshish in connection

with the history of the prophet Jonah, which is always quoted as a

* And yet he has understood the prophet as recommending the Tj'rian

population to flee to Tartessus !
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proof that Tarshish was accessible by a ship starting from Joppe.

This, of course, I do not deny, and such ships as the prophet found

there, and was ever Hkely to find there, were more Hkely to arrive

safely on the Phoenician coast than to reach the Straits of Gibraltar

and face the waters of the Atlantic. What could a ship iron\ Joppe

have to do with Tartessus ?

I will refer but to one more Biblical note of Tarshish.* It is

mentioned more than once in connection with the isles. So is Tyre.

What islands ? Islands in the Atlantic ?

"The Kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall bring presents."

So writes the Psalmist, Ixxii, 10, who also speaks of Arabian

potentates. But his words appear to be a reminiscence of Jeremiah

XXV, 22.

"All the Kings of Tyre and all the Kings of Zidon and the

Kings of the isles which are by the sea-side," &c.

And so do the words of another Psalm, xlv, 12, "The daughter

of Tyre shall be there with a gift."

"Tarshish and the Isles" means 'Phoenicia, both continental!

and insular.' All the great towns of Phoenicia had kings of their

own, who are frequently mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions,

but the unity of the Phoenician nation and the common interest

was fully recognised.

Why however, it may be asked, did Hebrew writers give the

name of Tarshish to Phoenicia ? The reason for the name will, I

believe, be found in its etymology.

Tarshish, tL^'^tL^'^n ihe broke?i, is a genuine Hebrew word, which

bears the same relation to the root tlJUJ"^ he broke, which l^p^Tl

the taught {disciple) bears to "T^7 he taught. And the application

of the term to the sea shore will at once be apparent to those who

know how the Greek aKn) and n7(} are connected with a^/i'v/m break,

and /J'/7/"''' with fnj^ii'vint, which also signifies break. The kindred

word />«x''" 'S applied to a 7'oeliy shore. Our own word breakers

* leremiah (x. 9) says that "Silver spread into plates is brought from

Tarshish." This does not help one to identify the place, but it does not tell

against Phoenicia, for it certainly was from Phoenician hands that this silver mer-

chandise came to Jerusalem.

t In the first draught of this essay I spoke at some length of the relations

between Tyre and Palai-tyros. I was perhaps understood as holding the terms

Palai-tyros and Tarshish to be equivalent and coextensive. To avoid this

misapprehension I now omit the paragra])hs which might give occasion to it.
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owes its origin to the same conception. The denuding action of

water through friction has given rise in our language to the word

shore, as something shorn; and the same result is visible in the

Semitic Pfjil' ^T\> ]»<y^rr> 'ii\»~ and J;>-1-.--*

The characteristic feature of Phoenicia is that it consists merely

of a long and extremely narrow line of sea shore, at the foot of hills

which tower above it everywhere. 'H TrapaXi'a ^oiuiKy . . a-reinj t(9

Kcil a\c7evij<i \s the. accurate description of it given byStrabo (xvi, 21).

That portion of it which lies opposite to Aradus (one of the " isles")

he calls /Jax'wc/y? Tt? TrapaXi'a, which is really the most accurate

translation that can be given of the name of Tarshish. Though a

continuation of the maritime plain beginning from the desert at

the south, there is nothing in Phoenicia corresponding to the

Shephelah of the Philistines or to the plain of Sharon, no room

^^or the vast cornfields or the rich pastures of the southern country.

It was marked out not for agricultural but for maritime enterprise.

And Tarshish was a most appropriate designation as applied to it

by its Hebrew neighbours.

If Tarshish be the equivalent of a/cT// and py^ifit'v, it is easy

to understand how it came at a later time to be interpreted by

the Chaldee ^^^"^ and by OaXaaaa and juare. For the Hebrew

Qi has the sense oiplaga occidentalis, and is often used in the sense

of west without the least reference to the sea. But in Isaiah xxiii, 4,

D'^ "l^fc^ is actually said of Tyre itself. " Dicit mare, i.e., urbs

maritima (Tyrus)." Such, according to Gesenius, is the interpreta-

tion of the passage. This, it is true, is poetical language, but so is

every passage in which the name of Tarshish occurs ; not even

excepting Gen. x, 4.

The evidence which lies before us is, I believe, sufificient to

convince us that when the sacred writers mention Tarshish they

mean Phoenicia, and that the name is an appropriate one, but on

the farther question as to how far and by whom independently of

the sacred writers the name was recognised as the geographical

designation of the country, it is impossible, in the absence of all

evidence, even to hazard a conjecture.

* Ez. XXV, 16, "I will stretch out mine hand upon the Philistines, and I will

cut off the Cherethims, and destroy the remnants of the sea coast, Q^pf fTin*"

The Phoenicians are probably designed under the last of these designations. Cf.

Jeremiah xlvii, 4, "To spoil all the Philistines, and to cut off from Tyrus and

Zidon every helper that remaineth." '
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ON THE PHONETIC VALUE OF THE SIGN 3=i.

By p. J. DE HORRACK.

As is well known, the sign 1

—

i often takes the place of V- in

the Royal titles, from whence it was concluded, that its sound was

that of Y- , viz. mer and ma, »iai, the final letter r having afterwards

fallen off. The reading md was adopted by the late M. Chabas, in

his translation of the ist Anastasi-papyrus,* for groups in which the

sign 1—

1

enters as a phonetic value. But in 1874 f M. Brugsch

proposed the reading [1 , [1 ^^. , and applied it to a great many ex-

pressions compound with 1—

t

. However strong were the proofs

of this value, brought forward by the learned Egyptologist, they did

not appear conclusive to some scholars, although others J adhered

to the new reading. It is true, that these eminent authorities cite

instances of 1— t having apparently the value (I
,

[I ^^. ; but on the

other handj the old reading ^Tx (I rests on a much firmer basis

and is, as will be seen, absolutely certain.

In addition to the already known variant furnished by the group

»—

1

^ £i, ,§ M. Karl Piehl has recently produced two more

instances in proof of the sound ^x (j > ^"(^, (Proceedings, XIV,

p. 45), and I now beg to point out some further examples, which

were chiefly obtained by comparisori with each other, of the

numerous lists of funereal offerings, where the sign 1—

1

occurs in

* Voyage d'un Egypticii, p. 103.

t Zeitschrift, p. 143, and Lexicon, V, p. 26.

X p. le Page Renouf, Proc. VI, p. 99 ; W. Max Miiller, Asicn niui Europa,

P- 79-

§ See J. de Rouge, Textes geo., p. 38; P. le Page Renouf, Transactions, II,

p. 304 ; Maspero, Afel. ifArch., II, p. 298 ; Karl Piehl, Reciieil d. T., II, p. 30,

and Diet, du pap. Harris, p. 39.
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the name of the object called —»—* In these lists, from the

earliest times down to the XlXth dynasty, this group is placed

between ^-^^
^^'^ ^-^ and in the corresponding place shows the

following variants, viz. :

—

y m(J tombs at Saqqarah, of the IVth and Vlth dynasty, (Ma-

" -'
II riette, Mastabas, p. 119 and following).

^ temple of Semneh, XVIIIth dynasty (Lepsius, Denkni., Ill,

g pi. 48, 6).

~*r~ tomb of Ptah-hotep, IVth dynasty (Duemichen, Resicliaie,

^ XIII, 1. 6).

^ tomb at Saqqarah, Vth dynasty (Mariette, Mas/abas, p. 269;

^ and Reaieil d. T., vol. Ill, Unas, 1. 125).

An alliteration contained in a text of Mariette's Abydos (I, plate

zz^ 4) _
-^ ~^ Temple of Seti I at Abydos

has been already quoted by M. Le Page Renouf {Froceedi?igs, IV,

p. 63). The same passage occurs in Seti's tomb at Thebes {Missiofi

fran^aise an Caire^ vol. II, 3'' partie, XIII, 25). The sign >—

1

appears also in the name of the tassel \\ t generally written , %

where the following variants yield the value ^^\ , viz.

:

u AA^ u £^
'"""'^

Sarcophagi of the Mentu-hotep, XI th

a C-, ^^^ 1 © dynasty (Lepsius, Aelt. Texfe, pp. 6, 21

and 23).

1^ Tomb at Beni-Hassan, Xllth dynasty (Champollion,

Q 1 Q Notices, II, p. 343).

, Temple of Seti I (Mariette, Abydos, I, p. 50).

* Duemichen, Hist. Insch., I, pi. 36, 1. 26 ; ib., II, pi. 6, 1. 7 ; and Lepsius,

Aelt. Texte, pi. 10, 1. 12.

t Brugsch, Lexicon, p. 601.

X Lepsius, Aelt. Texte. pp. 41 and 42.
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I confine myself to pointing out the above instances, in support of

the value ¥\ , ^SX [ , as one of the sounds, if not the sound, as-

signed to the character i—

1

, when used phonetically in compound

groups. It will be noticed that 1—

1

is, in many cases, followed by

the bar, |, which, according to M. Erman,* may be considered as a

kind of determinative added to substantives which are written with

one single sign and without any other determinative.

With regard to the meaning of the group —h— ( var. M I

mast, it is by no means clear. The word occurs in the well-known pas-

sage of the d'Orbiney-pap)rus (p. 16, 4) where the Princess asks the

King to let her eat the >—

(

I

(-J
mast, of the Bull. Here it has generally

been translated liver, and elsewhere by M. Chabas^r^a^ intestmeA

Mr. Brugsch has suggested, that mast may have some connection

with the name of Amset, one of the four funereal genii, who pre-

sides over the embalmed viscera. The determinatives which ac-

company the said group are generally 9 and R, but in some

instances a special sign, ^ , is attached to it. It is illustrated by

a picture in a tomb at Saqqarah, described by Mariette,§ repre-

senting a servant who brings on his left shoulder the leg of a

slaughtered animal and offers as sacrifice in his extended right hand,

the object above figured, which is painted in red and called

E"b, mast, in the descriptive text. Hence it would seem that it

represents an internal organ of the animal's body, perhaps the

stomach. The group „ occurs several times in the Ebers-

papyrus (pp. 36, 1. 9; 66, 5; 67, 7), but in neither passage does

the context give any clue to its exact meaning.

* Aegyptische Graminatik, § 51. t Pieirct, Lexicon, p. 226.

X Lexicon, p. 589 ; compare also P. le Page Renouf, Proceedings \lll, p. 24S.

§ Mastabas, pp. 274 and 277.
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A MIN^AN INSCRIPTION OF THE PTOLEMAIC
PERIOD.

By Prof. Dr. Fritz Hommel.

In the " Sapiski " of The Imperial Russian Archaeological Society,

1893, pp. 219-221, Prof. W. GoLENiSHEFF published a very interest-

ing Minaean inscription, written on an Egyptian sarcophagus in the

Gizeh Museum. Prof. Golenisheff gave besides the facsimile of

the original characters, also the Hebrew transcription of this curious

text and the translation of some of the most important phrases and

names, viz., Zaid-il son of Zaid, of Zairan ( \ „n,l;) to

the temples of the deities of Misr (Egypt), in the days of Tabnith

son of Talmith (line i) ; " Zaid-il in the month of Hat-hur" i.e., the

goddess Hathor (line 2) ; "house (or temple) of the god Aihar-hap,

{i.e., Serapis) in the month Xi/iak (Khoyak, Arab, i^^j^), in the

twenty-second year of Talnuth the king Athar-hap

(Serapis) and deities with him in his sanctuary " (line 3).

According to these undoubtedly correct explanations of Prof.

Golenisheff, the above inscription mentions not only a certain

Zaid-il son of Zaid of Zairan as dedicator, but also the Egyptian

deities Athar-hap (= Osiris-Apis, Serapis) and Hat-hor (house of

Horus, i.e., Hathor), the Egyptian month Khoyak (written Tjn^D))

and above all the Egyptian king Ptolemaeos son of Ptolemeeos

((.j^o^^b' ^ ci^jv^O j with the latter name, Prof. Golenisheff

compares the Aramaic transcription D'^^TTID (Clerm. Ganneau,

Recueil d'Arch. Orient, p. 81). The inscription was therefore

written about 250 B.C., since Ptolemaeos son of Ptolem^eos is pro-

bably Ptolemaeos II. Philadelphus (286-247 B.C.). The most

remarkable circumstance concerning this is, that the language of the

inscription is not of the Sabaean dialect, but is the Min^an, which

Dr. Edward Glaser and myself regarded as the oldest representative

of the South Arabian literary dialects, and in general older than the

oldest Sabsean of the inscriptions of the so-called Mukarribs (priest-
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kings) of Saba. And now we have a Minrean inscription dating from

the time of one of the Ptolemies !

Yet if we investigate the matter closer, what a difference is there

between the old Mincean inscriptions and this one ! There the names
of one or two Minaean kings, the worship of many different Mintean

deities {e.g., Atliar, Wadd, Nikrah, etc.), the names of national

Minsean months {e.g., -^:>. . J), here the name of an Egyptian king

with a date of his reign, merely Egyptian deities and the name of an

Egyptian month ! In my opinion, there is an interval here of several

centuries, perhaps even of a thousand years. But allow the inscrip-

tion to speak for itself, of which I will give a transliteration and my
own translation, the more so, because Prof. Golenisheff has only

rendered the above cited phrases.

in®HI'i)?1iHH?XI'ini1hH?X(nlh*«h{i)

ixi?ii?,ixx?nhAihx^?i**ih))^Mn)o,»,H

i8?^ixihni8?^ixi?i'^o?ni)A^

i)'i'Xfiv'i;)onnhH?xi)*o?o (^)

DA^IXIMMVXXfnMIAmniAAI'i'hhO?®
IAhT1oA?o|i',V?A(ilA<i>ni<i'X(il^rSV''i^X

l«4')8hlhV1MX?ni'i^No|Ai,'hiH (3)

l'i(i1^l8?^1XAI?)Joo|?h8l«)'iil(i4'?AIV'-l)<i'n

l04')8hlA*«ho(or|Ah^1)IAh^1l1H?XIH8)<i>

[?i^]AV^)rfi^niA^oixihi?i<i'

That is in Arabic and Hebrew transliteration :*

* I transcribe JL with ^ (which is the etymological equivalent of it) and

^j^, the min.-Sabrean ^ with ^ (originally s or sh ! ) and ^ , and lastly O
with Q and r^ (i.e., ,^ with a line above it).
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Ox'

p n^t^^n ^HT^rn -^!^p ri^i>^^i>i rin'^:;it^5 W^''.^i23

J^ c;^ L^ y^'j ^^"^^ '^^j^^ J^^.J y^ij (^)

^? p tp5 ^i^?:"! "Iwrr nmin ^«t) "^pc^l • • • •

•.-•:—-.— •. I — T • •. : • T • : • x t : -

^Tl fri^i ]:d^?? n^i^^n? '•itoi^T ^ifs ^f\

and in English translation :

(i) The sarcophagus (comp. Eth. \(^\ nafk area, scrinium) for
Ox

Zaid-il, son of Zaid of Ztraji (or Zairdn) ; the offering (< j,j,

originally "liquid honey," or perhaps "libation" in general), which
- >> XO

he offered (consisting of) myrrhs (^, plur. .l.xc^) and calmus

(^lU ,
pi. fr.) for the temples (lit. houses) of the deities of Egypt, in

the days of Talinlth, son of Talmtth,
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(2) whilst Zaid-il was poor {i.e.^ could not make offerings) in

the (festival) month of (the goddess) Hat-hor, and so they allotted

to him from all the temples of the deities of Egypt their tmh, (viz.)

garments ('l^, l^^) of byssos (comp. Hebrew W^,, only in later

books of the Old Testament) for his ^^ (dowry ? decoration ?), and

they did him (or, for him ?) elevate

(3) his h^tr till (or with) the gift ( "^<:) of the temple of the god

Serapis, in the month Khoyak of the year two-and-twenty of (lit. to,

for) Talmith the king; and Zaid-il set his '??27 (or ^^;i) and his

sarcophagus under the protection of Serapis and of the deities of his

people (GoLENisnEFF : of the deities with him) in his sanctuary (or,

in their sanctuaries ?).

Regarding the palaeography, the characters have generally the

old MiniEan forms (comp. my " Siidarab. Chrestomathie," § 5), but

there are some characteristic deviations, which clearly point to a

very late period of time. So we find, it is true, j^ (not ^), ^ and

^, but beside it
\

(for ^), ^ (for ^, Arabic 1^.), and only one form

for
"I

and \
The grammatical forms are Minaean ; compare for the shaf'el

(instead of the Sabaean haf'el) <__;yc-j, l"^i^U?, line i, and ^j^Aju^ .,

t2?2*'7i?t!}*'1, line 3 ; for the suffixes ^^ and ^ (ttj and DtZ)), instead

of Sabsean ys and ^^ (in and ^^H) ^-i 1^3, line 2, ^w.:^j^',

Dtrnn^n, line 2, etc. ; for cJ, 5 (preposition of dative instead of

7) J^Joji", 7b^"T^T3, line i, etc., and for the orthographical appli-

cation of the n (for the vowels i and a) comp. ,_-^»jo, 'in?2T'2L

(ba-yaumai), line i, ^.u.^^', QtL^nn^n (accusative), line 2, ^J^j^,

nn")12 {ba-warht), line 2 and 3, etc. But in the lexicon, the late

origin of our inscription is evident, as is shown by the words

iUjlj, n^'^T'p (broken plur. of Jj, Q7p), KiiXafio^, calmus, ^^j

V13. byssos, and perhaps . ^ , nT^Dj'-if the latter would be identified

with Ttftaxof "piece," which occurs also in the Talmud as t^nn?2n
and^nnnn.*

* But I think it not impossible that the Babyl. iain&hu, "to hold, seize, to

give as an investiture" (Heb. "T]Dn), is to Ije compared here.
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In none of the hitherto known Minsan inscriptions we met

with such late vocables, and some grammatical forms too are sus-

picious of being very late, e.g., i^^s., ''"^tl'i^, "twenty" (without a

following genitive) for 3 .A^c (see my " Chrestomathie," § 66), and
1^ -' / . o -- /

perhaps j_^,J^A)t^<^ , tlJ^^T'i^tL^^'l (s^d plur. imperf.) for j^^JJudx^;_j

or (j^^Ak^'j (" Chrestomathie," p. 38).

Therefore, on the whole, it appears from these considerations,

that we have here to do with a Minsean colony, which from very

remote times had kept itself on the Egypto-Arabian frontier till the

Ptolemies, perhaps in the same city Taru (or belter Tiru), which is

met with in the old Inscription Hal. 535 (comp. my book " Aufsatze

und Abhandlungen," p. 8 and p. 124) under the form j.*s, ^^, then

identical with j^i-i^lr, 'l"^"^tO, of our text, line i. It is to be hoped

that Dr. Glaser, who is soon returning from his fourth journey to

Arabia, may by new discoveries clear up the difficulties which are

occasioned by the above published neo-Min?ean inscription.

P.S.—While reading the proof of this article, I received through

the kindness of Prof. Derenbourg his paper, "Une epitaphe mi-

neeenne d'Egypte" (Jotinial Asiatique), 189^, to which I only add,

that in the beginning of the inscription the photograph shows clearly

pDi nafkan-., and not 73, pDto . . . . , as Prof. Derenbourg would

read. His translation of 772 "Ti^ by "to Memphis" seems to me
more plausible than the above given, "till the gift"; also his ex-

planation of ^2^ as " ship " (Egyptian sdit) I would prefer ; my other

explanations, however, I maintain.

I understand from Dr. Glaser, at present at Aden, that he has

copies of eight hundred new inscriptions (many of them excellent

casts). He has found the Eleazos of the Periplus as IQj'lf IX^'lfh
(1^7'^ fi^7i^); king of Hadhramaut, dated a.d. 29 (I).

^M ) sJ
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EGYPTIAN MONUMENTS AT DORPAT.

By Dr. A. Wiedemann.

By the kindness of a young archaeologist of Dorpat, living actually

at Bonn, Mr. Hans Dragendorff, I obtained paper-casts of a series

of inscriptions preserved in the Museum of Dorpat. The monu-

ments were collected by Otto Friedrich von Richter during his

travels in the East, and given after his death by his father to the

Museum.*

I. Stela rounded at the top
; 49 centimetres high, 32 centimetres

large, limestone ; at the top three divinities are sitting. Firstly, a

hawk-headed god, crowned with
[J]

, the sQ in the middle ; the god

holds in the left hand
|

, in the right one •¥-. Behind him a human-

headed goddess with \/ and 50 on the head, holding up her hands

in a speaking posture. Before the god and looking at him a goddess

bearing on her head the symbol of the two curved lines I I similar to

that represented in Leps., D. Ill, 34^^ ; a symbol, which standing

on a disk or on half a disk, forms an ideogramm for inut, "mother "

(in the list of Levi, No. ir74), in the right hand L in the left ¥".

Inscription in vertical lines above the god /wvw; v\ Jf "vZ^ [ll H

I
A^ ^l, above his companion

_ k\

F=q, above the third personage X .. X-X- '^^^^ \L I <=>

Below this representation seven persons are walking in a position

of adoration to the left ; above their names in vertical lines :
—

(I) ^^ ^ °^ ]] P ^^ ^ ^ " V§, s^ (,/,) man.

*
Cf. O. Fr. V. Richter, " Wallfahiten im Morgenlande." Berlin, 1822, p. X

and 619 sqq.
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J^ D
man.

(5) "^^^ }M^ woman. (6)
c^

woman. (7) (^ fi f\^^^ woman. Before the first

man stands a smaller one with a long flower v y (1 ^^.

A Neb-Amenti with the same title has been quoted in the list of

Maspero, Rec. de trav. rel.^ etc., II, p. 180 ; cf. Lieblein, Diet, des

jioms, No 684 ; he was perhaps the son of the setem Kasa {I.e. p. 198,

178), and might be identical with the man named on our stela. An
interest is given to the monument on account of the divinities

represented at the top, of which two have added to their name that of

Hermonthis. Together with the third one they give us a triad of

this town, but not the usual one, which consists of Mont, Rattaui,

and Harpocrates. Brugsch {Rel. der alt. Aeg., p. 165) remarks

that sometimes Tanen-t or Ani-t appear instead of Rattaui. Our

stela naming Tanen-t side by side with Rattaui proves that the two

divinities were not looked upon by the Egyptians as forms of the

same goddess, but as independent personages. The ro/e of Rattaui

in the pantheon appears to have been a very insignificant one, at

least she as well as Tanen-t are but seldom quoted in the inscriptions.

Divinities with the symbol worn on the stela by Tanen-t appear

sometimes represented in the Egyptian temples ; four in number,

they dwelt in the mesxen-t of the temple, the part which was looked

upon as the room where the divine child was born, and had there-

fore the name Mesxenut, the inhabitants of the Mesxen. Here they

had to assist as motherly goddesses in different ways to the just born

sun-child. Each of them had a special epithet ^^ ^

,

, J <ci:>,
<c:r> i=i ^

y^5 which correspond with the goddesses Tefnut, Nut, Isis, and

Nephthys (Leps., D., IV, 59^, 82a; Mariette, Denderah, IV, 74^;

cf. 29 and Brugsch, Rel. der alt. Aeg., p. 371, 737). Tanen-t is

missing in the list, but her symbol on our stela shows that in some

local cult she occupied a post in the ranks with these divinities, and

took, as the epithet nefer-t indicates, the place of Isis. She wears

the same head-dress also, Leps., D. Ill, 34^?, 124^, where is quoted

also INIentu, or Sebak and Uat'it ; as a woman, she appears, Leps.,

Z>., Ill, 37i^, 125, with Sebak and Ani-t.
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2. Stela, rounded at the top, 4 i cm. high, 29 cm. large ; lime-

stone. In the middle of the upper part a naos surmounted by

uroeus-serpents l)earing on then- heads the©. The naos contains

a sitting female divinity with the head of a hippopotamus, in the right

handl, in the left ¥-, on the head ^ between the cow-horns. There

is written before her o ^^, -^^^ ^ \L ^ ^^^ *Y
i
•* Before this

naos is an altar with flowers and cakes, above the inscription

\37 f J t
I

"^^f (sic) = . Behind the naos a group

of three finely drawn Dum palms without fruit, above them

c. >\ "^^ ^ ly' vi^ V^O I • The dividing of the tree in its

upper part into two branches, and each of these branches into two

twigs, is very well rendered.

The lower part of the stela shows a man and his wife kneeling

in adoration ; the accompanying inscription in vertical lines says :

^ ^^?T ^

*' Make adoration to Ta-urt of the Dum palms, proscynesis to the

lady of the two lands, she may give a good burial after senility,

that ' my name may remain in her temple ' to the person of the

scribe of the ast Maa Rames ; his beloved sister, the lady of the

house, the servant of Ta-urt fUba." In the list of the functionaries

* Instead of ~W the original shows here and some lines below a vertical

trunk, out of which grow two branches; each of these divides into two twigs, of

which the inner ones cross one another. In the first instance each twig ends with

a triangle.

+ Bak-t en Ta-urt will be here only a kind of title, as

Maspero, Hec, de trav. rcl., etc., IF, 185, sij.
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of the ast Maa published by Maspero, three bear the name Rames
i^Rec. de irav. rel., etc., II, p. 185 sq^, but on not one of their monu-

ments appears a wife Uba, so that this Rames will be a fourth man
of the same name.

The divinity Ta-urt {Qovrjpi'i) * appears here for the first time

with the indication en mama. The tree ma7>ia itself is known by

other texts to be the Dum palm {Cucifera thebatca, cf. Loret, Rec.

de trav. rel., etc., II, 27 sqq. ; Moldenke, Ueber die in altaeg. Texten

envaehnten Baeutne, p. 66, sqq. ; Woenig, Pflanzen im alien Aegypten^

p. 315, sqq. Best representation of the tree, Rosellini, Mon. II,

pi. 40, No. 2 ; 69 ; 88 No. 6).

As a sacred tree the Dum palm appears only once, at Denderah

(Dumichen, Bati-Urkunde, pi. 8, 1. 4), where is said, that in a grove of

the temple between the trees also the ^ j^ j^ \\ were found.

As the Dum palm grows only within the south of Egypt, the form

of Ta-urt quoted in the Dorpat text must be a local one of this part

of the country. In fact Ta-urt appears especially there at Silsilis,

with Thoth and Nut, with Amon-Ra and Sebek, or nursing King

Horemheb (Leps., Z>., Ill, 175 <:, 200 c, \2o c). Her cult was in

favour in the families of the functionaries of the ast mad ; on their

stelae she appears several times, as Rec. de trav. rel., etc., II, 186;

Lanzone, Diz. di mitol., pi. 126, fig. i, and pi. 380. At the latter

place she bears the title v==^ o ^^ ^^\ ^-^-j^^ and this

set-t has certainly to be looked for in the neighbourhood of Thebes,

and is not to be identified with the canal "^^
[|[| aaa~v\ in the

Nomos of Heliopolis mentioned by Brugsch, Diet, geogr., p. 804.

3. Corner of limestone taken out of a tomb. On one side a

vertical line, 1 3 cm. broad, in large hieroglyphs, ^||

-
1 G —21 kJ ^S l^h/\hf\r\ /VAAAA I

II I

^|y. For the taking the form of the bennu-Phoenix, cf. Wiede-

mann, Aeg. Zeitschr.., 1878, p. 95 sqq. On the contiguous side only

* It would be worth while to collect the different indications given by the in-

scriptions about the hippopotamus-divinities Ta-urt, Apt, Sepu-t, etc., the more so

as the picture of their divine figure occurs also in the relics of the art of Mycenae.
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the under part of seven vertical lines is left, each of these lines being
6 "2 cm. large :

<6)
C^ £

-fl I

The 7th has very much suffered by the strokes of the instrument

with which the stone was taken out of the tomb-wall, so that it is

impossible to make out the signs from the paper-cast.

4. Small votive pyramid with very nicely engraved representations

in a good style ; sandstone, found at Gurnah. On the first side

Ptah seated on the / 1 , holding a sceptre composed of 1 , Q and ^.

Below the upper part of five vertical lines containing the remains

of the adoration-formula to Ra in the horizon in the east

:

(0

(5)

(3) (4)
crzD J^

III . Second side : large relief of ^nT^, before him I)

.

Third side above [O]
^ below Q The wings of the beetle are

very strongly marked ; their outer-surfaces form nearly complete

segments of a circle, the centre of which is fixed at the upper end of

the line dividing the two wing-covers. At the right and left the

group
I

. Fourth side : above Tum with the Pschent, sitting on

/ I, on his knees ¥", before him J~^ / ^e\ _^ , behind

I

Below the first words of six vertical lines : (i)>y^cirM

(2)

(6)

(3)

Q

<\r\A (4) ^ (s)3.qA

5. Small statue. On the l)ack in four vertical lines: (i) '\

AAAA

The sign in the cartouche is written
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^A/wv^ in the inscription, nevertheless it is certainly meant for <-=>

The name of this manager of Thutmosis I is found, as far as I am
aware, nowhere else in the texts ; it looks very unlike an Egyptian

proper-name, but rather a Semitic one (^'tU^ or ^t!?^). His mother

had the Egyptian name Nub-hetep, which appears on the front side,

where the inscription has suffered very much from a large hole in

its centre. It began with I A =^=, the end was „ . P^ 't,*

the rest is too much damaged to be made out.

6. Stone weight of rectangular form, oblong, with curved top.

Serpentine stone, length 6-i cm., breadth 4-5 cm., height in the

centre of the front side 3-5 cm. x\bove in one vertical column ^\^

/ O Q 4V T ^^ (^^ n
^^°^^"g ^^^^ this piece of 20 Nub dates

from the time of Usertesen III. The actual weight is 276-58

gramm,, but as the stone is a little worn it must have been

formerly a little heavier. The weight belongs to the Nub series, of

Avhich several samples have been published by F. L. Griffith in his

interesting study, /Proceedings, XIV, p. 442 sg^., XV, p. 308 s^^.,

where the gold standard is given as about 13 gramm.

* The original shows above the altar instead of the two lines an orbiculated

£ake.
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AN UNKNOWN HEBREW VERSION OF THE HISTORY
OF JUDITH.

By M. Caster.

In the Hebrew literature we find two forms of the Judith legend

—one long and elaborate, the other short, concise. The former is

almost akin to the Greek version, though not absolutely identical,

and has been published hitherto two or three times. The short

recension, however, has been known till now only in one single

text : in the collection of tales attributed to R. Nissim of Kairuan

(N. Africa, eleventh century).

It is not my intention to enter here into a detailed disquisi-

tion of this subject. Schiirer has summed up the results of modern

and ancient investigations, and to his book and bibliography I

refer.*

The consensus of opinion is, that the Judith legend originated in

the time of the Makkabceans, and that it was originally composed in

a Semitic idiom, Hebrew or Aramaic. No one has, however, been

able to establish this conclusion with any certainty, or to explain

who the mysterious Holophernes was, or to fix the exact place

(Bethulia) where the tragedy took place.

Many a minor incident in the Greek text is far from being

clear, such as xii, 7 :
" thus she abode in the camp three days,

and went out in the night into the valley of Bethulia, and washed

herself in a fountain of water by the camp." There is no reason

assigned for this peculiar ablution, nor does it stand in any con-

nection with the other religious ordinances, which we arc told that

she observed so punctiliously.

Tliese very ordinances, such as her refusal to eat of Holophernes'

food, have been used by modern critics for the purpose of determin-

ing the date of the composition of this book.

* K. Sc/iiircr, " Geschichte des judi-chen Volkis im Zeitalter Jesu Christi,

II (1SS6,, p. 599-603.
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However difficult it may be to determine the relation between the

two recensions, little doubt, I think, is left as to the true character

of the larger recension.

This writing belongs clearly to that class of literary productions

which Schiirer classifies under the title of parcenetic tales, i.e.,

writings composed for the purpose of edifying and encouraging the

reader ; they were written with a tendency.

It is therefore not very probable that this was the original form

of the tale or history of Judith, unless we assume the whole to be a

pure fiction, evolved out of the brains of the writer, without any

foundation whatsoever on fact.

But whoever is acquainted with the old apocryphal and pseudo-

epigraphical literature must reject a purely fictitious origin of

" Judith." A Judith must have existed, and must have been— at

least in the conscience and memory of the people—the author of

some daring act, perpetrated by her in times of dire and cruel

persecution.

This figure was then taken up by the writer of the romance, if I

may call by this name the longer recension, and the simple ancient

tale was carefully worked up
;

prayers, sermons, addresses were

freely added, until the whole assumed the form in which we find

it in that recension.

That the original tale must have suffered under this poetical

treatment need not be specially pointed out. Hence the difficulty

of determining the historical element in that romantic tale.

Those very elements which characterise the longer recension are

missing however, in the shorter text. In this we find nothing of a

Holofernes, nor is Bethulia mentioned, nor anything about the food

;

and as to the bathing in the fountain, it is only here we have a

perfectly clear explanation, in conformity with the Law.

The only text of this recension which had been known hitherto,

was printed for the first time in Constantinople, 15 19, then Venice,

1544, and reprinted by Jellinek. It is incomplete. But even in

this mutilated text neither Holophernes nor Bethulia are mentioned
;

not one of the prayers and supplications ; also nothing of Achior.

I have now had the rare fortune of discovering another copy of

this same recension, which is both much older and much more

complete, and as will be seen anon of utmost importance.

Through the kindness of a friend I have come into the possession

of a considerable number of very valuable ancient Hebrew manu-
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scripts, all hailing from Persia, or rather, from Babylon. Among,

these MSS., of which I will give a more detailed description on

another occasion, there is one of the highest interest (now No. 82 of

my collection of Hebrew MSS.). It is a collection of close upon

300 Talmudic tales. A volume of 198 leaves octavo, paper, written

in a very ancient character. It is the most complete and probably

the oldest collection of this kind, as I consider the MS. to belong

to the Xth or commencement of the Xlth century. The language,

especially of those portions that are written in Aramaic, is much
purer, more archaic, and more akin to the Mandaic than that of

the corresponding tales to be found in our editions of the Talmud.

From this, or a similar collection, R. Nissim has drawn the tales

which he incorporated into his book. We find in this MS. also

some of those tales which are only alluded to in the Talmud, and

which are found in a complete form in the Aruch, or Rashi, or in

Nissim's collection, such as the history of the "weasel and the pit."

The MS. must have been written somewhere in Babylon. The
pages are covered with old Persian glosses, which a later possessor

of the Xlllth or XlVth century has added in order to explain

the text.

In this collection we find then also the tale of Judith's heroic

deed. In comparing this text with the one hitherto known,

which forms part of the collection of R. Nissim, one can see at a

glance that the latter has borrowed it from our MS. collection,

omitting exactly those incidents which are of the highest importance

for our investigation. He omitted the heading and the name of the

king slain by Judith, These two, fortunately preserved in my MS.,

throw an unexpected light upon the history and origin of the Judith

legend, and what is more, furnish us with an historical date, which

may assist us to fix definitely the period when it happened.

The heading runs so :
" The eighteenth day of Adar, the day in

which Seleukos came up." This heading is of the utmost importance.

It is worded absolutely in the same way as all the dates in the

Megillath Taanith. It is an established fact that this Megillah

constituted the calendar of the festival days of the Makkabaean

l)eriod. The days in which a victory was reported, was fixed as a

day of rejoicing. The 18th of Adar is missing in the Megillath

Taanith, which has come down to us in a fragmentary state. This

date is now supplied by our text, which, as that wording unmis-

takably demonstrates, must have belonged originally to the old
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Megillath Taanith. Considering that these festival days were

abrogated before the middle of the third century, there is no wonder

that portions of it have disappeared. It is a fortunate coincidence

that we have recovered at the same time the day on which the

Jewish feast was kept and a portion of the Megillath Taanith. This

settles the Makkabasan origin of Judith. Instead of the unknown
Holofernes we get then a historical name Sekukos, which makes

the fact related in the tale at any rate less improbable. Judith is

also not a widow, but a maiden ; and it is questionable whether

Beitdah, TvTiTS^. (virgin), has not suggested to the romancer the

otherwise unknown Bethulia, against which the also unknown

Holophernes wages an unsuccessful war, which costs him his life.

In our text the town which Seleukos besieges is Jerusalem, and

the reason which Judith gives for her coming is much more plausible,

than the very curious and unsatisfactory in the long recension.

In our text, which is as simple a narrative as can be conceived,

we find also a satisfactory explanation of the bath : it is the ablqtion

of purification prescribed by Leviticus xv, 19-28, and xv, 13.

I may mention further that the Synagogue has always brought

the history of Judith in connection with the Makkabaean period.

One of the variations of our recensions, published by Jellinek,"*^ is

actually embodied in a liturgical piece which was recited on the feast

of Dedication, estabhshed by Judah Makkabee. Judith is mentioned

in connection with this festival also by Abudarham (fourteenth

century) in ed. Venice, f. 135 «. The longer recension is also

found in connection with the history of the Makkabaans, in

Hemdath-hayamin,t reprinted by Jellinek.J Of this longer re-

cension there is—as I may mention by the way—another copy

in the MS. Chronicle of Jerahmeel, from which I have published

the Testament of Naphtali ; and to the kindness of Dr. Neubauer

I owe the information that Cod. 2240, 5 (Oxford) contains also the

long recension.

The profound difference between the short and the long re-

cension, precludes the possibility that the former may be an abbrevi-

ation from the latter ; the changes are much too radical. In fact,

every essential incident is so much altered in the latter that it can

by no means be the result of mere abbreviation. If it were an

* Bet-hamidrasch, I, p. 132-136.

t Constantinople, Q^Jli*^'), II, f. 62^-65^.

X Bet-hamidrasch, II, p. 12-22.
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abridged text, names and situations would have been retained, and

only the rhetorical portions omitted, which however is not the case.

Almost everything is different in the two recensions.

We must therefore perforce admit that we liave two distinct

recensions, of which one may be, and probably is, the unvarnished

simple popular tale, the recital of a memorable incident which had

happened in the time of the Makkabsean struggles, in which a

maiden Judith played an important role, and the other a romantical

panegyric based upon that fact, and told in the form of a paraenetic

tale, intended to convey comfort and edification to the reader.

In questions of this kind one cannot be cautious enough, and I

have limited myself to state the facts, and to draw only such conclu-

sions from them as are warranted by the words of the text, which

follows here in the original and in translation.

The History of Judith,

*' A tale. Our teachers taught : on the eighteenth day of Adar

[/.(?., one is not allowed to fast] ; it is the day on which Seleukos

went up. As we are told, at the time when he besieged Jerusalem,

the Israelites were fasting and had put sacks on. There was a very

beautiful woman named Judith, daughter of Ahitob. On every day

she used to pray to God in ashes and sackcloth. God inspired

her with the thought that a miracle would happen through her.

So she went to the porters of the gate and said to them :
' Open

the gates for me, may be that a miracle will happen through me.'

They said to her, ' Hast thou, perchance, turned to the other

side?' She answered, 'God forbid.' So they opened the gates

to her, and she went to the camp of Seleukos, she and her

handmaid with her. She said to them {i.e., the soldiers of

Seleukos), ' I have a secret errand unto the king. They went

and told the king, and said to him, ' A beautiful maiden has come

from Jerusalem, and she says that she has a secret errand unto

the king.' He said, ' Let her come in.' She went before the

king, and fell down upon her face before him.' He said to her,

* What is that thou wishest?' She answered and said, 'My lord

king, I belong to a great family in Jerusalem, my brothers and my
father's house were kings and high priests. I have now heard

them speak concerning thee, that the time has arrived when this

town is to fall in thine hands, therefore I have come first to find

favour in thine eyes.'
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"When the king beheld her beautiful countenance and heard her

-words, she found favour in his eyes ; and he rejoiced at the tidings

•she had told him. Then he commanded his servants to prepare a

great feast. Whilst they were preparing it, he ordered all the

princes to leave, as he wished to have the company of the damsel.

He asked her to sin. She answered and said, ' My lord king, for

this very thing I have come hither with all my heart, but now it is

impossible, as I am in my impurity; to-night is the time of my
purification ; I therefore desire the king to herald throughout the

camp, that no one should stay the woman and her handmaid, when

she goes out in the night to the fountain of water. When I return

I will give myself over to the king, that he do what is pleasing in his

«ight.'

"The wicked man did accordingly. In the night he invited all the

princes, his generals and his servants, and they ate and rejoiced at

that great feast and got drunk. When they saw that the king was

nodding his head, they said, * let us depart, for he wishes to have the

company of the Hebrew maiden.' So all went forth and left the

king alone with the maiden and with her handmaid. She then

took the falchion and cut off his head. She took the head and

went out. When they left the soldiers noticed them, and they said

to one another, 'no one is to touch them, such is the command
of the king.' So they passed (the camp) and reached Jerusalem

in the middle of the night. They called upon the porters and said,

' open the gates for us, for the miracle has already come to pass.'

The porters replied, 'is it not sufficient for thee to have defiled

thyself, that thou wisheth to deliver the blood of Israel (to their

enemies) ?' So she did swear to them ; but they would not believe

her until she showed them the head of that wicked king ; only then

they believed her and opened the gates unto her. That day they

kept as a day of feasting ; on the morrow the Israelites went forth

against that army and slew them until they had destroyed them com-

pletely. The residue left their horses and their money and ran

away. And the Israelites came and spoiled everything.
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Cod. Heb. Gaster, No. 82 (f. ij2a-i-jyi).

nvitr ^!^« n^^m . rrT ^i? dj ni^irS nn^i nnpii jn:

. ai^^i Din Dn^ nir^t^ . nn^^ "T!rS nir^Tc ^^^ur n^ "inn^ '^^-^

. nnns^i t^'-n D-\p^ho n^nn h'lVi n:hrf , nh inns

. ^^n^ 11^:1^ i^Sn . "j^n^ ""S t^"" ino nm ph ninN

^S "iriD nni n"iDt^i . dWt-i^d nt^n ns*' n^i^i i^d«i

nm^ntt^^T ^^nn ^!J« hd^d^ . D:i:]n jn^ -ir:^^ . f^r::^

-[^?2n ^:iit^ 1^ n^72^ . '7n"^to hd '7^nn n^ nn« . v^^h

n^:h^ ^2^ rvy) ^n«i . nStr^T^^ntr rh^i^ nnDirr^D •'^^^

]n «"i!inS Tinip ^TBh^ . ^'•ti Siid^S n^^n '^^:^n nir

m!r) . ini^^n^ n-^"itr?nn hy ^V2)1?^ . v:"^irn jn n«u?i

. ^31 ppDirnn p)rt2 . nS"ii:i nn:i?D iS niu^i^^ vq:^^

"'Dii^ m^«i nn^trrn . n^pn iniS ni^im . nii^::n

Si« - nt nni^ t^^« ]in:h ^ni^n «S ^mir h^ ^Snn
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. jnn i^:i'' ^^ . d-'dh \^yr2h rh'h^. ry):h^ii nnnD^i ntr^t^

nn ntr^v"' . "f^nn Tn «^n nn n^«n nm^^ ^n^nntr^rDSi

rv2^ , d: nu?i^3 "Q:]tr liS inriQ jn^ i^in^i . rh'hr\

p jni^ TFT^tr? "fir jra ):i^m . niD''^:irr jnii^ hv pn*"

^N^iu^i iNii . imni pit^m jn^DiD 'in^'iDn -it^t^m . uh^vn
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THE RHIND MATHEMATICAL PAPYRUS.*

Bv F. L. Griffith.

Two years and a half have elapsed since my last notes on the

Rhind Papyrus were published : on proceeding with it it became

-evident that the metrology of Ancient Egypt ought to be thoroughly

worked over as a preliminary study, in order to give a better mastery

of the subjects dealt with in this important document. My notes

were soon afterwards ready to be issued, but other matters have

interfered with their publication until the present time, and in some

ways they have profited by the delay. I do not pretend to have

:SoIved all the problems that were outstanding after Professor

Eisenlohr's edition, but I have done what I can to supply certain

new information about the papyrus itself, and to make such observa-

tions as are calculated to render the study of the document easier to

those who have not hitherto paid special attention to ancient

Egyptian Arithmetic and Metrology. Numberless errors are patent

in the original, and one cannot help suspecting that where the

difficulties are most baffling, the fault lies as much with the old

scribe as with the interpreter.

The free use of the quadruple heqat amongst the corn

measures, proves that much of the text is later than the reign of

Amenemhat ni,f and in fact shows contemporary, not ancient, usage.

The quadruple heqat is never found in the Kahun collection

•(XH-Xnith dynasty), though the double heqat is already common
in it.

In describing the papyrus I pointed out that the division into

two sheets cannot be the result of accident or of ignorant partition

between two finders, and that Nos. 61 and 61a on PI. XIX ought

not to be separated from the tables on PI. I-VIII, with which the

* Continued from Proceedings, Vol. XIV, p. 31. P. 31, 1. 11 omit, the

words "of Lower Egypt;" p. 30 for ^ read + twice; and p. 28, 1. 6, omit

—f after ihr.

t The statements in Vol. XIV, p. 31, must be modified accordingly.
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work commences.* So far well and good, but the arguments that I

deduced from these facts cannot be sustained, and the old view as to

the continuity of the pieces must be reverted to. The problems and

tables Nos. 62-84 do not at all prepare the way for the purely

arithmetical Nos. 1-60, and some of the latter are indispensable to

the working out of the former. Hence the two sheets, though they

must have been separated in ancient times, were not, as I supposed,

two rolls written successively. The fact is that the fractional table

and rule, Nos. 61 and 6ia, do not belong to the original MS., as-

can be seen from their having been written on a blank space outside

the ruling.

It is not necessary to repeat the details given in my former paper,

but in as few words as possible I must re-describe the Rhind
papyrus from this truer standpoint.

The whole papyrus, which is now in two sheets, Nos. 10,057 ^f^d

10,058, appears to have measured 17 feet 8 inches (= 5,40 m.)

X i2| inches (31 cm.), and to have consisted of 14 leaves each

15! inches in length. It is extremely improbable that a whole leaf,

blank or otherwise, was lost between 10,057 and 10,058; I assume

that the last leaf (the sixth) of 10,058 is part of the same as the first

of 10,057, and that therefore only 7 inches are lost.

Excepting a broad border at the beginning, both recto and verso

of the papyrus have been divided into 6 bands by 7 black lines,

drawn horizontally, and starting from a double vertical line at the

commencement.

On the unruled portion of the recto (PI. I) is written the Title

(explained in the last paper) ; on that of the verso a section was added

by the scribe, in the same handwriting as the rest, but probably

after he had cut the papyrus in tivo. The rest of the writing (excepting

the motto) is roughly fitted into the ruling. The text on the verso

begins at the same end as that on the recto.

The sections written on the recto of the first 10 leaves follow

each other without recognisable interruption, and all deal essentially

with pure arithmetic. From the middle of the loth leaf to the end

of the nth there is no writing, but with the 12th a new series com-

mences, dealing with mensuration. I call these Book I and Book II.

The miscellaneous collection which forms the principal text of the

verso may in like manner be designated Book III. Unfortunately

there are no headings to these primary divisions.

* Pro:eedingSy Vol. XIII, p. 332.
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The condition of the papyrus can be explained by supposing that

the scribe, who wishing to have the fractional table at the beginning

of Book I handy for reference, divided the roll in the middle

of the 6th leaf where the long table ended. On the back of the

fractional table he had Book III with another very useful table (for

converting heqat into henu), and to make his collection still more

-complete, the scribe wrote some notes on the division of fractions

(61 and 6ia) in the blank portion at the beginning of the verso, to

follow the fractional table on the recto in a reasonable sequence.

If the sheets are now rejoined, this section on the division of

fractions is quite out of place : logically, and according to the

purpose of the scribe, it follows after the first section of Book I, and

has nothing to do with Book II or Book III. I thereiore count it

.as an inserted second part of Book I.

In this way the somewhat contradictory evidence can be

accounted for.

(The so-called " motto " No. 85, being written upside down, is

perhaps a casual jotting or trial of the pen, and the import of the

calendrical notices No. 87 is uncertain. The two patching strips

No. 86 had, certainly, nothing to do with the book itself, for there is

no ruling upon them ; and No. 79 on PL XX is probably a

subsequent insertion, very much out of place, that would have been

more appropriate in Book I.)

Book I.

—

Arithmetic.

No one would expect an Egyptian to build up a complete theory

of Arithmetic on a scientific foundation : the scribe of course

assumes an elementary knowledge of the subject, and before we
proceed to the text, it is necessary to consider what was the ground-

work of mathematical ideas that every native of Egypt was born to

—4,000 years ago.

Notation.

I. Integers.—The Egyptians had no difficulty in reckoning

very high numbers ; for integers they possessed a convenient

decimal system of notation, as good as any amongst the nations

of antiquity, though far inferior to that of the Hindus and Arabs,

each power of 10 being represented in it by a different figure,

while in Arabic it is marked by simply adding or cutting off a

cypher.
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I
ud = 1 =10°

n wd'/ = 10 = 10'

(2 se^{?)'^= 100 — 10-

1

k/ia = 1,000 =
ze/!>d 10,000 =

^^:^ Ae/mi = 100,000 = 10^

Higher numerals send and /le/i existed, but were hardly used in

arithmetic: e.g., 10,000,000 is usually written ^^^.
Each multiple of unity from i to 9 had a separate name, and

in hieratic each of the corresponding groups was formed into a

distinct symbol. The same was the case with the tens from i to 90,

"but the hundreds, etc., were expressed in Coptic as multiples of

100, etc.— "three hundred," "three thousand," "three ten-thou-

sands," etc. and the Egyptian nomenclature was probably

much the same as the Coptic : for these again the hieratic forms

ligatures, but they are less specialised than those for the units and

tens. I will not now attempt to explain the forms and names of the

Egyptian integral numerals.

No mathematical expression for infinity has been found : for zero

^^^^ diift (?) occurs in Ptolemaic texts. At an early period t 1

ne/er seems to stand for o in subtraction, etc., properly meaning

"good," "level."

2. Fractions. The only fractions that the Egyptians could

•express were the divisions of unity yj, ^, i,
^, ^, etc., but there was

no limit to the divisor, e.g., -5 ^Vt occurs in PI. XIII, No ^2. For ^
they possessed a special sign / and a special name I's, in Coptic

<T'oC, XOC. The sign in its early form c==- is believed to repre-

sent the outline of one side of the human body up to the arm-pit,

and thence down the inner side of the arm. J The literal meaning

of ks is " side," thence " one side," " one half."

All the other fractions are expressed in hieroglyphics by means of

a compound with <:^. Thus |
1

1 is 3, but ^=^^ i |=> _^_

* Sethe in A.Z., XXXT, p. 112.

t See the balance sheet of the Bulak papyrus XVIII, the counting staff in

Petrie's lUahnn, PI. VIII, fig. 17, both of about the Xlllth dynasty ; compare
also Mediun, PI. VIII, IVth dynasty.

I Piehl, Proceedings, XII, p. 115, where the true reading also was given : as

well as by Erman, Sprache des Pap. Westcai-, p. 77.
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<~> _i_, etc. Of these the only remarkable one is the monogram

nnn *Tr* ti» ^^ which the two vertical lines '| clearly are

intended to represent pictorially ^ and i.

The hieroglyph is very rare. The only early instances I can

find are in the calendar of Rameses III at Medinet Habu : which

text is written from left to right, contrary to the natural direction of

Egyptian writing ; in such cases one constantly finds that the artist

confusedly made some of the signs turn the wrong way. The copies.

here give *^fr* frequently, but in two instances |l ;* which of

these is correct I cannot say. In the Ptolemaic texts ji and pP*

are found as well as corrupt forms <=:> , "S^^^ These last two occur

as early as the XXIInd dynasty: Marriette, Abydos, II, PI. 37, but in

a badly written inscription.

In hieratic the <:=i:=> was represented by a spot marked above

the numeral ; thus 8 in hieratic is nZT, but \ is Z^2 • ^^^ ^^^~

lowing forms need a word of explanation,

i ^^ is of course the hieroglyphic /

^ is y', and 7 at Kahun, corresponding to . The

hieratic is probably made up of • = <::r>, = lll,t and a
connecting stroke /, In the Rhind and the Ebers (XLI, 8)

the form is ^/ , the spot • being absorbed in the connecting

stroke, and the lower member reduced.

* Both in Diimichen, Kalena.-insch., XXIV, 1. 19. [The parallel calendar of

Rameses II, Opferfestlisten, PI. Ill, No. 22, gives 1 1 , but a doubtful instance

in V\&\i\,Inscriptions Hieroglyphiques, I Serie, PI. CVII, 33 (XVIIIth dynasty) hasTAA/WVS-,
,and it is followed by the feminine

t As a numeral the hieratic represents |||| but as the plural sign ||| : it

appears again for ||| in some forms of six, corresponding to the lower row \\\

in
j[[.

This last case offers a very complete analogy to the for ||| in *~~r^.

The connecting stroke was added to prevent the possibility of confusion with

the numeral 40, 000(1 , in hieratic ,—1— .
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T rffr • ^^^ hieratic ^ ( Kahun
) , represents pictorially the

division into four parts. 1 1 I I is , so that the direct equivalent

of rfr^ i"^ hieratic would have coincided with
'

40. In the

Ramesside writing a meaningless spot was placed over the symbol,

X , by " false analogy." } has the form = E (ligatured), simplified to

i (ligatured) in later texts.

77 is 1/ at Kahun, corresponding to || or 1 1 .

There is nothing further to note in the hieratic fractions, the

remainder being formed by placing the spot over the corresponding

numeral : even :5V is
,

•
.
with a second spot added to that of the

integer.

The fractional formative <:i=>.

In Coptic cyoJULT is 3, peojOJULT is ^ : qTCJOOT is 4

peciXtJOOT is }, etc. The formative is therefore pe ?'f, probably

the tonlos form of a word po, which is rarely found in the sense of

a constituent part : this may be a derived meaning.

In Egyptian the formative <czr> is certainly found as an inde-

pendent word *^~-j-^ ra, plural "^ j, designating the "fraction" par

excellence in the /O measures of capacity, viz., -^\xi uniting the

decimal series ot divisions with that of the quarter cubed {-^^ and
gi^), as their greatest common measure.* I do not know what

root-meaning to give to this word ra, but I should be inclined to

connect it with the preposition <:ir>. "^xT^
can hardly be rendered

literally "fourth part." As a preposition <rr> means "to" in the

sense of (i) motion to, (2) amounting to, (3) rest at, (4) accordance

with, (5) comparison to. The last appears in several curious usages.

When the Egyptians wished to express that a book was more

pleasant than anything on earth, they said it was "pleasant in com-

parison to anything i T <=> ,

-^
, 1 on earth." yip\ ^^\ J\ <=>

is to "go away in regard to,^' that is to "depart from," etc. With

us the notion of such expressions as \, f, etc., is a division by

* Proceedings, XIII, p. 535. I have wrongly written pCO ro, instead of pO
ro. In the mathematical Papyrus the word for a numerical fraction is tiit or tat

kebt, probably meaning "part."
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2, 3, etc., and our popular terms "fractions," "two-thirds," etc., are

all founded on this idea ; but it is just as easy to conceive of ^ as

the ratio or comparison between i and 2, ^ between i and 3,

^ between i and 4, etc.

I am inclined to see in the word ''^^""p*
ra, the meaning "com-

parison," thence "ratio,"* and in the expressions re-homf, re-affu,

"the ratio of three," "the ratio of four," that is the ratios of (unity

to) three and to four. It is very tempting to speak of Egyptian

" ratios " instead of " fractions," but I would rather obtain the

verdict of my colleagues on this matter before changing the name

;

it is a great advantage to treat Egyptian matters from an Egyptian

point of view, and the point of view expressed by ratio is entirely

different from that expressed by fraction ; yet, for practical purposes,

the latter name even if essentially incorrect will not mislead in

questions of simple mathematics.

What other explanation can be suggested ? could, for instance,

'^~F^. mean " that portion (of one thing) which belongs to (each of)

3 (part-owners) "?

Perhaps parallels from other languages will settle the question.

For "^yr^ there is no known Coptic equivalent : jl suggests

ra ua ks, but '^'jr' which has equal authority, places the half before

the whole : ra ks ua is hardly possible, for the larger amount always

precedes the smaller in enumeration ; ra ks hr ud might be used,

"the ratio of (unity to) \ added to 2"; but this is clumsy: the

fraction — is of high importance in Egyptian arithmetic, and probably

had a more convenient name.f

Limits of the fractional expressions.

As the <:rr> system did not express a numerator, it was not

adapted for fractions having a numerator greater than unity. -|-, f, f,

* From " comparison " we might obtain in reference to numbers either

"difference" or " ratio": the latter is the most natural idea ; i when compared

to 3 appears as i of 3, rather than as 3 minus 2.

t I 1 occurs once as a playful monogram for rs I <:z:> Ml in a very late

text ; sec Brugsch, IVlb. Sitppl., p. 736.
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etc., do not exist in hieroglyphics.* Upon the analogy of '^yr^

^ (= f) the Egyptians might have built a series
^ (= f),

(= fj etc.), and thus have obtained a series with 2 as
2 + 3

numerator, but a notation to correspond with the expressions was

not easy to find : and as to a series ^ (= |), -^— (= f), etc.,
3" + I 4+1

they were further hindered by not having any simple names for

fractions excepting ks ^.

Such was the notation : we shall afterwards see how fractional

quantities of any kind could be manipulated so as to be expressed

by these imperfect means.

The Elementary Operations of Egyptian Arithmetic.

Counting lies at the root of all arithmetical operations ; I mean
l:)y "counting," adding i, i, i, i, i, etc., or subtracting i, i, i, i, i,

etc., until the required amount has been added or subtracted.

Sundry means are contrived to save counting, of which the most

important is the multiplication table, and it is by tables written down
or committed to memory, by rules of thumb, and by learning the

results of operations through frequent repetition, that we are enabled

to leap over an infinite amount of counting, and arrive directly at

conclusions.

The Egyptians, better off than many savage tribes t of our own

day, could count up to many millions, and had invented a number of

" short cuts " besides. They probably had mechanical means, such

as, counters, calculating frames, ^ or rosaries, to assist them ; but

nothing is known yet in regard to this.

* There is p. kind of exception in the
|

of the liet/a( {Proceedings^ XIII,

P- 533)) 2, 3 and 4 ra could be spoken of, meaning -^^, g-f^, -jItj, but here the

. is an independent and well understood word, not encumbered by an

expressed denominator. It is of course a mistake to quote § (really — ) as an

exception.

t See Tylor, Primitive Culture, Vol. I, pp. 218 ff., and Anthropology,

pp. 309 ff.

+ An abactis-\\^^ arrangement of dots for numbers is found on the back of a

papyrus in the British Museum (Sallier, IV, 14; Cantor, Vorlesungen, p. 45,

exi)]ained by Erman, ^gypten, p. 449, and compare Vol. XIV, pp. 425-6), but
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Addition, subtraction, halving and doubling could be performed

with absolute simplicity (so long as any fractions involved in the

problem did not require reduction to a greatest common measure,*

and the result did not contain any fraction with numerator above

unity ; in these cases the fractions had of course to be altered,

involving more than one operation). Multiplication and division

by numbers other than 2 were complicated operations: excepting

with 10 and its half 5, the results of which were obtained by simple

inspection and halving, thanks to the decimal system of notation.

Strange to say, the Egyptians could take —-(=§) of any integer

by a single operation, and if ^ of a number was required, they in-

variably found it by halving its —- (|). This shows that they had

a table of —p values; —p, being the largest of the Egyptian fractions,

took the lead, but I cannot see that it offered any advantages over ^
as a starting point.f

Addition and subtraction, doubling and halving, multiplication

and division by 10—these are the prime weapons with which the

Egyptian scribes attacked their mathematical problems. In the

second rank came multiplication and division by 5, and finding the

i^ value.

The tables of halves, doubles, and -— values probably were not

carried much beyond 10. J In the case of higher numbers, the

it has no real connection with the calculations of the abacus. The game boards,

10X3 LLL

P- 30), P
stick,"

commonly found (Petrie, Nebesheh mid Defe7i7ieh, p. 74, Kaluin,

9x3, very ancient (Petrie, Season in Egypt, p. 15), and the " counting

Illahun, p. 14, may be mentioned in this connection.

* Compare Proceedings, XIII, p. 535.

} -L values for the tabic would no doubt be obtained by the Eg)-ptians thus :

—

Supposing -of 5 were required; make 5 into 10 halves, then li (3 halves) must
li

be repeated 3 times to make 10 halves, and I half will remain.

/.^.,— of 5 = 3 1.= 3i

X I have not found any certain evidence, 1-9 alone wouKl be necessary ; these

short tables were perhaps never written down, but carried in the head.
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units, tens, hundreds and thousands would each be dealt with

separately ; this is of course the same as our modern method, except-

ing that our multiplication table reaches to 12, owing perhaps to

the duodecimal basis of our metrology.

Multiplication by other numbers than 2, 5 and 10 was performed

simply by repeated doubling and then adding.

For instance

—

" Calculate 9 to 6 times " (multiply 9 by 6)

:

I = 9

(double) 2 = 18/
(double 2) 4 = 36 /

(add 2 and 4) 6 = 54 (answer 54).

A dash / marked the numbers to be added together.

Division was accomplished by converting the question into a

multiplication sum of the same type as the preceding, the divisor

being multiplied until the dividend was reached. The answer of

course was the number of times the divisor was so multiplied.

[To be continued.^
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There will be no Meeting in April.

The next Meeting of the Society will be held at 37,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., on Tuesday, ist

May, 1894, at 8 p.m., when the following Paper will be

read :

—

P. le Page Renouf {President), Greek and other legends of

the Deluge.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

Members having duplicate copies, zvill confer a favour by preseicting them to the

Society.

Alker, E. , Die Chronologie der Bucher der Konige und Paralipomenon im
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Haupt, Die Sumerische Familiengesetze.

Hess, Der Gnostische Papyrus von London.

HOMMEL, Dr., Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens. 1892.

Tastrow, M., a Fragment of the Babylonian " Dibbarra " Epic.

Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier.

Jeremias, Tyrus bis zur Zeit Nubukadnezar's, Geschichtliche Skizze mit beson-

derer Beriicksichtigung der Keilschrifllichen Quellen.
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Semitic Philology.

Krebs, F., De Chnemothi.s nomarchi inscriptione Aegyptiaca commentatio.

Lederer, Die Biblische Zeitrechnung vom Auszuge aus Aegypten bis zum
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Ledrain, Les Monuments Egyptiens de la Bibliotheque Nationale.

Lefebure, Le Mythe Osirien. 2™* partie. "Osiris."

Legrain, G., Le Livre des Transformations. Papyrus demolique du Louvre.
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MiJLLER, D. H., Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien.
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Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866- 1869. 3 vols., folio.

Pognon, Les Inscriptions Babyloniennes du Wadi Brissa.

Rawlinson, Canon, 6th Ancient Monarchy.

ROBIOU, Croyances de I'Egypte a I'epoque des Pyiamides.

Recherches sur le Calendrier en Egypte et sur la chronologic des Lagidcs,

Sainte Marie, Mission a Carthage.

Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chaldee.

ScHAEFFER, Commentationes de papyro medicinali Lipsiensi.

ScHOUW, Charta papyracea graece scripta Musei Borgiam Velitris.

ScHROEDER, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Strauss and Torney, Der Altagyptishe Gotterglaube.

ViREY, P., Quelques Observations sur I'Episode d'Aristee, a propos d'un

Monument Egyptien.

VissER, I., Hebreeuwsche Archaelogie. Utrecht, 1891.

Walther, J., Les Decouvertes de Ninive et de Babylone au point de vue
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WiLCKEN, M., Actenstiicke aus der Konigl. Bank zu Theben.

WiLTZKE, Der Biblische Simson der Agyptische Horus-Ra.

WiNCKLER, Hugo, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna. Vols. I and II.

Winckler, Textbuch-Keilinschriftliches zum Alten Testament.

Weisbeach, F. H., Die Achaemeniden Inschriften Zweiter Art.
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Testaments.
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Sixth Aleeting, \st May, 1894.

P. LE PAGE RENOUF, Esq., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Author :—Friedrich Delitzsch. Beitrage zur entziife-

rung und erklarung der Kappadokischen Keilschrifttafeln.

Leipzig. 8vo. 1893.

From the Author :—Alfred Boissier. Documents Assyriens

relatifs aux presages. Tome I. i*" livr. 4to. Paris, 1894.

From the Author :—Edward Sachau. Muhammedanisches

Erbrecht nach der Lehre der Ibaditischen Araber von Zanzibar

und Ostafrica. 8vo. Berlin, 1894.

From the Compiler, Victor Collins, and the Publisher, Henry

Sotheran and Co. Attempt at a Catalogue of the Library of

the late Prince Lucien Bonaparte. 4to. London, 1894.
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From the Author.—Dr. Wiedemann. Aegyptische Totenopfer

und ihr Zweck. Die Kriegskunst der Husiten. Statuetten mit

inschriften aus meiner Privatsammlung. 8vo. Bonn, 1894.

From the Author :—Rev. H. D. Rawnsley, and the Pubhsher,

David Nutt. Idylls and Lyrics of the Nile. Svo. London,

1894.

From the Author :—Dr. G. Botti. Rapport sur les fouilles

pratiqu^es et a pratiquer a Alexandrie. Svo. Alexandria,

1894.

From the Author :—Rev. A. W. Greenup, M.A. A short Com-
mentary on the Book of Revelations. 8vo. Hertford, 1893.

From the Author :—Rev. John P. Peters, Notes on Eastern

Travel.

From the Author:—Rev. C. A. de Cara, S.J. Degli Hittfm o

Hethei e delle loro Migrazioni. Chapter VIIL 8vo. 1894.

From the Author :—Rev. J. J. Halcombe. The Gospel Problem :

Fourfold not synoptic. Svo. London, 1894.

From F. D. Mocatta (Vice-Pres.). History of the Jews from the

Earliest Times to the Present Day. By Professor H. Graetz

;

edited and in part translated by Bella Lowy. Svo., 5 vols.

1891-1892.

The following Candidates were submitted for election,

having been nominated at the last Meeting, 6th March,

] 894, and elected Members of the Society :

—

Aml)rose Bury, Rockfells House, Harcourt Street, Dublin.

Mortimer Rooke, 5, Eccleston Houses, St. George's Road.

Alan Henderson Gardiner, 25, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Miss Frances Anna Hughes, Bryn-y-Menai, Bangor.

Miss Caroline Churchill, Trenant, Wilbury Road, Hove.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Lyceum Library, Liverpool.
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The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, 5th June, 1894:

—

Mrs. E. J. Arnold, 29, Greene Street, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

Percy Caldecott, Grape Lodge, VVarley, Essex.

Rev. Prof. W. W. Davies, M.A., Ph.D., B.D., Delaware, Ohio,

U.S.A.

The Secretary gave notice that owing to the inconvenience

felt by the Proceedings being published for the period of the

Sessional Meetings of the Society, the Council had decided

that, commencing with the present year, the publications

would be issued for the year, as covered by the annual

subscription. The Volume now in course of publication

(Vol. XVI) would contain the Parts from November, 1893,

to December, 1894, inclusive ; the title and contents being

issued with the last Part, and not in June as formerly.

Future Volumes would contain the Parts from January to

December of each year.

A Paper was read by P. le Page Renouf {Presidetif),

" Greek and other Legends of the Deluge."

The paper is too long and minute in detail to admit of

a short extract. The following points may, however, be

mentioned :

—

Wherever Flood-legends are found which have been brought

into parallelism with the Biblical account, most important differences

exist between the earlier and the later forms
;

(i) in Chaldaea,

between the documents in cuneiform and the story told by Berossus,

(2) in Greece, where the Deluge is unknown to the earliest literature,

and even to Herodotus, where the details about Deucalion are

extremely meagre until we approach the Christian aera, and those

in Lucian and Plutarch, like the coins of Apamea, imply Semitic

origin
; (3) in India, between the accounts in the (^atapata Brah-

mana, belonging to the early Post-Vedic period, and those of the

Mahabharata, of the Baghavata-Purana and of the Matsya-Purana.

In none of these, as in the Bible, is the Flood provoked by the sin

of man. In the Chaldaean account it is due to the evil-minded
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caprice of the gods, chiefly of Bel, who was filled with rage on

learning that Chasisadra had escaped. It is only by joining the

story of Deucalion to the account of the Brazen Age, which in

Hesiod perished without a flood, that an ethical motive is thrust

into the Greek legend. The Puranic legends connect their deluge

with the doctrine of the ^tianvantaras or periodical destructions of

the world, and the earliest form of the Hindu legend is equally

inconsistent with the notion that human sin was the cause of the

Flood.

Neither Chasisadra in the Assyrian tale nor Deucalion in the

Greek can be called the father of the human race which followed

him, but was really a new creation.

In all these accounts the Deluge is represented as universal. It

is only by rationalizing authors that local inundations (as of Lake

Copais) are supposed to have given rise to the legend.

The old American traditions, as reported even by so trustworthy

an authority as Alex, von Humboldt, are so surprisingly like those

of the Bible as, if rightly interpreted, to imply an intercourse, before

the time of Columbus, between America and men possessed of the

knowledge of the Bible.

Remarks were added by Rev. James Marshall, Rev. Dr.

Lovvy, Alexander Payne, and Joseph Offord, Junior.

Thanks were returned for this communication.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

Chapter ^uhereby one assumeth theform of the Bemiu bird.

Let me wheel round in whirls, let me turn like the Turning

One, let me flourish like a flower and keep myself hidden like the

Hider. (i)

I am the Barley corn of every god.

I am the four Yesterdays of those seven Uraeus deities who are

born in Amenta; Horus who giveth light by means of his own body;

the god who is against Sutu vvhen Thoth is between them, as in that

dispute of the Prince of Sechem with the Spirits of Annu where

the river is between them. (2)

I come forth by day and disclose myself at the head of the gods.

I am the god who chaseth all boastfulness. (3)

Notes.

1. There is here a play on the words /«, heper, rut^mdSet. The

Turning One is the god Chepera. The Tortoise ^^ «^^
derives its name (the hider), from the habit of drawing its body within

its shell. On the flight of the Bennu see the first note of next

chapter.

2. The Nile lies between the opposite shores of the Nomes of

Letopolis (Sechem) and Heliopolis (Annu).

3. The later recensions have " I am Chonsu who putteth a stop

to all boastfulness." But in the early copies Chonsu is taken in its

primitive sense the chaser and does not require the verb <:zz> to

govern 'boastfulness.'
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CHAPTER LXXXIV.

Chapter 7uhereby one assumeth theform of the Hernshaw. (i)

Thou who holdest the bound victims
;
ye knives over their heads

and locks and fleeces; (2) ye aged and bright ones who are armed

with the fated moment.

I come to heaven but I strike upon the earth ; and conversely.

It is my power which produceth victory and raiseth the height

of heaven, and I make the lustrations which yield the extent of earth

to my feet against the sinful cities as I advance and cut in pieces (3)

those who are involved in rebellion. (4)

I leave the gods upon their paths but I strike the Wakers who

are in their coffins.

I know not Nu, I know not Tatunen, I know not the Red ones

when they bring opposition to me.

I know not a Word of Power to whose utterance I listen.

I am the Red Calf upon the tablets.

This is what the gods say when they raise their voice.

Let your countenances be without restraint towards him who

Cometh to me.

The morning dawns are independent of you, ye have not the

charge of them; but my alternations are in my own hands. I say

not the wrong instead of the right.

Day after day unswervingly turneth back upon my eye-brow.

And Evening is the beginning of my voyage to celebrate the

solemnity of the Reclining and the Embrace of the Aged one who

hath charge of the Earth.

Notes.

1. Both the Benttu and the Shenshen (which I here translate

' Hernshaw ') are Herons. They fly to a great height in spiral

whirls.

2. The true reading here seems to be v,,^ YPi from \\

' shear.'

3. Cut in pieces. The papyrus of Ani gives the valuable reading

4. Rebellion. So I understand -^^ ^ 5^ , a wrongful and violent

rising, tTTauaajdat^-.
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CHAPTER LXXXV.

Chapter whereby one assumeth theform of a Soul, (i) that one may
not come to the dungeon. Imperishable is he who knoweth it.

I am a Soul. I am Ra who proceedeth from Nu, and my soul

is divine. I am he who produceth food, but I execrate what is

wrong and look not upon it.

I am possessor of Maat and subsist by means of it.

I am the Food which perisheth not ; in my name of the Self-

originating Force, together with Nu, in the name of Chepera, from

whom I am born daily.

I am the Lord of Daylight and I execrate Death, let me not

enter into the dungeons of the gods of the Tuat.

It is I who give glory to Osiris and propitiate the hearts of

those who are with him, my own friends.

They inspire the fear of me, and put forward my might to those

within their domains.

And behold me, how I am raised upon my pedestal and upon

my throne.

I am Nu. They shall not overthrow me who do wrong.

I am he whose orbits are of old ; my soul is divine, it is the

Eternal Force.

It is I who create the Darkness which maketh its seat at the-

confines of Heaven.

My Soul hath come, far advanced in age, and I create the

Darkness at the confines of Heaven at my pleasure.

I reach the limits, and I advance upon my feet.

I take the lead and I traverse the steel firmament which maketh

a curtain. (2) I put a stop to the Darkness and the worms ; I

whose name is hidden.

I drive away aggression from before the Lord of the two hands,

who is my own Soul. The Uraeus divinities are my body. My
image is Eternal, the Lord of years, the King of Everlasting.

I am exalted as Lord of the land of Rebu :
' the Youth in

Town, the Lad in the Country ' is my name ; and my name is

imperishable.

I am the Force which createth Heaven and maketh its abode

in the Netherworld.

Not to be seen is my nest ; not to be broken is my Egg.

I am the Lord on High. I have made my nest on the confines
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of Heaven, and I descend to the earth of Seb and put a stop to

evil. I see my father, the Lord of the Gloaming, and I breathe. (3)

Notes.

1. Soul. The Egyptian word which in our modern languages

-we translate as Soul has already been explained as meaning Force.

It is so translated in this chapter in several passages where this sense

is emphatically required.

2. A curtain,
^~\

§et, literally a skin. Cf. Ps. civ, 2, "Who

stretchest out the heavens like a curtain," where the LXX render

' curtain ' by cAp(>iv and the Vulgate hy pellem.

3. Here the chapter ends in Fc. The few words which follow

in other MSS. were unintelligible to the copyists and are written

very variously.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

Chapter whereby one assumeth theform ofthe Swallotv. (i)

I am the Swallow ; I am the Swallow.

I am the Scorpion-bird, daughter of Ra.

ye gods, whose perfume is delicious : Flame which proceedest

from the Horizon : O thou who art in the place whence I have

brought the keeper of his fold—let me have thine arm that I may

make my observation at the Tank of Flame, that I may advance as

an envoy and come with the report of it.

Be it opened to me, in order that I may tell what I have seen.

Horus is in command of his bark. There hath been given to

him the throne of his father, and Sutu that son of Nut is under the

'grappling hooks which he made for him.

1 have ascertained what is in Sechem. I have touched with my
two hands the Heart of Osiris. (2)

And that which I went in order to ascertain I am come to tell.

Come let me enter and report my mission.

And I, entering and ascertaining who cometh forth through that

gate of the Inviolate one, I purify myself at that great stream where

my ills are made to cease, and that which is wrong in me is pardoned

and the spots which were on my body upon earth are effaced.

O Keeper of the Portal, let the path be made for me, for I am
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as one of yon. Let me come forth by day, and walk upon my own

legs. Let me have the feet of the Glorified.

I know the mysterious paths and the gates of Aarru from whence

I come. Here am I, and I come that I may overthrow mine

adversaries upon earth, though my dead body be buried.

If this chapter be ktiowti he tvill re-enter after comingforth by day.

Note.
.1

1

1 1

1

1

'[

I. The Swallow ,wvws '^^t- The objection to this meaning

is that the bird in question was eaten ; and that doves or pigeons

would be less meagre food than the Swallow, and therefore more

probably intended in the Egyptian texts. But Swallows are still

eaten at Rome, where like Clive Newcome we may be regaled

not only with "wild swans and ducks" but with "robins, owls,

and olwvotai, Te jTuai for dinner." And Willughby, the naturalist,

found a large quantity of swallows being sold for food at Valencia in

Spain.

The fiat head, the short legs, and the tail of the bird are charac-

teristic not of the pigeon but of the swallow, and on many pictures

{e.g. pi. xxi, vignette from Leyden papyrus) we are reminded of the

song

—

'HXy' i']\6e ^eXt^oJf ....

€7ri r^aajepa \evKa

cTTi vwTa jueXaiva,

It is not quite plain why the name of Scorpion should be given

to the bird, but the name v <r^=^^ ^ of the insect in itself implies

nothing more than the characteristic 7C'hiteness of colour.

2. Touched with my two hands the Heart of Osiris.

_^
^

\ ,.r-~^ is the origin of the Coptic (^O^ ' touch.' The

word Heart has dropped out of the later texts {e.g., the Turin copy),

but in the older papyri it is found in the form of (1 j or ^

.

CHAPTER LXXXVII.

Chapter ivhereby ofie assumeth the form of Se-ta.

I am Seta—full of years.

I lay myself down [in death], and I am born daily.
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I am Seta at the confines of the earth. I lay myself down [in

death], I restore myself and I renew myself daily.

Note.

Se-fa S^ HHL' literally Filitis terrae, is a common noun

signiying an earth-worm. It is applied to the Sun as rising out

of the earth. There are several pictures at Denderah representing

the Sun-god Hor-sam-ta in the form of the worm rising out of the

Lotus of Dawn. See pi. xxii., from Mariette I., 47 and 48.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII,

Chapter ivhereby one assiwieth thefor7n of the Crocodile god

\_Sebak{\')\

For I am the Crocodile god in all his terrors.

I am the Crocodile god in the form of man. (2) I am he who
carrieth off with violence. I am the almighty Fish in Kamurit.

I am the Lord to whom one bendeth down (3) in Sechem,

Notes.

1. Sebak is not always named in the papyri. The ideogram of

the crocodile was in some copies read emsuh and in others sebak,

2. In theform of man V\
^^ ^f til • Of the very different

readings this is the most intelligible.

3. To whom one bendeth down, literally ' master of bendings.'

CHAPTER LXXXIX.

Chapter tvheteby the Soul is Jinited to the dead Body.

Oh thou who Bringest ; Oh thou Runner, who dwellest in thy

Keep, (i) thou great god; grant that my Soul may come to me from

whatsoever place wherein it abideth.

But if there be a delay in the bringing of my soul to me, thou

shalt find the Eye of Horus standing firm against thee, like those

undrowsy Watchers who lie in Annu, the land wherein are thousands

of reunions.
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Let my Soul be caught, and the Chu which is with it, whereso-

ever it abideth.

Track out (2) among the things in heaven and upon earth that

soul of mine, wherever it abideth.

But if there be a delay in thy causing me to see my Soul and my
Shade, thou shalt find the Eye of Horus standing firm against thee.

Oh ye gods who draw along the Bark of the Eternal one : ye

who lift up above the Tuat, and who raise up the Sky : ye who
enable the Souls to enter into the mummied forms; ye whose hands

grasp the cordage, hold firm with your ropes and stop the adversaries

that the Bark may rejoice and the god proceed in peace.

And now grant that my Soul may come forth in your train from

the Eastern horizon of Heaven for ever and ever.

Notes.

The oldest papyri present a much shorter form than the later

ones. That portion which is here separated by a line from what

goes before it first appears on the sarcophagus of Seti I and in the

papyrus of Ani. The vignette is a very favourite decoration of

mummies.

I. Keep nil of which the regular variant in this chapter is

not sail but ® f ) sehen

i\r\N\r^

2. Track out, _F is investigare, e^txi'evew, to follow the

traces like a dog. See Denk. II, 3, where the word occurs in the

title of "master of the trackers," determined by a man holding a

hound in leash. It is from this notion that the sense of sight or

/(?(?/^//2^ appears in \\-^&-, n^T.

CHAPTER XC.

Chapter whereby Memory is restored {}) to a person.

Oh thou who choppest off heads and cuttest throats, but restorest

memory in the mouth of the dead through the Words of Power which
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they possess : thou seest me not with thine eyes, thou perceivest not

with thy feet
; (2) thou turnest back thy face, thou seest not the

executioners of Shu, who are coming behind thee to chop off thine

own head and to cut thy throat. Let not my mouth be closed,

through the Words of Power which I possess ; even as thou hast done

to the dead, through the Words of Power which they possess.

Away with the two sentences uttered by Isis when thou camest

to fling remembrance at the mouth of Osiris (3) and the heart of Sutu,

his enemy, saying :

—

Notes.

Of this chapter we have unfortunately but one copy in Fa, of the

Musee Borely. This is defective both at the beginning and at the

end, and the text is inaccurate. The later copies are so inaccurate

that it is impossible to reconstitue the text. It is precisely on those

points where grammatical accuracy is required for fixing a definite

sense that the manuscripts are hopelessly defective. The following

translation is verbally correct, I trust, but I do not pretend that it is

intelHgible. It stops where the papyrus Fa stops.

1. Restored. The reduplication in ^—^ here gives the verb this

sense.

2. It is not only in Egyptian that verbs of sight are applied to

other perceptions. Aeschylus says ktvttov c^lopKu in Sept. c. Th. 104,

and the Hebrew writers furnish similar examples.

3. At the mouth of Osiris and the heart of Sutu. To justify this

translation the same preposition ought to govern mouth and heart.

But I do not know any copy in which this occurs. The Turin reading

is simply absurd.

CHAPTER XCI.

Chapter whereby the Soul is securedfrom imprisonment in the

Netherworld.

Oh thou who art exalted and worshipped, all powerful, almighty

one, who grantest thy terrors to the gods, who displayest thyself upon

thy throne of grandeur, (i) let the way be made for my Soul, my Chu
and my Shade. Let me be thoroughly equipped.
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I am a powerful Soul ; let the way be made for me to the place

where Ra is and Hathor.

If this Chapter is known, he taketh the form of a fully equipped

Chu in the Nethenciorld, and does not suffer imprisonment at any door

in the Amenta, either in coming in or going out.

Note.

I. There is no safe text here, 'grandeur ' is only meant to indicate

the existence of <::zr> in the original. But there certainly ought to

be something different from what any of the MSS. supply.

Additional Note.

In Chapter 86 I

[J
has unquestionably the sense of ascer-

taining by inspection. The Abbot Papyrus in its account of the

enquiry respecting the spoliation of the royal coffins gives ample

evidence of this meaning. And the word there used for reporting

the result of the inspection is, as is Ch. 86, '

V (J "S ^ semiiu, in

Coptic T^-AJie.

But it is well to remember that 1 \\ has another use ; which

perhaps implies the existence of two homonymous roots. In a

passage quoted in Note 21 to Ch. 64, it certainly signifies restore.

And this may possibly be its meaning in the rubric of Ch. 64. The

journey of Prince Hortataf may have had reference to the

restoration, not simply inspection, of the temples. In this sense it

is often written I [1 : E or 1 [1 lyh scipu- The Coptic word for

aTTOKaetajavui in Hosea xi, II and Acts i, 6 is T"f^O.
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ISRAEL AND BABYLON.

By the Rev. Charles James Ball.

Fascinating in itself and for its own sake to all that rapidly

increasing class of students which is seeking to dispel the mists of

antiquity from the origins of religion, the old Babylonian system

of faith and ritual is perhaps mainly interesting to the English-

speaking world because of its undeniable relation to the beliefs and

practices of ancient Israel which we find recorded or glanced at in

the venerable pages of the Old Testament. Often indeed where an

allusion is only too brief for the enlightened curiosity of the scientific

investigator of Hebrew antiquity, a welcome light is thrown upon

the matter the moment we refer to the fragmentary documents

which enshrine the remains of the far more ancient worships of

Babylonia. Nor is this to be wondered at, when we remember that

Hebrew tradition itself—even in the imperfect state in which it has

descended to our times—has preserved unquestionable reminiscences

of the Babylonian origin of the fathers of Israel (Gen. xi, 28
;

xii, I sqq.
; Jos. xxiv. 2). The difference of sources—the two

former passages belong to the so-called Jahvist, the latter to the

Elohist—only emphasizes the general harmony of statement. If

the Hebrews were really emigrants from Ur Casdim, they must

originally, as a matter of course, have adored the Supreme under the

same aspect and with the same rites as their kindred in Ur, the

sanctuary of the Moon-god. And we can fortunately point to

several instances of what may perhaps be called undesigned coin-

cidence with this direct testimony to the aboriginal heathenism of

the Hebrew race. The idea of particular tribal gods, or of tutelar

deities of races and families, certainly seems to be present to the

mind of the Elohist,* when he makes Laban, in his conference with

Jacob, invoke " Abraham's god and Nahor's god," adding signifi-

cantly, " But Jacob swore by the worship {i.e., the god) of his father

Isaac." Arameans and Hebrews naturally confirm their solemn

league and covenant by appeal to their several national deities, just

* Cp. Judg. xi, 24; I Sam. xxvi, 19 ; Dcut. xxxii, 8, 9.—Sept.
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as the Egyptians and Hetta do in the ahnost too famous treaty of
" The Silver Plate."

It will be remembered that in the same narrative (Gen. xxxi,

30-35) Rachel, Jacob's favourite wife, steals her father Laban's
" god " or " teraphim," doubtless because she believed in the effi-

cacy of the image as a present protection, and perhaps as an oracle

to be consulted on occasion. The narrator makes no remark on

this use of images, so heterodox from the point of view of the later

legalists. In fact, he is not more surprised by it than the writer of

I Sam. xix, 13 is surprised that David's wife Michal knew where to

find " the teraphim " in her husband's household ; though in the

latter instance the teraphim may possibly denote an image of the

God of Israel. (Cp. Hos. iii, 4.)

Another curious instance of the same kind of consistency in

the representation may be seen in the fact that at least two of

Jacob's sons are named after deities who were quite distinct from

the God of Israel, though often associated with him in worship. In

a passage assigned to the Jahvist, but which in spite of the term

(inDtl^ perhaps belongs to the Elohist,* with the change of a single

Hebrew letter we may read as follows :

—

"When Leah became aware that she had stopped bearing, she

took her maid Zilpah and gave her to Jacob to wife ; and Leah's

maid Zilpah bore Jacob a son. ' With Gad's help !
' (pointing

13^) cried Leah, and named him Gad. After that, Leah's maid

Zilpah bore Jacob a second son. ' With Asherah's help ! ' cried

Leah ;
' for maidens must needs call me happy !

' so she named
him Asher." (Gen. xxx, 9-13.)

As to Gad, there is no question that the Septuagint is right in

understanding thereby a Semitic deity corresponding to the Greek

Tvxi] and the Latin Fors Fortuna. In Isa. Ixv, 2 the renegade Jews
of the Babylonian Exile are expressly reproached v;ith the worship

of this god of good luck. Indifferent to the current hopes of a

return to Jahvah's "holy mountain," they are accused of "preparing

a table (of offerings) for the (image of) Gad, and brimming the mixt

wine for the (image of) Meni " or Destiny. The Syriac lexico-

graphers explain the plural gadde ('f-vx) as equivalent to the Arabic

j^^A^t-;, the planets Jupiter and Venus, which in Arabic astrology

* Cp. the different "etymology" of Gad suggested, Gen. xlix, 19.
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preside over good fortune. Possibly we have in the designation

Gad a Semitic adaptation of the Accadian Gud, as a title of

Merodach, who assigns and determines the fate of men and nations.

Asherah is known to have represented the female principle of

Nature according to the conceptions of Canaanitish religion. She

was associated with Baal in the worship of the "high places,"

and her symbol was even set up in the temple of Jerusalem

(2 Kings xxiii, 6). Among the planets she was Venus. As the

goddess of reproduction she is naturally mentioned on the auspicious

occasion of a birth in our passage of Genesis ; and Leah's second

exclamation is thus seen to afford an exact parallel to her first. It

should be added that the expression in the uncorrected text occurs

nowhere else in the Old Testament ; a fact which confirms the

suspicion of corruption which we have based upon other grounds.

The last instance of this general unity of representation which

I will now notice is also contained in the narrative of the Elohist.

When Jacob is going to visit the sanctuary at Bethel, he orders his

family and all his dependents to put away their foreign gods ; and

they surrender "all the foreign gods in their possession and the

talisman rings they wore in their ears ; and Jacob buried them

under the terebinth hard by Shechem." (Gen. xxxv, 1-4.) " The

foreign gods that are among you !'" Rachel and Leah's partiality

for the gods of Harran was evidently not an isolated fact in the

early history of Jacob-Israel. Such phenomena undoubtedly

conflict with the old belief, still so widely prevalent in this country,

that Israel enjoyed from the very outset a purely monotheistic faith

founded upon special objective revelations of a nature so wonderful,

so impressive to sense, and so overwhelming to reason as to leave no

room for cavil or suspense of judgment or, in short, any mental attitude

save that of unqualified acceptance and unquestioning submission.

Speaking as a sincere Catholic, but also as one whose conviction

is that the highest interest of Religion is truth, I do not hesitate to

say that the Old Testament itself is in manifold contradiction with

that uncritical exegesis which arbitrarily ignores too many of the

most original facts and features of its unique records to be worthy

even of the serious consideration of earnest seekers after truth.

One can of course respect honest ignorance, even honest

prejudice ; and it is not impossible to sympathise with religious

minds made uneasy by the haunting fear that the final issue of

criticism may be to reinforce irreligious tendencies, and to arm with
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new and unanswerable arguments the advocates of philosophic

materialism and practical atheism. The mere fact, however, that

the chief representatives of the so-called " Higher Criticism " in our

own country and in America are avowed Christians, might be

expected to exercise some degree of reassuring influence upon such

natural but really illogical anxieties. This uneasiness is not

specially characteristic of our own time. Times of discovery have

always been times of mental disquietude. New truths and new

aspects of truth are usually disturbing to those who had fondly

imagined that they were already in full possession of all truth.

Currency however soon wears off the gloss of novelty ; and people

insensibly come to perceive that the new coinage is of the same

sterling metal as the old, though the image and superscription

may have been modernized. Believing therefore in truth, and in

the God of truth, I am not alarmed by the results of recent inquiry

nor by the hypotheses which those results seem to warrant in the

field of Old Testament studies. Theology will know what to do

with those results, if only the excusable anxieties of believers and

the unscientific impatience of outsiders will give theology time.

Once again it will be found—and how often has it happened so

before !—that the heterodoxy of yesterday is the orthodoxy of to-day

;

not indeed because essential truth is liable to the shifty changes of

error, but because the sum of truth is not given to any particular

generation. We all can do something to further or to retard

progress ; and if we are animated by a worthy desire to advance

the most sacred of all causes, the cause of that Truth which is

indeed Divine, we shall be content to work our way onward in

patience, faith, and humility.

2. TUBALCAIN AND NaAMAH

Professor Hommel enriched our Proceedings last year with a

brilliant exposition of the intimate relations between the two lists of

the ten antediluvian patriarchs preserved in Genesis, and an essen-

tially identical list of old Babylonian names gathered from Berosus

as verified and supplemented by cuneiform documents. A really

important point of contact was thus established between "the Bible

and the monuments." I would now lay before you a minor com-

parison of somewhat similar character.

It is impossible to read the brief notices about Lamech and his

children (Gen. iv, 19-24) witliout feeling that we have in this portion
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of the Jahvist's narrative a mere abstract of accounts which were

originally much more copious, though it does not follow that they

were accessible in their unabridged form to the Hebrew writer

;

that is a point which we are not in a position to decide. The verse

on which I hope to reflect new light from Babylonian sources

may be emended and rendered thus: "And Zillah she also bare

Tubalcain : he was the father of every forger of copper and iron
;

and Tubalcain's sister was Naamah."

Little enough is said of Tubalcain, and still less of his sister

Naamah. We learn, however, that Tubalcain figured in some old

popular story as a culture-hero, as one of the " fathers" or founders

of civilisation, whose special contribution to human progress was

the discovery of metallurgy ; and we may infer that the reason why

his sister Naamah is mentioned at all in so meagre a context, is that

the original story associated her with her brother as a fellow-worker

or inventor.

Now to say the least, it surely is a remarkable coincidence that

both in the earliest Babylonian and Chinese mythology the legendary

inventor of metallurgy shares the honours of his art with a sister,

who appears as a co-equal benefactor of mankind ; and when it is

added that a surprising similarity of sound is still traceable between

their names and those of the brief Biblical notice, I think you may

be disposed to agree with me that another point of contact between

Hebrew and primitive Babylonian tradition has been established.

The Babylonian hero is Bal-gin or Balgi ; a name which by

assimilation of vowels became Bilgi, and then in Semitized Sumcrian,

Gibil. This Balgi(n), who was worshipped as the god of fire, is

thus addressed in the old bilingual hymn (4 R. 14 b, 16 sqq.) :

—

urudu anna sar-sar bi zai—min

guskin kubabbar sagga bi zai—mi'n

dingir' Nin-ka (or, gu) -si tabba bi zai—min

In English :

—

" Copper lead melt(est) thetn thou

Gold silver refitie(st) them thou

Nin-gu-si Cs) brother thou.^^
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(Tu)bnlcain seems to be simply a Semitic metamorphosis of the

primitive Balgin, which would be meaningless to a Semitic ear,

and was therefore modified in sound so as to suggest " smith's

hammering" ( _^ JV)^ Wetzstein). So also Ningu became sig-

nificant with the pronunciation H?2J^!3 ^oe/tid (LXX), "Charming."

As I stated in the Proceedings some time ago, the same pair of

divine civilisers reappear in Chinese legend under the names of

Bak-ki or Fuh-hi, the discoverer of iron, and his sister Nii-kwa, who
" melted coloured stones to mend the heavens with." The wu seh

shih, "stones of five colours," may signify the wu kin or five metals

;

as the Chinese call gold the yellow metal, silver the white, copper

the red, lead (and tin) the blue, and iron the black metal, these

being their " five colours." It should be noted that the priority of

the Babylonian myth is corroborated by the fact that it does not

mention iron, which occurs in both the other stories, but is of much
later use than copper.

Founders of Metallurgy,

Old Babylonian. Chinese. Hebrew.

Bal-gin, Bilgi Bak-ki, Fuhhi (Tu)bal-cain

Nin-ka-(si) or Nii-kwa-(shi) or No^ma, " Naamah "

Nin-gu-(si) Nii-hi-(shi)

The late Prof. Donaldson was doubtless right in suggesting a

connexion between Vulcan and Tubalcain. The smith Vulcan is the

Fire-god Balgin.

3.

—

Purification of Date Palms.

Professor E. B. Tylor some four years ago gave the Society an

important paper on that peculiar but frequent subject of Assyrian

sculpture, the winged Genii fertilizing the palm tree, as Dr. Tylor
rightly explained it. I have now to point out that the importance

of the subject in the sculptures happens to be reflected in the old

written character. The linear form of the ideogram ^3[^{];][|^

shanga, which occurs in the second of the Accadian lines quoted

above, in the sense of refining or purifying metals, is a beautiful

illustration of the pictorial ir-— (hieroglyphic) origin of cunei-

form writing. The symbol F" hardly differs more from the

sculptured representation of "^^ the hand applying the cone-

like spathe of the palm to ^A^ the head of the tree, than

the sculptured palms them- \^ selves conventionally differ
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from a drawing of the same trees in perspective. It will be noticed

that the conical end of the palm spadix is still suggested as in the

sculptures. (See Prof. Tvlur's paper in the Proceedings^ June,

1890.)

In the sense of palm tree, this character seems to have been

read "^ff-*^ ^{"^ -<4*ff ^11"" gishimmar
; and in perfect harmony

with Prof. Tvlor's theory, we actually find it with the determinatives

of sex in 2 R. 46,29, 30 a :

—

-ir^ -^H [iin]

<« « i^m
that is to say :—

•

GISHIMMAR NiTA zikoru (male)

GISHIMMAR RAG zinnisktu (female)

In my first paper on the inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar {Pro-

ceedings, Dec, 1887), I noticed that the Babylonians distinguished

male and female cedars. When we consider the other use of the

ideogram, we see that the process of fertilising trees was regarded

as a rite of purification. The Accadian ^y^^y][y^ shanga, shagga,

SHA, to be bright, to make bright, to purify, pure, purity, etc. (both

literally, as of metals, and figuratively, as of man; cp. F]"^2» Ps. xii, 7,

and TX;\ ; both associated with "^niD in Mai. iii, 3), is rendered

according to context by the Assyrian da^naqu, daniqu^ dutnqu, terms

which are very common in the sense of ceremonial purity; e.g., shu

SHANGA dingirana, qclt daniqdti sa ilisu, " the pure hands of his

god."

For the notion of impurity in connexion with the produce of

trees, we may refer to Lev. xix, 23, where the Israelites are bidden

to abstain from eating the fruit of trees for the first three years of

bearing "as uncircumcised." As the Torah (Lev. xii, 2 sqq.) rules

that a wonjan after child-birth is " unclean " until she has presented

herself to the priest for purification, so it would seem that the female

palm was considered by the Babylonians to be impure when it had

produced its flowers until the bloom had been ceremonially sprinkled

with the male pollen.

The supernatural agents represented in the sculptures as doing

what was done in fact by human beings, afford another illustration of

the old belief referred to in my former paper, that what is done on
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earth in the rehgious sphere is also done in heaven. Earthly rites

and ceremonies were, as the Apostolic writer expresses it, " copies of

things in the heavens " (Heb. ix, 23). Otherwise, I suppose, they

would have had no validity or efficacy in the opinion of those who

performed them.

4. Tammuz, the Swine God.

I pass to another topic. In the Fourth of his Hibbert Lectures,

which are as rich in varied learning and fruitful suggestion as they

are remarkable for numerous and extraordinary inaccuracies of

translation. Prof. Sayce writes of Tammuz : "This is how an old

Accadian hymn speaks of him (W.A.T. IV, 27, No, i) :

—

' O Tammuz, shepherd and lord, bridegroom of Istar the lady of

heaven,

lord of Hades, lord of the shepherd's cot,

the green corn which is in the meadow has not drunk the water,^

its progeny in the desert is not green of leaf

;

the acacia (?) tree which in the canal is planted not,

the acacia (?) tree whose foundation is taken away
;

the grain which in the meadow has not drunk the water.'

"

This is not very lucid. How could " green " corn have a

" progeny in the desert," or any where else, ''green " or not " green

of leaf?" An acacia would surely never be planted in a canal.

Foundations again suggest buildings rather than trees ; and one

would expect to find grass rather than grain in meadows. " The
poem is written in the artificial dialect which sprung up in the court

of Sargon," adds the Oxford Professor of Assyriology. Perhaps this

fact, if fact it be, accounts for the peculiarities of the Professor's

English Targum. However, let us refer to the original text, as one

is morally bound to do in such cases of doubt. It may be tran-

scribed as follows :

—

Sibba in Dumuzi
|
mutanna shin anna

Umun Arali
|
umun Du-sibba

Gish shinigga musar
|
a nu naga-mu

Su^ur idinna
|

pa nu sigga-mu

Gish a-am sunna ba
|
nu sugga-mu

Gish a-am urra ba
|
absirra-mu

Gu musarra
|
a nu naga-mu
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Y\'hich may be rendered :

—

Shepherd, lord Tammuz, spouse of heaven's queen !

King of Aralu, king of Du-sibba !

Willow that in a garden-bed hath not drunk water
;

Whose buds have borne no shoot {or, bloom) in a field !

Lotus that hath not been planted in its ditch !

Lotus whose roots have been torn away !

Comfrey that in a garden-bed hath not drunk water !

Compare the interlinear Assyrian version :

—

Reum belim Du'uzu hawir Istar

Binu sa ina musare me la istu

Kimmatsu ina geri arta la ibnu

Ildaqqu §a ina ratisu la irisu

Ildaqqu sa isdanus innashu

Qii sa ina musare me la istu

These invocations recall the Jewish women whom the prophet

Ezekiel saw sitting by the north gate of the Temple and " weeping

for Tammuz," (Ezek. viii, 14) ; while the unwatered and therefore

withering plants with which the god is compared, or rather figura-

tively identified, remind one of the "kcwviho^ kijttoi, which " gardens

of Adonis " were earthenware pots filled with mould, planted with

wheat, barley, lettuce, and fennel, and exposed to the scorching heat

of the sun. The rapid withering of the plants was considered to

symbolize the untimely death of the god.

The names of plants as usual are more or less obscure. The
Assyrian dluu is generally identified with the Tamarix Orientalis, on

the ground of the Syriac ]l^Ci Mna ; which Bar Ali and Bar Bahlul

say is the J.1t athl in a particular dialect—that of Tirhan, a district

of Assyria beyond the Tigris. Freytag, however, defines athl

" Salsuginosa myrica ;
" and the tamarisk thrives in saline deserts

and arid soils where little else can flourish. But our context seems

to require a plant unable to thrive without a constant supply of

water.

Buxtorf explains i^^'^l bltid by willow, citing Gittin 68. 2.

b^"^! ^^Dt^'\ t^i'ini b^mitl?, Sorbus salix et myrtus virens, and

the gloss t^l"^i^ arba, willow. The willow was a Babylonian tree,

growing "by the watercourses" or canals so numerous in that

country. (Isa. xliv, 4 ; Ps. cxxxvii, 2.)
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Possibly Bab. bum is the source of the Arab, ^b bixji, Guilan-

dina Moringa ; a plant which resembles the Jj\ athl or tamarisk,

according to Dioscorides (iv, 157) quoted by Ibn al Baitar. Forskal

found this name ban applied to the Egyptian willow (Salix Aegyp-

tiaca). For a description of the shrub, see Leclerc's Ibn al Baitar
;

Butrus al Bustani, Encycl. Arabe, Vol. 5 ; and Muhit al Muhit,

Vol. I.

Kiftwmtu agrees very well with the Arab. ^ ki/nm, the sheath

(lit. cover) of the flowers of the palm ; the bud, cup, or calyx of a

flower. The verbal forms denote the production of its spathes by

the palm. See Freytag. With this agrees the Accadian 4^^^.<^
su-gur, which probably means covering, as it is also the chief

element in -<^^^-<^ f"^ su-^ulla (?), ziqnatti, sdrtu, beard, ha.r

(5 R- 42, 59a; S'' I, 19b); cp. ^y -<4<^^ P ^Y-mr kimma

ifci, " spathe of the tree,'' i.e., the palm ; or perhaps its head of foliage

As to artii, our context demands something which results from

the calyx of a plant :
" whose buds (or spathes) have produced no

blossom (shoot, or foliage)." We may perhaps compare with aru^

artu, the term '\ j^ hira, shoot of a palm, which the Kitab an-Nahl

(B. Lagumina) states to be a synonym of ,»il^ kdfiir, the spathe of

the palm. As the Accadian ^, rod, staff, etc., also denotes to

come out, shoot forth (cp. ^ ^\ X^\), shine {tiamdrii), our inter-

pretation of blossom or shoot would seem to be sufficiently justified.

The character >T-^][;^ may probably be analysed into sid

(from kid), si + nag, that is, by vowel - assimilation, sinig ; which

confirms the value nag for the second element, as inferred from

the name of the character.

Ildaqqii = indaqqu = •iJjJ*-*- hindaquq, Lotus sativa (Ibn

Sina)
J

lotus, melilote, sweet trefoil (Lane).

Qu, from the Accadian gu, may be the same as Syriac mQO
Symphyton Olftcinale ; a plant called Qpye at Mosul, where they

pound it and eat it with salt. See Payne Smith, s.v. ; and Low,

Aram. Pfianz., No. 273.

I transcribe >-yy>- ^^ sun-na
;

(i) because of the phonetic

supplement na, and (2) on the ground of <^3I ^^"' ^K^^t^^bu, a

ditch or watercourse (= rdtu).

It is hardly necessary to my purpose to recapitulate here the
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myth or myths about Tammuz-Adonis. What I wish now to point

out is the original identity of the god with the wild boar that slays

him in the developed legend as in Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis.

The name of Tammuz, or rather Dumuzi, Domilzi, (>—f)

f^S^ "^yy^j means neither "Son of Life," Sprossling des Lebens,

as was at first supposed by Prof. F. Delitzsch, and as Prof. Sayce
everywhere assumes; nor " wahres, echtes Kind," as Delitzsch

asserts in a note to LoTz's " Tiglathpileser " (p. 173, n. 2), and
Zimmern echoes (" Busspsalmen," p. 26). The word survives almost

unchanged in the Turkish ;^^ domuz, ;»0- donguz, a "hog, a

pig." (The variation of sound is exactly parallel to that exemplified

by the Accadian dimmer, dingir, god.)

In Accadian Dumuzi is evidently compounded of two elements :

(i) dumu, which might also have been pronounced damu (cp.

2 R. 36, 57 cd. : damu = iiidn/, son = dumu), or rather the two

spellings may simply be divergent attempts to suggest a sound

which hovered or fluctuated between the two ; and (2) zi, zig, or zud.

The passage 4 R. 28, 49a cited by Delitzsch is not conclusive

for zud, because ^Jf da may there be a particle marking the

relation of the genitive (see Trans. IX, Congress Orient. II,

p. 726 sq.). But help may be forthcoming from another source.

The Chinese presents us with a series of terms for pig in which

both elements of the Accadian Damu-zi (d, g) are evidently

preserved. As regards the second element there is a fluctuation

between the final t, k, such as we often observe in both languages.

Thus we have ^"^ anciently pronounced tot, dot, or tok, dok,

now tii, tsu, chu, tsi, cho, in the various dialects (see my friend Dr.

Edkins' Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters, and

Dr. H. A. Giles' new Dictionary, s.v.). This general term for

swine answers to dug or du, a sound presupposed by the zi, zu

(d, g), of Domu- zi. But an Accadian initial z implies also a j^ro-

nunciation z, S, as in zi, shi, napistu, life. We find this too repre-

sented in the case before us ; in Accadian by the term >-^][^{][|[]^

sha6, SH16, with its by-form t-^]] ^'^'^]} ^'^^ defined by the

Assyrian loanword sahu, "wild swine" (Jensen); in Chinese by

shik, shi, Japanese shi, pig.

The Accadian da.m-sha6, l>im-sha6, dabfi (2 R. 6, 19, 20c), com-
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pared with the expression ^^ "i^t^T S'^ dam irrifu sa sa/jl, show

that dam ( = dab ; whence the Assyrian da/^/7) and dim were other

terms for swine (cp. Jensen, za. i, 179. n.2). This dam or dim

(thinned from dum ?) manifestly agrees with the dumu-damu of

Damu-zi, Domuz, Tammuz ; and no less with the Chinese H^^
t'un, deng, doun, sucking pig, which are dialectical variations of an

older dom
; j^ 1 1 1, tsung, chung, chong, toung, a yearling pig

;

an old word occurring in the Shi King, of which the same may be

said, namely^ that it springs from dom or dum ; and, above all,

with j^^t^ tw'an, pig, another ancient character frequent in the

Yih King, and used as a phonetic in several words now pronounced

ch'wen, ch'wan. Even the Accadian dab implied in the Assyrian

loanword dadi/, has its double in the old Honan yyK, ^g dap,

tip, now ship, cheh, hog.
"^

'

Probably no one will think we are spending too much time with

our pigs. In reality, we are uncovering the roots of the Tammuz
legend, and exposing to the eye the homely materials out of which

a beautiful Hellenic myth was at last to spring. Now Damiizi was

god of vegetation as well as of the realm of the dead. What is the

simple basis of this conception ? The Chinese again affords us

welcome light. Our first character, tii, chu, hog, has also the sense

of digging (Williams, s.v.). In like manner we find ^ ^^ (tw an),

chwan, chwen, to turn over the soil in ploughing ; the elements of

the character being earf/i + pig. Corresponding to this in Accadian

we have the ideogram ^y^^ytyy
dun, meaning to dig up the soil hiru

sa irfiti) ; which the linear form shows to be closely related to the

symbol >-i^Y*^yYyY sha6, shi6, swine, with which it is, in fact,

confused in the later writing. The latter appears thus in the

inscr. of Rim-Agu (IR. 3, No. 10, 9): the former is

on the monuments of Gudea.

Every one will recognize the essential agreement

of the latter ideogram with the Chinese tw'an, pig.

The Accadian dun, to dig, is no doubt related to
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dim, dimma, Jianisu, to plough ; and dim, to plough, presents a

striking homophone of dim, pig *

I had got thus far when, to my great satisfaction, I came across

the following piece of coincident evidence :
" Callistratus (apud

Plutarch, Symposion iv, 5) suspected that the Jews did not use

swine's flesh for the same reason which he says influenced the

Egyptians, viz., that this animal was sacred, inasmuch as by turning

up the earth with its snout it first taught men the art of ploughing

(see Bochart, Hieroz., i, 806)." Smith's Diet. Bibl. s.v.. Swine.

If Tammuz was a god of agriculture because the pig roots up the

soil, he was also a Chthonian deity because that characteristic

action might be interpreted as an effort of the Theanthropic animal

to make his way to the Underworld.

* The Accadian dim-rag, inahraiti, plough, .share or coulter, agrees with

old Chinese lag, lik, now lei, li, a plough, to plough.

As to the Ace. gumunsir, which has always been assumed 10 be an artificial

derivative from the Assyrian hu?>isiru, instead of its original, it is clear that gumu

may be the g-form of dumu, answering to the Chinese gian, kin, kien, boar, a

term used in the Shi king ; and that nsir is to sig as sir, light, is to sig, light, or

as sar, to write, is to sag, id.
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THE RHIND MATHEMATICAL PAPYRUS.

By F. L. Griffith.

Part II.

(yCojitinued from page 173.)

Part I.

—

Tables and Rule to facilitate the employment

OF Fractions.

Section 1.— Table of expressions in simple fractions

{stamm-brikhe) for the ratios of 2 to the odd numbers

from 3 to 99. (Eisenlohr, PI. I-VIII; Commentar, pp. 30-

48).

Since the Egyptians possessed no expressions for fractions with

a numerator above unity, they were compelled to exercise their

ingenuity in order to make the root-fractions {stamm-briiche in

German) serve the same end. They were not satisfied with such

clumsy expressions as -1^5 + t 5 + tV + tV + tt + "iV + tV for /^ :

considering the notion of ^ as the division of 7 by 15, they could

have reckoned 5 -^ 15 = i, 2 remaining to be divided by 15 : this

latter would then be found to be equivalent to -j^ + -3^, so that the

notion yV could be expressed as ^ + yV + -rS-

Now it has been pointed out by Professor Cantor that any simple

fraction can be resolved into stamm-briiche by subdivision into

stamm-brikhe (i-fractions) and 2-fractions (given that y\ = ^ -f -g^pj

tt = tV + tt + tV--=tt + I+ 6V = i + TV+ 3^-)> and that the

Egyptians became aware of this.
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It was to supply the want of a 2-series,* and to resolve these

2-fractions into slamin-brikhe or i -fractions, that the Egyptians formed

tables of the division of 2, expressing, e.g., the division of 2 by 13

not as yV but as | -f -gV + y-oir
'• divisions by the odd numbers alone

were required, for 2 divided by an even number could be reduced

at once to the i -series. From Kahun there is a table of the simplest

kind, reaching to 2 -^ 21, but the first table in the Rhind Papyrus is

carried as far as 2 -^ 99, and each entry is furnished with its proof

for the benefit of those who could appreciate it : these proofs

assume a comparatively advanced knowledge of mathematics and of

methods that are explained only in the later sections, and are not

to be considered as forming an essential part of the table itself.

In other respects the two documents agree exactly. The solutions,

which were capable of great variation, may therefore be considered

as having been fixed by custom.

A good series of solutions for the lower numbers might have

been obtained from the formula (put into algebra)

—

z 1,1, n -\- \
- = —. + — where a = .

71 ^a na 2

The series would then have run :— The actual series is :—

3 2 1" 6

-?. — i 4- -JL_
5 31^ 15
2. 14- -l_
7 4 1^ 2 S

2 J_ 4. _1_51^ 4 5

2_ i 4- _1_
"11 6 1^ 6 6

_2^ i 4- -_1_
13 71^ a 1

_2_ i _1_ _i_
15 sT^120

An easily-used formula is of great value in calculation, but for

this stereotyped table the Egyptians made a wise selection from the

possible values without being bound by any formula.

The author of the table undoubtedly chose the values that could

be most easily utilised according to his system of dealing with

fractions, a system which was founded on the multiplication of

* I have already pointed out (p. 171) a series that mif^ht have been formed

for the division of 2 without great clumsiness cf expression, namely, I : I^ = ?,

I : 2.i
= §, I : 3i = f , etc., but the handling of such fractions in addition,

subtraction, etc., would have been very complicated, and nothing would have

been gained by its adoption.
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whole numbers,* and on division by i starting from i or
-|

; only

in cases of necessity using the cumbrous system of reduction to

a greatest common measure.

For I it is only natural that
'^~\Y'

^^'^^ preferred in the table, but

"I + i was a recognised equivalent of —j- in the division of fractions

by that number (see PI. XIX, No. 61, a).

Eisenlohr shows that the Egyptian scribe first took those fractions

of which the denominators were divisible by 3, and treated them as

multiples of -| I — 1, using the formula f=Y+ i j ^^^^ those of which

the denominators were divisible by 5 (excluding those already dealt

with on the f system, such as -j-^), and treated them as multiples of

1, using the formula | = i + yV-

Then similarly he applied the formulae y = i + -^g

_2_ J_ I 1_
11 6 16 6

(g^ was treated as a multiple of 3^, not of f ; ^-^ which, as a multiple

of f, should have yielded ^V + to^j was more conveniently broken

up into -3V + 4V j so also g-\, a multiple of ^, into yV + j-^o, instead

of W + ai*)-

The division by the 18 prime numbers after it (excepting 23,!

for which -— -\ offered the best solution) was expressed, not in
^a na

2, but in 3 or 4 terms. |

It is worth noting that however many fractions there may be,

the first is always of higher value than i of the corresponding

division of 2, or, as Eisenlohr expresses it, " the first fraction is

always selected so that when multiplied by the divisor of 2 it

produces more than i, generally i-|, or more than that
"

To proceed to the text, the first entry is :

—

*! nrfl^

nas sen khent khemt ra

T II

* As when -j^ of 95 was required,

380 = 4 X 95

.••^ioof 95 =i.
+ With regard to this number, see the correction, Cotntnentar, p. 294, 1. 2

X wSee Commeniar, p 33, for the details.
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Express (?) 2 from amongst (?) 3 {answer) — (of three) {proof, —
of 3 =) 2.

The precise meaning of n fl ^,* ^ in the papyrus is not

quite certain ; its ordinary meanings appear to be " proclaim "

and "summon." The first of these leads to the rendering "ex-

D
press," the second is probably found in No. 67, 2 H

" this summoner (of the oxen of this herdsman)." In nearly every

instance where
Q fl ^ is found in the papyrus, it is used of division.

but PI. XVIII, No. 56, I, is an exception.

Khnt often means "among" in the sense of "from-among"

(selective), but I do not know of any instance in which it is dis-

tributive "to among," otherwise I should translate it here "divided

among."

2 is added at the end to show that the solution is correct.

The division of 2 by 3 was so simple, and — so familiar, that it

required no working out ; the next problem was less easy.

(Express 2 out of) 5 ;
{answer) \ -\-

-yz'

{Proof) (i of 5 is) i-^, (^V of 5 is) \. (Total i;^ + | = 2.)
1

2

^2

Of all this only the figures 5, l,t i— , JL, \ are written in the
^2

papyrus.

Next comes the "working out," or "method,"

seshemt, viz. :—

-

5 «= 5

1^^^^
o.

I
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The dash -^ (in Eisenlohr's transcriptions replaced by an

asterisk*) marks the fractions which are to be further utihsed: in

this case the marked fractions are to appear in the table as being the

values required.

The table of which the above are specimens occupies 8 columns:

each column is headed with A
[] ^ yox^% alone I 1 1

[j||| ,

and I
^'^^ ^\ , but it was not necessary to repeat these

words in the individual cases.

The seshmt or "working out."—On glancing through the table

{Coimnentar, pp. 36-45), the reader will find that ^ or — ( = |)

were the regular starting points for the suit: even ^ was obtained

by halving i and \ by halving |.

From the starting point of -^ or f the Egyptians proceeded by

halving only, e.g., in the calculation 2 ^ 13, ^ of 13 is required :

—

i is 6i

• • 4 '> >)4

and in the calculation of 2 -f- 19, ^ of 19 is required :

—

I is I2|

• • 3 »' "3
• J_ •7J.

• • 6 '» O6

••12 J' '212
Each step is recorded in the papyrus where the problem requires

division of fractions, but not elsewhere; for instance, in the calcu-

lation of 2 -=-
7, ^'y- of 7 is required :

—

4 X 7 is 28.

Thus without further trouble \ is seen to be the answer.

In such cases, where the denominator of the fraction is a

multiple of the original divisor, the division is changed into a multi-

plication sum. This is the process implied in -^-^ = -i (of 5), above,

p. 204 in the calculation of 2 -^ 5.

Sometimes the statement was rather inconsequent, e.g., in 2 -f 13,

Jjj- and -TjSi of 13 are required.

/ 4 tV ? i-e- 4x13= 52 ••• -h is i

/ 8t^t i 8 X 13 = 104 .-. ^i^„ i

and sometimes they would confusedly write (in 2 -^ 31).

/a 124 \
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Corrections.

Professor Eisenlohr's transcription of this long table can be fully

trusted, excepting that in the eighth column there is a /^^^ omitted,

viz. :

—

In 2-^91 read ^^^^^ 7° ^t tV

{sic)^ 130 f -i^

The following are the results of my collation of the original (see

plate of corrections).

PI. I, No. 7, read • 7

•• 14

/4 28

The stroke before 4 is not very distinct, in black ink
;
possibly it

was erased by the scribe, intending to mark it in red ink.

No. 9. The corrections do not affect Eisenlohr's transcription :

the addition of a small fragment in the wrong place had confused

the reading on XkiO. facsimile.

No. II. I cannot propose any other reading than

—

[• II This leaves the first fraction | if |-

2]2 ? stupidly unexplained. It should have been

[4 4]4? worked out in the manner of Eisenlohr's

/6 \(i\^\ restoration.

I have also restored the fragment in 1. i with \ to its proper

place.

PI. II, No. 17. Eisenlohr notes a discrepancy : in the first line

Jg- = i^ -jig-) while in the eshemt the equation is -jV = i?
e*

^"^ ^^
Kahun Papyrus (where the eshemt are not given) the equation is

12 — ^312* k

PI. Ill, 29, read 174 instead oi ^^.
35. 3V broken.

Ill
. , I

39. -y r was first written but afterwards — wascorrected to 24.

PI. IV, 43. 5th line, \ was first written on the right, afterwards

corrected to 7.

PL V, 59. There is a split along the upper edge, injuring the

signs.

PI. VI, 69, top line. 'l"he upper half of the z^ must have

been written on a straw accidentally struck to the papyrus, for it has

quite disappeared, and there is no appearance of any damage.
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71. The spot is incorrectly placed in xSxt facsimile.

PI. VII, 77. Slightly broken.

PI. VIII, 97, Two groups are badly copied in the facsimile.

93-99. The fragments at the edge are displaced : when cor-

rectly arranged they give some new readings, as follows {cf.

Com/fientar, p. 45) :

—

93. Omit ^. : the fragment shows -5^-^, not ^^, and has to

be inserted in 99.

p^. JiL is the last to be seen ; the fragment with -^^^ (not

570) goes below.

97- eTs is visible.

99. y^o is visible as part of ^i^j

.

These corrections are very slight, but are useful for close study

of the writing. There may be a few other mistakes that I have

overlooked. Several of the red dots in the facsimile are guides to

the scribe in drawing the horizontal division lines.*

The scribe himself often wrongly ^^Tote or omitted the frac-

tional dot, but his rather frequent confusion of 80 with 60 (occur-

ring four times in the divisions by 43 and 93) is less easy to account

for.

The foregoing table, giving the values in simple i-fractions of

the ratios between 2 and the odd numbers up to 100, enabled the

learner of arithmetic, after a long but very simple reduction, to

convert any fractional ratio with denominator up to 100 into a series

of i-fractions. For divisors above 100 he could subdivide the

fractions accurately, if the divisor was a multiple of those in the

table ; if not, an approximate value could be found.

This long table has brought us to the end of the recto of 10,058.

6| inches are lost from the middle of the 6th leaf, between 10,058

and 10,057, but about 3 more inches are required at the end of

10,058 to complete the eighth column (especially 2 -=- 97), and at

least 2 inches at the beginning of 10,057 for the commencement

of the calculation of " loaves," so that less than 2 inches are

unaccounted for—unless indeed a whole leaf, now lost, was left

blank after the table.

We must now turn over the end of the papyrus in order to

examine the added section on the division of fractions.

{To be coniifiued.)

* Proceedings, XIII, p. 329.
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ASSYRIOLOGIGAL NOTES.

By Professor Dr. Fritz Hommel.

§1. The origin of the expression Suviir and Akkad. It

is well known that the title of the old kings of Ur, Nisin, Larsa

and Babel

means the same as " King of Shumir and Akkad " (in the sense of

"the whole of Babylonia"). Not only the variant in the Semitic

inscriptions of Hammu-rapaltu (Hammu-rabi), shar mat Shu-mi-ri-im

u Ak-ka-di-i/ii, but also the often cited text W.A.L, V, . 29, 45-47

(Delitzsch, " Lesestlicke," 2nd ed., p. 71),

via-da

ma-da Ki-in-gi

ma-da Ki-in-gi ''^fxsf ki

ma-a-fum

^y Shu-mi-ri

yy yy u Ak-kad-i

and besides it the fragment of the Kuyunjik Collection, published

by Pater Strassmaier, " Verzeichniss," p. 602 (No. 4864)

lu-gal Ki-in-gi Ur- t^|^^: ( ^^yyj ^(^

sharrii Ki-iu-gi ^"^^^ -ki

sharru Shu-mi-ri u Ak-ka-di

are definite proofs for it.

On the other hand, it is well known too, that the expression mat

'~^][Py J^y (i.e., Imi-ku, "holy tongue," "tongue of incantations"),

is a mere synonym of this Ki-in-gi. The interesting text published

by Bezold, Z.A.^ IV, p. 434, in which Imi-ku is translated by

lishati Shumiri (" tongue of Sumir") is also to be compared.

Now we have to consider that in the old Sumerian texts this

title is not written Ki-iti-gi Urra-ki, but Ki-i7i-gi ki-Ur-ra, and that

the parallelism requires the separation of Ki-in-gi into Ki-^In-gi,

so that we should have (as I here for the first time propose) to

transcribe

Ki-I'n-gi ki-Ur-ra,

Tngi and Urra being the real original names of the two respective

regions.
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This new transcription is proved by two other reasons. In the

fragment of the list of Babylonian kings, published at first by

Mr. George Smith, and afterwards by Winckler, " Untersuchun-

gen,"p. 153, we read

I-a-mu-kin-shiuui shar Im-gi.

This king is the third of the dynasty of the sea-land, i.e., of the

most southern part of Babylonia ; Winckler gave, p. 50 of his

book cited, the right explanation of this Im-gi (otherwise Im-gi-da,

which I would read Kalda, Im-gi being here a mere ideograph for

Kashda or Kaldd). In my opinion, this Im-gi was originally a

phonetic variant of Ingi in the expression Ki Ingi.

But I have still another more decisive proof for the transcrip-

tion Ki I/igi (instead of Kingi in one word). If we compare the

Babylonian name t^ ][^ {Dur-kii) for the moon-god and its gloss

.Dumu-gu, W.A.I., II, p. 48, 1. 33, there can be no more doubt

that also Ki Imi-ku, " land of the holy tongue " (or tongue of

priests), became in a later (but still very early) time Ki Imi-gu,

Ki Imi-gi (comp. the Neo-Sumerian / for old Sumerian u), Ki-Im-gi

(or Ki-In-gi, in only graphical difference).

The oldest form of this name seems to have been Ki-Im (or

In)-gur, because the Hebrews borrowed from it their '^i^^'ti^ (origi-

nally Shifighar), and the Babylonians of the time of Hammu-
rapaltu their Shumir. Indeed, the first value of JBJ was gtnh, gur,

out of which developed ush, ish, on the one side, and dus/i, dur, on

the other ; also ku is only a secondary hardening of an older gu{r).

Concerning ki io ski, the trilingual vocabulary, line 105, shi-inur=^

ki-[^%r], line 106, j'/z/-^//=[ki-bil], etc., may be compared; corap.

ZiMiMERN, " Busspsalmen," p. 77. Finally, if we consider the fact

that many Sumerian words ending originally in -r became afterwards

ending in -d (comp., e.g., Ku-nir-da, ^^-da, lig-bar-7-a, "jackal,"

besides lig-bad-da, etc.), I think it not impossible that the above-

cited Im-gi-da is to be read Im-gi{d)-da, instead of being an

i.tleograph for the synonym Kashda.

,% 2. By the kindness of the author. Prof. H. Zimmern, in

Leipzig, I got, even before the publication of the first number of

Vol. IX of the Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, a copy of his valuable

little paper on "Ass. mindcma=. hxz.vci. minda'a7n, j}ieddem" {p. 104-

III of the volume named). The learned Assyriologist shows there

tliat the real significance of viindema, mindi, is "perhaps," "if

perhaps," and that the etymology is a root V^^, "to know"
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(secondarily formed from the well-known yi'i, " to know "). Even

Jensen (" Kosmologie," p. 403) compared this Babylonian mindi

{ma7ida, mindema) with Hebrew !^^1^ , which later other scholars

long ago had identified with Aram. DJ^'iTP and Syr. io^io But

I am surprised to see that hitherto no one has compared a third

Semitic adverb, viz., the Ethiopic 1^^\ \ €?idcr'i, "fortasse," " num

forte," " nescio an," which Dillmann analysed as composed of

en, " not, " and dd'i, " my knowledge." If we consider the existence

of forms as the Biblical Aramaic, 2nd sing., i^T-il; ist sing., Vl'^'^
;

3rd plur., I'li^"]^"!, it seems more probable to see in the first syllable

of the Ethiopic particle a similar dissimilation. In every case the

Ethiopic etidai must not be passed by if the etymology of mindi,

V^^'Q, etc., is sought for; that we here have a derivative of the

root i^T^ , is now put without doubt.

§ 3. In the same part of the Zeitschrift filr Assyriologie (vol. ix,

p. 1 01-104), Dr. Bruno Meissner, the author of the excellent

book, "Beitrage zum Altbabyl. Privatrecht" (Leipzig, 1893), speaks

on the Elamitic campaign of Tiglathpileser I, as referred to in the

fragment K. 2807 (W.A.I., II, 5, No. 4). He seems quite to

have forgotten that I myself, in my "Geschichte Babyloniens und

Assyriens," p. 511 f, p. 522, p. 523, f., and p. 527, note 5, treated at

great length on this fragment and the other fragments of similar shape,

(W.A.I., III, 5, Nos. I, 2, and 5). Compare especially p. 512. "die. .

.

Namen weisen ganz von selber auf die siidostlichen Bergvdlker

kassitisch-elamitischer Nationalitat." Also Tiele, but in much shorter

terms, speaks on these fragments in his " Geschichte," p. 159, and

before him Lotz, " Die Inschriften Tiglathpileser's I," p. 193 f. The

name V y{ ^ \ *-^ fj I:^y][, No. 2, 15 (but, in the annals 2,100

V ^ ""^l!:! It ^^Iy is even in my book, p. 523, note 4, cor-

rected into V" Jy ^ '^^]ty It ^^Ty ^^'"^* A-kash-ka-a-yd), so that

we have only to read »"^jyf for \^ >-^y. I maintained there, in

accordance with G. Smith (and against Lotz), that the fragment 4,

which contains the Elamitic campaign, belongs to Assur-ris-isi, but

added (p. 511, note i) :
" SoUte es dennoch nicht den Annalen

Assur-ris-isi's angehoren, dann kann allerdings kaum ein anderer als

Tiglathpilesar I, noch in Betracht kommen."

§ 4. In the so-called cylinder inscription of Sargon, we read,

line 54, a-7ia ^>^ ^JJ J^J '-^X'^I ra-shi-bat Ninua at-ta-shi ka-ti,
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which is translated by Lyon (p. 37), "zur G5ttin S/ia-ush {tiit ?)-ka,

der Machthaberin Ninive's, erhob ich meine Hiinde (comp. his trans-

literation, p. 36)." But this hitherto unknown deity is quite the

same as the Mitannian goddess Sha-ush-hi, who is mentioned in

the Mitannian Tell Amarna letters (comp. Jensen, Z.A., V, p. 202

and note), and seems to be the consort of the Mitannian weather-god

Tishiipash. In the inscription of Sargon, Istar of Ninua bears the

(foreign) name >->-y Sha-ush-pi, pi here written ideographically with

the sign >^^I^.

§ 5. In a contract tablet of the time of Apil-Sin, the grand-

father of Chammu-rapaltu (Hammu-rabi), V.A., Th. 1473 (Berlin

collection), published by Meissner in his " Beitriige," p. 90 f., the

name of one of the witnesses is

—

Sha >-»-y Martu, mar A-bi-i-ra-mu.

If we compare names like Sha-Mi-is-ri-im, V.A., Th. 11 04

(Meissner, p. 21 and 107), meaning "(man) of Egypt," we should

like to translate (notwithstanding the D.P. *-^\) in the above case

"(man) of Martu (or land of the Amorites, Martu being abbreviation

of Amartu), son of Abi-ramu." Now this proves that even two

generations before Abram, the Hebrew, who is contemporaneous

with Chammu-rapaltu (iVmraphel, Gen. xiv), such names as Abram,

Abi-ram, were common in Babylonia with people of Palestinian

origin. This is not surprising, since we know now that the third

king following Chammu-rapaltu, the well-known Ammi-satana, was

indeed " king of the vast land Martu," Pinches, " Records of the

Past," new series, vol. v, p. 103), and that even Plammu-rabi him-

self bore this title, besides the title king of Babel (Winckler,

" Altorientalische Forschungen," p. 145 f.).
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The next Meeting of the Society will be held at "^"j,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., on Tuesday, 5th

June, 1894, at 8 p.m., when the following Papers will be

read :

—

Dr. Gaster.—"An Unknown Aramaic Version of Theodosius

of Rome, of the Song of the Three Children,"

Theo. G. Pinches.—"Was Ninip the 'Most High God 'of

Jerusalem ?"
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NOTICES.

Subscriptions to the Society become due on the ist of January

each year. Those Members in arrear for the current year are

requested to send the amount, -^i is., at once to Messrs. Lloyds'

Bank, Limited, 54, St. James's Street, S.W.

Papers proposed to be read at the Monthly Meetings must be

sent to the Secretary on or before the loth of the preceding month.

Members having New Members to propose, are requested to send

in the names of the Candidates on or before the loth of the month

preceding the meeting at which the names are to be submitted to

the Council.

A few complete sets of the publications of the Society can be

obtained by application to the Secretary, W. Harry Rylands, 37,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

The Library of the Society, at 37, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, W.C, is open to Members on Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday, between the hours of 11 and 4, when the Secretary

is in attendance to transact the general business of the Society.

As the new list of members will shortly be printed. Members are

requested to send any corrections or additions they may wish to have

made in the list which was published in Vol. IX.
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SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY PUBLICATIONS,

In 8 Parts. Price 5s. each. With full Illustrations of the Vignettes.

Parts cannot be sold separately.

Zhc Egyptian ^oo\\ of tbe 2)eab,
BEING A

Complete Translation, Commentary, and Notes,

' By p. LE page RENOUF, Esq. {President);

CONTAINING ALSO

Series of ^Slates of tf)e ITignettcs of tf)c tJtffcixnt (Ti^nptcvs.

The first LXIIIb Chapters have already been issued in the Froceedi?igs.

The request having been made by a number of friends that this

translation, &c., should be issued in a different form, so as to be a

separate book, and Mr. Renouf having kindly consented, it is proposed

to issue a limited number of copies upon large paper, in numbers, at 5^.

each. Members desirous of obtaining copies should at once communicate

with the Secretary.

Ube IfiSronse ©rnaments of tbe

|p>alace 0ates from Balawat.
[Shalmaneser II, B.C. 859-825.]

Parts I, II, III, and IV have now been issued to Subscribers.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus the price for

each part is now raised to p£"i los. ; to Members of the Society (the original

price) ;£i IS.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

TWENTY-FOURTH SESSION, 1893-94,

Seventh Meeting, ^tJi Jjine, 1894.

P. LE PAGE RENDU F, Esq., President.

IN THE CHAIR.

-^oe-

The following Presents were announced, and thanks-

ordered to be returned to the Donors:

—

From the Author :— Dr. Phil. Arthur Alex. Lincke. Bericht iiber

die Fortschritte der Assyriologie in den Jahren 1 886-1 893.

Leipzig, 1894. 8vo.

From the Autlior :—Dr. Phil. Arthur Alex. Lincke. Assyrien

und Ninive in Geschichte und Sage der Mittelmeervolker (nach

607-606). Berlin, 1894. 8vo.

From R. S. Hulbert :—Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and

Chaldcea, forming part of the labours of the Euphrates Expe-

dition. By William Ainsworth, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. London.

8vo. 1838.

[No. cxxiii.] 215 T
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From the Author :— Rev. C. A. de Cara, S.J. Deh Hittim o

Hethei e delle loro Migrazioni. Chapters IX and X. 8vo.

1894.

From the Author :—W. D. Whitney, i. On Jacobi and Tilak on

the Age of the Veda ; 2. On EggeHng's Catapatha Brahmana,

third volume, with remarks on " Soma = the moon." American

Orient. Soc, March. 1894. 8vo,

From Miss Bertin : — The Populations of the Fatherland of

Abraham, a short Account of the Populations which came into

contact with the Jews, and used the Cuneiform System of

writing. By the late George Bertin, M.R.A.S. London.

8vo. 1893.

From the Author:—Prof. Paul Haupt. (i) Transitive and. In-

transitive Verbs in Semitic. (2) The Origin of the Pentateuch.

(3) The Rivers of Paradise. (4) On two passages of the

Chaldean Flood-tablet. 8vo. 1894.

The following Candidates were submitted for election,

having been nominated at the last Meeting, ist May,

1894, ^"d elected Members of the Society :

—

Mrs. E. J. Arnold, 29, Greene Street, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

Percy Caldecott, Grape Lodge, Warley, Essex.

Rev. Prof. W. W. Davies, M.A., Ph.D., B.D., Delaware, Ohio,

U.S.A.

The following Candidates were nominated for election,

and by special order of the Council submitted for election,

and elected Members of the Society :

—

Charles Druitt, 13, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.
Edward Wesson, 420, Tenth Street, Oakland, Cal., U.S.A.

To be added to the list of subscribers :

—

The Guildhall Library, London, Charles Welch, F.S.A., Librarian.

The Library, Brighton.
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A Paper was read by Dr. M. Gaster, "• On an unknown
Aramaic Version of Theodotion of Rome, of the Song of

the Three Children."

A Paper was read by Theo. G. Pinches, entitled, " Was
Ninip ' The Most High God ' of Salem ?

"

N.B.—Members are reminded that the present volume of

Proceedmgs (Vol. XVI) will be completed with the Part for

December, when the Title, Table of Contents, etc., will be

issued. Future volumes will include the parts (January to

December) published during the various years.

ERRATUM :

Page 176 (election of Members) to read: Ambrose U. G. Bury, Rockfeller

House, Harcourt Street, Dublin.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER XCH.

C/iapter luliereby the Tomb is opened to the Soul and to the Shade of

the person, that he may come forth by day and may have mastery

of his feet.

That standeth open which thou openest, and that is closed which

thou closest, oh thou who art at rest; (i) thou openest and thou

closest to my .Soul, at the bidding of the Eye of Horus : who
delivereth me, Avho establisheth the glory upon the brow of Ra : [the

god] of stretched out steps and rapid paces, who maketh for me a

wide path and vigorous limbs.

I am Horus, the avenger of his father, who lifteth up his father

and who lifteth up his mother with his staff.

Let the path be opened to him who hath mastery of his feet,

that he may look upon the great god within the Bark of Ra on the

day of the Soul's Reckoning ; and my Soul is then at the front,

during the Reckoning of the Years.

May the Eye of Horus deliver for me my Soul, and establish my
splendour upon the brow of Ra, and may my radiance be upon your

faces who are attached to the person of Osiris : imprison not my
Soul, put not in custody my Shade.

Let the path be open to my Soul and to my Shade that it may

see the great god within his sanctuary, on the day of the Soul's

Reckoning, and may repeat the words of Osiris whose place is

unseen, and of those who are attached to the person of Osiris and

have the custody of Souls and Spirits, and who shut up the Shades

of the Dead who would do an injury to me. (2)

Let the path be thrown open (3) to thy Genius* and to thy Soul,

* The Eg)'i)tian ka.
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Glorified one, who art provided with those who conduct thee ; sit

thou at the head of the Great ones in thy place ; thou shalt not be

imprisoned by those who are attached to the person of Osiris and

who have the custody of Souls and Spirits and who shut up the

Shades of the Dead. It is Heaven that shall hold thee.

Notes.

I. I cannot agree with those who have hitherto translated this

chapter. The only grammatical interpretation which seems possible

for the first sentence depends upon the sense given to the suffix

td. I take this as representing the second person singular.

, the person at rest (Osiris) is the one invoked^ and is here

w

J] .

IS ^

translated by the vocative.

2. The wo^ds which follow are evidently the words of Osiris and

those attached to him, which are addressed to the deceased and are

repeated by him. The text here, as indeed everywhere, is very

corrupt.

3. Thrown open, (1
"

iJO -/^ • -^ have explained the sense of the

verb vies {Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., 1882, p. 70) as stretching out,

of which notion 7^ is the determinative. ^I\
**~~

X . Mesi iiat is 'pandatur via.'

CHAPTER XCni.

Chapter whereby one avoideth being conveyed to the East in the

Netherworld.

Oh thou Phallus of Ra, who fliest from the storm, disablement

ariseth from Baba who useth against me might beyond the mighty

and power beyond the powerful.

If I am conveyed away, if I am carried off to the East ; if all

evil and injurious things of a feast day of fiends are perpetrated

upon me through the waving of the Two Horns, then shall be

devoured the Phallus of Ra and the Head of Osiris.

And should I be led to the fields wherein the gods destroy him
who answereth them, then shall the horns of Chepera be twisted

back, then shall blindness (i) arise in the eyes of Tmu and destruc-
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tion, (2) through the seizure of me, and through my being carried

off to the East, through there being made over me a feast day of the

fiends, through all the murderous work perpetrated upon me. {3)

Notes.

This chapter contains one of those threats (of which there are

other instances) made to the gods. The speaker is in fact so

identified with divinity that any evil which happens to him must be

conceived as involving the same calamity to the gods and to the

universe.

There is a very considerable difference between the earlier and

the later texts. There is very great confusion in the text of the

Turin Todtenlmch as compared with that of the Cadet papyrus.

(1) Blindfiess, J y\ "^
in the earlier and /-'^^^^ in the

^
'

/wwvv Jl I I I J] ° o

later texts. The latter form, which has for determinative pearls

or globules of some kind, reminds one of the disease formerly called

gutta Serena.

(2) Z)6'^/r//(r//^;/,Q ^3cin: \r\ /^^ ^^^^. But this word is written

in different ways in the papyri. With M^ as a suffix it would mean

'my destroyer.' Ca gives ^ as a determinative, and thus creates a

god Jfetnnt, or at least a name punning upon that of Tniu, to which

it is united.

3. The more recent texts, like those of the Turin Todteui>uc/i,

insert a negative particle before the mention of each disaster. They
pray that the Phallus of Ra may 7wt be devoured, that the blindness-

may ?iot come upon Tmu, and so on.

CHAPTER XCIV.

Chapter 7vhercby ojie prayeth for a Palette and an Inkstand.

Oh mighty one, who seest thy father, and who hast charge of

the Book of Thoth.

Here am I, I come and am glorified and filled with Soul and

Power and provided with the writings of Thoth, which I bring in

order to purify the tunnel which is in Sutu. (i) I bring the Palette

and I bring the Inkstand as the instruments of Thoth, the secrets-

of which are divine.
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Here am I, as the Scribe ; I bring the remains of Osiris
; (2) and

the writing which I have made upon them is decreed by the great

god to be good, daily, among the good. Thou hast decreed, Horus

of the Two Horizons, that I shall be the author of Maat and tend

(3) it daily to Ra.

Notes.

1. In Siitii ; that is, in Darkness. See chapter 96.

2. The remains, Y -jp] \\ '^ ft? . This word, though commonly
A I j£^| I I

applied to corruption and impurity of dead matter, is taken in an

inoffensive sense when applied to the gods. Compare, e.g., Fepi I,

line 477 and following.

3. Tefid,
J.

\\ (1(1 J\ viesi (not sebi) stretch out, pandere,

protendere.

CHAPTER XCV.

Chapter whereby is opened the place wherein Thoth resteth.

I am the Dread one (i) in Storm, who guard the Great one (2)

against assault.

I smite like the Flint-god : I sprinkle like the Sprinkling-god (3).

I am the protection (4) of the Great one against assault and I

give vigour to the sword which is in the hand of Thoth (5) in the

storm.

Notes.

The papyrus Ad gives this chapter the title of " assuming the

form of the Smen-goose," and Dr. Birch published the text of this

papyrus in the Zeitschrift of 1869 (p. 25) as one of those additional

chapters which "do not occur in the Ritual of Turin." This is of

course an error of oversight. This chapter is in the Turin lodten-

biich, and the papyrus Ad merely gives it under an erroneous title,

which was evidently meant for another text.

I. The Bread one, V\ Jy . Instead of this Ad has

\Mj ^, which I cannot regard otherwise than as a simple

blunder of the scribe. \^ is a well known anaglyph in certain

scenes, but there is no evidence of its being a variant of the name

of Chnemu.
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2. Two of the ancient papyri Ca and Ad read Horns, the others

have the Great goddess, and so has Ad in the next Hne. The more

recent texts have (not 7trit, 'the great one,' but) 2irerit, 'the crown.'

3. The Sprinkling god^ "vv 1—tv-i ^ jj Aas/iu. This god

is mentioned but once in the Book of the Dead, and his name is

here interpreted conjecturally in consequence of the function

assigned to him and of the not unhke word
[J

^,„op as 'spit.'

4. Protection. I read y |
instead of <^i in the early papyri.

5. TJioth. The recent texts have Chepera, an evident error.

The allusion is to the storm or distress from which Thoth rescues

the Eye of Horus.

CHAPTER XCVI.

Chapter whereby is opened [the piace'] ivhere Thoth \resteth\

I am he who dwelleth in the middle of his own Eye. I have

come that I may deliver Maat to Ra, and may propitiate Sutu with

the libations for Akar and the red victims of the Faithful of Seb.

CHAPTER XCVH.

Said at the Bark : Staff of Anubis, may I propitiate those four

Glorified ones who follow after the Master of [all] things.

I am the Master of the champaign at their behest, and I am the

Father of the inundation, when he who hath charge of the canals is

athirst.

Look therefore upon me, oh ye great and mighty gods, who are

foremost among the Spirits of Annu ; let me be exalted in your

presence. I am a well-doer towards you. Lo I come, that I may
purify this Soul of mine in the most high degree ; let not that

impediment proceeding from your mouth be issued against me
which giveth one over to ruin : let me be purified in the lake of

propitiation and of equipoise : let me plunge into the divine pool

beneath the two divine sycomores of Heaven and Earth.

Now let my Fold be fitted for me as one victorious against all

adversaries who would not that right should be done to me.

I am the Only one
;

just and true upon the Earth. It is I who

say it.

* * *
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PLATE XXIII.

BOOK OF THE DEAD.

^\^Ai ^^^

Chapter XCII.

Papyrus, British Museum, 9949.

Chapter XCII.

Papyrus, Boulaq, 21.

Chapter XCII.

Papyrus of Ani, British Museum.

Chapter XCIII.

Papyrus, Louvre III, 93.

Chapter XCIV.

Chapter XCV.
Papyrus, British Museum, 10,009.
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Notes.

Chapters 96 and 97 are really but one chapter, which M. Naville
has found in only two MSS. of the early period. The end of what
Lepsius calls chapter 97 is hopelessly corrupt. On comparing the
three copies given by M. Naville (two of them being from the
papyrus of Nebseni) it will be seen how impossible it is to restore a
grammatical text out of such discordant materials. The difficulty is

not removed by having recourse to the papyri of a later period.

CHAPTER XCVIII.

Chapter whereby o?ie saileth a ship in the Netherworld.

Oh thou Leg in the Northern Sky, (i) and in that most con-
spicuous but inaccessible Stream ; I rise up and come to light as a
god, I am conspicuous but inaccessible.

I rise up and live, and bring myself to light as a god.
I cackle even as the Smen-goose, but I stoop (2) like the Hawk

at the nets of the Great Fowler.

I sail across the Sky, and Shu standeth erect and the Achmiu
Stars (3) are instantly active in raising the ladder which lifts the
Setting Stars away from destruction. (4)

And I bear that which repelleth mischief as I make my voyage
over the Leg of Ptah.

I come from the Lake of Flame, from the Lake of Fire, and
from the Field of Flame, and I live

I stand erect in the Bark which the god is piloting at the
head of Aarru, (5) and the Achmiu Stars open to me and
my fellow citizens (6) present to me the sacred cakes with flesh.

Notes.

There is but one papyrus of the older period which contains any
portion of this chapter, and it does so very imperfectly.

On referring to M. Naville's edition it will be seen that not only
the title but the greater part of the chapter is destroyed. The later
copies have texts so different from the original form, that it is unsafe
to attempt a restoration except within very strict limits.

It is absurd to attempt a translation from a mixture of divergent
and, at the same time, incorrect texts.
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1. See note to chapter 74. The Stream which is so conspicuous

but cannot be reached is the Milky Way, and the Leg is the constel-

lation Cassiopeia in the Northern Sky.

2. Stoops (1
^

^oC . This comparison occurs repeatedly in the

Pyramid Texts, and others of the early periods.

3. Achiniu Stars (I vX ® ^\ V\ >k: so Ab, giving another

proof that the word is to be taken as a noun, and not as a negative.

4. See chapter 30A, on " The Crocodile of the AVest who lives

on the Setting Stars."

5. So Ab, but perhaps wrongly. I dare not fill up the lacunar of

this text.

6. Fellow-citizens. The translation here is necessarily conjec-

tural. But I understand by fellow-citizens {fTr/n7ro\7rai) the dwellers

of that city of which the deceased says, in chapter 17, "I arrive at

my own city, Vfji."* And this city is explained by the ancient
c^ I ^

scholion as being "the Horizon" ^-^ [or, as Lepsius more accurately

translates it, ' der Sonnenberg '] of my father Tmu." It is no earthly

city that is thought of, but an eternal one.

* I take this opportunity of correcting my former translation, where the

preposition b^, which twice occurs in the passage, is both times rendered by the

same word, from. But the sense of a preposition really depends upon the verb

which it follows. The same English word will not suit the French dc in

' s'apiirocher de'' and ' s'eloigner de.''
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WAS -4- triiT l^ 'l^HE MOST HIGH GOD

OF SALEM?

By Theo. G. Pinches.

In the work published by Winckler and Abel in the Mittheilungen

aiis den Orientalisdien Sammliaigen^ Part III (Berlin, 1890), is a tablet

which has been much quoted. This book contains, as is well known,

the Berlin portion of the tablets from Tell-el-Amarna, and the text

to which I refer is No. 106, one of the three mentioning the city

Urusalim or Jerusalem. It is a small tablet of 27 lines, damaged

here and there, and it was sent, about 1500 B.C., by Abad-taba or

Arad-hiba to a king who was probably the then reigning Pharaoh of

Egypt.

It is only needful to say that the tablet refers (after the usual

greetings) to the presence of Milkilu and Su'ardatu'" in the territory

of the king {i.e., apparently, the territory of the king of Egypt in

Palestine). The writer then continues to the effect that the men of

Gezer (G^rtsr/), Gath {Gunfi) and Keilah {Ki'ilti) had been captured
;

and the land of the city of Rubute (Rabboth ?) had become

disaffected—the land of the king had gone over to the league

{Jiabiri).—The text then has the following words :

—

^-i^^^W^^^^ *^
il inanna, appunama., "and now, moreover,

al sadi Urusalim., (D.S.) the city of the moun-

tain of Jerusalem

—

al bet (D.S.) Nitiip *-^ sumu-sa the city of the temple

of Ninip (is) its name

—

al sarri, patarat. the city of the king, has

become disaffected."
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In the first place, does this quotation really refer to Jerusalem,

and indicate that Ninip was really identified with the god of the

city? Major Conder thinks not, and said that, if I looked at the

text again, I would see that it did not. I did look at the text

again, but, with the best will in the world to be convinced that I was

wrong, I could not admit that I was so, especially as Prof. Sayce

seemed to translate in the same way as myself.* In order to make

quite certain, it seemed to me that I ought to have something better

than even the excellent copy published by Abel and Winckler, and

I wrote to Berlin asking either for a cast or a photograph. Dr. Erman,

to whom my letter was addressed, was good enough to transfer my
letter to Dr. Schafer, who kindly obtained for me two photographs

which, giving fairly clearly the lines in question, show that Winckler

and Abel's copy is quite correct. I beg leave here to express to Dr.

Schafer my best thanks for the trouble he has taken on my behalf.

With regard to the text itself, it is true that there are difficulties,

for the word patarat, which is feminine, seems to refer to dlii, " city,"

which is masculine, but the context seems to me to demand that it

should refer to it. Moreover, any translation in which " the city of

the mountain of Jerusalem," " the city of the house of Ninip," and

"the city of the king" are not in apposition, does not make good sense.

The next question is, who was Ninip?

He is mentioned in numerous inscriptions, and his name is com-

pounded with those of various kings and private people. In the

explanatory lists of gods we learn that as Ninip he was god of the

oracle {Ninip sa piristi), as Uras, and when bearing the name of

Urn, he was god of planting {alii) and fertility, as Sarsarra

(^>f- ^4 -^^ ^^Tf '^^ '"Hr E^jH E^t!) he was god of fruitfulness (?)

{/laspanti), as Nunir or Nunnir he was god of battle {Izabli or jtiehri),

as >->f- *^ jEy Tisim he was god of libations, and as >->f- >^ (>^T)

T£l][t^^y| Tishu-ses he was god of si)eech (or eloquence) {kulti).

According to ^V.A.I., III, 68, 18, he was god of planting, and his

consort, daughter, sister, messenger, and servant {sikiltii) seem to be

mentioned in lines 19—30 of the same plate. Ninip was also identi-

fied with other gods, among them Zagaga, god of war ; Anu and

Anatu'", the male and female personifications of the heaven ; Nebo,

the god of wisdom; Bel mdtdti, "lord of the world"—a name that

identifies him with Merodach ; and Egirsu, the god of Lagas. He

* So also Prof. Zimmern, Zeitsclir. Jiir Assyriologic, Vol. VI., pp. 262-263.
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had also many other names, as, for instance, Madamm?/, which he

bore as "the proclaimed, the renowned, the high"; En-bajida, "the

receiver of the decision of the gods "; Halhalla, " Ninip, protector of

the decision, father of Bel"; Me-ma^a ("Supreme word"), "Ninip,

guardian of the supreme commands "
; Gulu/nma (the date-fruit)

;

Akala-ma^a (" the supremely wise "), " Ninip, lord of deep wisdom "
;

as Su-sa7ialn {"the forty-handed"?), "Ninip of warriors"; as Lulu

("man"?), he was king of Marad (Lugal-Marad) ; as Durduru, he

was the god Ni-kilite, the patron-deity of the city Ennigi. The list

of names and identifications of this god would be wearisome to

enumerate, however, for they number more than 30 besides those

already cited. It is only worthy of note that in the land of Su he

was called Zizanu, and probably also Rabimaguza and Lahurabe ; and

he was identified with 5 Elamite deities.

Still further information is given in a hymn written in praise of

Ninip.* This interesting text, at its commencement, mentions the

god, calling him " the king, the son whom Bel himself caused to

increase—the warrior, whose net overthroweth the foe" {Ni?iiJ>, sarrn,

viaru sa Bel ramani-su 7isatiru-su—karradu, sa S7dkalla-su aahi

isahhapti). The writer of the hymn now invokes him : "Ninip, the

fear of thy shadow is set over the land " {Ninip, piiliihti silli-ka ana

niafi tarsat),^ and then continues, " In strength he collecteth his

army to spoil the land of the enemy " {Izzis ana mat Jiukurti salali

umnian-su npahhar), and makes the interesting statement that Ninip

is " the king, the son whose father causeth obeisance to be made to

him from afar " {Ninip sarrn, maru sa dbu-sn ana rfiketi"' appa

nsalbinu-su). " He is to be raised on the throne of an exalted sanc-

tuary on his glorious seat. Upon the festival made for him gladly

and widely he is to be set—He is to be made equal with Anu and

Bel, with wine he is to be propitiated {Ina kiisse paraniahiX ina

asabi-su narnrirri ifta nase-su, I?ia isinni saknus, hadis rapsis% ina

* Haupt, Keilschrifitexfe, pp. 79—81. For the history of the text since it

was first noticed by George Smith, see Dr. Bezold's catalogue of the Kouyunjik

Collection, K. 133.

t Another text referring to this god says :
" At the raising of thine arm a

shadow is set " {ana nis idi-ka silht Tan's).

§ ]]{ y >^:^ t^m^' ^^^-"'^ '-''^-'^^' Akkadian l^} -^f >-r] ^^
*-^y fif C^, gul-la-na dagaUla-a-bi.
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asdbi-su—//// Ani""^ ii Bil ina sitiuini-sti^ knninna ina su('ii>bi-sit).

The goddess Bau with prayer to the king [i.e., Ninip) was to suppH-

cate him—Ninip, the lord, the son of Bel, was to be a decider of

fate—when the lord's weapon was in the mountain, his ears were to

be broad or open to hear {Ban teslita ana sarri ina utninni-su, Ninip,

I'i'lu'", mar Bii, simta ina sanii-su, Inusu sa beli kakka-su ina sadi

uzna-su \Jna pitc-su*\). His fortress or dwelling-place was high in all

[the world], and his word was unchangeable {Belit'"- niafizazu saku

ina nap\liar matati\ Ninip, kibit-ka id uttakkar . . .). Ninip was

strong and high, rejoicing at his form [Ninip, zikani, nmtlillu, sa ana

lani-su hadfi), he rode upon the mountain, he made seed to grow

{sadii usiarkib, zcra urtappis) ; everywhere they had proclaimed his

name, a sceptre to their kingdoms—he raised his horns among them

like a great bull {miiharis sum-su imbji, iiniu ana sarruti-siinu, via

biri-sunu kima rime rabe karnd-su ittanassT). Five kinds of stone

are then for some reason mentioned, and the next line consists of

the curious words, " The warrior of white limestone, their warrior,

spoils for them the cities " {Karradu samullu, karrad-sunu, dldni

isallal-sunuti)—perhaps the image of the god was made of that stone,

and he was on account of this circumstance called " the white lime-

stone warrior." The concluding lines speak of a " broad (?) tooth"

{sinni kusi) which came forth on the mountain (apparently where

the god was worshipped) and the power of the city on high bowed

down to him to the earth {Jjia sadi sitini kusi dsat-ma itanarrar,

[Idi (?) d/i simii (?) sakis{?)] asris ikiansits).^ The text mentioned

in the footnotes further speaks of the god Ninip as being met by

Nusku, "the supreme messenger of Bel," in the house of the

mountain {c-kura, one of the Akkadian words for temple). Nusku

then salutes him thus :—" Lord, thou art warrior, thou art perfect,

to thee is thine ear ; Ninip, thou art warrior, thou art perfect, to

thee is thine ear. ... At the noise of the thundering of thy

chariot, heaven and earth are annihilated. . . Do not enrage thy

father in his dwelling, do not enrage Bel in his dwelling. Do not

rouse the Anunnaki in the dwelling of ubsu-ukkinakuP (This last

word is probably equivalent to tiipku clu sa puhri, "the high place

* The olher text gives, twice, the phrase : "Thine ear is to thyself" {ana

7-amani-ka uztm-ka)—a phrase parallel to the above, or meaning, as Mr. Strong

suggests to me, that Ninip had no adviser, and took counsel only with himself.

t The Akkadian version of these lines, which is not damaged, reads : Kurra

su Ufja inin'nic', niiniinintrena, a-hi tirii-hi aiiabcne Jci-fn-Su baiii^iirrKS.
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of the assembly," and would then be a parallel to "the mount of

the congregation" of Is. xiv, 13.)*

He is " the king," and Abad-taba or Arad-hiba constantly calls his

god "the king," or "the mighty king." He is "the warrior," which

reminds one that the Lord is called "a man of war." He sits even

"on the throne of an exalted sanctuary," he had "a high dwelling-

place in the world," and his " city was on high," all of which

present a parallel to " the mountain of the Lord's house being exalted

above the hills." He was to be "propitiated with wine," which

reminds us that Melchizedek, king of Salem or Jerusalem, "brought

forth bread and wine."

Is it too much to regard these parallels as more than mere coin-

cidences ? I leave my readers to judge for themselves. We shall

not know all about the god Ninip until all the texts referring to him

have been studied, but the number and nature of those texts show

that he was an important deity, and the details they give seem to

indicate why he was chosen as the type of the " Most High God "

of Salem.

* Since writing the above, however, I have copied K. 8S30, where (line 4)

J:'^ j^J
>-^]>:]E-y ^4j <T£y, iihSii-itkkinaki occurs, and is followed by the

words
<;l|y -^ ^^Th^I ^>f T^^ Tr tlldf <I^ J^Ty ^' kisal,piihri

ildni, aSar d&ni, " the sanctuaiy of the assembly of the gods, the place of judg-

ment." In line 7 the word occurs again, this time without the suffix kti or ki.

In the creation-legend it is described as " the seat of judgment of the great gods.

"

Besides the heavenly itbSii-ukkhiakii (or tthSiikanaki), there was also its earthly

counterpart in the temple of Merodach at Babylon.
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THE RHIND MATHEMATICAL PAPYRUS.

Bv F. L. Griffith.

(
Continuedfrom page 208).

Part I, Section 2.—Fractions of fractions.

(i) Tahh\ PI. XIX, No. 61 ; Connnentar, p. 149.

This short table, which gives a few useful subdivisions of fractions

down to ^V} is injured by wear and breakage : it may perhaps be

restored :

—
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4
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6

7

8
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There are thus, probably, no separate groups for the subdivisions

of ^, and its powers j, J.

(2.) Rule forfinding "J=^ of a fraction. (PL XIX,

No. 6i(T; Coninientar, p. 150.)

This rule is well enough interpreted by Professor Eisenlohr : only

for "^ read^ and for /le^ert set read g^ p \\ . The trans-

lation is

—

"The making | of a kbf fraction. According as is said to thee
'what is f of i?' make thou its double and its six-times; that is

its f. Behold thou, is done likewise in reference to every kedf

fraction (?) that may occur."

The precise meaning of tat kbt is unknown. The scribe has
expressed the rule badly: he should have said "take the half and
the sixth part."

Part II.

—

The Ta (bread) calculation, a division by 10 of

THE UNITS I TO 9.

Pl. IX, Coninientar^ p. 49 ff.

The beginnings of the lines in the first column are lost ; the
remains of the first band are without writing, but as it can hardly
have been blank, a short title has probably been broken away here.

The complete example No. 6 may be translated, " the makino-
^ ( )

^

of 9 loaves Q for lo persons : Do thou count

T 5" tV ten times," etc.

The words left untranslated are () m which occur fre-

quently in the subsequent pages of the papyrus. The phrase is

found also in the tomb of the accountant Paheri (L.D. II, 4; Tylor
and Griffith, Tomb of Paheri, PI. IX, 1. 42), but I cannot catch its

technical meaning. Possibly it is, " the thing is done, according as
takes place ....," i.e., the way to do it is by "

^ 1^
'=^=^

I ^^ means in some way " to count," especially for

multiplication: ^s^? | c^^^ ^^^ has the same meaning,

"perform the operation of counting on" a number, and ^s>-^
occurs several times as an abbreviation of it. It may refer to some
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action of the head, such as nodding at each item, or perhaps it

means simply "add a unit."

y ^ v-/ "^ and n V\ (for ;/// /// ?) which are written

at'ter summations, probably, as Prof. Eisenlohr notes, mark their

agreement with the number stated in the problem, " so it is."

This section gives the value of -^^ tV' -ru^ to» toi ttjj omitting,

for obvious reasons ^\, {= i), yV (= h the equivalent ^ + -^\ being

given by the preceding table of the division of 2), and -^% (= i).

Why Yo ^^'^s included is not clear.

The division by 10 was of course of the highest importance.

It is the only number for which the scribe thought a fractional

division-table necessary.

Part III.

—

The Sekem (completing) Calcul.a.tion.

PI. IX, Commentary p. 53 ff.

a. The first section comprises fourteen examples, headed by

"chapter (?) of completion."

The operation is to take a fractional amount, e.g., \ + t,V, and

add multiples of it until a more convenient fraction is produced.

The following table shows what these are :

—

No.
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the palm to the cubit, and if the calculations are for any practical

purpose, probably they are to be used in connection with the cubit

:

granting this, we may obtain a hint as to the proportions in decorative

art. Suppose that a large quantity of the decorations or plans of

builders in Egypt were based on the number 8, we at once obtain a

reason for most of this curious table of sekemt. \\ cubit would be
8 palms—imagine then that an artist had a space of \ cubit to fill

with colour in the proportions of i : i :
i, he would find from the

full table that the respective amounts would be 4 + -J- i -f jl_

tV + TT2 >
being -];, -} and -j-^ respectively of my supposed 8-palm

standard-unit of decoration. The table would thus answer the

purpose of a sliding rule.

Following the same line of argument we could draw the

conclusion that all the decoration was in the proportion of 1 :
i

: |
^'^ I : 'i"f : -S) and such a principle would be very reasonable.

It must be borne in mind that this is all bare conjecture, and
that nothing is hinted of cubits and palms by name : yet I cannot
help thinking that the notion is worth following up.

Before No. 15 we have a sign, apparently NC th, "error," to

indicate a mistake.

b. The three numbers on PL X (21-23) are exercises in

"completion" in which a certain number has to be produced by
adding fractions of unity to a fraction already given. The first

begins ]) ^ ^ 1 |^ zet-?iek se-kem ma .?
" Is said to thee ' what

completes |, ^V as (so as to make |^) i ?' " The answer is i, ^.
Ma is the interrogative pronoun. For "^^^ read "^

| ;^^ for

^^^ read
1

1

(] jj

"^^ (" proof (?)
" which may be compared with

^ I ^ I

,
Suet. Tomb IV, 1. 30) and for <r:^ ^g |\ , etc., read

<=> ^'^ ^s "^ wherever it occurs. Translate "section (?) of

proof (?) : now is completed {kem) f, ^, j\., -L, to 1."

No. 22. " What completes f , 3V to i? (that is) 20 (thirtieths

and) I (thirtieth to thirty thirtieths).

"Total (fj), the excess (of |{}) is 9.

" Count the number 30 until is found 9 (answer i + ^ of 30).
"Now \,

yi^, are added to it.

"Now is complete §, J-,
^V, 3V to i."
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The scribe has studied brevity before clearness.

<-=> aav, "excess" or "difference " is written „ \\ m
in a Kahun papyrus (Pap. LV, 4 on PI. VIII of the forthcoming

pubHcation).

The greater part of this page is blank, but it does not coincide

with any im])ortant division of subjects.

Part IV.

—

Problems of the Form a- + ' = a.
11

Pl. XI, XII, XIII, Commentary p. 60.

In Nos. 24 to 27 and 31 to 34, the unknown quantity is called

© , V , which means "heap," "quantity": I do not feel
I LI I I I

certain whether this aha has a special signification in mathematics or is

merely a term of ordinary life introduced (like " loaves " in Part II),.

in order to present the problem in a concrete form. There seems to

be nothing for me to note here except that ^ ?^^ means "added

to it." In No. 28 the problem is rather different from the rest in this

section, v. Eisenlohr's commentary. No. 29 is evidently written as

the working out (after 1/(1 W: ) of 28, but it must really

belong to another problem.

No. 30, ar zef nek an (?) 'kJieperen i-a-met em ra- . . i-a-met en maV
sefem-ef. " If the scribe says to thee ' 10 becomes -~^, ^V of what ?

'

let him hear {i.e., answer him) as follows." The problem is thus

2 'V

correctly stated - x + - - ^10.^
3 10

Setem-ef occurs again in No. 37 with the same meaning.

In 35 to 38, the a of the probleliis is •°°'—
^, a Jjeqat. No. 35

<o I

"

{Commentary p. 79) begins, "I enter 3 times into a heqat, my third

added to me, I return filled, who is it that says this ? " It is a quaint

form for a mathematical question, but is repeated each time. As

the problem is really " 3|- x = heqat, what is x ? " it is the heqat

measure, not the .r-measure that is filled, and ^ ^z:

usually a passive form, is here perhaps active, " I have filled (the

heqat).'''

^^ 1 V\ occurs in many of the problems with the sense of

" (that) which says this."
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^ «°°Q ar-e?i shes (?) "makes corn" (a certain quantity).

No. 38, 1. 5, <=^/^ ^v'^'V^ f-^ erkcmttaaat
I <

Jiert, " to find the above-mentioned portion ?
"

Part V.

—

Turnip "Difference of Proportion "(?).

I have nothing to remark on this except that the leading word

in tiie first example must be transcribed ^^^ tt

Book II,

—

Mensuration.

PI. XVI, Cojiuneiifar, p. 93.

Part I.

—

Measurement of Volume, "Stereometry."

In this section the amount of grain is estimated that can be

stored in cylindrical and rectangular spaces of given dimensions

and vice versa. The name sjiaa probably does not mean a building

of any kind, but only a space. Three of these sjiaa in Nos. 41-43

are '

' O teben, " circular," another (No. 44), which is cubic is

f] ^^ ^^^^ " square ;" the fifth is simply shaa, but is afterwards defined

as '~~s I v\°=S- <:z> cx^ nes su ineh er ineh, "of equal sides
j"

in No. 46 the shaa without epithet is rectangular, and in No. 47

shad is opposed to ' ^ cn i.e., a rectangular parallelepiped to

a cylinder.

It is clear that sjiad, which occurs only in this papyrus, means

ordinarily a rectangular parallelopiped, but can also be applied to

cylinders when qualified by the epithet teben.

The dimensions given in cubits are brought to cubic cubits, each

of which contains i|- khar, and the amount is finally expressed in

hundreds of quadruple heqat at the rate of a hundred quadruple

/leqat to twenty khar. See Vol. XIV, p. 422.

In No. 45, with the expression ^^'^^ <=::> ^'s^
" ^'^® equal to

side(?)," compare \ ^ <:z:> \^ " ^"^ equal quantities " in the Ebers

papyrus. There is a remarkable instance of the absolute pronoun

jl^inNo. 46, 1. 5.
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No. 47. The question is, " If a scribe say to thee ' let me know
^V'^vhether it be in a rectangular or a circular space." The last

words seem superfluous ; the problem is simply to divide decimally

the hundred quadruple heqat : ^\, ^^^, ,),, ^\, ^.u
^V, ttj, «V, bV, txto

are all given. Probably this table of decimal division expressed in

the peculiar notation of the //et/af was to be learnt Ijy heart.

Part II.

—

Measurement of Area, Geometry.

PL XVI, No. 48, PI XVII; Commentary p. 1 1 7 and p. 118 fif.

This section shows the Egyptian methods of land measure.

The ^'\-, khet, a linear measure of ico cubits, and the ~^^\ set, or

square ^^^, ii^ Greek apovpa, are the principal factors.

No. 48 on PL XVI is probably an insertion to illustrate No. 50,

PI. XVI being devoted to stereometry. The figure represents a

circle within a square, and it compares the area of a circular field

9 kket in diameter with that of a field 9 khet square.

The calculations here are full of absurd mistakes, which, if clear

evidence were not forthcoming from other texts, would leave the

subject of field-measurement full of uncertainties.

In No, 49 we have "Rule(?) of calculating [Iml^zi vl land:

as is said to thee a square of land, of 10 khet by 2 khet, what is its

land ? " The answer should be 2000 " cubits of land," i.e., strips

100 cubits long and one cubit broad ; instead of this a sum is gone

through which seems to show that the scribe was a dunce who did

not understand the system at all. He gets puzzled, takes the

trouble to find the number of square cubits, and gives them as

100,000 instead of 200,000 ; and then dividing by 10 x 10 = 100,

obtains 1000 instead of 2000 cubits of land. No one who under-

stood his business would have troubled about the square cubits at all.

No. 50 (a circular field, 9 khet in diameter), on the other hand,

is quite correctly done excepting that the scribe instead of
j [ j jj^^

i.e., 6 thousands of land and 4 arouras, writes rlr^A F?. 60 thou-

sands of land and 4 arouras. In No. 48 he had written the result

correctly
' '

'

*"""
III 1 1 1

1

No. 51. A triangular field I ^^ A V\ ft ^ . There

are no mistakes in this, though the language used is obscure to the
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last degree : square cubits, cubits of land, arouras, and " thousands

of cubits,'' are implied by the figures without distinction.

No. 52. A piece of land in the shape of a triangle with truncated

apex is called ^[P v\ ^^rid the truncation, or the truncated

apex is called \\r \\ The sum is correct.
E _^ ?^ I

No. 53. This is full of mistakes, and but little of it is intelligible.

No. 53^ is a nearly correct calculation, as Egyptian calculations go,

of the triangle of land at the left hand end of the figure. The base

of the triangle is 2^ Mei^, and the height(?) or side (?) is 7 k/ief. Even

here there are small inaccuracies of writing which would never occur

in a business-document, such as the omission of czn denoting the

aroura over some of the numerals referring to that measure.

The remainder of the figure is quite unintelligible : only 3^ in

the central compartment evidently is connected with the 35: calcula-

tion in (7, h. This latter calculation seems to be for dividing a field

42 ^ 34 ^^^^^ ^^to 10 equal parts. Each part is found to be

i> i) 8j To arouras. It again is full of mistakes, the most puzzling

being 30 written instead of 10 o =10 cubits of land = y'^ aroura.

No. 54 repeats this mistake : the problem is to divide 7 arouras

into 10 equal fields : each field is -^ § aroura + 7^ cubits of land.

No. 55. "Divide 3 arouras of land into 5 fields." In putting the

problem, instead of 5 "*!, the scribe has written J, ^'•^•, i aroura!

and afterwards he writes 5 arouras instead of the plain numeral 5 !

There is only one other section in the papyrus that is so faulty

as this Part II, on Geometry.

P.^RT III.

—

Proportions of Pyramids and other Monuments

WITH Sloping Sides.

PI. XVIII, Commentar, p. 134 ff.

Borchardt has recently transcribed and translated all these

sections, and shown their true bearing in the Zeiischrift f. aeg. Spr..

XXXI, p. 9. The first four examples concern the proportions of

pyramids ¥ M- ^ "ler. The base is named V^ T ^\ ^ W T
uk/ia-thebt, the height ^^ J\ ¥\ V> I c^^ per-em-us, whence

apparently the Greek Trvpa^n^, "pyramid'': both of these names are
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difficult to translate. The third and last element is M Q
se-qet, lit., "that which makes the nature," namely the proportion

between the half base and the height ; for this ratio the cubit is

taken as the unit, and the fraction is therefore expressed in spans.

E.g., base of a pyramid is 360, \ base 180, and height is 250

.•. proportion fixing the angle is \^% = -J J = --^\^ spans — s^V
spans.

The first example (No. 56) gives precisely the angle of the lower

half of the southern stone pyramid at Dahshur, the remainder

(Nos. 57, 58, 59(1; and b) have that of the second pyramid of Gizeh.

No. 60 is a monument in which the proportion is 1:4, so having

the angle of the mastaba-tombs of the Ancient Empire, and of the

sides of the Medum pyramid. Here the monument is named

an, ''heap, pillar, liigh monument," the base "

senti, "foundation," and the height A ^^ (III T -^ V\ f=^

qay en hem, " vertical length "
: the proportion, as before, is named

se-qet.

Book III.

—

Miscellaneous Problems, &c.

Pi. XIX.

In this place there has been an unlucky piece of patching : the

mender filled a large part of the gap at the beginning of the sheet

with blank papyrus, and did not scruple to cover up some of the

writing on the back ; before fastening the patch down he took the

precaution to draw the igns upon it, but did this so roughly and

carelessly that they are not easy to read, and do not agree in position

with the scraps of the original that were left uncovered. This is

especially noticeable in the nth line, zchti, where m is seen repeated

beyond the edge of the patch.

For No. 61 see above, p. 230.

No. 62. Exchange values of metals. See vol. xiv, p. 437, xv, 307.

No. 63. Distribution of loaves in certain proportions. See

Eisenlohr, p. 158.

No. 64. Instance (?) of distributing ^I
I I I

-^
_zi I M

Peru seems to mean the fixed difference between quantities which
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n I 1 ,
—i-^—

form a series in arithmetical progression. In 1. 2 for

read
n 1=].--=, -^^c^X

^ X I I I

No. 65. " Instance (?) of making bread A for 10 persons,

<^^^ _^^ ^JS^ ^=^^
I ^^ ^^^'

including a c/memu (?)

a fhesH and a door-keeper with double (allowances)." y v\ M?^ is

the plain transcription of the first title, but it may be doubted

whether ^ v> Mii or n ^^ *jA+^ is not intended.

The thesu is a "ganger,"

It goes on : " Add thou all the men together evenly

"

m , "it becomes 13." The 10 persons, three

of them having double portions, count as 13 with equal shares.

No. 66. ID /le^a^ of fat in a year make how much per diem ?

No. 67, In 1. 2 a patch of papyrus has been gummed over a

crack, and the writing has been clumsily copied on to the patch.

" Example of reckoning the produce of a herdsman. Behold

this herdsman has come to the stocktaking with 70 oxen. This

reckoner of the oxen says to this herdsman
"

J^
very few ? (or " ^ " very fine "

(?)) are the heads of

of oxen you are contributing : what is the whole number of (^^—^)
your heads of oxen of various kinds {dsjia). This oxherd says to

him, ' I am contributing to you f of ^ of the oxen that you have

committed (?) to me : I have reckoned and I found that I had

completed (my contribution)." A calculation is then made, resulting

in 315 "as the number that had been committed (?) to him,"

s-api-?if, f of ^ of it being 70, " those that he contributed."

J] " bring " is the technical word for " contribute," '• pay taxes,"

&c., and r I ^^, ,

-^
I is equally technical for full discharge of a

contribution in the Bulak Papyrus, No. 18. The herdsmen probably

farmed the stock of great owners, and were accustomed to repay

yearly a certain proportionate number of animals with their calves.

No. 68. " If the scribe says to thee v m ^ 'm 4 gangers

earn 100 large quadruple hcqat of corn ; the workmen of the first
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!)eing 12 men, of the second 8, of the third 6, of the fourth 4," &c.

In e for AX; read s^ if sehui, " hst of these." In
\Ai\ Will <T^ w I I I

the original book from which the scribe made this copy the words

fhesu and at heqat aa aft would be headings of columns, and the

particulars would be grouped under the appropriate headings : here

as elsewhere the scribe, writing in narrow horizontal bands, has

muddled the table, separating the headings e from the entries/!

Nos. 69, 70. See Eisenlohr, p. 174, ff. % dha^ "straight up (?)"

or "stop !" at the beginning of No. 70 seems to refer to the irregu-

larity of the page at that point.

No. 71. X "Beer i /e'j'-jar, one quarter of it is poured

out, Y
"

^--^ ^'"^d then it is filled up
|
~vv.

is not otherwise known, but the sense is clear) with

water, and it is tasted with regard to what is its strength " (pe/su

means proportion of jar measures made out of a /ie(/at of des/ia

corn). " Make thou the tes-]av into twska-corn, it becomes des/^a

^ {heqaty (the pcfsic of fes beer is 2 in early times). "Subtract its

quarter, i.e., §- heqat, remainder \, \ heqat : make | to find i, it

becomes 2f ; the strength {pefsn) is 2f
."

It is this passage that led Eisenlohr to read the measure yO
heqat as besha, but the mistake was due to the scribe omitting to

repeal the sign /O-
Nos. 72 to 78. These are very interesting, as showing the method

of valuing and exchanging bread and beer. The sole basis of value

was the. pefsu, the number of loaves or of jars of beer which could

be made out of one heqat of corn ; loaves of different sizes and

beers of different strengths, when the amounts were adjusted so as

to represent equal quantities of corn, were exchanged at par.

These loaves were evidently only of the common sort, the staple

food and drink : special qualities, such as we see named frequently

at Medinet Habu and in some of the papyri, would command
special prices.

In No. 72, 1. I, read ^ A in addition to the corrections-
' ' I /A II I

already indicated for general observance. In 1. 4 and elsewhere I

am inclined to read Y ^ (1[1 q Jityt, but I cannot quote any
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decisive instance. It is the name for the corn as used in making

bread. Here again the name of the measure is not repeated.

In No. 74 read for W Szc, ^ j
/O II yO southern corn,

lieqat 200.

The following is a complete translation of No. 72 as a specimen,

from which the others can be made out :

—

" Section of exchanging bread for bread : as is said to thee,

'bread oi pefszi 10, 100 loaves, exchanged for a quantity of loaves

oi pefsu 45;' (the problem is to find their quantity); make thou

the excess (^-=') of 45 over 10, it becomes 35 ; make thou 10 to

find 35, it becomes 3^ ; make thou 100 3I times, it becomes 350 ;

add thou 100 to it, it becomes 450; say thou it is the exchange-

value, bread oipefsu 10 loaves 100 for bread oipefsu 45 loaves 450 ;

it makes in bread-corn 10 heqaty

The scribe should have simply divided 45 by 10, and have

multiplied 100 by the result.
?

In No. 73 I do not understand the expression °^ D

A
I

,
w

, 1, possibly meaning *'it is easy to reckon its exchange

value?"

No. 79, on Plate XX. This is evidently an addition written in

a not very appropriate place. For the explanation of the section we

are indebted to Rodet {Journal Asiatique, ¥11™*= Serie, vol. 18,

1881, p. 450 ff.) The first line is disfigured by a patch with copied

writing that is not quite legible. It begins
1 9, J) • • •

^^^-^

one woman (?) . . . house (?); perhaps to be restored, "an old woman

and her household."

will

7

49

343

230T (2401)

/O 16S07
I I I

19607

241

house.

cat.

mouse.

barley.

heqat-measures.

Total.
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This takes the powers of 7 up to 7', and it is perhaps not a mere

coincidence that the fifth power of 10 is the highest expressed by a

single numeral in Egyptian arithmetic ; the reason for thus tabulating

the powers of 7 is to be sought in the fact that 7 is the only

troublesome prime number below 10.

M. Rodet quotes the following parallel from the Liber abaci of

Leonard of Pisa (saec. XII-XIII), p. 311. Septem vetulae vadunt

Romam
;

quarum quselibet habet burdones 7 : et in quolibet

burdone sunt sacculi 7 ; et in quolibet sacculo panes 7 ; et quilibet

panis habet cultellos 7 ; et quilibet cultellus habet vaginas 7.

Quaeritur summa omnium pn^dictorum.

The Egyptian sum recalls our nursery rhyme, " the house that

Jack built." The problem expanded to its original form must be :

" an old woman has seven houses, each house has 7 cats, each cat

catches 7 rats, each rat eats 7 barleycorns, each barleycorn produces

7 bushels of grain. How many bushels of corn do the cats

save ?"

Here is a matter to engage the attention of the Folklore Society!

Nos. 80, 81. Comparative table oi horn with heqat.

No. 80 commences with :

—

J I I I "1 Jj^ 'ILl JT I I I

o III a

As to the tcbh measure, the ^a-measures that are in it, of the

store-keepers of the officials of the departments of the ar (govern-

ment stores)."

The table giveSj in parallel columns, the two series : in the first

column is the .°*Q
^ heqat, which should therefore correspond to

^ I

the d^
I

X tebh of the heading. In the second column is

FDo % henu, which should correspond to the "/^/r?]7Mneasures.*

Similarly at Asyut we find the heqat and the kha opposed to each

other. Khety, in the Xth dynasty, says :
" I was great in northern

wheat, the land was in order (?), making the city to live by kjm-

* The passage may imply that the /7/a-measures were considered to belong

especially to the officials of the ixr.
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measure T ^^. yO ^nd by /letjaf-measure ^^ : I allowed the

peasant to take corn for himself and his wife, the widow for herself

and her son."

I do not know of any other instance of the word T "vv yO
as a corn measure, but the verb T ^R\ ^^ meaning to measure

in all senses is very common.

<r^=~^ Q with the determinative of wood (which is badly

rendered in the facsimile but clear enough in the original) is shown

by this passage to be the name of the wooden vessels (probably each

containing one /ie(/af, 2 heqat, or 4 heqat), which are seen in the hands

of the labourers measuring corn. The word occurs in the Negative

Confession, ch. 125 of the JBook of the Dead, 1. 8 = 16 of the

introduction, and 1. 19— 6 of the confession, as c-=^
|

Q ^O : "I

have not increased or reduced the measuring-vessel^ I have not

reduced the aroura, I have not taken a cubit from the fields, I

have not added to the weight of the balance, I have not .... the

plummet of the scales."

It will be recollected that the henu is about a pint measure, used

for valuable substances in small amounts, while the heqat was the

official corn measure of the country.

Nos. 82-4. Food of live-stock.

1. "Estimate (or cost?) of food of the 7^ '!CCCC!k ^^ I i
'"^^

AAA/NAA I I 1

aptii per, pond of domestic birds"

2. makes in bread daily heqat of nfyt

3. fatted goose eats goose 10 2\

L. 2 and 3 have to be combined to make their meaning

intelligible to those who are not accustomed to Egyptian accounts,

thus :—

•

2, 3. The food of 10 "i

fatted geese > daily 2^ heqat of utyt (bread flour ?)

makes in bread J

4. „ in 10 days 5 of a hundred do.

5. ,, ,, 40 „ I hundred do.

6. Whatmustbe ground
~i „ . ,

J ':,K > iJeteti-com heqat 166 VV

.

to produce (?) 100 J
• ^

^-

7. „ Sut-coxn 66f (f|^ instead of |||)
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> 6^ (sic) heqat.

\\ heqat.

5°-

8. That which has to be deducted accordim

to yV (of the last)

9. Remainder (of 100), which is to be given 93^ heqat.

10. Makes in ^^^--corn in //^y.;?/ ... ... 935.

11. Makes in double ;^^^rt/ ... ... ... a,i\%\(sic).

There are plenty of obscurities and small mistakes here, but the

general sense of it can be gathered.

With I. 12 another section begins. It is not marked by Eisenlohr,

but may be called 82^.

12. Account of fat goose, what it eats :

—

10 birds

13. Makes in 10 days ,.

14- :.' 40 >) M

15. Makes in shes-coxw in double heqat 2t^\^\^ (after deducting

i of I).

No. 83 :—

I, 2. If the food of 4 r^'-geese '1

of those that are cooped > northern corn a hc7iu.

up be of J

3. belong to i re-goose -^V heqat + -^\-^.

4, 5. If the food of r^-goose that enters the pond be of northern

corn yV 3V tI ¥Q(^i (for 4 geese).

it is I hin to i re-goose

making for 10 re-geese i heqat

,, in 10 days 10 heqat

,,
in a month ''"^ ^"^^ 3° h^Q^^

Line 9. Daily allowance of food of a

re-goose being fattened, it eats heqat

terp-goose ...

a crane (zat)

a i'eZ-duck, sheldrake (?) ...

a i^er-duck, teal (?)...

a turtle-dove {menut)

a quail {part)"^

All of these birds are to be found in the sculptures ; see, e.g.,

Diimichen's Resultate, PI. IX, bottom row, where, however, the

names are not given. I shall return to the subject of the identifica-

tion of these birds in another place.

i 3V -ih per bird.

1 1

« 3 2
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No. 84. Food of cattle. This is extremely inaccurate and

unintelligible ; the following may help :

—

q

1. Estimate of the food of the

stall of cattle

2. Bull eats 4 fine bull of south 2

3. 2 2

4. 3 common cattle 2

5- I 2

6. Total of these bulls 8

7. Makes in beteti-com heqat

8. Makes in 10 days

9. Makes in a month

10. Makes in double heqat northern

corn (?) 6ifft

I defy anyone to make sense of all this.

. . (tood)
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b. I. c- 1 o c.

of inundation, day 3, birth of Set

HilG-fin^x'Vjij. "Yearn, ist month

A n c

majesty of this god caused his voice (to be heard)."

pi:i:^T:-i

The

Birth of Isis,

the heaven rained."

The last three hnes were transcribed and commented upon by

Erman, A.Z., xxix, p. 59.

As Professor Erman has pointed out, this gives us two calendri-

cally important facts, viz.: that it thundered and rained (in the

Delta) on the festivals of the birth of Set and Isis, the third and

fourth of the supplementary days of the year, and that they fell on

the third and fourth of Thoth.

Zaru might possibly be Sebennytus, but it is much more likely

to be the north-east fortress which we know well as r^^^ .

capital of the XVIth nome of Lower Egypt. It is perhaps the

same as Avaris, the capital of the Hyksos, and has often been

identified with Tanis, though I am inclined to place it at Sethroe.

The facsimile is not very good here, but the signs marked as

doubtful in my transcription are hardly clearer in the original than

in the facsimile ; the rest are certain.

No. 86 is composed of two strips torn irom a papyrus of accounts,

and anciently pasted over a weak place in the roll. On the original

they do not join properly ; their re-arrangement in the plate, I

believe, was due to Eisenlohr, but he did not risk a transcription of

the fragments. The original is considerably clearer than the copy.

]f
!^
^^f',®.... Food

His brother the steward Kamesu.

, )A'^

50 pieces twice yearly.

nn o
nnnii

246
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4- 1 • • • 1
1 ^1 r^ olIlwXl? ^> (^'^^^^) i>^

silver, 3 pieces ; in the year.

one twice : as ^. Now one vessel

6- ra] d\ m
^ " ^ I n^ ^^ I — rn

12 /h71u (value) in silver ^ : one hen (?)....

iJ' '• II I II I 1 1 1 1 w III n 111

Silver 5 pieces for their pay for it ; 127 fish ....

8. -I
^ /'-'

I
.r5 90 # "^

100 .-O year f?^-corn
J 1 I illl/'-^' ^ T W 111"

• ^

90 quadruple heqat^ betefi-corn 100 do.

Q. i <:=, I
/'—

' qo ^ 100 ^-O 92 year «/-corn
I J '

I I I
^ T W 111

'^-^ ^

90, betcti 192 do.

traces "1
1 1 I

'^.^ „ # ^ . . , ?

^nnJ III III* T \\ '°^-^

1465 rt/-corn 180 do. befcfi 300 .... do

II. / ""TT" "^K L "^Z" ^1- o: ^vas broutrht

wine .... I

12.
|] p^^=J^(]!] _^

silver \ (value) in silver

3-] ix^,?,ra^,?,i;;kl'^ 'i^ '""''""'"'

14. ... 00 yO 95 Y
"^ 40° .'-O io« y^/-corn . . . . ] 95 quad-

ruple heqat ; betetl /\\o do

i!;-i8. Similar Do. do. do.
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This is a miserable fragment, with hues broken at both ends, but

it is not without interest. The writing shows that it is the work of the

same scribe as the Mathematical Papyrus, and the name Ka-mesu is

valuable as agreeing with all that we know of the date of that

document. The use of a silver unit in Egypt for estimating value

is thus taken back to the age of the Hyksos.

Addendum.

Page 167. 1 might have noted that, in dales written in hieratic,

the numerals for the days of the month are invariably turned on

Iheir sides. Monumental writing occasionally preserves this arrange-

ment for the units, but never for the tens. The extremely ancient

ostracon, No. 429 of the Leyden Museum (Monumens ll, ccxxviii),

G
puts the reading of the hieratic beyond doubt, with *—J-^ for "day

24," written in cursive hieroglyphs.

The word seshemt or semt (|1 ^^"xr^^ ^ w J is misprinted smt,

seshmt^ eshemt on pp* 204-5.
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NOTES DE PHILOLOGIE ECxYPTIENNE.

Par Karl Piehl.

(Si/i'^e.)*

95. Point de la grammaire neo-egyptienne, a propos d'un passage

du Papyrus d'Orbiney; 96. Les noms de divinite ^^. M
et 'T" M

; 97. Observations sur la maniere de traduire, adoptee

par I'editeur des textes des pyramides pour un nombie de mots

egyptiens, depuis longtemps connus
; 98.

|
^\ = IteJUL, prepo-

sition copte
; 99. Passage du Papyrus Abbot; ico. Un paragraphe

de la grammaire egyptienne de M. Erman.

95. Le papyrus D'Orbiney contient, page 8, ligne i, ceci ;

n (2 <^M—D^
1^.==_ I I 7^ I

^^\ I Q (2 '^ssi. I , ce qui a ete rendu par le dernier traducteurf

que je connaisse, de la maniere suivante :
" II resta la a pleurer

fouf /lanf, car il ne savait comment passer sur la rive ou etait son

petit frere, a cause des crocodiles." La modification que je voudrais

introduire ici ne porte que sur les deux mots soulignes, mais elle

est neanmoins, je crois, assez importante. A mon avis, I'expression

est verbale, non pas adverbiale, et qui suit

(In ^^ n'est point le pronom reflechi, mais plutot le

* Voir Proceedings, XV, paee 493.

t G. Masperii, Coiites popiilai-es de ^E»yple aiuienne, page 14.
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pronom personnel de la troisieme personne du singulier. Done,

je proposerais volontiers pour notre passage cette traduction-ci :
" II

resta la a pleurer sur lui. II s'etendit, mais il ne savait comment

arriver a son petit frere, a cause des crocodiles."

a trait a laJ'ai ailleurs montre * que le groupe A „ -^

longeur. tout aussi bien qu'a la hautair ; quant a I'emploi verbal

que nous avons adopte ici pour le dit group, cet emploi se voit

partout dans les textes egyptiens, a partir des epoques les plus

reculees, et ne peut guere etre sujet a des doutes.

Ce qui par contre paraitrait peut-etre plus hardi, c'est I'explica-

tion que nous avons proposee pour ^ <c:zr> ^|\ (1(1 ^1:^ /ff~ j

"h Y>^eMrex si^r lui" la grammaire nco-cgyptien7ie\ enseignant nette-

ment que le pronom reflechi " dativisch gebraucht " doit etre

exprime apres des verbes, de'signant une agitation d'esprit {Geiniiths-

bewegiing).

Les exemples, invoques en faveur de cette regie sont, en dehors

n f\ —^ O' I
o-^* &\ Q u <=::> "^^^^^

du notre, les deux suivants : H Y> rJf T v\ -^fs. j

1 Ji ^ w /www nn^ I >^^^ K^^

"dasHerr des Pharao war betrubt," d'Orb. XVI, 6; \\ '^^<^

<£f ,
" er ward froh," d'Orb. XV, 3. Nous croyons,

I ^V I Ci III ^.-^

toutefois, que la regie en question manque d'apropos, en foi de

quoi nous invitons le lecteur a I'examen des exemples suivants, tous

datant de I't-poque neo-egypticnne : (I v\ t^ 1 T ^ ^^^^

, "Leurs coeurs le prirent en pitie," d'Orb. IX, 5 ; (I (2 r-r-i

l\ (2^^^""^, "On se rejouit de lui, d'Orb. XV, 3;

^ "Z! m ^K\ Vi <2 y^ J'] I n i, "On se rejouit a cause
(3

1 U _&£^ JfP^ ^ ill I
1'

I

d'eux," d'Orb. XVII, 2, etc.

II parait, d'ailleurs, que les mots, signifiant de I'agitation d'esprit,

se construisent toujours de cette maniere en egyptien. Voici une

preuve fort ancienne de cette particularite : ¥ S^ ^ I AM

* rrocccdings, XIV, page 135.

t Er.man, Neiiiigyptiscke Granuiiatik, page 205, § 315.
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'

'

1) I, "Son coeur a elk le prit en pitie, et elle lui tendit
^^-~^ lsN\rJ^ \J I I

sa mamelle."*

Nous croyons done pouvoir, en toute tranquillite, maintenir

I'acception que nous avons recommandee pour le passage du

Papyrus d'Orbiney, qui fait I'en-tete de ce paragraphe, en meme
temps que nous exigeons que la grammaire neo-egyptiejine soit

modifiee, quant a la regie, relative aux verbes impliquant la notion

d'agitation d'esprit.

96. Le nom de dieu Y\ S^^ doit etre d'origine tres

ancienne, si Ton reflechit a ce que nous le rencontrons deja aux

textes des pyramides de Sakkara. Je ne crois pas qu'on en ait

fourni d'etymologie scientifique. De men cote, je ne suis pas sur

de pouvoir en donner, mais une hypothese a ce sujet pent sans

doute se permettre, si cette hypothese se presente, toute exempte

de pretention.

Depuis longtemps, j'ai cru, en cherchant I'origine du dit nom de

dieu, la possibilite de le deriver de la formule ["[] *^^\ ^,
"descends vers moi," si frequente sur les steles du Moyen Empire.

Cette supposition se trouve corroboree par un passage, emprunte

aux Inscriptions de Sharpe,! oil se lit I'expression suivante :

0000 *^5^^, variante d'un passage bien connu, appartenant aux textes

en question. Ici, la formule rG <cz::=>, "descend vers moi," est

visiblement determinee par le signe Q^^ , ideogramme dont s'ecrit

le nom de dieu AAer.

Apres la remarque interessante que vient de livrerj M. Le Page

Rknouf, concernant le role du dieu Aker, I'etymologie que je viens

de mentionner me parait plus vraisemblable qu'auparavant, surtout,

parce que de cette fagon nous n'avons guere besoin de supposer

I'existence d'une racine v\
,
qui d'ailleurs est completement

inconnue. Nous savons, du reste, que le dieu Aker joue un double

* Pyramidc de Pepi /, 1. 2S6.

t Sharpe, Egyptian Inscriptions^ II, 86.

X Proceedings, XV, p. 385.
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role : d'un cote il re^oit ceux qui desccndent a I'Occident, de I'autre

cote il fait poindre au jour ceux qui a I'instar du Soleil, montent

chaque matin sur I'horizon de Test.* La descente se faisait tres

naturellement le soir, d'ou s'expliquerait "la fete de la nuit."

Ces appreciations concordent avec les donnees d'autres textes.

Ainsi au 7I^^/^///^/^r//,t nous rencontrons le nomde fete : (Q 1 ^ )

V A, ^ , dont une variantej offre la forme KSty \^ ^
| Ini '

"fete du dieu Aker," et un autre passage,^ du meme document

appelle le dieu en question du nom de pp

On pense bien que la meilleure preuve que je puisse citer comme
analogic de I'etymologie que je viens de donner pour le nom de

dieu >\ £^ , c'est le ^lavcftw^-, qui a fourni a Brugsch la

matiere d'un de ses plus curieux travaux.
||

Le signe g;^ d'ailleuis est polyphone. Ainsi aux basses

epoques, il revet la valeur de 1, jouant alors le role qu'a le

signe ^t2? des textes des pyramides de Saqqarah. De cette maniere,

on comprend facilement la variante ^^^ ,^ que donnent les textes

ptolemaiques et remains pour le nom de dieu 1 ^ ,
qui

originairement n'a rien de commun axec le nom divin

pas plus que les roles de ces divinites ne s'accordent entre eux.

Ayant parle d'un nom de divinite, je suis peut-etre permis d'en

toucher un autre, j'entends celui de -'^f^ . II y a bien longtemps que

mon attention s'est portee sur le texte de la statue A 97 du Louvre,

ou un personnage s'appelle 1 ^ ' 1)^
J J J ^^ 1 T V.

* Cette derniere action est designee comme " un devoilcment dc la figure'

de rindividu. Voire Za pyramide Pepi JI, 1. 613.

t Todtenbiich, XVIII, 6 ; XIX, 7.

+ Von Bergmann, Der Sarkophag des Paiif/iemisis f, jsage 38.

§ Todlenbuch, XIV, 60.

jl
Voir en dernier lieu BRUCJSCir, Ixcligioii imd Mythologie dcr alien Aeg}ipler^

page 14.

IT Cfr. VON Bkkc.mann, Ilieroglypliische /iischrifteii, pi. 38.
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ce que timidement j'avais cru pouvoir rendre par " Conseiller intiine

du roi dans toutes ses places, prophete de Seschet." Toutefois, le

second 1 pouvait appartenir comme epithete a r
\\\\ ,

le texte datant des Saites, qui abregent souvent les formes des mots,

comme ils sautent voiontiers la caracteristique c^ du feminin.

M. Le Page Renouf,* sans connaitre mes vues a ce sujet, il

y a longtemps, est arrive a lire comme moi, "prophete de Seschet,"

le passage de I'inscription du Louvre. Le meme savant cite aussi

la deese 1 1 w j ^^^^ j^ , des textes des pyramides, en la regardant

comme identique a 1 'y du monument du Louvre. Mais le

nom 1 1 w J '*K\ J>V , de la pyramide de Teta, se rencontre dans

une formule a I'alliteration ("Nephthys a resserre j^our toi tous

les membres en son nom de Seshait, dame des enceintes),! selon

* Proceedings, XV, page 378. [Here I only say what I proved elsewhere, ten

years ago.] The fresh evidence cited by our learned friend and valued colleague is

indeed most excellent. But on referring to my argument (in Transactions,

Vol. IX, p. 303), he can hardly fail to see that he has misapprehended it. I

do not cite the name of the goddess Seshait of the Pyramid of Teta in connection

with the name upon the statuette of the Louvre, but as a variant in copies of one

and the same ancient text. I appeal to two sets oi variants.

I. The whole passage of the text in Teta 268 is found elsewhere. I have

quoted the British Museum Papyrus 1008 1 as containing it. But it also occurs

on the lid of the red granite sarcophagus (No. 3) in the British Museum, copies of

which will be found in Sharpe, I, 77, and in Vyse, Pyramids, II, 136 sq. From

a collation of these identical texts the equation 'T^ = sesait is necessarily inferred.

2. The same equation results from a comparison between the netting scene in

the great hall of the temple at Karnak and the same scene at Esneh. The name
of the goddess which is ideographically written at the latter place is, in the

former, phonetically written SeSaii.

With such facts before one, and they are absolutely independent of each other,

there can be no more mistake about the statue in the Louvre than with that in

the Berlin Museum. And each of these statues furnishes absolute proof that we

have in the above cases, i and 2, to do with phonetic variants, not with different

readings. The consilience of evidence is so striking as to deserve this additional

statement of it.

The upright part of the ideogram '^ is evidently (as Dr. Pleyte, I think, first

asserted) the recd-pen, an appropriate symbol of the writing goddess.

P. i.E P. R.]

t Recjieil de I'icwcg, XIV, page 184.
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AL Maspero, la elite deesse pourrait a la rigueur ne devoir son nom
qu'a cette alliteration, par consequent elle put manquer de realite.

A mon sens, il faut done une meilleure preuve a I'appui de la

lecture I pour le nom de deese -T-. Je crois I'avoir trouvee

dans un texte de Berlin, texte qui, comme celui du I-ouvre, couvre

une statue de I'epoque Saite. Voici ce que nous v lisons :

Cette derniere preuve pent, je crois, se dire definitive. Lisons

done, a I'exemple de M. Le Page Renouf, dorenavant Seschet, le

nom de la deesse 't t

Statue de b i \>'^=0=.us _
n i v\ I f^ XL ®

t On pent bien se clemander si les trois dt-esses I '-f- , "v?

~,^ ne sont pas des formes diffcixnciees d'unc memc deesse originaire.
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ON THE ROYAL TITLES 4=\^.

By a. C. Bryant, B.A., and F. W. Read.

In a lengthy and important note to his translation of a Hymn to

Amen-Ra,* M. Grebaut demonstrated that the real meaning of the

royal titles ;j?\^ was not King of Upper and Lower Egypt, but King

of the whole earth of the South and King of the whole earth of the

North. In his reference to the ytte^as ^aaiXev'i tC-v re avw kcu rCcv

Kt'nw xa'pa'j' of the Rosetta Stone, he appears, it is true, to have

modified his opinion a little, but this hesitation does not affect his

previous argument. The new interpretation was apparently accepted

by Mr. Renouf,t but in some recent articles published in the J^ro-

ceedings of the Society of Biblical ArchcEologyX he appears to hint at

some different rendering. If in the stele of Paanhi the words

I and M^ are used separately to express the idea of king or

kinglet,§ that fact would tell as much against the view of M. Grebaut

as it would against the older translation. It would of course be

absurd to translate I \M^ m \\
/ a J, by " King

in Heaven of Upper Egypt, King upon Earth of Lower Egypt,"

and so forth, || but it would be equally absurd to say "King of the

South in Heaven, King of the North upon Earth," etc. [Mr. Renouf

might have strengthened this part of his argument by a comparison

between the Greek text of the Rosetta Stone and the stele of

Damanhur.H Although not perfectly satisfactory, the general cor-

respondence between Kvplov TpiaKovraeTijpi'cwi/, KuOuTrep o "Y{(pai(T-o^ o

ue^/a^' (3a(7i\ewv, KciOcnrep o rjXiof [oj fie'^/a^ ySacrtXei'?, riZ't/ re cli/w kui

* Bibliotheque de I'Ecole des Hautes Etudes : Sciences Philologiques et

Historiques. Fasc. 21.

+ See Hibbert Lectures, 1879, P- 162.

X Vol. XIV, pp. 23-25, 108-111.

§ Froc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Vol. XIV, p. 23. ii Ibid., p. no.

IF " La Stele 5576 du Musee de Boulaq," Rccucil de Travaux, Vcl. VI.
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ra.. .«T.- x-/'-"* '-^'^^ "^® I i ifP ] ()l ll 7 EM ^ ^'''^'

for ^jA^ the evident value of ki;ig, ru-u tc (h'iL< hai tuw K-tirtc
x"^'/>'^'''j

although the phrase must in that case refer to ftaaiXi'w's- and not to

'I
and ^§^," Mr. Renouf says,+ "are divine and priestly

titles which have no reference to earthly geography ;" but we think

it possible to show from an inscription whose age gives it far more

authority than a text contemporary with the Rosetta Stone can

possess, that, whatever the original meanings of the words, the

Egyptians regarded I as an appropriate title for the ruler of the

South, and iSQ as an appropriate title for the ruler of the North.

In the reign of the Ethiopian king Sabaka, a very ancient and

much mutilated mythological inscription in the temple of Ptehu at

Memphis was re-copied, and the copy set up in the temple in place

of the original. This copy, now in its turn much mutilated, forms

part of the British Museum collection, in which it is numbered 135*

The text has been published by Sharpe§ and translated by Goodwin.
||

The first part of the inscription relates to the drowning of Ausari

;

the middle is absolutely indecipherable ; and the last part details

the reconciliation between Heru and Suti through the mediation of

Sebu, and the partition of " the two lands," whether of Egypt or of

the earth may perhaps be doubtful, between them.

(^^BEH An is the name of the twenty-first nome of Lower

Egypt, where the boundary-line between the two divisions of the

* Rosetta Stone, lines 2 nnd 3.

t S/eie of Damanhur, line 2.

J Froc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., \'ul. XIV, p]). UO, III.

§ Ei;ypt. Inscr., PI. 36-38.

!1 Jlftl. Egypt., Serie 3, Tom. I, pp. 247-2S5.

IT Sharpe, Egypt. Inscr., PL 36, line 16.
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country might appropriately be drawn. " Its pe/in" says Cioodwin

in a note on this passage, "was ,^^3^ \\ 1

—

\ , which may mean 'the

pool of the proclamation of the two gods.' In this name we have

probably a trace of the legend which makes this locality to have been

that where Horus and Set divided the land."

The earth, or the country, having been thus divided^ Sebu

appointed Heru king of one half, and Suti of the other.

^JP
JA

J^ OC2><

Suti is made stifen of the southern land, and Heru ndf of the

northern land. It is clear then that in the mind of the original

author of this text the titles 4^\^ did have some reference to earthly

geography.

Originally, without doubt, divine titles, they were afterwards

adopted by the sovereign. Used separately, either seems to have

had the simple meaning of king; but as , .__
,'

, "the two lands,"

meant the land of the South and the land of the North, so 4^^'
" the two kings," meant King of the South and King of the North.

To disprove this would require far stronger evidence than a text of

the time of the Ptolemies.

Sharpe, Egypt. Inscr., PI. 36, line 17.
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The next Meeting of the Society will be holden at ^y,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on November the

6th, at 8 p.m., when the following papers will be read by

the President :

—

I. "The Hippopotamus in Egyptian Texts, and Beast-gods."

II. "A Review of the Scientific Labours of the late Brugsch-

Pasha."
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Society by the death of several of its Members, whose scientific

labours have done so much to advance knowledge.

The Right Hon. Sir A. H. Layard, G.C.B., etc., etc.

(
Vice-President).

Heinrich Brugsch-Pasha (Hon. Member).

Dr. James Darmesteter {Hon. Member).

Mr. VVvatt Papworth, F.R.LB.A., who was for many
years a Member of the Council, and took great interest

in all its proceedings.
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The following Donations to the Library were announced,

and thanks ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Rev. R. Gwynne, Secretary for Foreign Correspondence.

Catalogue of the Syriac MSS. in the Convent of St. Catharine

on Mj.int Sinai. By Mrs. Lewis. Cambridge University

Press, 1894.

Catalogue of the Arabic MSS. in the Convent of St. Catharine

on Mount Sinai. By Mrs. Gibson. Cambridge University

Press, 1894.

An Arabic Version of the Epistles of St. Paul to the Romans,

Corinthians, Galatians, with part of the Epistle to the Ephesians ;

from a Ninth Century MS. in the Convent of St. Katharine

on Mount Sinai. Edited by Mrs. Gibson. Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1894.

Catalogue of Antiquities from the Temple of Coptos, dis-

covered in 1894.

Fiom the Author :—Prof Dr. Paul Haupt. Johns Hopkins

University Circulars. Vol. XIII, 114, July, 1894, contains a

number of articles by Dr. Haupt and others.

The Book of Ecclesiastes. Philadelphia. 8vo. 1894.

Transitive and Intransitive Verbs in Semitic. 8vo.

Einige Verbesserungen und Nachtrage zu meinen Akkadischen

und Sumerischen Keilschrifttexten. 8vo.

Ueber einen Dialekt der Sumerischen Sprache. Gottingen.

8vo. 1880.

Beitrage zur Assyrischen Lautlehre. Gottingen. 8vo. 1883.

The Batde of Haimie, B.C. 691. Andover. 8vo. 1886.

Glossar I. Worterverzeichniss zum Sintfiuthberichte. 8vo.

The Assyrian Writing. 8vo. (one sheet). 1888.

Uber den Halbvocal u im Assyrischen. 8vo.

The Assyrian E-vowel, a Contribution to the Comparative

Pnonology of the Assyro-Babylonian Language. Baltimore.

8vo. 1887.

Biblical and Historical Criticism. The Language of Nimrod,

the Kashite. 8vo.
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Wateh-Ben-Hazael, Prince of Kedarenes, about b.c. 650.

Chicago. 8vo. 1885.

On the Penitential Psahii " De Profundis." 8vo.

The Etymology of Nekasim. 8vo.

From the Author :—Dr. Arthur Lincke. Wo lag Bechten ? Ein

Beitrag zur Kenntnis der alten Geographie Vorderasiens. 8vo.

From the Publishers :—Williams and Norgate. A Concise

Dictionary of the Assyrian Language (xA.ssyrian, English, Ger-

man). By W. Muss-Arnolt. Part I. (To be completed in

about eight parts.)

From the Author :—Gio. Batt. Lugari. SuU' Origine e fondazione

di Roma. Parte III, ed ultima. Roma. Fol. 1892.

J'rom the Author :—Johannis Baptiste de Lugari. Dissertatio ad

legem unicam Codicis de Thesauris. Lib. X, Tit XV. Roma.

Fol. 1894.

From the Author :—Gio. Batt. Lugari. S. Bonifazio e S. Alessio

suir aventino. Roma. Fol. 1894.

S. Siro primo Vescovo di Pavia. Roma. 8vo. 1894.

From Isaac Myer, LL.B. :— Scarabs ; The History, Manufacture,

and Religious Symbolism of the Scarabseus in Ancient Egypt,

Phoenicia, Sardinia, etc. London. 8vo. 1894.

From Thomas H. Boyd :—Ancient Jerusalem ; a New Investiga-

tion into the History, Topography, and Plan of the City,

Environs, and Temple. By J. Francis Thrupp, M.A. Cam-

bridge. 1855.

From the Author :—Prof. M. Jastrow. Oriental Studies. A
selection of the Papers read before the Oriental Society of

Philadelphia, 1888-1894. Boston (U.S.A.). 1894.

From the Committee of the Society for the Preservation of the

Monuments of Ancient Egypt :—Reservoirs in the Valley of

the Nile (with a Map). London. 8vo. 1894.

From the Compiler :—J. B. Dimbleby. All Past Time, etc., etc.

8th edit. 8vo. 1894.

From Arthur Davis :—The Song of Chess ; attributed to Abraham
Ibn Ezra (1093-1167), with translation by Miss Nina R. Davis.
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The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, to be held the 4th December, 1894:

—

]\Irs. Cathcart, Pitcaislie, near Newburgh, Fifeshire.

Edward Donaldson, Cains College, Cambridge.

C. Fox, M.R.C.S., F.S.P., Lodge Hill, Kingswood, near Bristol.

Dr. Hermann Haupt, Giessen University.

George Francis Legge, 6, Gray's Inn Square, W.C.

Papers were read by P, le Page Renouf {President) :

—

I. "The Hippopotamus in Egyptian Texts, and Beast-gods."

II. "A Review of the Scientific Labours of the late Brugsch-

Pasha."

Thanks were returned for these Communications.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER XCIX.

Chapter zvhereby one Saileth a Ship in the Netlierworld.

Oh thou who sailest the ship of Nu over that chine which is

void, (i) let me sail the ship ; let me fasten my tackle (2) in peace

;

in peace ! Come, come ; Fleet one. Fleet one ! Let me come to

see my father Osiris.

Oh thou who art veiled, let me enjoy happiness.

Oh thou who art clouded, but manful, and who sailest round

over that chine of Apepi ; thou of firm head and steadfast breast

when coming forth from the fiery blows : Oh thou who art at the

ship, let me sail the ship, let me fasten my tackle and come forth.

This place is empty, into which the starry ones fall down head-

long upon their faces, (3) and find not aught whereby they can

raise themselves up.

Narrow is the path as the tongue of Ra. (4)

yrhe Patrol ivho goeth rounds atid who pilotetli the Double Earth :

Seb abideth stably by means of their rudders : the divine Porjn

tvhich revealeth the Solar Orb : and He who presideth over the Red
ones. (5)]

Let me be brought in as a distressed mariner, and let my Soul

come to me, which is my brother, and go to that place which thou

knowest.

"Z^/ me be told my 7iame" say,

1. The Mooring-post. " Lord of the Double-Earth in the Shrine
"

is thy name.

2. The Blade of the Rudder. " Leg of Apis " is thy name.

3. The Hawser. " The Side-Lock which Anubis fastens on to

the swathing work " is thy name,

26.^
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4. The Siern or Stent Posts. "The two columns of the Nether-

world " is thy name.

5. The Hold. "Akar" is thy name.

6. The Mast. Bearer of the Great one whilst she passeth "
is

th) name.

7. The Keel. " Backbone of Apuat " is thy name.

8. The Mast-head. " Throat of Emsta " is thy name.

9. The Sail. " Nut " is thy name.

10. The Leathers. (6) Made of the hide of Mnevis, which Sutu

hath scorched," is thy name.

11. The Oars. "Fingers of the elder" is your name.

12. The Bracement. " Hand of Isis, stanching the blood of the

Eye of Horus," is thy name.

13. The Ribs. "Emsta, Hapi, Tuamautcf, Kebehsenuf, He who
taketh captive. He who taketh by force, He who seeth his Father,

and He who maketh himself," are your names.

14. The Look-out: (7) " Master of the (Ground? "
(8) is thy name.

15. The Tiller: (9) ''Merit" (10) is thy name.

16. The Rtidder: "The Umpire, beaming forth from the water,"

is thy name.

17. The Hull : "The Leg of Hathor, which Ra wounded, on his

lifting her into the Sektit Boat," is thy name.

18. TX/d? ^<';rt'/;/M;^ .' "Off" is thy name.

19. The Breeze., since thou art conveyed by me : "The Northern

Breeze proceeding from Tmu to the Nose of Chent-Amenta " is thy

name.

20. The Stream, since thou sailest upon me : "Their Mirror" is

thy name.

21. The Shalloiv: (11) "Destroyer of the large-handed at the

place of purification " is thy name.

22. The Laud, since thou walkest upon me: "The Tip of

Heaven, the Coming forth from the swathings in the Garden of

Aarru, and the Coming forth in Exultation," is thy name.

To be said befoi-e them.

Hail to you. Fair in Form, Lord of issues, who are springing up
for ever, and whose double goal is eternity : turn to me your hands,

give to me food and offerings for my mouth ; let me eat the B^'t-

brcad, the Shensu-c2iVQ and the A>/t7/-cake : let my place be in the

Ljrcat hall in presence of the mighty god.
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I know that mighty god to whose nostrils ye present dehcacies.

Tekmu is his name : and whether he, whose name is Tekmu,

tiirneth from the East or advanceth to the West, let his course be

my course.

Let me not be stopped at the Meskat ; let not the Sebau have

mastery over my limbs.

I have bread in Plj and beer in Tepu. Let your largesses of

this day be granted to me ; offerings of wheat and barley, offerings

of dnta and of vestments, offerings of oxen, and ducks, which are

offerings for life, health and strength, and also offerings for coming

forth by day, in all the forms in which it pleaseth me to come forth

in the Garden of Aarru.

If this chapter be known he will come forth at the Gat-den of

Aarru ; there will he given to him the Shensxi-cake, the measure of

drink and the persen-^rt/ir, and fields of zvheat a?id barley of seven

cubits [It is the followers of Horns 7u/io reap thetn), for he eateth of

that wheat and barley, a?id he is made whole in his limbs through

that wheat and barley, and his limbs spring up even as with those

gods. And he cometh forth in the Garden ofAarru in all the forms

in ivhich it pleaseth him to come forth.

Notes.

One of the Paris papyri {Pb) contains a composition bearing the

same title as Chapter 99, and M. Naville has published it as an intro-

duction to the usual chapter. It is no doubt of very great interest,

but it is the imperfect copy of a quite independent composition

which really has no claim to be considered a part of our Book of the

Dead.

1. See Chapter 7, title and notes. Cf the alQi]p iprjitio'i of Pindar

and the Latin expressions 'vacuum per inane,' 'per inania.'

2. Fasten my tackle, ^^ '^ • ^f- Unas, 508 and 639.

In the latter place the ropes are said to be made of igs ^"^j
palm leaf (?).

3. Comp. Chapter 44 on the cavern where the dead fall into the

darkness, ' but the Eye of Horus supporteth me, and Apuat reareth

me up.' There may be an allusion here, as there is elsewhere, to

shooting stars. It is worth noticing that—a group which ought, I

think, to be read 1 \ {Ca and Ac) has in most papyri the
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wrong determinative i^i instead of ;jlc, which was misunderstood, and

that Ab has even I ^
J

.

4. A corrupt passage, like the next.

5. The corruption of the whole passage between
[ ] will be best

understood on comparing it with the names of " the Rudders of

Heaven " as given in Chapter 148 ; the earliest text of these names

being (I think) the fine tablet in Detikm. Ill, 25 bis a. Three out

of four of these names are represented by the phrases here printed in

italics. The rest is incoherent and was certainly not understood by

the copyists. I have followed Aa in my translation.

6. ' The Leathers,'
"'^ %^ I^ or c^> "^ ^ ^' leathern

thongs, or straps, like the Greek rpoiroliox fastening the oars,

^^pTvvavTO c tY>6T/ta 7poTro7'i cf Cef)ii(mii'0((Ti : Odyss. 4, 782.

See note of Scholiast and cf. Aesch. Fers., 376.

7. Look out T [in , see Chapter 15, note 9.

8. Grounds, x 1 is, technically, the superficial land measure

corresponding to the qvarter of the Egyptian arura. The more

general sense of the word | x I \lj I is land enclosed and

parted out for cultivation.

The very ancient magical text (Unas 302) speaks characterically

°^ X ^^ 1 % ^^ 9 '
^^'^ Hippopotamus who

maketh his appearance at the garden (vineyard, field, &c. Cf.

Psalm Ixxx, 13).

In the great inscription published in Mariette's Denderah, IV, 35,
" -TTTTT"

X is used, in a sense like that of the 'Acwvuo^ kTittoi, for aAD W^S III
' '

stone vessel in which seeds were sown for ritual purposes.

9. Ti7/er. 1 1^^^^ (1[] bait, or (as it is also written)

abaft ; see Chapter 76, note i.

10. Merit. <rz> -^5- (sometimes written with ^-r-.^ and other

determinatives : Bekenranef adds \1 )
is the name of each of the

two divine sisters, Isis and Nephthys, see Chapter 37, note; who are

called <=!=:> „ fl 1 and <^> W. But, at Edfu, Denderah and
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Philae, Merit is a synonym of the Ut'at, and one of the names of

Hathor.

II. »S7/fl//<9ZC'; a coniectural meaning for ^ ^^ , which has

not only the determinative of land, but those of water, 1— i and

'^^. And in some texts it would seem to mean fiiarsh, fen,

CHAPTER C.

The Book whereby the glorified one is made strong, and is made to

embark in the boat of Rd, together with those who are with the

god.

Let me convey the divine Heron to the East, Osiris to Tattu,

Let me open the caverns of Hapu (i), clear the path of the Solar

Orb and tow along Sekaru upon his sledge. Let the Great one

give me strength at her fixed hour.

I hail and give v/orship to the Orb, and associate myself with

those in adoration, I am one of them.

Let me be a second to Isis ; and let her glorified ones give me
strength.

Let me fasten my tackle, let me stop the adversary, and force

him to turn back his steps.

Let Ra lend me his two hands, let not his divine Boatmen

prevent me. Let my strength be that of the divine Eye, and

conversely.

[As to the sundering of me in the Bark of Ra, let the sundering

be as that of the Egg aud the Tortoise. (2)]

Said over the Figure in the Text, which is written tipofi clea?i

paper, 7uith artisfs ink, fresh and mixed with essence of Anta ; let

the dead person have it pitt upofi his body without inserting it into his

limbs ; he will enter into the Bark of Rd at the round of each day,

Thoth will appreciate him, on his comingforth ore?itering, undeviatingly

for ti?nes infi?iite.

Notes.

This chapter appears a second time in the Turin Todteubuch as

Chapter 129. But in the papyrus of Nebseni it is found no less

than three times.
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1. dn'erns of Hapu. Two of the copies of this chapter in the

papyrus of Nebseni give the interesting variant Q Y\ Q • p,

is the well known eciuivalent of , and the fountains of the

Nile are also indicated by the group Q Q .

2. This passage does not occur in Chapter 129, and is ajiparently

an interpolation, which however is already found in ancient copies.

CHAPTER CI.

Chapter of the Safeguards of the Bark of Ra.

thou who art devoid of moisture in coming forth from the

stream ; and who restest upon the deck of thy Bark : as thou pro-

ceedest in the direction of Yesterday, and restest upon the deck of

thy Bark, let me join thy boatmen.

1 am a powerful Chu.

O Ra, in that thy name of Ra, since thou passest through an

Eye of seven cubits, whose pujjil is of three : do thou then make

me sound, I am a powerful Chu, let thy soundness be my soundness.

O Ra, in that thy name of Ra, since thou passest through those

who are perishing headlong : do thou then keep me standing on my
feet. I am a powerful Chu, let thy soundness be my soundness.

O Ra, in that thy name of Ra, since thou openest the secrets of

the Ammehit, which gladdeneth the hearts of the Divine Circle : do

thou then give me my heart. I am a powerful Chu, let thy sound-

ness be my soundness, and the soundness of thy limbs be the sound-

ness of my limbs.

Secured by reaso?i of the writing ivith gum mixed wilJi colvU7-s upon

a strip of royal papyrits, put at the throat of the deceased on the day of

burial. If these phylacteries are put at his throat, he 7vill rise up as

one of the Divine Circle, and be united to the followers of Horus,

whilst his Lamp is made firm by Isis in heaven beside Sothis. He
followeth JTorus 7vho resideth in Sothis, (i) His Shade becometh

divine as well as human. Vegetatiofi is made to grow out of his body

through the goddess Menkit. (2) He becometh a god for ever, a?id his

limbs are made vigorous in the Netherworld through Thoth, who hath

done the like to Osiris, in causing the light to rise out of his dead body

;

undeviaiingly and for times infinite.
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Notes.

This chapter does not occur in the earlier collections known

to us.

.<^
'^-1. Horns who residefh in Sothis w

Teta, 277.

2. Menkit is one of the names of Hathor, but the place is

corrupt and the true reading uncertain.

CHAPTER CII.

Chapter whereby one e?itereth into the Bark ofRd.

Great One in thy Bark, let me be lifted into thy Bark. Let

me make head for thy staircase. Let me have charge of those who

convey thee, who are attached to thee, who are of the Stars which

never set.

That which I abominate, I eat not : and that which I abominate

is Dirt, let me not eat of it, but of peace offerings and of Art-

offerings, by which I shall not be upset.

Let me not approach it with my hands, let me not tread upon it

with my sandals, because my bread is of the white corn and my

beer of the red corn of the Nile.

It is the Sektit boat and the Aatib which have brought me to the

food and raiment which are upon the altar of the Spirits of Annu.

Salutation to thee, Ur-ar-set, in that voyage of heaven and the

disaster in Tennu, when those dogs were gathered together, not

without giving voice.

1 have come myself and delivered the god from that pain and

suffering, that was in trunk, in shoulder and in leg.

I have come and healed (i) the trunk, and fastened the shoulde^

and made firm the leg.

And I embark for the voyage of Ra.

Note.

n
I. Healed. Such is the meaning of -rr V\ /'^ , as in Chapter 147

ffi

17, and Unas 214, no less than in a passage which does not occur

in the most ancient texts of Chapter 17, but which is found in the
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papyri and is derived from the early traditions. Thoth healed the

face of Horus.

CHAPTER cm.
Chapter whereby one openeth the place 7c>here Hathor ahideth.

I am a pure follower. O Ahi ; O Ahi
;

(i) let me become one

of the followers of Hathor.

Note.

I. Ahi
(J Q ulj ^ rJ^ J

the Striker is one of the names of Horus,

who in the inscriptions of Benihassan is called \\ X ^ ^ ^^ o

" Hurus who striketh down men." The notion of striking was in

later days confined to the beating of the sistrum. Priestly persons

bore the title of Ahi as representatives of the youthful Horus, son

of Hathor. See /V<?r. Soc. Bibl. Arch., XH, p. 460, on "The Sun-

stroke in Egyptian."

CHAPTER CIV.

Cliapter whereby Ofie sittcth in the midst of tiie great gods.

Let me sit in the midst of the great gods. Let me pass through

the place of the Sektit boat. It is the Bird-fly deity (1) that shall

convey me to see the great gods who are in the Netherworld, and

I shall be triumphant in their presence.

Note.

I. The Bird-JJy deity, Abait; see Chapter 76, note.

CHAPTER CV.

Chapter whereby one propitiateth ( i ) the Ka.

Hail to thee, my Ka, my coeval. (2)

May I corne to thee and be glorified and made manifest and

ensouled, let me have strength and soundness.

Let me bring to thee grains of incense wherewith I may purify

myself and may also purify thine own overflow.
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The wrong assertions that I have uttered, and the wrong

resistance which I have offered : let them not be imputed to me.

For I am the green gem, fresh at the throat of Ra, given by

those who are at the Horizon : their freshness is my freshness

[said hc'ice], the freshness of my Ka is hke theirs, and the dainties

of my Ka are hke theirs.

1'hou who hftest the hand at the Balance, and raisest Law to

the nose of Ra in this day [of my Ka] : do not thou put my head

away from me. For I am the Eye which seeth and the Ear which

heareth ; and am I not the Bull of the sacrificial herd, are not the

mortuary gifts (3) upon me and the supernal powers \othenvise said

:

the powers above Nut].

Grant that I may pass by thee, and may purify myself and cause

the triumph of Osiris over his adversaries. (4)

Notes.

Propitiate, =:^=>. The simple root hetep signifies, what is

implied by the ideographic sign ||, the taking hold, embracing, and

kindred notions {Proc. Soc. Bihl. Arch., Vol. X, p. 578). The
notion of appeasing an angry personage is no more necessarily

involved in the Egyptian word than in the Latin propitiare. M.
Lefebure's translation, reunir, in the title of this chapter is perfectly

correct as far as it goes.

See in Denkfn., Ill, pi. 34, b, the picture of Thothmes III being

greeted by his ka Rameses II and other kings are often repre-

sented in the act of supplicating their own ka.

2. My coeval -^ f\ v\ Mli or, as some might prefer, my
duration of life.

The pictures in the temple of Luxor {Denk/n., Ill, 74 and 75)
are well known which represent the birth of Amenophis III. The
infant prince in each of these pictures is accompanied by his

ka, his exact image. The ka is nursed and suckled by the same

goddesses.

But perhaps the best commentary on our text is to be found in

the picture recently published by the French Mission Archeologique

{Temple de Luxor, fig. 203), in which both the royal infant and his

ka are being fashioned by the hand of Chnum, upon his potter's

wheel.
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3. Mortuary gifts k |^ ^^ i , meals offered to the departed.

The meaning of the compound group is plain enough from the

determinatives, and such frequent forms as <rr> I v> ^t\

k
^ _r .m I I I

P " consisting of bread and beer," but the origin of it is

not so clear. The usual meaning of
| jj> like that of the Coptic

^pUOOT is voice, but in the present group it stands for
| ^ "ttP

corresponding to ^pe, plur. ^pHO'Jfl, t/jo0>}, /3/;a7(nT«, ert<T/*oTn,

and <cz:> is to be understood as in the very common formula

j\
The reading | v\ which is sometimes found in late

texts is faulty and leads to an erroneous interpretation. ^^^^^ is a

mistake either for '^^ or for <^~^, the phonetic of |.

In such passages of the Pyramid texts as ^^\ <:z=> \}\

I .^£s v\ rsrffis \^ I

(Unas 36) ^^^^ is a demonstrative

not a negative particle, " Here is the mortuary meal presented for

thee, and here are the two Eyes, the White and the Black, of Horus."

4. All the early MSS. except Pd omit this last passage.

CHAPTER CVL

Chapter ivherehy a largess is presented at Hat-ka-Ptah. (i)

Oh thou god of nutriment", oh great one who presidest over the

mansions on high
;

[to whom bread cometh from Annu] ye who

give bread to Ptah [from Annu], give me bread and beer : let me
be made pure by the sacrificial joint, together with the white

bread. (2)

Oh thou ship of the Garden of Aarru, let me be conveyed to

that bread of thy canal ; as my father, the Great one, who advanceth

in the Divine ship [because I know thee].

Notes.

This is one of the chapters found on the sarcophagus of

Horhotep. It is also inscribed on a statue, now in the Berlin
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Museum, belonging to the early part of the XVIIlth dynasty

{Denk7n., Ill, 25 h and k). These authorities, however, do not give

the title found in the papyri. The allusions to Annu (Heliopolis)

are confined to the earliest text, which somewhat differs from the

later authorities, and finishes sooner than they do.

1. Hat-ka-PtaJi is the name of Memphis, but as in so many

other places it is not the earthly city which is meant. M. Naville

has pointed out that the words " in the Netherworld " are added

in the papyrus of Nebseni.

2. Bread and beer are not mentioned in the earliest text, which

has other important variants. The latest texts have the verb

A fl iTfe n — ^ AAAAAA
i| L| /^^

, wash, make ckafi, purify, of which (1 TV 'iSS^ on the

Berlin statue and the Theban papyri may fairly be considered an

older form. But Horhotep has ^ V 9() ' ^ different word and

occurring in a grammatical construction differing from that of the

other texts.

The words ^^^ \\ ¥\ d ^ ^^> occur as a familiar

formula in the Pyramid texts (Unas, 185, 205; Teta, 91); but

Horhotep interpolates
|
QA after a ^\

. The determina-

tives of the group ^-^^^^ \ (^ (sometimes cr?^ or '^^), show that

the copyist understood the word as meant for the sacrificial joint.

It is not uninteresting to note, with reference to the correctness

of the title of this chapter, that the Pyramid ritual (Unas, 205)

expressly says of the deceased that " the sacrificial joint with the

white bread " are the " largess "
( jS O^® ) which he receives.

CHAPTER CVIII.

[The chapter so called consists, in fact, of the first two lines of

Chapter 109. The vignette over it really belongs to Chapter 108. It

has no separate existence in any of the papyri of the best periods.]
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NOTE ON A FRAGMENT OF THE ADAPA-LEGEND.

By S. Arthur Strong.

It may be within the recollection of members of the Society

that, in 1892*, Professor Sayce wrote a letter to The Academy, stating

that many years before he had copied at the British Museum an

unnumbered tablet containing a fragment of the story of Adapa.

At the same time he communicated a translation, from which it

appeared that, in comparison with the larger and more important

fragment at Berlin, our own text had preserved an earlier part of the

same legend. But without the number there seemed to be no clue

to the rediscovery of the actual tablet.

However, a few days ago, when examining some of the mytho-

logical texts catalogued in Dr. Bezold's third volume, my eye was

caught by the word Adapa, on a fragment which also contained

references to Anu and Ea, and a closer study of the document soon

convinced me that here was the text that Professor Sayce had

copied. Unfortunately, of the few lines that remain, most are

broken off at both ends and otherwise mutilated ; but, such as the

text is, I hasten to communicate it, as follows :

—

K 8214!

W^ n "7^ T Id!^ -Hhm T? V <3<<: ^t ^n A-^}\^&
5 »fr^ v^HF- 5^T?<m<^ ET -EI --I \< «*^mv,j^ im-rt

* 23rd July. See also Transactions of the Ninth International Congress oj

Orientalists, vol. ii, pp. 183-4.

+ Catalogue, p. 906, " Portion of a mythological text concerning various gods."
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fcf: lt^ r -m^r- ^r m- -k j^it ::: iin

-z^-'^— ^r '^rr ^-^f- ^ 4^ t^^ if 4^

20 ^ J^ ^li 4 ^li ^^y ^t ^ i^

Transliteration.

. . . ik-[bisumma ?] su-u

.... ik-bi-sum-ma su-u ip-pa-[lis]

.... as-ba-ta ik-bi-sum-ma su-u il-la-ma . . .

(ilu) A-nu ana ip-sit (ilu) E-a sa-kis i-si-ih-ma

5 ilani sa sam-e u irsi-tim ma-la ba-su-u raan-nu ki-a-am dib-bak

ki-bit-su en(?)-ki-ma ki-bit (ilu) A-nu man-nu u-at-tar
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.... [A]-da-pa istu i-sid sani-e ana e-Iat sam-e

[ip]-pa-lis-ma pu-luh-ta-su i-mur

su (ilu) A-nu sa A-da-pa e-li-su . . . . -ta i§-kun

10 ki sa (ilu) E-a su-ba-ra-su is-kun

. . . [(ilu) A]-nu bel-us-su ana ar-kat u-me ana su-pi-i sim-tu i(?)-

sim(?)

A-da-pa zi-ir a-mi-lu-ti

ni-su sal-tis kap-pi su-u-ti is-bi-ru

a-na sam-e e-lu u-si-i-lu u ki-a-am

15 sa-kan u sa lim-nis ana nisi is-tak-nu

mur-su sa ina zumur nisi is-tak-nu

.... [su]-a-tum (ilu) Nin-kar-ra-ak u-na-ah-hu

bi-ma si-im-mu mur-su lis-mur

su-a-tum har-ba-su lim-kut-ma

20 sit-tum hi-tum la i-sal-lal

pu-u-du nu-ug lib-bi nisi

At the end of line 2, I have adopted Prof. Sayce's restoration,

" and he looked up," ippa\lis\ At the end of line 5 he seems to

have restored ip\^pal\

:

—" and the gods of heaven and earth as

many as exist, and whoever (else there was), answered accordingly

his command." In line 6, the character that follows si/ is uncertain
;

the traces have somewhat of the form of ^^^ which, so far as the

meaning is concerned, would be a possible restoration. In line 9,

if we could restore \liibur\-ta before isktm, we might see a reference

to the weeds of woe in which Adapa, following the advice of his

father, presented himself before Anu ; but the traces of the first

character are more those of 7na. The word subara (1. 10) appears

to be formed from the root sabaru according to the type \^ •

cf. 1. 13, "victoriously the wings of the South wind he broke" (isbiru).

]]ut the thread of the story has been broken with the tablet that

preserved it, so that it is impossible 10 determine or to divine the

exact sense here. If the form subaru be also connected with sabarii,

the phrase sakin subaru Sippar Nipur Babilu (Sargon,* Cylinder, 1. 4),

would find its natural explanation as a parallel to musallimu hihil-

tisun in the same line. unahhu (1. 17) I refer to a root nahu, "to

* * Der einrichtcte den Cul/us (?) von S. N. und B. Peiser in Kcilinschr. BibL,

ii., p. 41.
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take away, remove "; cf. Heb. pypj^, deduxit. simmu (1. 18) appears

as the value of <^^^J-<^ in the vocabulary (K. 2061) published by
Haupt, A.S.K.T., p. 203, col. ii, 1. 19. It must therefore be equivi-

lent in meaning to inursu. It is possible that the Arab. tjLi J^

"to spoil, ruin," may throw some light upon the meaning of har-

basu (1. 19). ///////// in 1. 20, is perhaps the same word as the hi-tii

which occurs in the following, message of Sennacherib, Smith, p.

165), duru n salhu sa {alit) Kalzi ^ ^y agurri tiscpis. Lastly,

pudu in 1. 21 recalls the phrase piida kima bisari (?)* \ibbat (W.A.I.

IV, 22, 3o«); but in the present state of our text isolated compari-

sons are of little value.

A connected rendering of a text so mutilated is out of the

question ; it is not even easy to see at what point it attaches itself

to the thread of the story as we have it partially preserved in the

Berlin fragment. One thing is certain, however, and that is that

it deals with events subsequent to Adapa's assault upon the South
Wind and his summons before Anu. The latter part of the text

may possibly have contained a sort of proclamation by Anu of the

terms of his reconciliation with Adapa. The sickness and disease

with which mankind have apparently been visited, in consequence
either of Adapa's offence or of his unwitting rejection of the boon
of immortality, will be banished by Ninkarrak, who appears as an
interesting accession to the dramatis persotta;, and whom we find

elsewhere described as " the great lady, the mighty one of all the

gods who dwell in sanctuaries."f

For the general outline of the story it will he sufificient to refer

to Harper's exhaustive essay in the Beitnige ziir Assyriotogie, II, 2,

pp. 418-425. To the passages there cited in which the word
a-da-pa {<^-^^^) occurs in close parallelism with abkallu, a third

may be added, viz., K. 2701a, 1. 8: sarri bel sarrCmi libbi libbi sa

abkalli u a-da-pa (<^f'-'^II) ;J and in this connection it may be
worth noticing that in the list of old mythological and religious

books preserved m R'" 6 1 8 Adapa's name is spelt with <y^-^yyy

and not with ^

.

* Delitzsch {Woerterbuch
, p. 72) reads the word liib {*^^)-ri in accord-

ance with its ideographic equivalent ^TBT TI.

t See Bezold, Catalogue
, p. 779. ,

X For the text see Hehraica, IX, Nos. i and 2.
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I cannot accept Harper's conclusion {I.e., p. 424) that the Soutli

\Vind was represented as a bird. The mere fact that it is described

as winged proves nothing, for it is perfectly possible that the wings

may have gone with other features to make up a composite being

like fia, or the divinities whom we find " disguised in brutish forms

rather than human" in such tablets as K. 2148. * Lastly, although

the legend of Adapa represents the South Wind as being under the

special protection of Anu, we find it mentioned as the beloved of

Adai)a's father Ea in the following incantation :

—
" Be present, O

* The following quotation of the least mutilated part of this text will give

some idea of its style :

—

obv. , 1, 3. ap-par-ri-tu 5akna-at {^ ^tT) lak-ta-5a amcli

sib-bu-ra rak-sa-at

irat-sa pi-ta-a-at

ina sumeli-sa se-ir-ra na-sat-ma tuli-Sa ik-iib

ina imni-sa i-kar-rab

iS-tu kakkadi-sa ana si]i-bu-ri i

pa-ag-ru ("^) me-ri-nu

is-tu sib-bu-ri-sa ana ka-an-tap-pi-sa

ku-Ii-ip-tu kima seri a-ta-at

pa-pa-an libbi-sa a-gi-i i-ta-ad-du

§um-§a (>^ — ) ^>f ^t\ -^T ^"-"t ->f -X^\
kakkadu kakkad seri

ina ap-pi-su hi-in-zu uz-zu-ru

ina pi-su mu-sam su-gal-lu-lu-ni

^MT T"^ ki-ma ba-as-mi sa-kin

^M"^ 1 a-na y^J \ un-ka-a-ti i-ta-ad-da-a

[ap] (?)-par-ri-tu ina li-ti-su Sa-kin

pag-ru buhuru I!^ kakkabi ma-li

2~^2^M K*"*~ t"^ -i,
2u-ub-ra-si-na

rev., 1. I, ka-an-tap-pu Sa ik-ba ul isa-a

sum-Su (>^ ^) sa-as-su-u in-nu

la-ah-mi tamti (ilu) E-a

In the next paragraph we have a description [u-tu-li) of Ere5-ki-gal, wliich

includes the following traits :

—

uz-nu LU.ARAD lak-tum amcli

ina ki-laie-s.i a-ka-la na-Sat-ma ana pi-3a u-rib
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South Wind, beloved of Ea ! Be present, O North Wind, beloved of

Sin! Be present, O East Wind, beloved of Ann! Be present, O West

Wind, beloved of Ea and Anu !
" *

* K. 9875. The most important part of this text has Ijeen quoted by Bezokl

{Catalogue, iii, p. 1045), as follows :

—

Siptu at-tu-mi nak-ru reSi-su-ti

sa hal-bu da-mi a-me-lu-ti

kakku ri-ig-ma na-sa-tu-nu a-na da-ki-ia

ki-sa-ma Lz-za-ni a-na ka-sa-di-ia

ki-ma usumgalli ta-ah-ta-na-za-a a-na na-ri-ia

ki-ma al-lu-hap-pu tasab-ha-pa-nin-ni

ki-ma a-li-i ta-sag-gn-ma eli-ia

am-ra-nin-ni-ma li-ir-ma-a i-da-ku-nu

lim-ha-as muh-ha-ku-nu *">y- ^^jC« (ilu) IS-tar

li-sa-an-ni te-im-ku-mi sa ra-bu-u uz-na

(ilu) Nergal be! kakki kakki-ku-nti lis-bir

(ilu) Ramman bel sam-e rabuti ag-gis eli-ku-nu lil-si

»->J[--<^ t^-^ j mi-lik-ku-nu lis-pu-uh

(ilu) Illat bir-ki-ku-nu li-kas-si

ras-pa-ni-ku-nu lisku-nu (^ [-^ "jA)

tu-ra-nim-ma sa-ni-tam-ma sab-ta

muli-ri siitu na-ra-am-ti (ilu) E-a

11 iltanu Ba-ra-am-ti (ilu) Sin

mu-hursadu na-ra-am-mu (ilu) A-nim

TY aharru na-ra-am-mu (ilu) E-a u (ilu) A-nim
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THE UNKNOWN ARAMAIC ORIGINAL OF THEODO-
TION'S ADDITIONS TO THE BOOK OF DANIEL.

By Dr. Caster.

I. Introduction.

It is an universally admitted fact, which no one acquainted with

the Greek translations of the Bible will venture to contradict, that

the real work of Theodotion consisted in correcting and altering

the old Greek translation known as the LXX, in accordance with

the Hebrew text. Not much has been preserved of that improved

edition of the LXX made by Theodotion, but the fragments alone

would suffice to show his absolute dependence upon the Hebrew

original.

Much more clearly is this fact evidenced l)y the whole

book of Daniel, which has come down to us entirely in

Theodotion's version. The translation of the LXX must have

deviated very much from the original, so much so as to induce the

Church from very ancient times to eliminate it from the official

service, and to substitute for it that other translation of Theodotion.

(The LXX text has, as is well known, come to light in the last

century, and has been often reprinted.) The differences extend

also to the apocryphal additions, which are missing in our canon,

at any rate m the Hebrew canon of the Scriptures. These

differences do not appear to be very great, but it is questionable

whether Theodotion's text has not been altered after that of the

LXX. Even in this form there are, however, marked differences

which cannot be explained, unless we admit that Theodotion had a

certain original before his eyes, exactly as was the case with the rest

of the book. He corrected and amended the old translation, being

guided by the language of that original. It would appear, otherwise,

at least singular that he should have attempted a similar process of

correction, if there was not such an original text to guide him. The

presumption, rt/rwr/, is, therefore, that also for those portions which

are now counted among the Apocrypha an original in a Semitic
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dialect must have existed, and that this was used by Theodotion

when he undertook to amend the LXX version.

I do not think that one can lay great stress on the suggestion

thrown out by Lengerke,* that these apocryphal additions have

been interpolated at a later time from the L-XX into Theodotion,

as this would lead to a far more complicated question, viz., how

to explain these differences in those two texts.

First, as to the " Song of the Three Children." Many a scholar

has thought that he could detect traces of such an ancient Semitic

original in peculiarities of the language. De Wette-Schraderf has

collected all these peculiarities of the Greek which would point

to such an original. They can best be explained by comparing

them with words or forms that may have been misunderstood by the

translator, or by his being influenced by the forms of that language,

which may have been an Aramaic dialect akin to that of Daniel

—

and yet does De Wette doubt the existence of such an original.

Schuerer, who devotes a whole chapter to the study of these additions

to Daniel,! sums up his judgment in these words : "There is no

reason to believe in a Hebrew original for any of these texts."

It is doubtful whether he meant a purely Hebrew or an original

written in any Semitic dialect, since, properly sj^eaking, one could say

that there is no Hebrew original for the greater part of the Book of

Daniel, as it contains so many chapters written in Aramaic. Much
more decided is De Wette in his opinion about the origin of

the other additions, such as the history of Bel and that of the

Dragon. He, as well as Fritzsche,§ say that there is not the

slightest foundation for the idea that there was a Hebrew, or, as the

latter adds, an Aramaic original for these. The differences between

Theodotion and the LXX are, however, much more pronounced in

these other portions than in the Song, and, as far as I have been

able to see, no theory has hitherto been vouchsafed by any of

these scholars that could give a satisfactory explanation of these

discrepancies. If they are not to be explained by a difference of

tanslation, how, and for what reason should Theodotion have

gone out of his way to alter the old-established version ; and why

* Das Buch Daniel ; Kcinigsberg, 1835, p. 108.

t Lehrbuch d. histor. -Kritischen Einleitung, 8th ed. ; Berlin, 1869, p. 509.

+ Geschichte des juedischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu, 2d ed., ii, pp. 716-720.

§ Kurzgefasstes Exegetisches Handbuch zu den Apokryphen ; Leipzig, 1851,

p. 121, § 12.
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should the Churcli feel it proper to accept this latter, if not for their

conviction that this way is a more faithful rendering of the original ?

Delitzcsh, in his study on Habakkuk,* has already drawn attention to

a fragment of the Bel legend in an old Hebrew Midrash cjuoted by

Raymundus Martini in the 13th century. The same has since been

discovered by Dr. Neubauer in another fragment of the same

Midrash Major, as that book is called. He has published this

legend, together with the Aramaic version of the Book of Tobit.t

The language of this text, however, is more like Syriac than Aramaic,

and it differs in many important details from the old Greek versions.

It can, therefore, not be considered as the probable original from

which those translations have been made. They go, on the other

hand, a long way to prove the existence of these legends in a

Semitic dialect.

Another proof is furnished by the fact that all the additions to

Daniel are found also in the Hebrew Josephus, better known as

Josippon. We have there the throwing of Daniel into the den of

the lions, and the prophet Habakkuk drawn by the lock of his hair

from Palestine to feed him in that pit, J then the history of Bel,?j

and that of the Dragon.
||

As will be seen afterwards, these portions

were in the oldest known MS. of Josippon, and form part of that

book ; they are not later additions or interpolations, but belong

to the body of that work. As the question concerning Josippon

is still an open one, and its relation to the Greek Josephus not yet

sufficiently cleared up, I prefer not to take this parallel as a proof

for the antiquity of these texts. They suffice to prove, however,

the existence of Semitic parallels to the apocryphal additions to

Daniel. It will become evident later on that the version contained

in Josippon, which has some details which are wanting in the Greek

versions both of the LXX and Theodotion, is not taken from these

versions, but in every probability from the original Semitic source

which served as basis to these Greek translations.

It is dangerous to dogmatise, and to try to settle definitely

questions which later discoveries may easily upset. Such is the

case with these additions to Daniel, which, as shown, are declared

* De Ilabacuci Prophetae vita, etc. ; Leipzig, 1842. pp. 32, 33.

t The Book of Tobit ; Oxford, 1878, pp. 41, 42.

:;: Ed. Breithaupt, I, cap. x, xi, pp. 33-37.

§ Ibid., cap. xiii, pp. 40-42.

Ij
Ibid., cap. xiv, pp. 42-45.
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by all the recognized authorities to be of a purely Greek, probably

Alexandrinian, origin, though it be extremely difficult to reconcile

it with the fact that such texts were known in a Semitic language

from ancient times.

I think now to have recovered that very original, the existence

of which has hitherto been denied, on apparently insufficient

grounds.

In the Chronicle of Jerahmeel, who lived somewhat about the

loth century, if not earlier, I have found an Aramaic text which is

interesting from more than one point of view. The compiler of the

Chronicle gives first a Hebrew translation of all those chapters in

Daniel that are in Aramaic. Then follows a long rhymed introduc-

tion, after which the author says :
" Now I am copying the missing

praises and songs which praised and sang the three young men,

which Theodosius found, and are not in the 24 (canonical) books.

And this is the text (chapter) which Theodosius the wise man, who

translated (the Bible) in the days of Commodus, the king of the

Romans, introduced (arranged) in his Corpus (Canon)* It is not

found in the book of the Hebrews but in that of the Seventy

wise men, who translated the book of the Law together with Elazar

the high priest, who was killed in the days of Antiochus (his

bones may be ground to dust), who translated the whole Law in the

days of Ptoloma^us, king of Egypt ; and the two men whose names

were Symmachus and Akilas, who translated in the days of king

Adrian, were translators (thereof) also. And Akilas is Onkelos."

" And this is the text of that which is not written in the Corpus

(Canon) of the Hebrews and was found by Theodosius.'"

So far this remarkable introduction, which I have tried to render

in a more intelligible form. The language is greatly involved and

the meaning is not perfectly clear. But one point cannot be mis-

taken, viz., that the compiler wanted to convey the meaning that the

text which he incorporated into his Chronicle was the one found or

discovered by Theodosius. In order to understand fully the whole

bearing of these few words, one must first settle the question as to

who this great man Theodosius was, of whom Jerahmeel speaks

with such a respect. I say that this Todos or Theodosius, as I

* I draw special attention to the word l^D used here, as this seems to be the

exact equivalent of Kavov, and furnishes the best explanation of this term. I an:

preparing a special study on this term.
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have translated this name, is no one else than TJirodotion. It will

at once be apparent why it is said that \\q. found it. Bearing in mind

the character of his work as a translator, that it consisted chiefly in

adjusting the Greek text so as to reproduce the meaning of the

Hebrew original more accurately, one can easily understand his

anxiety to get hold also of the Hebrew or Aramaic originals of

those portions which were not included in the Hebrew canon, but

were to be found in the Greek of the LXX. Therefore it is said

that he " found " this text, i.e., he discovered the old original. A
comparison between this Aramaic text and the Greek of Theodotion

will soon convince us whether my conjecture is correct or not.

Before proceeding to this exegetical part, we have still to examine

that introduction, which may yield some unexpected results. First

again the name Todos and Theodosius. If this be identical with

Theodotion, as I suggest, then this short notice will throw a flood

of light on the history and biography of this otherwise very little

known translator of the Bible. Hitherto all that was known is due

to the short and not very clear notices of Irenseus, Hieronymus and

Epiphanius, whose credibility has been doubted.* The only thing

certain was that he must have lived before Iren?eus (d. 202), i.e.,

before the close of the second century. He may also have been a

Jewish proselyte. Hieronymus makes him out to have been an

Ebionite or semi-christia7ius. According to Epiphanius (Irenaeus)

he came from Ephesus, was originally a Marcionite, embraced

afterwards Judaism, studied Hebrew, and made his translation in

the time of the emperor Comraodus, That is almost all that is

known hitherto about this man. There is nothing improbable in

the idea that I'heodotion may have been a proselyte. Most if net

all the Greek translations owe their origin to proselytes : such were

Akilas and Symmachus. They felt more keenly the inadequacy of

the existing translations, and strove after another which should

render the Hebrew original in the most faithful manner, in order to

have, if it were possible, the Hebrew original in a Greek garb. To
the Jews the Greek was almost a matter of indifference ; not so to

those to whom Greek was their natural language, and who had to

acquire the knowledge of Hebrew afterwards in life by hard work.

Only such a motive will explain the number of Greek translations.

The same may have been the primary motive for Theodotion to

* Vide de Wette, I.e., p. loi.
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improve the older and not sufficiently literal translation of the

LXX.*
From the comparative obscurity and uncertainty as to the date

and personality of Theodotion in which we are left by the writers of

the Church, he is lifted out by this attempted identification of Theo-

dotion or Theodot (so in some MSS.) with Todos, the popular and

shorter form of the same name.

Todos is a man well known in Talmudic literature. He is men-

tioned in both the Talmuds at least five or six times, and always as a

rich man and in high position. He is a munificent supporter of the

wise men, and assists them materially.! "He used to give to the

people of Rome the passah-lamb prepared in a peculiar manner, in

the same way almost as it used to be prepared in Jerusalem, so that

it looked like the sacrificial lamb. The sages sent word to him

saying :
' if thou wert not Todos, we would have excommunicated

thee."'t

In all these passages it is R. Jose, (second half of the second

century) who mentions this fact. In one place only the name of the

rabbi who sent that threat is given as that of R. Simeon b. Shetah,

of the time of Jannai the Makkabgean king ;§ but this name has

crept in from the other incident mentioned a few lines higher on the

same page, and is undoubtedly a mistake of the writer or printer.

The parallel passage in the Jesusalem Talmud (Moed katan) proves

it also to be a mistake. From this passage two things are evi-

dent : (i) that Todos wished to observe the commandment of the

passah-lamb in the strictest possible manner, so strictly in fact that he

almost brought down upon himself the censure and possibly the

anathema of the authorities. If anything, this is the characteristic

of the proselyte, who is more strict in the observance of the law than

* Theodotion, or, as he is called in the same MSS., Theodot, stands probably

for the Hebrew Jonathan. It is rather a peculiar coincidence that the Aramaic

translation of the Prophets is ascribed to a Jonathan, who is identified in the

Talmud with Jonathan, son of Uziel, pupil of Hillel. In a similar manner we

have the Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch ascribed to Onkelos, the counter-

part of Akilas. I do not intend laying any stress on this peculiar coincidence,

beyond pointing out the parallelism in the names of the Greek and Aramaic

translators of the Bible. Nor do I wish it to be understood that I identify

Jonathan the Targumist with Theodotion,

t Tr. Pesahim, fol. 53;^, jer. Moed katan, III, § l/, ^\d,

X L.c, V. Tr. Betzah, fol. 23a.

§ Tr, Berachoth, fol, i^a.
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the man born in it. In his anxiety to do what he considered to be

a divine commandment, he ahnost went beyond the Law; and (2)

that the rabbis must have had a very strong reason to wink at his zeal,

and deal leniently with his transgression. The reason thereof is not

given in the Talmud; it is said only that he was a munificent supporter

of the rabbis. This would not have weighed very much with them;

we are therefore bound to look in another direction for this leniency.

If Theodotion was a proselyte, this would explain admirably why

he was allowed to go out scot free. He did not know that it was not

permitted to offer the passah-lamb outside Jerusalem. It was an

error of judgment committed from the purest of motives, hence his

immunity. If besides we take into consideration that by the new

translation of the Bible he may have rendered a signal service to the

community, we easily understand why he has been treated with such

regard.* He is not to be confounded with Theodores the doctor

who is a contemporary of R. Akiba ; t this seems to have been a

man from Alexandria. I make this remark because Levy in his

Talmudic dictionary brings both under the same name Todos, and

translates this latter as Theodoros, which is not correct.

There is one more reference to Todos in the old Hebrew litera-

ture which leads us straight to the question from which we started

in our investigation, viz., the relation between this Todos and the

additions to the canonical book of Daniel.

In the name of Todos we find in the late Midrash to the Psalms:}:

a peculiar Aggadic interpretation of the martyrdom of the Three

Children. "According to Todos the three children compared them-

selves with the frogs which, according to the word of Scripture,

entered also the furnaces of the Egyptians at the bidding of God,

(Exod. vii, 28), but they were not hurt, as God protected them : the

more reason for them to hope, who had also the merits of their

forefathers to assist them, and had moreover the duty to sanctify

the Name of God, and to suffer martyrdom for His sake."

This line of argument harmonises very well with the character of

Theodotion as we have tried to sketch it ; he was a zealous and

devout proselyte. That he should have just chosen the three

* Cf. also Jer. Betza, II, §7, f. die; Toscftah Betza, II, § 15, p. 204,

ed. Zuckermandel.

t Tr, Berachoth, fol. 2U, and Toscftah Ohololh, IV, § 2, p. 600, ed.

Zuckermandel,

X Ps. xxviii, V. 2, p. 229, ed. Buber.
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children for the exponents of his views, corroborates the idea that

he must have occupied himself more specially with these incidents

recorded in the book of Daniel. There is in the whole of Hebrew
literature, as far as I am aware of, no other reference to a biblical

passage recorded in his name.

If we return now to the starting point of this inquiry, we shall

find that Jerahmeel has preserved also the date when Theodotion

lived. He places him under Commodus, and is thus in perfect

agreement with the tradition of Epiphanius, who places him exactly

under the same reign. Nor is this date contradicted by the quota-

tions and references in the Talmudic literature. According to all

these independent witnesses, Theodotion flourished during the

second half of the second century after the common era.

The remaining portion of Jerahmeel's introduction is no less

interesting. We have there so faint an echo of Aristeas' famous

letter that it is scarcely recognisable. According to Jerahmeel, the

Greek translation of the LXX dates from the first half of the second

century before Christ, as he lets the High Priest Eleazar, who takes

part in it, die in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes {circa. 170 b.c).

This may mean to signify the latest date when all the books of

the Bible were translated, as Jes. Sirach (130 B.C.) alludes to the

existence of that translation, whether in whole or parts is not

perfectly clear. The time of Antiochus may be the terjjiinus

ad quern.

As far as Akilas and Symmachus are concerned, the date assigned

to them by Jerahmeel—^the time of Hadrian—seems to be per-

fectly correct, although some would like to place Symmachus after

Theodotion.

From the preliminary matter we pass now to the text itself. We
first study the language in which it is written. It is a remarkable

fact that it is more like unto the Aramaic of the Book of Daniel

than to that of the Targumim. The only difficulty we have to

contend with in this connection is that we have only one copy, no

other MS. being known to exist ; the writing of this MS. is also not

perfectly clear throughout. But in spite of these drawbacks the

character of the text stands out clear enough, and we find in it all

the peculiarities of the Biblical Aramaic* On the other hand, it

is very remote from the Syriac form of the fragment of the legend

* Cf. Driver, "Introduction to the Old Testament," 3rd ed., pp. 471-473.
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of the Dragon mentioned above. The lexicon is somewhat richer,

as new words are to be found which do not occur in the Bibhcal

texts, and these have the same archaic ring about them as the rest.

Judging, therefore, only from the language, we would be justified in

assigning a high antiquity to this Aramaic version of the Song of

the Three Children, and of the legend of the Dragon, for both

these have been preserved to us in the compilation of Jerahmeel.

If we proceed now to the comparison between the Aramaic text

and the version of Theodotion, such as we can reconstruct it after

the numberless interpolations, omissions and alterations it has been

subjected to, we shall find an absolute identity extending to the most

minute details. All those points brought out by Fritzsche in his

exhaustive study of the Song of the Three Children—to commence

with this—find their ample justification in our Aramaic text. All

the changes introduced by Theodotion correspond with the Aramaic

text ; all those passages proved to be later interpolations are missing

from the Aramaic ; the inversion of order to be observed, especially

in the actual song in the Greek of Theodotion, has its counterpar

in our Aramaic, and many a hazarded suggestion advanced by one

or the other commentator—who sought to find in an Aramaic

original the source and reason of misunderstandings-—will be cor-

roborated by our text. The confusion in the order of things

enumerated in verses 28-50, varying in various MSB. and translations,

disappears completely when compared with the order in the Aramaic

text. Here we have, first God, then the heavenly bodies, then

follow all the phenomena of the air, such as rain, dew, snow,

frost, clouds, and so on ; then land, sea and birds ; lastly man.

The minute commentary, which follows later on, is intended to

bring out all these points. From such a minute study it will

become evident beyond doubt or cavil, that we have in this

Aramaic text the long-sought for, often denied, and now proved

Semitic original of Theodotion's translation. I publish it (in Part

II) exactly after the original MS., adding my corrections in brackets,

and I subjoin to it an English translation, the differences between

this and the current one* are as much marked as they are when

comparing the Aramaic text with the Greek texts of Theodotion

and the LXX. In the commentary I will point out the more

important passages which seem to be conclusive.

* ruljli.shcd by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge; London, 18S1.
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I pass now to the other portion containing the legend of the

Dragon. As has already been remarked, this legend was found long

ago in an ancient Midrash, but this differs so much from the Greek

versions that it could not be the probable original of these latter.

Not so, however, is the case with Jerahmeel's text, which follows

immediately upon the Song. This corresponds exactly to the true

text of Theodotion, and this absolute identity helps us to restore

that very text, which as appears now, has been a little curtailed and

made to fit better with that of the LXX. Here and there a few

words are omitted in the Greek, and in one verse a very important

detail is not to be found in the latter, which however must have

been in the original, as we find it also in the parallel in Josippon.

Both these texts contain a more detailed description of the in-

gredients which Daniel put into the lump of food for the dragon.

Pitch, fat and hair alone would not kill a dragon such as that

worshipped by the Babylonians, accustomed as it must have been

according to legend to devour whole animals. In both texts Daniel

used these merely as blinds, as " he rolled them round iron hatchets

and made one big lump of it, which he threw into the mouth of the

dragon. When the dragon had swallowed it, the fat and pitch

melted away in the stomach, and the sharp points of the iron

hatchets caused the dragon to linger and die." It is not likely that

this should be a later interpolation, as we find it in two independent

texts, also in the Midrash Rabba on Genesis Ixviii, f. 77 c, d (ed.

Fcft) ad Genes, xxviii, 13. I cannot find a satisfactory reason for

the omission, unless in the desire of reducing the divinity of that

dragon to a still smaller scale. The LXX have felt the incongruity

between the things used by Daniel in the making up of that lump,

and have added therefore that " the weight of the pitch used was very

great, no less than 30 manehs/' the cause of death was thus this

great quantity.

With the assistance of the Aramaic version we shall get rid also

of the remarkable bowl with bread, which reminds one of the Bud-

dhist monks with their begging bowl. In the Aramaic, the prophet

puts his bread in his sac\ which he carries probably on his back, as

he perforce must keep in his hands the pottage sod by him for the

reapers. One can easily increase the number of such instances

where our text gives a proper meaning, and shows its incontestable

superiority over all the other versions, the Greek included. The

language is the same as that of the other piece, the same gram-
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matical forms and the same general character, distinct from Syriac

and not absolutely identical with the Targumim.

In order to obviate a possible objection, viz., that Jerahmeel may

have got hold of another version of Josippon and have transferred

these two texts from it into his Chronicle, especially as the copyist

added here a note, included by me in brackets, to the effect that

"from here on Jerahmeel copied from Todos and the Jewish

Josippon," it is necessary to point out that these very texts are

to be found also in his extracts from Josippon, totally different

from the Aramaic text, and corresponding entirely with the printed

editions of that book. This alone suffices to prove the accuracy

and faithfulness of Jerahmeel, who repeated the same texts twice,

copying them from two different sources. It gives further credibility

to the authorship of these Aramaic portions in his Chronicle, a

credibility which they fully deserve, as it is borne out by the com-

]xarison between them and the Greek translation of Theodotion.

(
To be continued.)

The next Meeting of the Society will be holdcn at IJ,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., on Tuesday, 4th

December, 1894, at 8 p.m.

I. Dr. M. Caster.— " Two Unknown Hebrew Versions of the

Tobit Legend."

II. Theo. G. Pinches.—'-The Lament of the Daughter of Sin.''
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I must again ask for the kind consideration of the

Members. The January PROCEEDINGS will be

issued with as little delay as possible.

The next Meeting of the Society will be held on

the 5th of February, when the Rev. Dr. Lowy will read

a Paper "On Pre-Mosaic Culture of the Hebrews."

W. H. RYLANDS.





PROCEEDINGS

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

TWENTY-FOURTH SESSION, 1893-94.

Ninth Meeting;, ^tJi December, 1 894.

P. LE PAGE RENOUF, Esq., President.

IN THE CHAIR.

e;#

The President referred to the loss the Society had
recently suffered by the death of SiR Charles T
Newton, K.C.B., D.C.L., etc. {Vice-President), whose
communications to the Society in former years were of
crreat interest.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks
ordered to be returned to the Donors:

From the Secretary of State for India in Council :—The Sacred
Books of the East.

Vol. XXXV. The Questions of King Milinda. Translated
by T. W. Rhys Davids, Esq. 8vo. 1890.

[No. cxxv.] 291 2 B
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Vol. XXXVI. The Questions of King Milinda. Translated

by T. W. Rhys Davids, Esq. Part II. 8vo. 1894.

Vol. XLIX. Buddhist Mahayana Siltras. Translated by

E. B. Cowell, F. Max Miiller, and J. Takakusu. Svo. 1894.

From Miss Gonino :—History of Art in Primitive Greece ; from

the French of Georges Perrot and Charles Chipiez. London.

Svo. 1894. Vols. I and II.

From the Author :—Prof. Dr. Fritz Hommel. Sumerische Lese-

stiicke. Schrifttafel, Trilingue Listen, Syllabare, Paradigmen,

Bilingue Texte mit analyse, Kurze Grammatik. Folio. Miin-

chen. 1894.

From the Author :—Dr. A. Wiedemann. Le roi dans I'ancienne

Egypte.

Inschrift Ramses III zu Karnak. Svo. Bonn. 1894.

From the Author :—Rev. C. A. de Cara, S.J. Gli Hethei-

Pelasgi :—Ricerche di Storia e di Archeologia orientale, Greca

ed Italica. Vol. I. Roma. Svo. 1894.

The following Candidates were submitted for election,

having been nominated at the last Meeting, 6th November,

1894, and elected Members of the Society :

—

Mrs. Cathcart, Pitcaislie, near Newburgh, Fifeshire.

Edward Donaldson, Caius College, Cambridge.

C. Fox, M.R.C.S., F.S.P., Lodge Hill, Kingswood, near Bristol.

Dr. Hermann Haupt, Giessen University.

George Francis Legge, 6, Gray's Inn Square, W.C.

The following Candidate was nominated for election

at the next Meeting, to be held on the 8th January, 1895 :

—

Mrs. Garnet Botfield, c/o Major Garnet Botfield, R.A., Hong Kong.

A Paper was read by the Rev. Dr. Gaster on " Two
unknown Hebrew Versions of the Tobit Legend."

Remarks were added by Dr. Lowy, Rev. R. Gwynne, and

Dr. Fricdlander.

A Paper was read by Thco. G. Pinches on " The Lament

of the Daughter of Sin."

Remarks were added by Dr. Gaster and Dr. Lowy.
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BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By p. le Page Renouf.

CHAPTER CVIII.

Chapter ivhcreby one knoweth the Powers of the West.

In respect of the Hill of Bachau (i) upon which heaven resteth,

it presenteth itself (2) three hundred cubits in length (3) and two

hundred cubits in breadth.

Sebak, the Lord of Bachau, is at the east of the Hill, and his

temple is upon it.

There is a serpent on the brow of that hill, five hundred cubits

in length, three cubits of his forepart are pierced with swords.

I know the name of this serpent on his hill :
" He who dwelleth

in his own flame " is his name. (4)

Now, at the close of day (5) he turneth down his eyes to Ra

;

for there conieth a standing still in the Bark and a deep slumber

within the ship. And now he svvalloweth three cubits of the Great

^Vater.

Then Sutu is made to flee with a chain upon him of steel (6)

and he is forced to vomit all that he hath swallowed. Then Sutu is

put into his prison.

And then he saith -with Words of Power

:

—
Away with thee ! Steel, which art made fast upon my hand. I

remain in thy prison, the Bark sails on and thou seest the path
;

but thine eyes close, [thine eye is delivered to me], thy head is

veiled, (7) and I go on and stay thy steps.

I am the Manful one, who veileth thy head and who cooleth the

hollow of thy hand : thy strength is my strength.

I am the Master of the Words of Power.

Who is this who hath been delivered to me ?
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This Bright One, who cometh on his belly, on his hind parts

and on the joints of his back.

Lo ! then, I come, and thy might is in my hand. It is I who

carry away thy might, that I may come and seize upon the Tunnels

of Ra who is united to me at sunset as he goeth round heaven. (8)

But thou art pierced with hooks, as was decreed against thee

of old.

I know the powers of the West, they are Tmu, Sebak the Lord

of Bachau, and Hathor, Mistress of Sunset.

Notes.

The chapters loS, 109, 112, 113, and 114 being so analogous to

each other, in form, matter, style, and composition, and each being

concerned with the divine Powers '^^ of some locality, it is in-

teresting to know that one at least of these chapters is found on a

monument of the Middle Empire. The others are probably not less

ancient, and the text published by Dr. Golenischef {Zeitschr. f.

Aegypf. Spr., 1874, p. 84) from the Sarcophagus at St. Petersburg

already bears manifest signs of antiquity.

Another sign of antiquity as regards the present chapter may be

seen in tue numerous forms in which it has come down to us.

These are so different, and sometimes so irreconcileable, that it

seems evident that tradition has handed d6wn very corrupt texts,

and that the original meaning of this chapter had been entirely lost

at a very early date and cannot be discovered now. The oldest

text is the shortest of all, but it is both imperfect and incorrect.

The earliest papyri differ greatly from the later ones. But both the

earlier and the later papyri have the 149th chapter which contains

another recension of the 108th, and chapter iii in the Turin and

later papyri is another form of it.

I. The Hill of Bachmi. Il'i^%. *>-=-% ^^ has for

determinative the sign ^^>- which connects the word with the

Coptic KoTP,I ' eyelids.' In the later texts the word has for

determinative either a zuonuDi or a cimi in the act of parturition, as

if it were connected with
J j[

j
W) and its variants, with which

I J v\ m another name of the Dawn is identified.
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2. Presenteth itself, -^s^j ^^ . This Egyptian verb is always

expressive of activity, and perliaps ought never to be translated

being. ^ W are 'things which are,' but -^^ ,
w

, are ' things which

' spring forth ' ' come to light.'

3. The oldest text (which is here the best authority) does not give

the dimensions of the hill, but only of the serpent. The earliest

l)apyri give the dimensions of both, but make the hill so absurdly

small that the serpent could not rest upon it. Later papyri begin-

ning with j^have corrected the texts so as to give the hill a length

of 300 cubits, or^-^^ (each of which is 100 cubits long). They omit

the statement that the cubit in question is of 7^ palms (the Royal

cubit being of 7 palms), and also the interesting mention of the

_"i "balance (or measurement) of the earth." The

relation of this ' balance ' to the rest of the sentence is not clear,

because the MSS. differ as to the preposition which precedes.

The Papyrus of Nebseni gives the hill 300 cubits in breadth.

The Todtenbuch of Turin reads 370 """^^^ in length, and 140 cubits

in breadth.

4. The serpent's name is not mentioned in chapter rii,. nor is it

in the earliest text. But in chapter 149 the usual name is

r V n'^^::^ ^l^hlill
' i''^ore fully written i=^\c —«— in the Papyrus of

Nebseni, The determinative ^^^ commonly attached to the

name of Apepi, expresses the meaning ' sword smitten,' ' shot

with swords,' f«0oV-Toi^o-s. We might otherwise have understood the

term in the sense of f(0o/>.-Toi'O9, ' slayer with swords.' The Papyrus

of Sutimes Pd calls the serpent T ^^^^^ .^^^ <--=-^ ^^\ n^^;^ ' knife-

wounded.'

The proper name .^^^
''''^^^ , also written

Mates, an epithet of Apepi, or of Sutu, also means "pierced with

swords." But the expression itself seems sometimes to be found

in the active sense, "piercing like a sword."

g TV O
5. Close of Day, when daylight has come to ^2i stand ^ - 9 ^ v\ .

This is the reading of the papyri. The oldest reading is

L^f^^^l '^'*^ """=°f ^""^'='-'
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6. The earliest text says nothing of this, though it mentions the

" prison of Sutech," in a passage corresponding to what the papyri

include in the ' Words of Power' which follow. The Turin Todten-

buch says that, "Sutu is put into his prison, and that a chain of steel

is put upon his neck." Pictures of the serpent with the chain upon

him will be found in Bonomi, Sarcoph., plates 10 and 11.* There

is an evident fusion in this chapter, in its later form at least, as in

chapter 39, of the personages of Sutu and Apepi.

7. Thy head is veiled. The 'veiling of the head,' and 'closing

of the eyes ' of the sun are of course mythological terms for night

time. But the mythological event was celebrated on the festival

called yp5©^.
8. Chapter 1 1 1 stops at the word " Sunset." And after this, the

text in chapter 149 changes the third to the first person, and reads :

" But I go round the heaven whilst thou art pierced w'iih hooks," as

if Ra were replying to the words of Sutu. This, I confess, appears

to me to offer a better sense than that of chapter 108. And I

should now alter the word "stabber" in the first line of chapter 39

to "pierced with hooks."

CHAPTER CIX.

Chapter whereby one knoweth the Fotuers of the East.

I kno.w that Eastern Gate of Heaven (the South of it is by the

lake of Cha-ru, and the north of it by the stream of Reu), from

whence Ra saileth with favouring gales. (1)

I am the Teller (2) in the divine ship : I am the unresting navi-

gator in the Bark of Ra.

I know those two Sycomores of Emerald between which Ra
Cometh forth, as he advanceth over what Shu hath lifted up,t to

every gate (3) through which he proceedeth.

* On this picture (plate 11) may also be seen an interesting illustration of

chapter 39 ; the scorpion goddess putting the chain upon Apepi, in front of whom
are the divinities to execute, with swords and hooks, the decree passed against him.

The children of Horus are also seen occupied in the execution.

t /.«., the Sky.
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I know the Garden of Aarru : the wall of it is of steel. The

wheat of it is of 7 cubits, the ears of it of 2 cubits, the stalk of it of 4

cubits. The barley of it is of 7 cubits, and the ears are of 4 cubits,

and the stalk of 3 cubits.

It is the glorified ones, each of whom is 9 cubits in height, who

reap them, in presence of the Powers of the East.

I know the Powers of the East : Horus of the Solar Mount, the

Calf in presence of the God, (4) and the Star of Dawn.

A divine Domain (5) hath been constructed for me ; I know the

name of it ; the name of it is the garden of Aarru.

Notes.

Another recension of this chapter has been incorporated into

chapter 149. The differences lie chiefly in the order assigned to

each of the component sentences.

I. Favouring gales XZ3 V?\
1 ^\ \^ ^ " sailing breezes''

correspond to phrases like '/K/nevo^ ovpoi, venti secundi, trade winds,

tail wind, stern wind. There is not the faintest authority from the

older papyri (which are very numerous, and remarkably unanimous

on this point) in favour of the determinative y\ 1 , of the Turin

Todtenhich, which gives the sense of violent or tempestuous winds.

3. Every gate. " Ra at his rising is adored by the Powers of the

" East. They it is who effect the rising of Ra, by opening the door
" at each of the four portals of the Eastern horizon of heaven."

(Inscr. in tomb of Rameses VI, Champollion, Notices^ Tom. II, p.

640).

4. The Calf in presence of the god. The Calf is seen in the

vignettes of this chapter and also of chapter i. Brugsch {Rev.

Egypt, I, p. 38) quotes texts showing that the Milch-cow

>^ 1 T ^\ ^^^~^ Hor-sechauit, is the mother of the Sun-god,

and that the infant god is the calf to whom she gives birth. The
words " in presence of the god " are probably corrupt, but the

variants are apparently worse. The Morning Star was equally

identified with Horus.
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5. The divine Domain. See M. IMaspero's important article "Sur

le sens des mots Nouit et Hait," in F.S.B.A., XII, p. 235-257.

" Nouit sert a designer un domaine rural d etendue plus ou

moins conside'rable, portant ou ne portant pas de village ou de

maison d'habitation II etait une personne reelle, formant

im corps complet en soi, et c'est pour cela qu'on le represente sous la

forme d'un homme ou d'une femme apportant des produits agricoles

et des offrandes."

AN EGYPTIAN INSCRIPTION FROM PHCENICIA.

By W. Max Muller.

A good many monuments of Egyptian workmanship, sculptures,

and inscriptions, have been discovered in Palestine and Phoenicia,

but almost all of them betray by their hieroglyphic inscriptions that

they were made for some necropolis on Egyptian soil, and that they

have come to the coasts of Asia only by accident, carried away to

serve as unintelligible ornament.* The graffito with the name of

Ramses II, east of the Jordan (the so-called stone of Job, Zeitsciirijt

des deiitschen Paldstinaverei7ies, 92, 205, A.Z., 93, 100), the frag-

ment of Arvad (Renan, Mission e?i Fhcnicie, 22> ; cf. my book, Asien

und Europa, p. 274), and the stela of Ramses II, near Byblos

(L.D., III, 197^), have been, so far, the only Egyptian inscriptions

engraved in Syria and for Syria. Now, Mr. Griffith has, Froceedings,

XVI, 91, added a new monument of this kind. It possesses the

unique interest of containing a valuable geographic allusion.

Mr. Griffith has observed with wont acuteness that the king

represented on it was Necho. The first line refers to the titles of

god Horus : ®)
^^^'\\~~ "the only child of his (read/ K.=^

instead of ) mother in \^ I." The second line seems to need

* Also the statue from Tyrits recently discovered {A.Z., 93, 102) seems to

belong to this category.
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some emendations in the first signs, apparently corrupted by the

sculptor. Also the last six signs -^^^ [1 [I M^i are slightly corrupted,

read ^
(|[j

Hji kitj>-?iy, " the Byblian." This is an awkwardly

modernized form of the old » , I ki/p-m (-Pap. Ebers, t;8,

16; 63, 8, etc.), i.e., Byblos * {Gubl). The most plausible render-

ing of the passage is that a man is mentioned, apparently the

dedicator of the monument, bearing the long name : ^^ \ v\

^ [|[1 ^ "sacred eye of Horus of Byblos."t Most likely, this

name is Egyptianized only in order to fit into the style of this in-

scription, and has a Phoenician prototype which may have been-

rather different. The important result is that in Egyptianizing style

one of the chief gods of Byblos, apparently the sun-god Baal, was

identified with the Egyptian god Horus, the young sun.

We must suppose the temple of Horus-Baal, or the necropolis of

Byblos, to have been the place where this monument was erected.

But it is not impossible to think of the neighbouring Sidon where,

according to Mr. Griffith, the fragment has been found.

* Identification proposed first by Chabas, see Asien und Eiiropa, p. 18S

following, especially 190, where the frequent form "^^^^ instead of Jl is

explained.

+ It is improbable to take Ktipny not as a part of the name, but as an

epitheton of that Phoenician dedicator, "the man from Byblos." One \ui would

be omitted. The y is hardly the grammatical ending of the " nisbe
"

(o T) "^ ~} . It stands for the old silent letter N\.
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TARSHISH—PHCENICIA OR TARSUS?

Bv William F. Ainsworth, Ph.D., F.S.A., F.R.G.S.

It is with the utmost reluctance that I venture to differ with so

learned and erudite a person as Mr. P. le P. Renouf—our worthy

President— in his attempt to identify Tarshish with Phoenicia.

The place, or territory, so called after the great grandson of

Noah, " The sons of Javan, Elishah and Tarshish " (Gen. x, 4 ;

I Chron. i, 7), but in the New Testament written as Tarsus or

Tarsis, was, from the mountain forests of Taurus, Amanus, Rhosus

and Casius, by which it is surrounded, the source, not only of

mineral wealth, but of the material from which the ships of the

eastern extremity of the Mediterranean and of the Red Sea was

derived from the most remote times,* and hence " The ships of

Tarshish " became a common appellation for vessels of trade, and
" to go to Tarshish," a proverbial expression for setting out to sea

in ships built of wood derived from that place. A remarkable

instance of this occurs in 2 Chron. xx, 36, where it is recorded that

Jehoshaphnt, king of Judah, joined himself with Ahaziah, king of

Israel, to make ships to go to Tarshish ; and they made the ships

in Ezion-geber—that is, on the Elanitic Gulf, or the eastern arm of

the Red Sea. It is obvious, that as the Suez Canal did not exist

at that epoch, that the navigation of the Red Sea was meant, for

vessels constructed at Ezion-geber could neither sail to Phoenicia,

nor to Cilicia. We find the correction in 1 Kings, xxii, 49, where

the said ships are described as " ships of Tarshish," that is, built

of wood from Tarshish.

* See Lares and Penates, or Cilicia ana its Governors, p. 12. Ingram

Cooke & Co., London, 1853.

A Personal Narrative of the Euphrates Expedition, \o\. I, p. 139. Kegan

Paul, Trench & Co., London, 1888.

Researches in Assyi-ia, &c., jip. 303, 313, 326. John W. Parkei,

London, 1838.
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" That ships of ' Tartessus ' should be built on the Elanitic

gulph," says Mr. Renouf, "or, that ships should be built there

for the purpose of going to Tartessus, are absurdities too gross

to be admitted, but in order to avoid them one has had recourse

to the gratuitous supposition that because the ships going to

Tartessus must have been great ships, therefore all great ships

were called by the Hebrews " Ships of Tartessus," though they

never came from or were meant to go in that direction." If instead

of Tartessus, the respected writer had said "Tarshish" or "Tarsus,"

whence the timber for their construction was derived, and whence

their designation, " ships of Tarshish," there would have been no

absurdity attached to the expression " ships of Tarshish," whether

given to vessels built in the Mediterranean or in the Red Sea.

There exists a singular scarcity of wood along the coast, even on

the mountains, of Palestine, Phcenicia and Syria. It is not till we
come to Casius—the boundary of ancient Phoenike,-—that timber

becomes plentiful. This scarcity of wood, especially in Egypt, led

to wars between the Ptolemies and the Antiochidse, the former

seeking to strengthen their navy with wood derived from Tarsus.

This appears to have been the case even in earlier times, as the

place is noticed under the name of Tursis or Toursis on a monu-

ment recording the victories of Rhamses III. The same thing has

occurred even in the writer's times, when all Ibrahim Pasha's

ambition, after reducing Syria, was to push forward to Cilicia, in

order to procure wood for the Egyptian fleet, and most recklessly did

he ravage the mountain forests.

Our respected President appears to have been mainly occupied

in disproving the identity of Tarshish and Tartessus, and most of

his Scripture quotations go to prove this, but do not apply to Tarsus.

He makes capital out of the history of the prophet Jonah, which he

says is always quoted as a proof that Tarshish was accessible by a

ship starting from Joppa. " Such ships as the prophet found there,"

he says, " were more likely to arrive safely on the Phoenician coast

than to reach the Straits of Gibraltar, and face the waters of the

Atlantic. What could a ship from Joppa have to do with Tar-

tessus?" So we say also, but a ship from Joppa could have reached

Tarsus almost as readily, and quite as safely, as Phoenicia.

It is unnecessary to enter here upon the disputed question as to

the site of Tartessus, or the still more objectionable doubts emitted

as to whether such a place ever existed. Mr. P. le P. Renouf has
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discussed the question at length. Suffice it that the majority of

testimonies are in favour of the existence of such a port on the

coast of Spain, founded and named after the motlier port—

a

daughter of Tarsus—as it has been called, and established as a

harbour or emporium of commerce by the most enterprising of early

navigators, more especially in bringing the tin of the Cassiterides to

the nations of the East.*

Phoenike, afterwards Phcenicia, the Land of Palms of the Greeks,

constitutes a mere long and extremely narrow line of seashore, at

the foot of hills which tower above it every where, and hence it

appears to have been simply known to the Hebrews as the land of

Tyre and of Zidon or Sidon. Professor George Rawlinson, who has

related the history of " Phcenicia " in the work so called, in Fisher

Unwin's " Story of the Nations," in as far as its successive occupation

by descendants of Hamitic and Semitic races is concerned, makes

no mention of a name previous to that of Phoenike. t

The circumstance of the forests of Cilicia having furnished the

first and chief means of building ships in the eastern part of the

Mediterranean, and this circumstance having led to the ships of

Tarshish, becoming a common appellation for all vessels of trade,

and especially of ships trading from Phoenicia, and " to go to

Tarshish," having become a proverbial expression for setting out to

sea in such vessels, has led to all the confusion and discrepancies

of opinion that have sprung up, as also to the difficulty of reading

the meaning of some scriptural references correctly. Mr. Renouf's

attempt to identify Tarshish with Phoenicia is a remarkable example

of this fact.

Fiirst, who gives a list of Tarshishes, comprising Tartessus on

the Guadalquiver (Wady el Kebir, or the Great River), Carthage,

a South Arabian Tarshish, and others—with the several passages in

Scripture on which the existence of such emporiums are founded

—

* Crote is described by Mr. P. le P. Renouf as writing "entirely without

authority," when he says that Colacus found himself "an unexpected visitor

among the Phoenicians and Iberians of Tartessus," and that, "the secret of

Phnenici.m commerce at Tartessus first became known to the Greeks." What-
ever his authorities, the historian of Greece, held by the facts of tht; case.

t The learned professor has been led into error in saying that the rocks

whereof Casius is composed are of igneous origin (p. 15). The mountain is a solid

mass of limestone, and I had much difficulty in finding the upheaving rocks, in

this case euphotides and diallage rocks, which I succeeded in doing at the very

bottom of the deep valley that intervenes between Casius and a westerly mountain,

Rescarilies in Assyria, etc., Parker, 1838 p. 303, et scq.
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makes no mention of a Phoenician Tarshish. The confusion is

readily understood when we find, that, owing to the vague employ-

ment of the term, large ships for long sea voyages were called

"ships of Tarshish" (Is. ii, 16; xx, 3; i, 14), and most of the

ancient versions translate the phrase "ships of Tarshish" in

accordance with this last-mentioned explanation.*

The fabulous explanations of the word Tarsus, from Pegasus

having first touched the ground at that place, and of its being

founded by Perseus, Triptolemus, or Sardanapalus, are given in

Cellarius's Not. Orbis. Afitiq., Vol. I, p. 214, &c. It is much easier

to believe the name to be a corruption or abbreviation of Tarshish,

just as the Armenian Arch-episcopate of " Sis," is also an abreviation

of Tarsus, or Tarsis, as it is written by St. Jerome (Hieronymus).

Josephus identifies Tarshish with Tarsus, and he is followed by

many later Jewish and Christian authorities
;

yet Mr. Renouf is

at once indignant and grieved at the fact that Bochart and Ewald

should have followed in the footsteps of the noble and early

vindicator of the Christian faith. " The truth is," he remarks,

" that in the days of Bochart and down to the days of even Winer,

Gesenius, and Grote, the most learned scholars had no conception

of the amount of historical and geographical information, which was

hidden from them, and has only been gradually discovered to the

world during the last forty or fifty years."

Very true, but it is also possible to err, in dismissing all that

antiquity has transmitted to us, and replacing such, by what at the

best is merely conjectural.!

* King Solomon is spoken of in i Kings x, 22, as having at sea, a navy

of T/^arshish, with (or independent of), the navy of Hiram, king of Tyre ; and,

in 2 Chron. ix, 21, the king's ships are described as going to Tarshish with the

servants of H?<ram (Hiram). The after statement, that every three years once

came the ships of Tarshish, bringing gold and silver, ivory and apes, and peacocks,

can only apply to ships trading in the Red Sea, most probably with Ophir.

t The question of the Ecbatanas, augmented by modern research from one or

two, to five or six ; or of the Carchemishcs traced to Kirki or Karkisha, to Karki

or Kargamus, and even to Euiopus, are trifles compared to the multiplication of

Tarshishes.

The origin of these reduplications of names, can however be easily ex-

plained by modern research, and as to the strongholds of the Kheta, Hatii,

Hittites, or North Syrians, it is probable that the term Carchemish, applied to a

country or district, as well as to a city or cities. It is also much more likely that

" Cilicia " before being so called, was known by the territorial name of Tarshish,

than that that name ever belonged to Phoenicia.
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It is well known, especially by sad experience in the Gulf of

Issus, that the east winds coming down in gusts from the mountains,

are replete with danger. "Thou breakest the shj|>s of Tarshish with

an east wind," says the Psalmist, xxvii, 26. So also Ezekiel xxvii, 26,

says, " Thy rowers have brought thee into great waters ; the east

wind hath broken thee in the midst of the seas." Mr. Renouf

assumes that the Psalmist here identifies Tyre and Tarshish, when

he merely identifies the effects of the east winds upon each. The

difference between the two is still more strongly expressed in the

" Burden of Tyre," in Isaiah xxiii, of which prophecy Mr. Renouf

says " it is perfectly intelligible and clear if by Tarshish we under

stand Phoenicia ; it is absolutely without sense if Tartessus is thought

of." Quite correct, if Tartessus had been intended, but not so, if

Tarsus was meant.

As Jonah, to avoid the duty imposed upon him to go and

prophesy against Nineveh, fled to Tarsus, so also the Tyrians were

to flee to the same place. The transit of the Phoenicians from

Cyprus 10 Tarsus was easy, and when "ye inhabitants of the isle,"

were bidden to pass over to Tarshish, it seems doubtful if Palai-

tyros or Cyprus was meant. Mr. Renouf admits that Tarshish is

mentioned more than once in connection with the isle or isles.

"The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall bring presents,"

writes the Psalmist, Ixxii, 10. "What islands?" exclaims Mr.

Renouf—his thoughts ever bent upon Tartessus—" islands in the

Atlantic?" Certainly not, but the islands nigh to Tarsus. In the

"Bui den of Tyre," it is "howl ye inhabitants of the isle," not isles, and

the allusion here would rather appear to bear reference to Cyprus

than to the islets off the coast of Phoenicia, of which, Aradus or

Arvad (Palai-tyros), was the only one of any importance. Tyre,

"the daughter of Tarshish," is told to pass over to Tarshish (an

order inconsistent with Tarshish and Phcenicia being identical), and
" to pass through the land as a river," in allusion possibly to the river

of Tarshish—the Cydnus of historic and poetic fame. The strength

of Tyre lay in her ships, and hence was she called " the daughter

of Tarshish," since her ships came from thence. " Howl, ye ships

of Tarshish, for your strength is laid waste." The ships of Tarshish

are also called upon to wail for the ruin of Tyre, which was their

strength, as they in return were its strength, and hence were the

inhabitants of the isle—it matters not whether of Palai-tyros or of

Cyprus—told to pass over to Tarshish, not to the Phoenician coast,
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but to the place whence they derived their ships and their strength.

Tarshish, Mr. Renouf himself admits, " is always mentioned in

connection with ships or commerce," not in connection with the

territory on which Tyre and Sidon stood. It was not the " ships of

Tartessus," that were told to howl because their strength was laid

waste, but the "ships of Tarshish." So also the siege of Tyre by

Shalmaneser, could oblige the inhabitants to fly to Tarsus, but not

to Tartessus, still less " compel the population of Tartessus to over-

flow its land in flight."

In the prophecy of Ezekiel (chapter xxvii), the ship boards of

Tyrian vessels are described as derived from the fir-trees of Senir

(Hermon), the masts from the cedars of Lebanon, the oars from the

oaks of Bashan, and the benches of ivory are said to have been

brought from the isles of Chittim (Cyprus ?). It is evident from this

that the smaller vessels or galleys, were at times constructed from the

sparse materials to be obtained, independent of the sources before

alluded to ; but the great ships destined for long voyages, as to the

Cassiterides, Tartessus, the coast of Africa and Ophir, were all

"ships of Tarshish." Tarshish is also here mentioned as the

" merchant of Tyre," by reason of the multitude of all kinds of

riches; with silver,* iron, //// and lead they traded in thy fairs."

This is at once explained by assuming that the ships of Tarshish

brought the produce of remoter lands to their own port, whence they

traded with Tyre and this is corroborated in verse 25 of the same

chapter, when after a long and interesting enumeration of nations,

and of the cities trading with Tyre, it is said • " The ships of

Tarshish" (not the ships of Tyre), "did sing of thee in thy market

;

and thou wast replenished, and made very glorious in the midst of

the seas." Here also (verse 35) "the isles" are made mention of, not

as of the islets off the coast of Phoenicia, but as the isles of the

Mediterranean, having their own kings !

Mr. Renouf reads this remarkable and geographically important

chapter, as that "Tarshish is Phoenicia, and that the 'merchant'

* Jeremiah (x, 9) says that silver spread into plates was brought from

Tarshish. In the time of the writer, Ibrahim Pasha had engaged an Italian to

re-open two well-known ancient silver (argentiferous galena) mines, at the

Kulak Boghaz, or Gates of Cilicia, in Taurus ; but when we visited them, all

efforts had been vain, for want of means and material. There were plenty of

evidences, however, of extensive works having been carried on in former times.

[Pers. Narr. of the Euph. Exp.y Vol. I, p. 149.)
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of Tyre includes all the kingdoms and cities of its coasts." It

is impossible not to feel from the manner in which Tarshish is

mentioned in connection with Javan, Tubal, Meshech, and other

peoples, as trading with Tyre, that it cannot by any stretch of

latitude in reading be made to pose as " the merchant of Tyre,"

including all the kingdoms and cities of its coasts. It is distinctly

spoken of as one among other peoples, a merchant of Tyre, and as

trading in its fairs. " They traded in thy fairs,'' are the simple and

concise words in Ezekiel xxvii, 12.

Finally, Mr. Renouf looks upon the passage in Psalm Ixxii, 10,

"The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall bring presents," as

a reminiscence of Jeremiah xxv, 22, "All the kings of Tyre, and

all the kings of Zidon, and the kings of the isles which are by

the sea-side." The latter may possibly allude to the isles on the

coast of Phoenicia ; but the first quite as unquestionably refers to

the kings of Tarsus and of the neighbouring isles, of which Cyprus

was the chief.*

There are in reality no tangible proofs of the Phoenike, or

Phoenicia, of the Greeks, ever having been called Tarshish, or

Tharshish. The identification of the lands or territories enumerated

in Ezekiel {chapter xxvii), lend no countenance to such an assump-

tion. Nor is such an identification corroborated by any authority,

scriptural or profane, historical or geographical, legendary or monu-

mental. On the other hand, many authorities, as more especially

Josephus, have identified Tarshish with Tarsus or Tarsis ; and all

the circumstances of the case—the forests whence the ships of

Tarshish were constructed, the minerals which abound in the

adjacent mountain ranges, and the ever-enduring commerce and

civilising importance of the city, if not perfectly convincing, attach

all the possibilities of circumstantial evidence to the identification.

* Tyre is also spoken of sepat-aicly as a merchant of the people for many
isles (Eiekiel xxvii, 3).
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REMARKS.

My venerable critic (may he long continue to take interest in

our Proceedings) is quite right in assuming that my paper was

' mainly occupied in disproving the identity of Tarshish and

Tartessus,' and he adds, " most of his scripture quotations go to prove

this, but do not apply to Tarsus." I certainly had no intention of

arguing against Tarsus, because I thought scholars had already seen

a sufficiently peremptory reason for putting aside this hypothesis.

The identification of Tarshish with Tarsus is held to be philo-

logically untenable.

The second s in Tarsus is not a radical like the tT in Tarshish,

but the mere Greek termination of the nominative case. The

Semitic form of the name is "J"^]"!) whether in Phenician coins or in

an Assyrian inscription of Shalmaneser II. And if the name be a

Semitic one it has a different meaning (firmness) from that of

Tarshish (breakage).

When Mr. Ainsworth says that ^' many authorities have identified

Tarshish with Tarsus," I fear that I may have given occasion to

this mistake by speaking of ''some later Jewish and Christian

authorities." The word authorities is wrongly used. Not one of

the authors I meant could on this subject have had any information

which we do not possess. Long before the time of Josephus all

authentic knowledge about it had perished.

If (per impossible) the philological difficulty could be got over,

we should still require historical evidence showing that previous to

its Greek period the commerce of Tarsus (which was not a seaport)

was at all remarkable. History knows nothing whatever of the

" ever-enduring commerce and civilising importance of the city." Nor

will either history or biblical exegetics be satisfied with the statement

that Tyre was called " the daughter of Tarshish " (= Tarsus) " since

her ships came from thence," until some evidence is given that such

really was the case.

P. le P. Renouf.
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NAMES OF PLANTS AND THINGS MADE THEREFROM
IN BABYLONIA.

By Theo. G. Pinches.

The following is from a Babylonian Tablet of unbaked clay,

apparently, from the style of the writing, of a comparatively late

date. It is inscribed with a list of plants, etc., of the nature of

reeds, and is of interest, because many of the words seem to be

new.
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REVERSE.
Column IV.
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Transcription of the Obverse.
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I'ranscription of the Reverse.
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Reverse.

Line i has "the cane of the spirit," but what that refers to is

doubtful. The presence of the character »— in the Akkadian column

implies that it is of the same nature as the two following.

Edanu and ka^iii sinnanu both translate the Akk. gi-asdim,

"cane-one-making," perhaps a plant with a single stalk of seed.

Edanu is probably connected with edanu or edenii, " solitariness,"'

from edti, "one." Kami sinnanu is probably further descriptive,

"the toothed cane," from sin?in, "tooth."

Kuru is given as the Semitic equivalent of gi-kahivima, " the

cane of fruit," and ^/-/^/^/ ,* "the cane of the enclosure." It seems

also to have been classed with plants having the prefix t^yift: (herb),

the same group, with that prefix, being rendered in Assyrian as

kur sipta-* and epitdtu. It will be noted that from line 7 (or earlier)

of the obverse to line 5 of the reverse the character yy
" ditto,"

precedes "^yy-^^ > implying that the plants there enumerated were all

of the same nature.

The next four lines give the various parts of a "reed," or plant

of that nature, the "root" {isdi kane), the "heart" {libbi kane), the

ubtu"" (or arhi"'), and the kululiu"\

After the division-line we seem, to have another portion mentioned,

the dupi kane, a synonym of which is gurru, a word which seems to be

from the Akkadian, and which translates three words in that language.

Dupi, however, may also be read kuppi, in which case it would

probably be the same word as ][^ '^»- ^, kupn, which is also one

of the meanings of '-yy-<^ *"^Ty"^'

* ^j kur, seems to be the gloss of 7 y.
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THE UNKNOWN ARAMAIC ORIGINAL OF THEODO-

TION'S ADDITIONS TO THE BOOK OF DANIEL.

By Dr. Caster.

{^Continiied from p. 290.)

II.—Text.

"i^S^n -^t.>« . Dn^tr^m m«-iinn ji^dh pTi^'t^ nni^i

: D^DD -r5n li^^u? D"i-nn t^!rn\rr amnnn r^^h^ inatrri

^^iD''D i^ins n ^"-^iD D^irn^ p ]^n^^« ^«-^nir-[ ^^-\odi

n pn ]^S^« «nn"i:i fi«"i ^«^!iD-r t^:]^r2 ^n^ni

N-iTD t^in pi : Di^p:"i« ^^irr D^-'p^i i^'i^'inms p nn

1 pDiim ]^nnu?r2 \^r<T^'s>'' ^"'"^- '^^^ i^^ prrri^n iSt^i

nnb^i n^'r^iD nriQ") pi^ ^^:j"i h^SijS n'-^.y Dpi '«'' re

2 *\inni nixi?^ n'^r2tr ^n^-i b^:nnn«i «rrb« ^in yyi
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l^D^iirp ]^3n ^^ni «:nnn«^ ^1 i^n^^ip a^xrn^'' i^n"ip

t^A^np «^T «:^ i^mps ^-r ^•'mps ^::^ ^^:tD\:r"i ."ji^r^ 6

•"i ^nni : ^zh n^m^^-i ^m iii^^^S'i nu^^^ jinn*" 7

^^n"^D!2 ^-f t'L^v^p-f yi rn2ir "f^^^^pi "j'^mp^s t^nnv ^^^ s

j^ur^ni j^i-'^n ]^3^Di ^^1^11 )^t?^n y^2di ^^ti t^:n''

b^:!2i3 nno^D^ ^5:^^^^ ]:« n^h jy^i : «n:L?i^^ h^^ 9

pn^ m^« "'-r :^^^ip ^«^^^i "j-riir pr\T^ ^n^n^i 12

: «n^ ?]^3 ^:i^-r «^TOi b^^^^ '•nD'iro )in^:n n"^ ni^:iD«^

ry'h pin i^:Ti^ni : t^mn ^m jn i^^v «n:L?n« ^:]i 14

pDD^2i pi^i; «^i ]^::!^DT b^mino «^i t^^^n:i ni vh ]h

NTOU7«^ 7^-[p p^^« ^D n«n^t^^ -in« irhi «nn:^i

Snpni t^n^nn nnm 11^22 ^ir-c:! pn^"^« : p!:ni 15

p-f^ : po^isD pirj"^^^ psS^^-i jnim pi^n pD:3"'2"i piS:i?D 16

b^n^S ^Di ^^:« pi^i ]i^3"i : 7S jmnti "^i ^d ]i!2^rn^ 17

H^n*' D-iS^nn i^h ^n ^mp p V2r^:^ : ^n^ ^mt!^ is

n^ru? : ^nii^io '':iDni fn^i^r^nn:: ^:r2^v n^ii^n ]^n^^« 19
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.\h^h:i "nni^i n"^"i^^::i «ncn"i t^i3C3 ^^:in^^i pii:}

t^*^i: p:i5i^^t^i ^^:inb^n ^^ni^nm n^^u> Di^ n^m "^"^"t

26 t^^i t^Sio Viy02r2 ^1 b^mniD t^:in« i:)n -Qiri : «:in«-T

27 p^S^« pi : n:i,>Tn ipn:n^« t^^ "112 h^ ]inn nnp

inn ''^ n^ imn iTini "inn\!? t^-rn «?Dini ]in^n^n

28 «n''i «:nnnt^-T «n^b^ ^^ ^nn : n?2b^i «nTp^ ^^jin«

29 ^11 ^^tr? ^n"' "fnm : i^^^?:^^^ ^'ch:^ Dr^i^r^i nnir^rj

30 ^^-^n *. i^r^hv h^i h:; ani'^m n2^D72^ t^^^-rpi ^^''p'^i

: pn^i^ ^3 S:^^ "ip^^nni nnn^m ^nxi^np ^^^I'lnn n^^

31 Q^ir^ D?oinnm nnnt^^m 7n"in^n np"' ^omnn n« ^nn

32 ^^nn^n^"! «^^inn t^nypntr^^i n« y-y^ : «^^^i; "^n^i?^")

14 h^ nnm : pr^^vi nnn(t^)m ^^nnni t^^^^ir i^-ip-a

35 : i^^hy2 ^^^^r2r^ry^ ^n^hhn pn^« ••'^ «^n^«n inm

36 "inirj^i-^i ini^^n p^b^ t^^Q^ *>^h''vr2 ""i ^-lo "innn
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iniD^m imS^n yrh^ «^i2"i «^a^?2 iDnn : i^?3^irn 39

j-'H^^ t^i^:ii «^cir-) ism : 'r^^vn 'r2^'^^ '^hhn ]''nh^ 43

)3^in : 'r^hvi '^"("^"i 'i^^n 'pn^« «-^npi nnp ")2m 43

'111 'hr\ \>rhi^ pr^D^i piS""^ 'm \^rhiii \'::y^ pVL^p

b^nt^'i^vi «^np '^"11 yrhi^ ^riixr^m i^nn: i:]m : '^iri 44

pnS« «na^"l^^ 'm : 'n^vn ")"Ti 'i^^n pn^« 45

^D 'nn : '72h:^:i '72^^^ '^hhn i^nV« b^n?2"ii «mi3 i^''-)!
46

'^1-^1 "i^^n pn^« «^irin?^ 1:3m ]"^n^i«^ t^v"^« ^nT:^'^'^

^iQ^i' ^3 'nn : 'r2hyi. 'r2^y) "hhn \'^nhi^ ^^^r^n xiy^n") 48

"i^^n pn^« ^i-^^ni «nvn ^d irjni j^n^i^ t^^?2tr?

'-iX!^t -[m pn^« «^rb^ ""n ^r: 'nn : 'n^^a 'dt^i 49

")S^n ]^n^i^ ^^-f t^^:TO 'm : 'n^rn 'oin") "i^Sn j-'n^t^
5°

iD^ni pn^« ^--p^Ti ^?2ir>::i ]^nn 'm : '^^yn 'am 51

n^'irn i3^in : '72^:^2 'in "i^^n ]^n'^« ni^ -^iii^T j^iir^-rp 52

pni^ p «:iri:r i^m ^^ni'D-r «to s^:n'' pnoi ^i«t?n

]i-nn : ^^:n^ ':'"^i^^ l^mn^tin p^^i -^^^ai «rn^p^ «ni: 53

^'^Tzh i3nm «^mn^tD ^^r^^i^^ «n-r ni5 n« ^^ Dip

n':: -iy ',^^h:^i ^nr2r2'\'^^ ^r[^hhn )^n^« t^in i^n^hv

\'i^272] : fc^n^^-iin^ nnbn «ni^h:: «^ n . ^rhhi t^ciD

[: ^^^iti^'^n pQ-'DVi Di"iinr2 ^^^dm"" p^hi^n ^^^'^^i

1 N'C'nN, probably Nn:^'N•
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2 h^Tn «S p3 «n hi^^:ih ^:h72 -^^rj^i :^nn ^:n ^r

]y:: 'h:^ ji^^i ^^in ^-i^n ^^n^^^ n^^ p^^m ^^^?:i^

]')nrv h^hy'^ jm^tn jn^::i «n'':"i2^^i b^n^^ n-h n^D:i

]^-r h^ rv ^^:i''i «^nni s^pnor^ n^h 12V^ in ^^^:i^

7 1:: mm : ^«5r:^^ ''^^icn ^nt^m ^pnoro^ mno iino

«ni:n «n^:i:^X!^ ixr^D") n^ci:!! n^TO"i «:^:n mn^ :L^^n

i^«i ni!2^T ^^pno^D ^T\L?^ t^r:n ^^nm ^p-iio^ -^i^^i;^

«in^ ]}nh ri-ipm t^r:n im':> t^m 'rni ^:n li^^^t.'* ir

t<:n:i^ p2 «n i*:)^^^'^ ii?2«i ^^'rn mp i^i^n lu?:::'!

t^n^^in ^n t^m p«mm ]nn:i p «ito ^^^^ n«-r I'^^.n'^

: «nnnn n^hTn dv hi ^:n3'i i^n^r^p «r:n rv ^^-i

9 ^n*" ^it^p^: ^^:mn 'rt^^:"! m iD^^n i^^ d« pi")

^V2n «inS ]'\rh n'P^ ^^t «D^r2 t^^m : -fn^nn

2 mn t^i^n n^ : ]^?3V nyiu? ]^n mm s^mm^i «i^n

^D n-'S ]^in^ iim ]ivib^ ^i^nxz^ mn n i^inn ^^int^n

^^^ t^^^T ^inm ]y^ ]nm p;r>:''« n:!D ]nn «^v

3 pipnn mm : ^«^n n^ yh:i^ n h^i:i pn^ in^n^n^«

^r^*2^ «V^mn ^tL>n'2 mm 'nu>n «ri«n ^^-in:

,16
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h'^) ^n^Q^ i^"^""!: pipnn^ ^r2«i "^^-r «::b^^r2 ^^m : «^pnn 14

i^nip ^nni ^^n^^t^n pin ^^^'^irrnn n*" ]r:3 •^n'^^^i

pipnn ^l:J^ :«mv"\« m:a i^^^l h^^iih ri^h nm 15

^"^1 «D«^r2 n"^D:"i : irv'^^ ^h ^^min^^ [i- n"i:i] ?ii:i ?i«i 16

i^^::^^ Dir rrri'' ^"i;z?t n'''52>n"r ^^n''ln!rn n^h:^T\ n-i^ipn

in lu mm : ^nnn n t^minb^ 11:1 did ^i^ mTi n 17

m")n^^^ pipnn n*" i^n^^ ^n ^n^^^r:*! ^r-^^i ^^^-i:! ap-i ig

^T«"i iiijhr2 np"! n«:i>^ntr «^vi mm : ^in ^nv^C"'^ 20

n^n^ ^i^^:i n*' ^^^m ^^^n n^ nm!2^ ^mvi^^ y\:h

mn^s^ ^^ i?2«i «^:iDi ai h^p:l «n^^ «-^pi : ^^m:in 21

^«^:-i^ t<pD^^^ «j^?2 i^pci : ^Tp"""! «in nni ^i^^:-n 22

^«^:ti n''!J"\ip i^nt^ n ]nn:i ]i:^i^i ^mvnt^ ni:i p

: i>nci )inn^
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The Anniversary Meeting of the Society will be holden

at 37, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., on Tuesday,

the 8th January, 1895.

The ordinary business of the Anniversary Meeting will be

transacted.

The following Paper will be read :

—

Rev. G. Margoliouth :
" On the meaning of the Divine Name

Yahveh."

E R RATA.

Proceedings, November, 1S94.

On cover, fo7- Chapters XCLX—CVHI, read XCL\'—CVII ; p. 273, for

Chapter CVIII, read Chapter CVII.
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